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ADVERTISEMENT.

IN a volume entitled Nineteen Year: 2'7: Polynesia, and

published twenty-two years ago, I spoke of the intro-

duction of Christianity into Samoa in 1830, and

described the nature and results of Missionary work

in subsequent years.

In the present volume I go back to other ages,

and give the result of my archaeological researches

for upwards of forty years. We are often told that

facts rather than theories are wanted. I have con-

fined myself almost exclusively to facts, and leave

it to specialists to tabulate and arrange them on

the side. of whatever theories they fairly tend to

establish. To what extent I have succeeded in

aiding the studies of the comparative ethnologist,

or in helping towards the solution of problems yet

perplexing to the physiologist, historian, and theo-

logian, I leave it with my readers to decide. What

I have done may at least stimulate others to supply
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further and better contributions. There is a wide

field yet to be explored, and I believe that the more

these archaeological fossils of men and mind are

brought to light, the more apparent will become the

affinities of these Polynesian tribes with other races

of mankind.

G. T.

February 1884.



PREFACE.

FROM the anthropologist’s point'of view the interest

of Polynesian life belongs especially to the native

period, before the islanders had passed out of the

peculiar barbaric condition which Cook’s quages

made known to the civilised world. With the

coming of the Europeans rapid change began.

Polynesian society held out but feebly against the

innovations of these “ sailing gods,” whose ships had

burst in through the firmament from their unearthly

region beyond. In vain in the Samoan house the

head of the family would pray to the household

deities, when the fire was made up on the hearth

before the evening meal, “ Drive away from us sailing

gods, lest they come and cause disease and death.”

For good and for evil, the old order had to change,

till now the South Sea Islanders are people dressed

in Manchester print and Bradford cloth, receiving

European ideas from the pulpit, the school, and

the newspaper, indoctrinated. with white men’s virf

tues, and, alas ! often still more deeply imbued with;
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white men’s vices. It is thus plain how great a

merit the present volume has, in embodying descrip-

tions of Polynesian life seen in its almost unaltered

state. Though the “ Navigators’ Islands” were dis-

covered in the last century, and touched at in several

renowned voyages, the natives were so little examined

that the Dutchmen of Roggewein’s Expedition took

the tattooed patterns on their skins for garments, “ a

kind of silken stuff artificially wrought.” It was in

1840 that George Turner’s life in the islands began,

when he went out under the London Missionary

Society, whose Samoan mission had then been

established some ten years. His notes of native

life, first printed privately, were worked into chapters

in the volume entitled Nineteen Years in Polynesia,

published in 1861. This has ever since been the

standard authority on the subject, but is now out of

print, and its author now takes the judicious course

of separating his account of native life from the

personal and missionary narrative with which it had

been combined. With this he has worked in the

results of inquiries made since, and of earlier notes

going more into detail than he thought his public

would then bear. For scientific purposes no one

now complains of details, but what is asked for is

the minute record even of myths and superstitions,

which may anywhere throw light on the culture of

higher nations and on the general history of human

thought.
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In several passages this book illustrates more for-

.cibly than any other certain important historical

points of belief and custom. The transition, so

interesting in the history of religious ideas, from the

spirit inhabiting an individual body to the deity pre-

siding over all individuals of a kind, has nowhere

been brought so clearly into view as in the account

of the war god Tongo, who was incarnate in the owl,

so that when a dead owl was found the islanders

wailed and mourned, beating their foreheads with

stones after their manner; Tongo nevertheless was

not dead, but continued to exist incarnate in all other

'owls. Again, if one is looking for illustrations of

survival of past reality in present ceremony, none

could be better than customs in which the Samoans,

though not cannibals, kept up the tradition of days

when their fathers were. Our author describes 'how,

to avert a war between two tribes, the weaker would

make abject submission by bringing firewood and

oven-stones in their hands, and bamboos (a split

bamboo being the usual knife), saying, by this ex-

pressive pantomime, “Here we are your pigs to be

cooked if you please, and here are the knives to cut

us up with.” They would even carry a culprit slung

on a pole like a pig, wrap him in leaves, and put him

into the pit in the ground which is the native oven ;

but it was only a cold oven, and the ceremony stopped

short at humiliation.

Even in the field of practical politics we may
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learn something from the Samoans. Political theorists

among us have been speculating about communism,

but the Samoans, like other peoples near the same

level of culture, have for ages been living it. Among

them might be, and perhaps in some measure still

may be seen practical common property, where each

may freely borrow another’s boat or tools or clothes,

and live as long as he pleases freely in any house of

a clansman. Here is a people who hear with wonder

that among the white men the poor can be hungry

and houseless. From this sorrow and disgrace the

Samoans are free ; but they pay dearly for this good

in a social state where work is unprofitable and pro-

gress is checked because the earnings of the indus-

trious pass into the common property of workers and

idlers. . E. B. T.
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DIALECTS OF THE PACIFIC.

WHILE voyaging, and as other opportunities offered,

I have collected Specimens of the dialects spoken in

the Pacific. The following, from my jottings and

vocabularies, may be Of use to many who are in-

terested in the study of ethnology. (See APPENDIX,

One Hundred and T/zz'rty- Two Words in Fifty—Nine

Polynesian Dialects.)
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SAMOA.

CHAPTER I.

POSITION OF THE ISLANDS—EARLY VISITORS AND

TRADITIONARY ORIGIN.

SAMOA is the native name of the group .of volcanic

islands in central Polynesia long known as the

“Navigators Islands.” They are Situated about 3000

miles from Sydney, and stand on the charts between

the parallels of 13° and 15° south latitude, and

168° and 173° west longitude. The mountains of

Savaii, one of which is 4000 feet high, may be seen

50 miles Off, and, on coming near, the stranger finds

a lovely island, 150 miles in circumference, and

covered with vegetation as far as the eye can reach.

The mountains of UpOlu and Tutuila rise 2000 and

3000 feet above the level of the sea, and present

the same aspect of richness and fertility. These

are the principal islands Of the group. They run

east and west. Upolu, 130 miles in circumference,

is in the middle, having Savaii 10 miles to the west,

and Tutuila, an island 80 miles in circumference,

B
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about 40 miles to the east. There are several

smaller islands which are inhabited, and several other

isolated romantic spots here and there which are not

inhabited.

UpOlu is almost entirely surrounded by barrier

reefs; these wonderful submarine walls, or break-

waters, built up to the level Of the sea and forming

a fine smooth lagoon, invaluable for fishing and

facilitating all kinds Of communication between the

settlements along the coast. The distance between

the shore and the reef is from thirty feet to three or

four miles. In some places the lagoons are shallow,

and require the rise of the tide to allow a canoe or

boat to pass along ; in other places, and particularly

where there are openings in the reef, they are from

ten to twenty fathoms deep, and afford anchorage

to ships. The rivers are neither numerous nor large,

but there is no lack Of fresh water; it springs up

in abundance in many parts in the interior and along

the coast.

The Dutch “three-ship expedition,” under Rog-

gewein, in I 722, seems to' have been the first to notice

these islands. Then followed the French navigators,

Bougainville and- La Perouse, the former in 1768

and the latter in 1787. Bougainville, seeing the

natives move about so much in canoes, gave the

group the name of the “Isles of the Navigators.”

Captain Cook heard of them in 177 3 from the

Tongans, noted some of their names, and in 1791
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they were visited by H.B.M. ship Pandora. Little,

however, was known of these islands until 1830,

when a mission was commenced there by the agents

Of the London Missionary Society.

The natives, who number about 35,000, are of

the prevailing light copper colour of central and

eastern Polynesia. Hardly a vestige is to be seen

among them of the crisped and woolly-haired dark-

brown Papuans, or western Polynesian negroes. But

as the physical characteristics and languages of cen-

tral and eastern Polynesia are well known, I pass

on to other and traditionary matters, and begin with

what the Samoans have to say on COSMOGONY AND

MAN.

1. There was first of all Leai, not/ling. Thence

sprung Nanamu, fragrance. Then Efuefu, dust.

Then Iloa, perceivable. Then Maua, obtainable.

Then Eleele, eart/z. Then Papatu, lug/z rocks.

Then Maataanoa, small stones. Then Maunga,

mountains. Then Maunga married Malaeliua, or

changeable meeting-place, and had a daughter called

Fasiefu, piece of dust. She married Lave i fulufulu

tOlO, or down of the sugar-cane flower, and to her

was born three sons: Mua, first; USO, brot/zer; Talu,

and their sister Sulitonu, or true heir. And then

follows a story as to Mua and Talu originating the

names of two districts on the island of Upolu.

2. A cosmical genealogy takes the form of married

couples, and runs as follows :—
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12.

I3.

I4»

15.

I6.

I7.

19.

20.

21 '

22

Illale.

The high rocks.

The earth.

Solid clouds.

Dew of life.

. Cloudsflyingabout.

Quiet winds.

Cloudless heavens.

Tangaloa.

Tangaloa of the

heavens.

Pili.

Ana.

Matofaana.

Veta.

Naituveta.

Toso.

Siu tau lalovasa.

Siu toso.

. Ata.

Siufeai.

Sui le Iau mato.

Feepo

Ationgie.

SAMOA.

Female.

The earth rocks.

High winds. ‘

Flying clouds.

Clouds clinging to

the heavens.

Clear heavens.

Beautiful clouds.

[CHAR I.

Progeny.

The earth. '

Solid clouds.

(1) Confused winds.

(2) Quiet winds.

(3) Boisterous winds.

(4) Land beating winds.

(5) Dew of life.

Clouds flying about.

(1) Shadow.

(2) Twilight.

(3) Daylight.

(4) Noonday.

(5) Afternoon.

(6) Sunset.

Cloudless heavens.

Spread out heavens. Tangaloa the originator

Great heavens.

Keeper oftheheavens.

Sina the tropic bird.

Sina the powerful.

Sina the bald.

Afu lilo.

Toe lauoo.

Langi fiti pula.

Pai (who beckoned

the light).

Lau Iano ma lau vai.

Uliaumi.

Polaitu.

Sinai lau tolo.

Sea faetele.

Tau vai upolu.

of men.

Tangaloa of the heavens.

Pili.

(1) Sanga.

(2) Ana.

(3) Tua-

(4) Tolufale.

(5) Muganitama.

Matofaana.

Veta.

Naituveta.

Toso.

Siu tau lalovasa.

Siu toso.

Ata.

Siufeai.

Siu 1e lau mato.

Feepo.

Ationgie.

Savea.
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This Savea was the first Malietoa, and then in

the continuance of this genealogy there follow twenty-

three generations of Malietoa, down to Malietoa

Talavou, who was proclaimed king in 1878, and

subsequently recognised by the Governments of Eng-

land, Germany, and the United States. Many other

traditionary genealogies of chiefs might be given,

but let the above suflice as a specimen Of the rest.

3. Other descendants of Cloudless heavens (No.

6 above) :—

Male. Female. Progeny.

(I) Cloudless heavens. The eighth heavens. Tangaloa the dweller in

lands.

(2) Tangaloa dweller Cloudy heavens. Tangaloa the explorer of

in lands. lands.

(3) Tangaloa the ex- Queen of earth. Valevalenoa, or space.

plorer.

Space had a long-legged seat. At another birth

Cloudy heavens brought forth ahead. This was

the head that was said to have fallen from the

heavens. Space set it up on his high stool and said

to it, “ O beloved! be a son—be a second with me

on the earth.” Space started back, for all of a

sudden the body of a man-child was added to the

head. The child was sensible, and inquired who

his father was. Space replied, “Your father is

yonder in the East, yonder in the West, yonder

towards the sea, and yonder in-land, yonder above

and yonder below.” Then the boy said, “I have

found my name, call me All the sides of heaven.”
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And from him sprang the four divisions, East, West,

North, and South. He grew up to manhood, went

to the North, married and had children. Went to

the South, married and had children. Went to the

East, married and had children. Went to the West,

married and had children. He then went up to the

heavens, and told all his children to follow him.

4. The children of Ilu, worm, and Mamao, distant,

WCI'C :—

(1) Papa tu, or great rocks.

(2) Papa one, or sandy rocks.

(3) Papa ele, or earthy rocks. '

(4) Masina, or the moon.

( 5) La, or the sun.

(6) Sami, or the sea.

(7) Vai, or fresh water.

These were all sons, and then there were two

daughters, the one named Great wind and the other

Gentle wind.

They all separated and lived apart, but the sea

was shut up. Then the children said, “ Let the sea

be set free and allowed to come out that we may

look at it.” This was done, and then the three kinds

of rocks were flooded and died, but the sun and the

moon fled to the heavens and lived.

5. Fire and water married, and from them sprung

the earth, rocks, trees, and everything.

The cuttle-fish fought with the fire and was

beaten. The fire fought with the rocks, and the
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rocks conquered. The large stones fought with the

small ones ; the small conquered. The small stones

fought with the grass, and the grass conquered.

The grass fought with the trees; the grass was beaten

and the trees conquered. The trees fought with the

creepers, the trees were beaten and the creepers con-

quered. The creepers rotted, swarmed with maggots,

and from maggots they grew to be men.

6. The god Tangaloa existed in space, but we

do not know how or whence he came. He wished

some place to live in, and so he made the heavens.

He also wished to have a place under the heavens,

and so he made the Lalolangi, nna’er t/ze beavens, or

the earth. Savaii was formed by a stone rolled

down from the heavens, Upolu by another. Other

stories say that they were drawn up from under the

ocean by a fishing-hook. He next made the Fee or

cuttle-fish, and told it to go down under the earth,

and hence the lower regions Of sea or land are called

Sa le feé, or sacred to the cuttIe-fish. The cuttle-

fish brought forth all kinds of rocks, and hence the

great one on which we live.

7. Tangaloa the god of heaven sent down his

daughter in. the form of the bird TurI, a species Of

snipe, C/uzradrins fnlvns. She flew about, but could

find no resting-place, nothing but ocean. She re-

turned to the heavens, but was again sent down by

Tangaloa to search for land. First she Observed

spray, then lumpy places, then water breaking, then
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land above the surface, and then a dry place where

she could rest. She went back and told her father.

He again sent her down; she reported extending

surface Of land, and then he sent her down with

some earth and a creeping plant. The plant grew,

and she continued to come down and visit it. After

a time its leaves withered. On her next visit it was

swarming with worms or maggots, and the next time

she came down they had become men and women.

8. The ants and the small coral made the small

stones. The small and large stones caused the loose

rocks, and from the loose rocks and the fire sprang

a man called Ariari, to appear, and from him and a

woman sprang the cuttle-fish and the race of men.

9. Man is formed from a species Of mussel. If

made of the hard mussel he lives long—it is difficult

for him to die. But if he happens to be made of

the poisonous mussel, he is fragile, easily upset, and

does not live long.

The soul of man is called his anganga, or that

which goes or comes. It is said to be the daughter

Of Taufanuu, or vapour of lands, which forms clouds,

and as the dark cloudy covering of night comes on,

man feels sleepy, because his soul wishes to go and

visit its mother. .

10. All the gods had a meeting at a public place

on Upolu to decide what was to be the end of the

life Of man. One god made a speech and proposed

that it should be like the extinction of the cocoa-
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nut-leaf torch, which when it goes out can be shaken,

blown, and blaze up again, so that man after sickness

and death might rise again in all the vigour Of

youth.

Another god, called the Supa or paralysis, rose

and proposed that the life of man should be like the

extinction Of the candle-nut torch, which when once

out cannot be blown in again. '

Then followed a number Of speeches, some for

the one proposal and some for the other. While

the discussion was proceeding a pouring rain came

on and broke up the meeting. The gods ran to the

houses for shelter, and as they were dispersing they

called out, “ Let the proposal of Paralysis be carried,

and let man’s life go out like the candle—nut torch.”

And hence the proverb: “It is as Paralysis said.”

Man dies and does not return.

Another account of this meeting adds other two

proposals. One that men should cast their skins

like the Shell-fish ; and another that when they

grow old they should dive in the “water of life”

and come up little boys. It finishes, however, with

the proposal of Paralysis being carried, but adds that

only men were to die, not women.



CHAPTER II.

SAMOA.

Origin of the Name.

I. THE rocks married the earth, and the earth became

pregnant. Salevao, the god Of the rocks, observed

motion in the moa or centre of the earth. The child

was born and named Moa, from the place where it

was seen moving. Salevao ordered the umbilicus

to be laid on a club, and cut with a stone; and

hence the custom'ever after on the birth of a man-

child.

Salevao then provided water for washing the

child and made it sa, or sacred to Moa. The rocks

and the earth said they wished to get some Of that

water to drink. Salevao replied that if they got a

bamboo he would send them a streamlet through it,

and hence the origin of springs.

Salevao said he would become loose stones, and'

that everything which grew would be sa ia Moa, or

sacred to Moa, till his hair was out After a time

his hair was cut and the restriction taken Off, and
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hence also the rocks and the earth were called Sa ia

Moa, or as it is abbreviated, SAMOA.

2. Tangaloa of the heavens had two children—

a son called Moa, and a daughter called Lu. Lu

married a brother chief of Tangaloa, and had a son,

who was named Lu after herself. One night when

Tangaloa lay down to sleep, he heard his grandson

singing—

. Moa Lu,

Moa Lu.

After a time he changed it to—

Lu Moa,

Lu Moa.

Tangaloa was annoyed at the presumption Of the

lad, as if he wished to be above Moa the firstborn.

He feigned an errand, and called the boy to come

and scratch his back. The boy went to perform

the Operation, but on stretching out his hand was

seized by his grandfather, and beaten with the handle

of his fly-flapper. Lu made his escape, came run-

ning down to the earth, and named it SAMOA.

3. At one time the land was flooded by the sea,

and everything died except some fowls and pigeons.

The pigeons flew away, but the Moa, or fowls, re-

mained and were made sacred by Lu, and not to

be killed, and hence called the Sa Moa or preserve

fowls of Lu.

4. Tangaloa of .the heavens and his son Lu built
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a canoe or vessel up in the heavens. They were

aided by a carpenter called Manufili. When finished

it was taken down and set on the Laueleele, or sur-

face of the earth. There-was no sea at that time.

Lu had a wife called Gaogao 0 1e tai, expanse

of sea. She had a son who was also called Lu, and

when he grew up the vessel was given to him.

When she next brought forth it was a lot of all

kinds of shell-fish. Lu said to his mother, “What

is the use of having all these things lying there bare

in the sun?” “Leave it with me to make a lake

for them,” was her reply; and then she told him to

go and get his vessel in order, and be ready to get

into it when the sea was made.

The'sea was the product Of the next birth. Lu

caught two fowls, and when the sea rose took them

with him into the vessel. He was not many days

afloat, some say six, when his vessel rested on the

top of the mountain called Malata, in Atua, east

end Of Upolu. Lu lived there at the village called

Uafato, and had there his Sa Moa, or preserve fowls,

which were not to be killed. Another story says

that Lu came from the west with his wa15, and that

from his crew all the islands of the group were

peopled. He was said to have come from Pulotu,

Papatea, Pau, Vau, Aoao, and Ngaelu. Others say

he came with his fowls direct from Tafiti apaau, or

the Winged Fiji.

Two of the people of Tangaloa of the heavens
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came down to fish. As they were returning with

two baskets of fish, the fowls of Lu leaped up to

peck at the fish. The lads caught and killed the

precious preserve, or Sa Moa, and ran Off with them

to the heavens.

In the morning Lu missed the fowls, and went

off in search of them. He saw from the unbroken

early morning cobwebS across the roads east and

west, that no one had passed along there. He sus-

pected the fishing party from the heavens, and away

he went up there from the top Of the mountain.

He had nothing in his hand but his fly-flapper.

In the first heavens he smelled roast fowl, and

presently he came upon the two culprits as they

were eating, and believed that they were crunching

the bones Of the 'very fowls of which he was in

search. He charged them. They did not deny,

but commenced to lay the blame the one on the

other, and hence the proverb to this day: “It was

not I, but you.” He set upon both Of them with

his fue, or fly-flapper, and hence the word to fue, or

to fly-flapper, is used as a milder term to express

beating or killing.

Away the lads fled, and he after them up through

the nine heavens, laying out on them with his fue.

When they reached the tenth heaven, Tangaloa

made his appearance and called out, “What is all

this about? Don’t you know this is Malae totoa,

the place of rest? There must be no fighting here.”
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In the tenth heaven no strife was allowed ; the place

was kept beautifully clean, no rubbish to be seen

about the roads, and there were no clubs hanging in

the houses.

Lu told the cause of his anger: his Sa Moa or

preserve fowls had been stolen, and he had found

the thieves in the very act of eating them. Tangaloa

said, “It is indeed very bad; but now that you

have left behind all the places where wars may be

fought out, and have come to this heaven Of peace,

let your wrath abate, spare these men, and you shall

go back with the title of King of lzcaven, and take

my daughter Langituavalu, Eig‘lzt/c heavens, to be

your wife.” “Very good,” said Lu ; “let these men

live, and let us be at peace, and conform to the

custom of Malae totoa. '

A handsome dowry was got up, the marriage

took place, and Tangaloa told Lu to name the earth

SAMOA when he came down, and so keep in re-

membrance his preserve fowls.

The two came down, had a child, and named

him Samoa, and from them these islands have been

peopled. Hence also the proverb from this lady

coming from heaven and having children on earth:

“The heavens are swinging and touching the earth."

Of any one who marries a person far away it is also

said, “It is like Langituavalu.”

At the marriage of Langituavalu and Lu, Tangaloa

ordered all his people to contribute a fine white mat
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each, with which to form her dowry. Agreat feast

was also provided, but only those were admitted

who had contributed a. white mat. When the festive

day came there were many outside who were cha-

grined that they had not made an effort to get the

white mat, and so have been permitted to share in

the grand celebration, to the music Of which they

could 'only listen outside and in the distance.



CHAPTER III.

A FUTURE STATE—RELIGION, ETC.

THE Samoans believed in a soul or disembodied

spirit, which they called the anganga. Anga means

to go or come. according to the particle Of direction

suflixed. Anga atn means to go away; anga mai

signifies to come. The reduplicated anganga is used

to designate the soul as distinct from the body, and

which at death was supposed to go away from the

body and proceed to the hadean regions under the

ocean, which they called Pulotu.

In describing the localities about Falealupo in

another chapter, we have noted some things about

the lower regions which were supposed to enter from

the neighbourhood of Falealupo. We know little, if

anything, more of the notions which the Samoans

had of a future state, and therefore pass on to the

RELIGION which prevailed all over the group.

At one time it was supposed that Samoa was

destitute of any kind of religion, and by some Of the

early visitors the people were called “the godless
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Samoans.” On closer acquaintance with them, how-

ever, it was discovered that they lived under the in-

fluence of a host of imaginary deities, claiming alike

belief and corresponding practice.

At his birth a Samoan was supposed to be taken

under the care of some god, or aitu, as it was

called. The help of several Of these gods was

probably invoked in succession on the occasion,

and the one who happened to be addressed just as

the child was born was fixed on as the child’s god

for life.

. These gods were supposed to appear in some

visible incarnation, and the particular thing in which

his god was in the habit of appearing was to the

Samoan an object of veneration. It was, in fact,

his idol, and he was careful never to injure it or

treat it with contempt. One, for instance, saw his

god in the eel, another in the shark, another in the

turtle, another in the dog, another in the owl, another

in the lizard, and so on throughout all the fish of

the sea, and birds, and four-footed beasts, and creep-

ing things. In some Of the shell-fish, even, gods

were supposed to be present. A man would eat

freely Of what was regarded as the incarnation of

the god of another man, but the incarnation of his

own particular god he would consider it death to

injure or to eat. The god was supposed to avenge

the insult by taking up his abode in that person's

body, and causing to generate there the very thing

' C
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which he had eaten, until it produced death. This

class of genii, or tutelary deities, they called aitn

fale, or gods Of the house.

The father Of the family was the big/z-priest, and

usually Offered a short prayer at the evening meal,

that they might all be kept from fines, sickness, war,

and death. Occasionally, too, he would direct that

they have a family feast in honour of their house-

hold gods; and on these occasions a cup Of their

intoxicating ava draught was poured out as a drink-

offering. They did this in their family house, where

they were all assembled, supposing that their gods

had a spiritual presence there, as well as in the ma-

terial Objects to which we have referred. Often it

was supposed that the god came among them, and

spoke through the father.or some other member of

the family, telling them what to do in order to

remove a present evil or avert a threatened one.

Sometimes it would be that the family should get a

canoe built and keep it sacred to the god. They

might travel in it and use it themselves, but it was

death to sell or part with a canoe which had been

built specially for the god.

Anot/zer class of Samoan deities may be called

gods of the town or village. Every village had its

god, and every one born in that village was regarded

as the property Of that god. I have got a Child for

so-and-so, a woman would say on the birth of her

child, and name the village god. There was a small
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house or temple also consecrated to the deity of the

place. Where there was no formal temple, the great

house of the village, where the Chiefs were in the

habit Of assembling, was the temple for the time

being, as occasion required. Some settlements had

a sacred grove as well as a temple, where prayers

and Offerings were presented.

In t/zeir temples they had generally something

for the eye to rest upon with superstitious veneration.

In one might be seen a conch shell, suspended from

the roof in a basket made Of cinnet network; and

this the god was supposed to blow when he wished

the people to rise to war. In another, two stones

were kept. In another, something resembling the

head Of a man, with white streamers flying, was

raised on a pole at the door Of the temple, on the

usual day of worship. In another, a cocoa-nut shell

drinking-cup was suspended from the roof, and before

it prayers were addressed and offerings presented.

This cup was also used in oaths. If they wished to

find out a thief, the suspected parties were assembled

before the chiefs, the cup sent for, and each would

approach, lay his hand on it, and say, “With my

hand on this cup, may the god look upon me, and

send swift destruction, if I took the thing which has

been stolen.” The stones and the shells were used

in a Similar way. Before this ordeal, the truth was

rarely concealed. They firmly believed that it would

be'death to touch the cup and tell a lie.
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\Z‘lze priests in some cases were the chiefs of the

place; but in general some one in a particular

family Claimed the privilege, and professed to declare

the will of the god. His Office was hereditary. He

fixed the days for the annual feasts in honour of

the deity, received the Offerings, and thanked the

people for them. He decided alSo whether or not

the people might go to war.

Tbe mfizrings were principally cooked food. The

first cup was in honour Of the god. It was either

poured out on the ground or waved towards the

heavens. The chiefs all drank a portion out of the

same cup, according to rank; and after that the

food brought as an offering was divided and eaten

there before the god. This feast was annual, and

frequently about the month Of May. In some

places it passed Off quietly; in others it was asso-

ciated with games, sham-fights, night-dances, etc.,

and lasted for days. In time Of war special feasts

were ordered by the priests. Of the offerings on

war occasions women and children were forbidden

to partake, as it was not their province to go to

battle. They supposed it would bring sickness and

death on the party eating who did not go to the

war, and hence were careful to bury or throw into

the sea whatever food was over after the festival.

In some cases the feasts in honour Of the god were

regulated by the appearance in the settlement Of the

bird which was thought to be the incarnation Of the
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god. Whenever the bird was seen the priest would

say that the god had come, and fix upon a day for

his entertainment.

The village gods, like those of the household, had

all some particular incarnation: one was supposed

to appear as a bat, another as a heron, another as

an owl. If a man found a dead owl by the roadside,

and if that happened to be the incarnation of his

village god, he would sit down and weep over it,

and beat his forehead with stones till the blood

flowed. This was thought pleasing to the deity.

Then the bird would be wrapped up and buried

with care and ceremony, as if it were a human body.

This, however, was not the death of the god. He

was supposed to be yet alive, and incarnate in all

the owls in existence. The flight of these birds was

Observed in time of war. If the bird flew before

them, it was a signal to go on ; but if it crossed the

path, it was a bad omen, and a sign to retreat.

Others saw their village god in the rainbow, others

saw him in the shooting star; and in time of war

the position of a rainbow and the direction of a

shooting star were always ominous.

The constant dread Of the gods, and the numerous

and extravagant demands of a cunning and avaricious

priesthood, made the heathenism of Samoa a hard

service.

I have collected and arranged alphabetically in

the two following chapters the names of the principal
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gods formerly worshipped in Samoa. The notices

of each will explain more fully the religion of the

people, and especially that system Of zoolatry which

so extensively prevailed.



CHAPTER IV.

GODS SUPERIOR—WAR AND GENERAL

VILLAGE GODS.

I. AITU LANGI, or Gods of Izeaven.

I. THESE gods were supposed to have fallen from

the heavens at the call of a blind man to protect his

son from a cannibal chief. They were scattered

over several villages, but did not move about in the

bodies of mortals. A large temple was erected to

one Of them in which there were ten seats on which

sat the principal chiefs. A large shell was the only

visible representation Of the god, and in time of

war it was carefully consulted. If it stood on end

and made an unusual noise they went to battle

cheerfully; if, however, it only murmured what

they imagined to be “ GO back, go back,” there was

no fighting that day. Tupai was the name of the

high priest and prophet. He was greatly dreaded.

His very look was poison. If he looked at a cocoa-‘

nut tree it died, and if he glanced at a bread-fruit

tree it also withered away.
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2. Aitu langi was the name of a village god in

another place, and supposed to be incarnate in the

owl. If, when going to fight, an owl flew before, it

was a good Sign; but if across the road Or backwards

they returned immediately.

2. ALII TU, or The God who stands.

This god was seen in the Ve’a, or rail (Rallies

pectoralis). The flight of this bird was also observed

during war. If it flew before, it was a good omen ;

if otherwise they went back disconcerted.

3. AVE I LE TALA, or Take to the end of the house.

This was the name of an accoucheur god, whose

priest went, when sent for, and prayed for the safety Of

the patient. This god is specially noted as having

predicted the arrival Of a powerful foreign god, who

was to eat up all the gods of Samoa except one,

and that was himself; and then he added pathetic-

ally through the priest to the family where he was

supposed to reside, “When the great god comes,

do not you all leave me, but let two still keep aloof

and stand by me.” On the introduction and rapid

spread of Christianity many said, “The prediction of

Ave i le tala has come true.”

4. FONGE AND TOAFA.

1. These were the names Of two oblong smooth

stones which stood on a raised platform Of loose
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stones inland of one Of the villages. They were

supposed to be the parents Of Saato, a god who

controlled the rain. When the Chiefs and people

were ready to go off for weeks to certain places in

the bush for the sport Of pigeon-catching, Offerings

of cooked taro and fish were laid on the stones,

accompanied by prayers for fine weather and no

rain. Any one who refused an offering to the

stones was frowned upon; and in'the event Of rain

was blamed and punished for bringing down the

wrath of the fine-weather god, and spoiling the

sports Of the season.

2. Persons going to search for bush yams in

time Of scarcity gave a yam to the stones as a

thank-Offering, supposing that these gods caused the

yams to grow, and could lead them to the best

places for finding such edible roots. '

3. Any one passing by casually with a basket Of

cooked food would stop and lay a morsel on the

stones.

4. When such Offerings were eaten in the night

by dogs or rats, it was supposed that the god Chose

to become incarnate for the time being in the form

of such living creatures.

5. FANONCA, Destruction.

1. This was the name of a war-god, and supposed

to be incarnate in the Samoan owl (Strix delica-

tnla. In time Of war, offerings of food were pre-
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sented to a pet one which was kept for the purpose.

If it flew about above while the troops were walking

along below that was a good omen; but if it flew

away in the direction of the enemy it was supposed

to have left the one party and gone to join the

other, and therefore a calamity.

2. At the beginning Of the annual fish festivals,

the Chiefs and people of the village assembled round

the opening Of the first oven, and give the first fish

to the god.

3. A dead owl found under a tree in the settle-

ment was the signal for all the village to assemble

at the place, burn their bodies with firebrands, and

beat their foreheads with stones till the blood flowed,

and so they expressed their sympathy and condolence

with the god over the calamity “by an Offering of

blood.” He still lived, however, and moved about

in all the other existing owls of the country.

6. FAAMALU, Shade.

1. The name of a village god, and represented

by a trumpet-shell. On the month for annual

worship all the people met in the place of public

gatherings with heaps of cooked food. First there

were offerings and prayers to the god to avert cala-

mities and give prosperity; then they feasted with

and before their god, and after that any strangers

present might eat.

At the same settlement a marine deity called
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Tamauanuu, or Plenty for the land, was worshipped

at the same time. On that day no one dared to

swim on his back off the settlement, or eat a cocoa-

nut. Any one transgressing would have to go to

the beach and beat his forehead with stones till the

blood flowed, so as to prevent his being devoured

by a shark the next time he went to fish.

In time of war Faamalu was also represented by

a fish, the movements of which were watched. If it

was seen to swim briskly they went to battle cheer-

fully; but if it turned round now and then on its

back that was a veto on fighting.

Faamalu was also seen in a cloud or Shade. If

a cloud preceded them in going to battle they

advanced courageously; if, however, the clouds

were all behind they were afraid.

2. In a quarrel a mischief - maker would be

cursed and given over to the wrath of Faamalu.

If anything was stolen the sufferer would go along

the road shouting and calling on Faamalu to be

avenged on the thief.

3. In another district Faamalu was only a war;

god—had a temple with a Shell in it, and the shell

was carried about with the troops. The trees all

around the temple were sacred, and never used for

any purpose.

7. FAAOLA, Lifegiver.

The name Of a war-god. Before going to fight
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the people of the district where he was worshipped

all met and prayed that they might be “strong-

hearted ” and free from cowardice.

8. 0 LE FE’E, The cuttlefsh (Octopus).

1. This was a war-god said to have been brought

by a Chief called Tapuaau, who swam hither from

Fiji with his cuttle-fish. When taken into a house

it showed a special fondness for a piece Of white

native Cloth by stretching over to it, and hence this

white cloth became an emblem Of the god, and his

worshippers in going to battle were known by white

turbans, which they thought would please the god

and be a defence against the enemy.

Before starting all assembled in the public place

of the village, and one of the priests prayed as

follows :—

Le Fe’e e! faafofoga mai ia

0 an o Fale le a tulai atu nei.

Le Fe’e e! au mai ia ou mfimfi fua

Sei tau a’i le taua nei.

Which may be translated as followsz—O Fe’c!

listen—I am Fale who now stand up—O Fe’e!

give us your red flaming rage with which to fight

this battle.

All listened carefully to the enunciation of this

prayer by the priest, for if he was observed to

stutter in a single word it was a bad omen.

The Fe’e was also supposed to be present in the
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white shell of the Cyprcea ovula ,- hence a string

Of these shells was suspended in the house of the

priest, and were supposed to murmur, or “cry,”

when war was determined on. The colour of the

shells was also watched. A clear white was a good

omen, but if they looked dark and dingy it was a

bad one.

The movements of the cuttle-fish at sea were

also looked after at war-times. If seen near the

shore when the people were mustering for battle it

was a good sign ; if far off the reverse.

2. In one place the Fe’e was a general village

god, whose province was not confined to war. The

month of May was sacred to his worship. NO

traveller was then allowed to pass through the

village by the public road; nor was any canoe

allowed in the lagoon Off that part of the settlement.

There was great feasting, too, on these occasions, and

also games, club exercise, spear-throwing, wrestling,

etc.

A new temple was at this time erected, to the

material Of which every man, woman, and child

contributed something, even if only a stick or a reed

of thatch. Some were drafted off to .put up the

house, and the rest commenced to fight in real

earnest, and settle any old grudges with each other.

He who got the most wounds was set down for

special favours from the god. With the completion

of the temple the fighting ended, and that was to
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suffice for the year. A quarrel Of neighbours at any

other time, and rising to blows, was frowned upon

by the god Fe’e, because it was not left till next

year and temple-building day.

In another district three months were sacred to

the worship of the Fe’e. During that time any one

passing along the road, or in the lagoon, would be

beaten, if not killed, for insulting the god. For the

first month torches and all other lights were for-

bidden, as the god was about and did not wish to

be seen. White turbans were also forbidden during

the festivities, and confined to war. At this time,

also, all unsightly projecting burdens—such as a log

of firewood on the Shoulder—were forbidden, lest it

should be considered by the god as a mockery of

his tentaenla.

The priest at this place had a large wooden

bowl, which he called lipi, or sudden death. This

was another representative Of the god, and by this

the family had no small gains. In a case of stealing,

fine mats or other gifts were taken by the injured

party to the priest to curse the thief and make him

ill. The priest would then sit down with some

select members of the family around the bowl

representative Of the god, and pray for speedy

vengeance on the guilty; then they waited the issue.

These imprecations were dreaded. Conscience-

stricken thieves, when taken ill, were carried off by

their friends on a litter and laid down at the door
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of the priest, with taro, cocoa-nuts, or yams, in lieu

Of those confessed to have been stolen; and they

would add fine mats and other presents, that the

priest might pray again over the death-bowl, and

have the sentence reversed.

There is a story that the cuttle-fish gods of Savaii

were once chased by an Upolu hero, who caught them

in a great net and killed them. They were Changed

into stones, and now stand up in a rocky part of the

lagoon on the north side of Upolu. For a long time

travelling parties from Savaii felt eerie when they

came to the place—did not like to go through be-

tween the stones, but took the outside passage.

Another fragment makes out that a Savaii Fe’e

married the daughter of a chief on Upolu, and for

convenience in coming and going made a hole in the

reef, and hence the harbour at Apia. He went up

the river also at that place, and built a stone house

inland, the “Stonehenge” relics of which are still

pointed out, and named to this day “the house of

the Fe’e.” In time of war he sent a branch drifting

down the river as a good omen, and a sign to the

people that they might go on with the war, sure Of

driving the enemy.

3. In some instances the Fe’e was a household

god only. If any visitor caught a cuttle-fish and

cooked it, or if any member of that family had been

where a cuttle-fish was eaten,'the family would meet

over the case, and a man or woman would be selected
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to go and lie down in a cold oven, and be covered

over with leaves, as in the process 'of baking, and all

this as a would-be or mock burnt-Offering to avert

the wrath of the god. While this was being done

the family united in praying: “O bald-headed Fe’e!

"forgive what has been done—it was all the work

of a stranger.” Failing such signs of respect and

humility, it was supposed the god would come to

the family, and cause a cuttle-fish to grow internally,

and be the death Of some Of them.

9. FUAI LANGI, Bginner of the Heavens.

A god of one of the small islands, and seen in the

sea-eel, or Marwna. If the sea-eel happened to

be driven on to the shore in a gale or by any tidal

wave it pOrtended evil, and created a Commotion all

over the place.

10. GA’E FEFE, Breathlessfear.

A war-god in some of the villages, and seenin a

cocoa-nut-leaf basket. It is said that duringa battle

between the gods of Samoa and those of Tonga the

former crouched about the trunks of the cocoa-nut

trees; but Ga’e fefe hid in_ a cocoa-nut-leaf basket,

and escaped while many others were killed. Hence

the bashet became a sign of the god, and no one

would step over such a thing, supposing the god

might be in it. Hence, also, if in going to fight

they fell in with a newly-plaited cocoa-nut-leaf bas—
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ket turned upside down it was a bad omen, and sent

them back. If, however, the basket was an old one,

and not lying across the road, but to the one'side,

and “ fore and at“ ,” it was a good sign, and encour-

aged them to proceed.

I r. LA’ALA’A—Step over.

' I. A village war god in-Savaii. Supposed to go

before the troops, but invisible. When the people

turned out, according to hospitality usage, to take

food to a travelling party, they would arrange to lay

down ten pigs. If the visitors, in recounting and

shouting out in public, as they do, what they had got,

said that there were eleven pigs, it was supposed that

the god had added one. Then they would compare

notes, and say: “ Oh yes, it must have been that old

woman we saw with a dry shrunk leaf girdle.”

There were other instances of the “ devil’s dozen”

in Samoa.

Once, when the people were driven by a war fleet

from Upolu, the god became incarnate in a yellow

man, went and lay down in a house, and there they

killed him to please the Upolu people and stop the

war, which the latter agreed to do in return for

killing the god. Out of respect to the god the

people of that village never used the word la’ala’a

for stepping over, but sought a new word in soposopo,

which is still a current synonym for la’ala’a.

2. La’ala’a was also the name of a god who took

D
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care of the plantations. He guarded them by the

help of the god tkuna’er. They never spoke of

lzg/ztm'ng as doing harm, it is always the thunder.

“Thunder” once struck the house of Fala and Paongo.

The family rose up, caught him, tied him up with

pandanus leaves, and frightened'him by poking him

with firebrands; He cried out in distress:

“ Oh! Fala, I’m burning,-

Oh! Paongo, I wish to live!”

They decided to spare him, and make him a god

to keep the rats away from their food. They made

a hieroglyphic scare for him, also, of a basket filled

with pandanus leaves and charred firebrands, and

hung it up among the trees, that he might know

what to expect if he destroyed a house again. This

basket was also a scare for a thief, and an impreca-

tion that t/zuna’er might destroy his plantation.

3. La’ala’a was also the name of a god in Upolu,

who was the champion of wrestlers. The place was

supposed to be filled with gods who came to wrestle.

4. The same name was given to a god who pre-

dicted in war, sickness, and family events. In sick-

ness the people of the village confessed crimes, and

prayed that they might be stepped over or forgiven.

He was supposed to dwell in the mountain, and any

part of it sufficed as a confessional.

There was a priest also who, when he prayed to

la’ala’a, became possessed, told the cause of disease,

and forbade the evil conduct of the suffering culprit.
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I 2. LAA .MAOMAO—Tfie great step.

This is one of the names of the rainbow, which

was a representative of a war god of several villages.

If, when going to battle, a rainbow sprang up right

before them and across the path, or across the course

of the canoes at sea, the troops and the fleet would

return. The same if the rainbow arch, or long step,

of the god was seen behind them. If, however, it

was sideways they went on with spirit, thinking the

god Was marching along with them and encouraging

them to advance.

I3. MAO MA ULI—M'stake ana’ Black.

Two teeth of the sperm whale, and said to have

come from Fiji, were so named, and represented the

war gods of a large village. They were kept in a

cave, and when the people went to fight a priest

remained behind to pray for success and watch and

report the position of the teeth. If they lay east

and west it was a good omen, but if they turned

over and lay north and south it was a sign of defeat.

14. MATUU—JYeron, or “Andrea saera.”

The heron was the incarnation of a war god on

the island of Manono. If it flew before the troops

that was a good sign, but the reverse if it flew across

the path.
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A story is told of Heron and his brother Destruc-

tion. They cooked some food one day, but it was

not half done. The enraged family set upon the

two. Destruction had his neck broken by a stick

thrown at him; but Heron escaped by having his

neck pulled long, as it is to this day.

I 5. Moso.

I. This was the name of one of the great [and

gods, in opposition to Tangaloa, the god of the

heavens. The root of the word is the name of a

tree—‘“ Cananga oa'orata”—the yellow flowers of

which are highly fragrant. A stone was his repre-

sentative in one village, on which passing travellers

laid down a scented wreath or necklace as an offering

to M050.

2. In another place Moso’s representative was a

large wooden bowl, decorated with white shells, and

called Lipi, or sudden death, as described under Le

Fe’e, No. 8. The priest received offerings from the

injured, and, in lieu of them, prayed to Moso with

loud crying and forced tears to curse with sudden

death the unknown thief or other injurer. “Oh

Moso! make haste, show your power, send down to

the lower regions, sweep away like a flood, may they

never see the light of another day.” These were

the usual imprecations shrieked out over the bowl.

3. One of the kings of the district of Atua was

supposed to be a man and move about among mor-
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tals in the daytime; but at night he was Moso, and

away among the gods.

4. Moso was also a household god in some

families. In one he was incarnate as a man. He

helped himself to food of any kind from the planta-

tions of his neighbours, and, if chased, suddenly dis-

appeared ; and hence they,considered he was a god,-

and prayed to him and laid down offerings.

5. In another family Moso was said to appear,

but only one old man could discern him when he

came. A visit was known by the old man shouting

out, “Your excellency! Your excellency has come!”

and some such chief’s language. Then would follow

a conversation between the old man and the god, all

through the lips of the old impostor himself; and

then the family would hear of some new house, or

canoe, or food, or marriage, or something else that

was wanted.

6. Moso also appeared in one family in the form

of a pet pigeon called the Tu (Plzlegoenas Stairi).

When food was brought in, no water was to be spilled

on the doorstep. It would make the protecting god

Tu angry, and cause him to go off.

In another family he was incarnate in the domestic

fowl, and if any of them ate a piece of fowl the

consequence was delirium and death.

In another family Moso was incarnate in the

cuttle-fish, and none of them dared to eat one.

Another family had Moso incarnate with them in
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a creeper bird called the Fuia (Stnrnoia’es atri-

fnsea). If it came about in the morning or the

evening it was a sign that their prayers were accepted.

If it did not come Moso was supposed to be angry.

The bird did not appear at noon owing to the glare

of the sun. The priest interpreted to the family the

meaning of the e/zirps as his inclination or fancy

dictated.

7. Long Moso was the name of another family

god. The turtle and the mullet were sacred to him,

and eaten only by the priest. The family prayed

to him before the evening meal.

8. The Fai, or stinging ray fish, and also the

mullet were incarnations of Moso the strong in

another family. If visitors or friends caught or

brought with them either of these fish, a child of

the family would be taken and laid down in an un-

heated oven, as a peace-offering to Moso for the

indignity done to him by the strangers. If any

member of the family tasted of these sacred fish he

Was sentenCed by the heads of the family to drink a

cupful of rancid oil dregs as a punishment and to

stay the wrath of Moso.

16. NAFANUA—J’Yz'dden inland.

This was the name of the goddess of a district

in the west end of the island of Savaii. She was the

daughter of Saveasiuleo, the god of Pulotu, and was

Izia’a’en inland, or in the bush, when an infant by her
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mother, who was ashamed of the illegitimate birth.

She came from Pulotu, the Samoan haedes, at a time'

when the ruling power was so oppressive as to com-

pel the people to climb cocoa-nut trees with their

feet upwards, their heads downwards, and to pluck

the nuts with their toes. As she passed along

she saw a poor fellow struggling up a tree with his

head downward, and calling out in despair that he

could endure it no longer. She told him to come

down, and that she would put an end to it. She

summoned all to battle, took the lead herself, and

completely routed the enemy, and raised the district

to a position of honour and equality. When she

went to the fight she covered her breasts with cocoa-

nut leaflets that the enemy might not see she was a

woman, and the distinguishing mark or pass-word

of her troops was a few cocoa-nut leaflets bound

round the waist. After the battle in which she

conquered, she ordered cocoa-nut leaflets to be tied

round the trees, marking them out as hers, and

defying the enemy or any one else to touch them.

To this day a strip of cocoa-nut leaflets encircling a

tree is a sign that it is claimed by some one for a

special purpose, and that the nuts there are not to

be indiscriminately plucked without permission.

2. Nafanua was also the name of a village god

on the island of Upolu. In a case of ' concealed

theft, all the people assembled before the chiefs, and

one by one implored vengeance on himself if he
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was guilty. If all denied, the chiefs wound up the

inquiry by shouting out, “ O Nafanua! Compassion-

ate us, let us know who it was, and let speedy death

be upon him 1”

In war,all assembled to be sprinkled with Nafanua’s

cocoa-nut water before going to battle. If well done,

they conquered ; if not, they were driven before the

enemy. Confession of offences sometimes preceded

the sprinkling, as it was a sign of pardon and purifi-

cation. Occasional torchlight processions through

the village were held in honour of Nafanua. Cases of

sickness were also brought and laid before the priest.

Those who took fine mats were cured, but shabby

offerings of native cloth only prolonged the disease.

I 7. NAVE.

Nave was the name of a village god on the island

of Tutuila. It was represented by a stone called

Maa o Nave, or the stone of Nave. This was

abbreviated and euphonised into Amanave, and is

the name of the village to this day.

18. NONIA.

This was the name of a village god, and was

supposed to be incarnate in the cockle. If this

shell-fish was eaten by any one of the place a cockle

would grow on his nose. If one was picked up

and taken away from the shore, a cockle would

appear on some part of that person’s body.
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May was the usual month for feasting and prayers

to Nonia, for the removal of coughs and other

ailments usually prevalent during that time of '

transition from the wet to the dry months. On the

days of worship the people went about with bundles of

cockles, and through them prayed to Nonia.

19. 0 LE NIFO IDA—2726 long teeth.

This was the name of a disease-making god, said

to have come from Fiji and taken up his abode

about the south side of Savaii. People, canoes, or

property of any kind belonging to that place, were

supposed to be media by which the long tooth might

be conveyed and cause disease and death. One

day the tooth was visible to an old lady, and struck

by some scalding greens which she threw at it, and

ever after it was crooked and not so deadly. If a

person recovered it was said that the tooth must

have had the crook running outside of the wound,

and vice versa in a case of death.

To this day the long tooth superstition is a nuis-

ance. A few years ago some people went to that

part of Savaii to buy a canoe. They did not get it,

but, from a number of deaths soon after at their vil-

lage, they believed that the tooth had followed them.

After a battle ten years ago a man from the long

tooth district in Savaii who had been killed, was

buried in a village in Upolu. After a time a
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young chief died there rather suddenly. The tooth

was suspected by some of the old people, and so

they dug up the bones of the man who had died

in battle four years before, and threw them away into

the sea, far off outside the reef, so as to rid the land,

as they supposed, from the long tooth enemy. Like

the celebrated tooth of Buddha at Ceylon, visited by

the Prince of Wales in 1875, about which kings

fought, the attempt to burn which burst the furnace,

and, although buried deep in the earth and trodden

down by elephants, managed to come up again, so

the long tooth god of Samoa continues to come up

every now and then after a sudden death or a pro-

longed disease of the knee joint, or other deadly

ailment.

20. PAVA.

This was the name of a war god on the south

side of Upolu. It was originally the name of a man

who came from the east end of the group. He and

his wife went to work as usual in the bush, and left

their children in the house. The children kindled

a fire to cook some food. Tangaloa, seeing the

smoke, came down from the heavens. He found

only the children, and inquired where their parents

were. Gone to work, said they. “Go and tell

them I am here.” The children ran off and told

them there was a chief in the house. Pava made

haste home, found Tangaloa, and prepared a bowl
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of ’ava (Piper met/zisticnnz) for him. A little child

in creeping about the floor upset the ’ava. Tangaloa

flew into _a rage, and beat the child to death. He

again made it live, however, but Pava got up in anger,

went out, plucked. a taro leaf (Arum esculentum),

stepped on to it and went off to Fiji. After a time

he came back with a son of the king of Fiji, to the

amazement of everybody, and when he died had a

place in the Samoan pantheon.

His emblem was a taro leaf, and all his adherents

in going to battle were known by taro leaf caps.

The slain of that particular village were also known

by the round leaf cap. Pava was seen in the rain-

bow. If it was clear and reflected down on the

village, that was a good omen; but if it appeared

far inland, the sign was bad, and a veto on any

fighting for that day at least.

Another story places the killing of the child in

the east end of the group, and says that Pava fled

from place to place, and from island to island to get

away from the presence of Tangaloa. As soon, how-

ever, as he reached a fresh place and thought of

remaining there, he saw the terrible eye of Tangaloa

looking down on him. Off he went to, another

village or another island, but still the piercing eye

of Tangaloa followed him, until he reached the

district to which I have referred, and where the

dreaded eye was no longer visible.
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‘2 I. PILI MA LE MAA—T/ze lizard and a; stone.

These were the names of twin gods, and wor-

shipped at certain villages in time of war, famine, and

pestilence. The month of May was a specially fixed

time for prayers and food offerings. The lizard was

the guiding incarnation, and carefully watched in

times of war. If in going to battle a lizard was

seen darting across the road, they returned at once.

If it ran ahead, however, they were cheered, and

went right on to meet the enemy.

Another plan in searching for an omen was to,

plait cocoa-nut leaves and cover the middle post of

the great house, from the floor to the ridge pole, and

there the chiefs sat and watched. If a lizard from

the roof _ came strazglzt down on the matting, that

was a good sign; but if it came down zigzag, the

omen was - bad, and fighting suspended. Before

going to the fight they met and were sprinkled with

cocoa-nut juice by the priest, each at the same time

uttering the prayer, “ May the road I take flow with

blood.”

2 2. STONES.

I. Two unchiselled “smooth stones of the stream”

were kept in a temple at one of the villages, and

guarded with great care. No stranger or over-

curious person was allowed to go near the place,

under penalty of a beating from the custodians of

these gods. They represented good and not
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malicious death-causing gods. The one made the

yams, bread, fruit, and cocoa-nuts, and the other sent

fish to the nets.

2. Another stone was carefully housed in another

village as the representative of a rain-making god.

When there was over-muchrain, the stone was laid

by the fire and kept heated till fine weather set in.

In a time of drought, the priest and his followers

dressed up in fine mats, and went in procession to

the stream, dipped the stone and prayed for rain.

3. In a' road leading to village plantations a stone

stood which was said to have been a petrified coward.

He and his brother entered into compact that they

would be brave in battle, and implored their god

that if either fled that one should be changed into

a stone. The day came, the battle was fought, but

one of the brothers turned and fled before the face

of the enemy, and so was ' changed into a stone

there and then by the god Fe’e. All the people

as they passed inland to work in their plantations

kissed, or rather “ smelle ,” the stone, and in coming

back did the same. Death was supposed to be the

consequence of the neglect of this mark of deference

to the power of the Fe’e.

4, At the boundary line between two villages

there were two stones, said to have been two young

men who quarrelled, fought, and killed each other

on that very spot, and whose bodies were immediately

changed into stones. If any quarrel took place in
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either of these two villages there was never any

general disturbance. “ Go and settle it at the stones”

was the standing order; and so all who were inclined

to be demonstrative in any affair of honesty or hon-

our went to the stones and fought it out. If either

of the duellists was knocked down, that was the final

settlement. No one else interfered, and so, by

common consent in. such matters, these two villages

were noted for peace and order.

5. In a district said to have been early populated

by settlers from Fiji, a number of fancy Fijian stones

were kept in a temple, and worshipped in time of

war. The priest, in consulting them, built them up

in the form of a wall, and then watched to see how

they fell. If they fell to the westward, it was a

sign that the enemy there was to be driven; but if

they fell to eastward, that was a warning of defeat,

and delay in making an attack was ordered accord-

ingly.-

The iconoclast native teachers from Tahiti, in

the early stage of the mission, when such stones

were given up to them, had them taken off to the

beach and broken into fragments, and so stamp out

at once the heathenism with which they were

associated. Hardly a single relic of the kind can

be found at the present day.

23. LE SA—lee sacred one.

I. The name of a war god in several villages,
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and incarnate in the lizard. Before going to battle

the movements of a lizard in a bundle of spears was

watched. If the lizard ran about the points of the

spears and the outside of the bundle, it was a good

omen; but if it rather worked its way into the

centre for concealment, it was a bad sign.

A piece of matting was also spread over one of

the posts of the house, and if a lizard was seen

coming down on the matting, the sign was good;

but if a bare post was chosen by the creature for

its descent from the rafters to the floor, it augured

ill. If a lizard crossed the path or ran against any

one going to battle, that also was an evil omen.

2. In some places Le Sa was incarnate in an

owl, was more of an agricultural god, who sent

rain and abundance of food, and was worshipped

about the month of April. He was prayed to and

propitiated with offerings for the removal of cater-

pillars from the plantations, as they were thought to

be servants under his orders to forage and punish.

He was supposed to be fond of the bodies of thieves,

and to go at once and devour them if prayed to do

so. Bad-tempered parents frightened the Children

by saying that they would call Le Sa to drink them

up. In cases of sickness the patient went and

weeded some piece of bush land as an offering to

Le Sa; and the consequence was often a wonderful

cure to the indolent dyspeptic!

3. Le Sa in one place was a household god, and
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incarnate in the centipede. If any one was bitten

by the reptile, or otherwise ailing, an offering of a

fine mat and a fan‘ was presented, and the god

entreated in some such words as:

“ Lord! if you are angry,

Tell us the reason

And send recovery.”

24. SILI VAAI—Far-seeing.

I. This was the name of a village war god, and

seen in a bird. Flight of the bird in the direction

of the enemy was a good sign, otherwise the omen

was bad.

2. This was also the name of a family god, and

seen in a star.

2 5. SA FULU SA—Of t/ze sacredfeat/zen

This was the name of a village war god in

Upolu. . Incarnate in the kingfisher bird, which, if

seen flying before the troops, was a good sign. If

observed to come flying towards the people as they

were preparing to start, the omen signified defeat.

26. SAMA—Yellow.

The name of the cannibal god of a village in

Savaii. He‘ was incarnate as a man, who had

human flesh laid before him when he chose to call

for it. This man’s power extended to several
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villages, and his descendants are traced to the

present day.

27. SALEVAo—Sacred one of Ike bus/z.

I. This was a war god in a number of villages,

and incarnate in a dog—a white one usually.

When he wagged his tail, barked, and dashed

ahead in sight of the troops of the enemy, it was

a good sign; but to retreat or howl was a bad

omen.

2. In some placesSalevaowas a general village god,

as well as a war god. A time was fixed for giving

thanks for good crops, and prayers were offered for

more. Each family took it in turn to provide food,

and they feasted until it had gone the round of the

village. The family who had a great display of

good things was praised; but the stingy, stinted

offerers were cursed. After all had prayed and

partaken for the day, nothing was kept for another

meal. Whatever was over was thrown away or

buried. At one place in Savaii Salevao had a

temple in which a priest constantly resided. The

sick were taken there and laid down with offerings

of fine mats. The priest went out and stroked the

diseased part, and recovery was supposed to follow.

At this place Salevao was declared to be a good

god in raising a plentiful supply of food, and also

noted for his power in keeping away other gods.

A story is told of a party of gods from Upolu who

E
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were on a journey, but on coming to that place left

the public highway along the beach and took a

circuitous course far inland, owing to their dread of

Salevao. He was generous, however, to travelling

parties of mortals. When the chiefs laid down a

previously arranged number of cooked pigs and other

food to visitors, there was an odd one over and

above found among the lot, and this they attributed

to the special favour of the god (see I I).

A story of his kindness to Nonu, one of his

worshippers, relates that when Nonu was on a visit

to the King of Tonga, he and the king had a

dispute about the age of the moon. Nonu main-

tained that it was then to be seen in the morning.

the king held that it was not visible in the morning.

Nonu said he would stake his life on it; and

so it was left for the morning to decide. In the

night Salevao appeared to Nonu and said to him:

“Nonu, you are wrong; the moon is not now seen

in the morning. But, lest you should be killed, I

will go and be the moon in the horizon to-morrow

morning, and make the king believe you were right

after all, and so save your life.” In the morning

Salevao, as the moon, was seen, and Nonu was

saved.. Such stories added alike to reverence for

the god and to the treasury of the priest.

3. Salevao was the name of a family god also,

and incarnate in the eel and the turtle. Any one

of the family eating such things was taken ill; and
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before death they heard the god saying from within

the body: “I am killing this man; he ate my in-

carnation.”

In a case of sickness, a cup of kava was made

and poured on the ground outside the house as a

drink-offering, and the god called by name to come

and accept of it and heal the sick.

In another family the head of the household

was the priest. At the evening hour, and other

times fixed for worship, all were studiously present,

as it was supposed that death would be the penalty

if any one was absent.

28. Sum MALOSI—Sepo tlze strong:

I. Was worshipped in Savaii as a war god, and

incarnate in the large hat, or flying-fox. While the

bat flew before the warriors all was right; but if it

turned round and shut up the way, it was a sign of

defeat and a warning to go back.

2. But Sepo in many places was a household god.

In an inland village family in Upolu he was called

the “Lord of the mountain,” and incarnate in the

domestic fowl and the pigeon. In another family

he was seen in a very small fish which is diflicult to

catch; and by another family he was supposed to

be in the prickly sea-urchin (Ec/zinns). The penalty

of eating this incarnation was death from a supposed

growth of a prickly sea-urchin inside the body.
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29. SIULEo—Tail of tlze voice, or eclzo.

This was the name of a village god in Savaii.

Said to have come from Tonga, and able to walk on

the sea. He was the fisherman’s god. He had a

fisherman’s hut erected for him on=the sea-shore, and

was supposed to preside over a certain division of

coast.

30. TAAFANUA— Walk tlze land.

This was the name of a war god of one of the

islands in the east end of the group. It was incar-

nate in the Ve’a, or rail (Rallns Pectoralzls).

When the bird screeched and flew before, the people

went to battle; but if it turned and flew back, they

hesitated.

3 I. TANGALOA LANGI—Tangaloa oftin [tear/ens.

The derivation of Tangaloa is uncertain. Loa

means long, and tanga, a bag; or, as an adjective,

freedom from restriction. The unrestricted, or un-

conditioned, may therefore fairly be regarded as the

name of this Samoan Jupiter. Tangaloa langi tua-

valu, Tangaloa of the eighth heaven ; Tangaloa faa-

tupu nuu, Tangaloa the creator of lands; Tangaloa

asiasi nuu, Tangaloa the visitor of lands; Tangaloa

lafoai nuu, Tangaloa the abandoner of lands—these

were some of the names by which this god superior

was known.
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I. At one place he was seen in the moon, and

principally worshipped in the month of May. He

was also incarnate in the Turi, or snipe. At the

stated time of worship no one went from home, and

no strangers were allowed to pass through the land.

Only men were allowed to partake in' the offerings

of food; women and children were excluded from

any share. '

2. At another place his image was a large wooden

bowl, said to have come from Fiji. He was also

supposed to be present in a hollow stone. A temple

was built for him there, and called “The house of

the gods.” It was carefully shut up all round;

thinking that if it was not so, the gods would get

out and in too easily, and be all the more destructive.

Offerings were presented on war occasions; and he

was also presented with gifts, and had prayers offered

to him, before going to fish, before planting some

fresh section of bush land, and also in times of sick-

ness or special epidemic. It was firmly believed

that if there was no prayer to Tangaloa there could

be no blessing. Thunder was a sign that the prayer

was heard. Slight tremulous reverberation, however,

was a sign rather of rejected prayer and threatened

punishment.

3. In another district Tangaloa was said to have

come along the ocean in a canoe, with seven of a

crew, and to have taken up his abode in the bush

inland of the settlement. Confused noises from the
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bush there were supposed to be the murmurs of the

gods, and a cause of death in the village.

When war broke out two of the Chiefs went inland

to consult Tangaloa. One sat down in front of the

sacred grove of high trees, and the other went round

behind. This man was covered from head to foot

with leaves, and had only a hole left for the eyes.

No creepers ran up the trees, and no leaves were

allowed to be seen on the small stones under the

trees, as it was supposed the god was in the stones.

If the stones appeared separated and unusually far

apart, that was a sign that the district was about to

be broken up and killed or banished. But if the

stones were huddled together, that was a good omen,

and indicated union, victory, and strength.

3 2. TAPAAI—Beckomng.

This was a war god of a family on Tutuila. He

was supposed to be present in a trumpet-shell.

When the people were about to go to war the shell

was blown by the priest, and all listened. If it blew

rough and hollow it was a bad sign ; but if clear and

euphonic all were cheered, and went off joyfully

under the good omen.

33. TAEMA—Glittering black.

I. The name of a war god incarnate in the

kingfisher bird. If it flew right on before the troops
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.without returning it was a good sign. There was

also a temple with only one opening. In times of

difliculty the old men of the place went inside and

addressed the god, who replied in a human voice, but

no body was seen.

2. This was also the name of a goddess said to

have been found by some fishermen swimming be-

tween Tutuila and Upolu. They covered her with

some fine native cloth, and conveyed her to a place in

the bush, where they built a temple for her. Offer-

ings of food and fine mats were taken to the place,

and laid before two men who acted as priests. On

the change from heathenism to Christianity these

men had a large quantity of fine mats among the

temple treasures, The temple was destroyed, and

with the fine mats pigs were bought, and a grand

feast was the final adieu to the darkness and follies

of the past.

3. In another place Taema was a war god, and

present in a bundle of sharks’ teeth. These curiosities

were done up in a piece of native cloth, and consulted

before going to battle. If the bundle felt heavy,

that was a bad omen; but if light, the sign was

good, and off they went to the fight.

4. Taema and Tila fainga, or Tila the sportive,

were the goddesses of the tattooers. They swam

from Fiji to introduce the craft to Samoa, and on

leaving Fiji were commissioned to sing all the way,

“ Tattoo the women, but not the men.”
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They got muddled over it in the long journey, and

arrived at Samoa singing,

“ Tattoo the men and not the women.”

And hence the universal exercise of the blackening

art on the men rather than the women.

5. Taema and Titi were the names of two house-

hold gods in a family at the east end of the group.

They were twins, and Siamese. Their bodies were

united back to back. They swam from the east, and

as they came along the one said to the other: “What

a pity it is that we can only hear each other’s voice,

but cannot see each other’s face!” On this they

were struck by a wave, which cleaved asunder the

joining and separated them. Members of the family

going on a journey were supposed to have these gods

with them as their guardian angels. Everything

double—such as a double yam, two bananas adhering,

etc—was sacred, and not to be used under penalty

of death. It was also forbidden for any member of

the family to sit back to back, lest it should be con-

sidered mockery and insult to the gods, and incur

displeasure.

34. TAISUMALIE—Tia’e gently fitting:

I. This was the name of a lady in Upolu who

went away among the gods, was worshipped first by

her family, and then by all the people of the land

where she resided. She spoke through one of the

heads of the family. The bat also was an incarna-
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tion, and an unusual number of them came about

the temple in time of war. One flying ahead of the

troops was always a good omen. If a neighbour

killed a bat, it might lead to war to avenge the

insult. Another representative of this deity was a

shrub (Ascarina lanceolata). The leaf of the ti

(Dracaena terminalis) was carried as a banner

wherever the troops went. June was the usual

month for special worship. All kinds of food from

the land and the sea were provided as a feast, but

only the one family of the priest was allowed to

partake. Whatever was over after the meal was

buried at the beach. After that followed club

exercise, and in terrible earnest they battered each

other’s scalps till the blood streamed down and over

their faces and bodies; and this as an offering to

the deity. Old and young, men, women, and

children, all took part in this general mile? and

blood-letting, in the belief that Taisumalie would

thereby be all the more pleased with their devoted-

ness, and answer prayer for health, good crops, and

success in battle. '

2. This was also the name of a war god in

Savaii. Incarnate in a man and spoke through him.

When the war fleet was about to cross to another

island to fight, they went out from the shore half a

mile and then returned to a streamlet where they

prayed for success, and were sprinkled or purified,

and then went off to the fight, free, as they thought,
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from any delinquency curse which might have been

resting upon them.

This deity was also supposed to be incarnate

in the sea eel (Mnraena). In a village where the

first Christian native teachers were located one of

them caught an eel and had it cooked. Two lads

of the place who were their servants ate a bit at the

evening meal. As soon as the people heard that

these lads had “ eaten the god,” they mustered, gave

them a beating, and dragged them off to a cooking

house. They laid them down in the oven pit, and

covered them with leaves as if they had been killed,

and were now to be cooked as a peace-offering to

avert the wrath of the deity. It was expected that

the lads would immediately die, but as nothing amiss

happened to them beyond the weals of the rods used

by mortals, it was concluded that Taisumalie was a

mere sham, and that they had better now turn to

the God of heaven.

3. Taisumalie was also the name of a household

god, and worshipped among various families in dif-

ferent parts of the group.

(1.) In one place a member of the family was the

incarnation, and Consulted on everything of import-

ance. Before going to war each one“ would ask

whether he should go, what was to befall him, etc.

If wounds or death were predicted, the person would

perhaps turn round and beat the priest for giving

sac/c a response!
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(2.) In another place this god was incarnate in

an old man who acted as the doctor of the family.

The neighbours also took in their sick to him. His

principal remedy was to rub the affected part with

oil, and then shout out at the top of his voice five

times the word Taisumalie, and five times also call

him to come and heal. This being done, the patient

was dismissed to wait a recovery. On recovery the

family had a feast over it, poured out on the ground

a cup of kava to the god, thanked for healing and

health, and prayed that he might continue to turn

his back towards them for protection, and set his

face against all the enemies of the family.

(3.) To'another family he was incarnate in the

cuttle-fish (Octopus). To another in the mullet.

To another in the turtle. If, through a stranger or

by any member of the family, an incarnation had

been cooked in the family oven, it could not be used

again until some one had been laid there as a mock

bumt-offering, and gone through the “ make-believe ”

process of cooking. It was death to the family if

the oven was used without this ceremony.

35. TILI Tim—Swift.

A village god in Upolu, noted for mischief-

making, and supposed to be the cause of quarrels,

war, and darkness. Seen in the lightning. If there

was much of it in a time of war it was believed that

the god had come to help and direct. Constant
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lightning in a particular place indicated an ambush-

ment of the enemy. Continued flashes in front was

a sign that the troops of the enemy were driven.

But if the lightning moved from the front backwards,

that betokened danger, and was an order to retreat.

36. TITI USI—Glittering leafgirdle.

The name of a village god in Savaii, and wor-

shipped at the new moon, when he appeared to them

like a bright shining leaf girdle. At that time all

work was suspended for a day or two. The cocoa-

nut leaf blinds were kept down, and the people sat

still in their houses. Any one walking in front of

the house risked a beating. After prayer and

feasting a man went about and blew a shell-trumpet

as a sign to all that the ceremonies were over, and

that the usual routine of village and family life

might be resumed. Out of respect to the god the

name of the leaf girdle, titi, was changed into

savalinga, or walking. The said girdle is made of

the ti leaves (Dracaena terminalis).

37. TONGo—Mangrozle.

I. This was the name of a war god, and incarnate

in the owl. If it hovered over or flew before the

troops, that was a sign of victory. If it crossed the

path or flew back on them, that was a warning to

retreat.

A dead owl found under a tree in the settlement
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was at once covered over with a piece of white native

cloth by the person who discovered it. Then all the

village would assemble around it, sit down and beat

and bruise their foreheads with any stones they

could lay their hands on. This was “ an ofl'ering of

blood ” to Tongo, and, with an accompanying death

wail, expressed their sympathy with the god over

the calamity. Tongo, however, still existed, and was

seen in all the remaining owls, which continued to be

his incarnations.

2. There was also a family god of this name, and

incarnate in the mullet. If any one of that house'-

hold ate a piece of that fish it brought on a curse in

the form of a squint.

38. TU—Stand.

Stand was the name of this war god, as he was

said never to sit down. He was incarnate in the

rail. If the bird appeared reddish and glossy, it was

a sign the people were to go to war. If dark and

dingy, the omen was bad, and they were ordered to

sit still.

39. Tum—To pick up.

A cocoa-nut tree spear ten feet long was the idol

representative of this war god. When the people

met for worship the spear was stood up, and offerings

were laid before it. It was taken in the war fleet

also as a sign that Tu was with them.

In time of peace Tu was a doctor, and supposed
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to be powerful in removing sickness in return for

prayers and offerings.

4o. TURIA—Driven.

This was the name of a god in Savaii by whose

help a district once fought and conquered against

fearful odds. He was of use in peace also as well as

in times'of war. He could change the drought into

rainy weather, and this again into sunshine. He was

also supposed to come with his share of food for the

entertainment of strangers, and add a pig to the

number prepared by the people. If six were laid

down, the guests found, when they separated the

heap of dainties they had received, that there would

be seven instead of six. The trick of adding secretly

a pig was carried on by some of the priesthood, and,

in the eyes of the credulous multitude, added vastly

to the wonder-working power of Turia. On another

island the shrine of Turia was a very smooth stone

in a sacred grove. The priest was careful to weed

all round about, and covered it with branches to keep

the god warm. When praying on account of war,

drought, famine, or epidemic, the branch clot/zes were

carefully renewed. No one dared to touch this

stone, lest a poisonous and deadly influence of some

kind should at once radiate from it to the trans-

gressor.

4r. TUIFITI—King of Fiji.

This was the name of a village god in Savaii
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supposed to be incarnate in a man who walked

about but was never visible to the people of the

place. He could be seen, however, by strangers.

For instance, if a large travelling party were_spending

a day at the settlement, and entertained in the usual

way by every inhabitant turning out to march in

procession to the guests, each with a basket of cooked

food, the god would be among them. This was

known by two things. First, more pigs by one, two,

or three than the chiefs arranged to provide; and

secondly, by the guests after the ceremony putting

such a question as, “Whose son was that handsome

young man dressed with a girdle of fancy bush leaves?”

while at the same time no one of the place had seen

such a person.

The special abode of Tuifiti was a grove of large

and durable trees called Ifilele, or Afeelia bifnga.

No one dared to cut that timber. A story is told of

a party from Upolu who once attempted it, and the

consequence was that blood flowed from the tree and

that the sacrilegious strangers all took ill and died.

In later times the trees fell harmlessly under the axes

of the villagers, and'were very useful in building a

house for their missionary.

42. TUNA MA FATA—lee Eel and tlze Litter.

There are two mountains at the west end of

Upolu with a stream between them. On the one

mountain Tuna lived, and on the other Fata. They
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were in the habit of meeting at the stream close by

the habitat of a great eel. With this they amused

themselves by taking it out of the water and

carrying it about shoulder high on a litter.

43. VAVE—Swift.

I. This was the name of a war god in Savaii,

said to have come from Tonga, and incarnate in the

Manualii (Porp/zyris Samoensis). Bird ~ of Lii, or

Bird of Chiefs, the word may be translated. If it

flew about and behind the war party, they were

encouraged and sure of victory; but if the bird

fluttered about before them, it was a sign of defeat.

Again, if in time of peace it was seen pecking at the

ridge pole of the house, that was a sign of a coming

disturbance, and the pressure of some heavy fine.‘

When the people mustered in the village for battle,

and before going off to meet the enemy, they were

first of all Sprinkled with the juice of a cocoa-nut,

and then all united with the priest in the following

prayer :—

“ Our own Lord Vave !

Level up the stumps of the trees,

Take away the rough stones,

Give light to our eyes,

And let blood flow in our path.”

2. In another village in Upolu Vave was incar-

nate in a pigeon which was carefully kept and fed by

the different members of the family in turn. But
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the special residence of Vave there was an old tree

inland of the village which was a “ place of refuge ”

for murderers and other capital offenders. If that

tree was reached by the criminal he was safe, and the

avenger of blood could pursue no farther, but wait

investigation and trial. It is said that the king of‘

a division of Upolu, called Atua, once lived at that

spot. After he died the house fell into decay, but

the tree was fixed on as representing the departed

king, and out of respect for his memory it was made

the substitute of a living and royal protector. It

was called “ 0 le asi pulu tangata,” tlze asi tree tlze

reficge qf men. This reminds me of what I once

heard from a native of another island. He said

that at one time they had been ten years without a

king, and so anxious were they to have some

protecting substitute, that they fixed upon a large

O’a tree (lesc/zqfiia javanica), and made it the

representative of a king, and an asylum for the thief

or the homicide when pursued by the injured in hot

haste for vengence.

3. Vave was also the name of a war god in

another village, and incarnate in the Ve’a, or rail bird.

When it was heard chattering, or “scolding,” as they

called it, at midnight, it prognosticated an attack

next day, and they would at once send off the

women and children to a place of safety. When

offerings of food were presented at the temple of

Vave, long poles were erected, one at each corner,

F
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and these were covered with fragrant-scented leaves

and flowers. When they started to fight they prayed

and professed to be guided by the flight of the Ve’a.

If it flew before them that was enough, they followed.

A notable instance of the power of Vave is given in

an account of the battle with the Tongan invaders.

Many were killed in single combat by a hero called

One. Vave was once more implored to help, and that

very day One was killed at a single blow by a chief

called Tuato, and hence the proverb which obtains to

the present day :

“ Ua ’ai tasi Tuato, or

Tuato bites but once.”

The power of Vave was again seen in another

way. A number of gods came to raise a rocky

precipice right between the village and the ocean.

Vave, however, was immediately up in arms against

them, and drove them off for miles along the

coast into another district, where they effected their

object and made the beach there a great high iron-

bound shore, which remains to the present day.

4. In another place Vave was the name of a

household god, and incarnate in the eel. If any one

of the family was sick, Vave was prayed to in the

evening. Next morning a search was made among

the bundles of mats and other property. If an eel

was found among them it was a sign of death ; if not,

it was a sign of recovery.



CHAPTER V..

GODS INFERIOR, OR HOUSEHOLD GODS.

I. ALOIMASINA—Clzila’ oft/1e Moon.

THIS was the name of a household god, and seen

in the moon. On the appearance of the new moon

all the members of the family called out: “Child of

the moon, you have come.” They assembled also,

presented offerings of food, had a united feast, and

joinedin the prayer: '

“ Oh, child of the moon !

Keep far away

Disease and death.”

They also prayed thus before leaving the house to

go to battle :

“ Oh, Child of the moon !

Bury up your hollows

And stumps of trees

And lumpy stones

For our running at case.”

2. APELESA—Sacrea’ falness.

I. In one family this god was incarnate in the

urtle. While one of the family dared not partake, he
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would help a neighbour to cut up and cook one;

only while he was doing that, he had a bandage

tied over his mouth lest some embryo turtle should

slip down his throat, grow up, and cause his death.

2. In another family Apelesa spoke at times

through an old man. When an oven of food was

opened the first basket was hung up on the outside

of one of the posts of the house for the god. If the

rats, or a dog, or any hungry mortal took it in the

night, it was supposed that Apelesa chose to come

in t/zat form for his offering. He was also considered

the guardian of the family, and if any other gods

came about he frightened them away.

3. In another family a woman called Alaiava, or

means of entertainment, was priestess of Apelesa.

She prayed at parturition times, and in cases of

severe illness. Her usual mode of acting the doctor

was, first of all, to order down all the cocoa-nut leaf

window-blinds of one end of the house. She then

went into the darkened place. Presently that end of

the house shook as if by an earthquake, and when

she came out she declared what the disease was, and

ordered correSponding treatment; the result was that,

“some recovered, and some died.”

In this family the first basket of cooked food was

also sacred to the god, but their custom was to take

it and hang it up in the large house of the village

where passing travellers were accustomed to call and

rest. No one of the village dared to touch that
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basket without risking the wrath of the god. Any

passing stranger, however, was as welcome to partake

as if he had been specially sent for it by Apelesa.

3. ASOMUA—Fzrst Day.

This was a household god, and particularly useful

to the family in detecting and telling out the name

of the thief when anything was missed. He was

called first day, as it was supposed that he existed in

the world before mortals.

4. LEATUALOA—The long god, or tlze centipede.

This was the name of a god seen in the centipede.

A tree near the house was the residence of the

creature. When any one of the family was ill, he

went out with a fine mat and spread it under the

tree, and there waited for the centipede to come down.

If it came down and crawled under the mat, that was

a sign that the sick person was to be covered over

with mats and buried. If, however, it crawled on

the top of the mat, that was a sign of recovery.

5. 0 LE AUMA—T/ze red liver.

This family god was seen, or incarnate, in the

wild pigeon. If any visitor happened to roast a

pigeon while staying there, some member of the

household would pay the penalty by being done up

in leaves, as if ready to be baked, and carried and
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laid in the cool oven for a time, as an offering to show

their unabated regard to Auma.

The use of the reddish-seared bread-fruit leaf for

any purpose was also insulting to this deity. Such

leaves were in common use as plates on which to

hand a bit of food from one to another, but that

particular family dared not use them under a penalty

of being seized with rheumatic swellings, or an

eruption all over the body called tangosusu, and

resembling chicken-pox.

6. IULAUTALo—Ena’s of tlze taro leaf.

To this family god the ends of leaves and other

things were considered sacred, and not to be handled

or used in any way. In daily life it was no small

trouble to this particular household to cut off the

ends of all the taro, bread-fruit, and cocoa-nut leaves

which they required for culinary purposes. Ends of

taro, yams, bananas, fish, etc., were also carefully laid

aside, and considered as unfit to be eaten as if they

were poison. In a case of sickness, however, the god

allowed, and indeed required, that the patient should

be fanned with the ends of cocoa-nut leaflets.

7. 0 LE ALII o FITx—T/ze C/Iz't'fothji.

This was the name of a god in a certain house-

hold, and present in the form of an eel, and hence

the eel was never used by them as an article of food.
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This god was supposed to be unusually kind, and

never injured any of the family. They showed their

gratitude by presenting the first fruits of their taro

plantation.

8. LIMULIMUTA—Sea-weed.

This was the name by which another protector

was known. If any members of the family went to

fight at sea, they collected some sea-weed to take

with them. If in pursuit of a canoe, they threw out

some of it to hinder the progress of the enemy, and

make the chase successful in obtaining a decapitated

head or two. If the enemy tried to pick up any of

this deified sea-weed it immediately sank, but rose

again and floated on the surface if one of its friends

paddled up to the spot.

9. Moso’or.

This is the name of a tree (Conanga Odorata), the

yellow flowers of which are highly fragrant. In one

place it was supposed to be the habitat of a household

god, and anything aromatic or sweet-scented which

the family happened to get was presented as an

offering.

At any household gathering the god was sent for

to be present. Three different messengers had to

go at short intervals, as it was not expected that he

would come before the third appeal or entreaty for

his presence.
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IO. FATUPUAA MA LE FEE—The pig’s heart and the

octopus.

Another family supposed that two of their gods

were embodied in the said heart and octopus. Men,

women, and children of them were most scrupulous

never to eat either the one or the other, believing

that such a meal would be the swallowing of a germ

of a living heart or octopus growth, by‘which the

insulted gods would bring about death.

I I. PU’A.

This is the name of a large tree (Hernana’ia

Peltata). A family god of the same name was

supposed to live in it, and hence no one dared to

pluck 'a leaf or break a branch.

The same god was also supposed to be incarnate

in the octopus, and also in the land crab. If one of

these crabs found its way into the house, it was a

sign that the head of the house was about to die.

12. SAMANI.

This was the name of a family god. It was seen

in the turtle, the sea eel, the octopus, and the garden

lizard. Any one eating or injuring such things had

either to be sham baked in an unheated oven, or

drink a quantity of rancid oil as penance and a

purgative. This god predicted that there was a
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time coming when Samoa would be filled with

foreign gods.

13. SATIA.

I. In_ one place the member of the family

supposed to be the priest of the god was noted for

cannibalism. At times he would cry out furiously

and order those about him to be off and get him

some of his “ sacred food.” He professed to be

doctor as well as demon. A great chief when ill

was once taken to him, and the doctor’s bill for a

cure was the erection of a mound of stones, on the

top of which a house was to be built. The bill was

paid by the retinue of the chief.

2. In another family it was supposed that their

god Satia had the power to become incarnate in a

man or a woman. If he wished to go to a particular

woman, he became a man ; and if he desired a man,

he changed into a woman.

14. SENGI VAVE—Snatch gate/Ely.

An old man named Sengi, or snatch, was an

incarnation of this household god. All the fine mats

and other valuables were in some mysterious way

under his control. On returning from any kind of

daily work in the bush every one on entering the

house had to salute him, as the representative of the

god, in some apologetic phrase, such as “I beg your

pardon.” If any one omitted this mark of respect,



the penalty was the disappearance of a fine mat

from the family bundle without any one knowing

how it was taken.

15. SOESAI.

This was the name of a household god in some

families. In one, the god was seen in the domestic

fowl. In another, the incarnations were the eel, the

octopus, and turtle. Prayers for life and recovery

were offered in cases of great danger, and also at

child-birth.

16. SI’U—Extrennty or end.

The family in Which this god was worshipped

said that he appeared in the form of a shall once a

year, about the month of May. Lemana, or the

Powerful, was the name of the priest. If in time of

famine or pestilence the family had been preserved

thanks were specially offered to Lemana for having

been so successful in his pleadings with the god.

I7. SINA ’AI MATA—Sina the eye-eater.

This god was incarnate in the bird called Ve’a,

and was the juvenile scarecrow of the family. “ Do

not make such a noise; Sina, the eye-eater, will come

and pick out your eyes.” The eyes of fish were

sacred to this god, and never eaten by any of the

family.

18. TONGO.

I. In one family this god was incarnate in the
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bat, and was supposed to be specially attentive to

turmeric. When a party of women were met to

grate the root and prepare some of this native

dye and cosmetic they usually had some food

together. If at such a time a woman concealed a

tit-bit to eat by the sly, when she came to put it to

her mouth it had been changed into turmeric by the

anger and power of Tongo. .

2. The stinging ray fish was the incarnation of

Tongo in another family. If they heard of any

neighbour who had caught a fish of the sort, they

would go and beg them to give it up and not to

cook it. A refusal would be followed by a fight.

3. In another family Tongo was incarnate in the

mullet, and the penalty for eating that fish by any of

them was a disease ending in-a squint.

19. TUIALII;.IYI'IZg' of Chiefs.

I. In one family this god was greatly praised as

being a good and kind deity. In a time of scarcity,

for instance, he led them to some place in the bush

where they could dig up plenty of wild yams.

2. In another family this god was prayed to for

life and health before the evening meal; an offering

of a blazing fire was essential to the success of the

prayer, which ran as follows:—

“This is our fire to you, it burns bright ; other fires are dim

and going out; send these families to the lower regions, but give

us life and health.”
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The sea eel, octopus, and mullet were incarnations

of this god. He was also seen in the ends of

banana leaves. If any one used the end of a banana

leaf as a cap, baldness was the punishment. All the

children born in the family were called by the name

of the god.

20. TUIPANGOTA—The King of Criminals.

A household god, and the special guardian of a

particular family against thieving. If any thing was

stolen the unknown culprit was given over by prayer

to be put to death in some way by Tuipangota. A

raised stone platform was erected in the house on

which he was supposed to sit, and close beside it was

another to serve the purpose of an altar, on which

offerings were laid.

2 1. TAUMANUPEPE—Eght creature butterfly.

This family god was incarnate in butterflies. Any

one of that household catching or killing these

beautiful winged insects were liable to be struck

dead by the god.

In another family this god was supposed to have

three mouths. There it was forbidden to drink from

a cocoa-nut shell water-bottle which had all the three

eyes or openings perforated. Only one, or at the

most two, apertures for drinking were allowed. A

third would be a mockery, and bring down the wrath

of his butterflyship.
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2 2. ULAVAI—Fresh-waterprawn, or crayfishes.

This was a household god in a family in one of

the villages of Aana. A woman had been bathing

and brought on a premature event which happens

sometimes. When she told her friends they went to

search for the child. Nothing could be seen, however,

but an unusual number of prawns or crayfishes, into

which they supposed the infant had been changed.

And so they commenced to regard the crayfish as

the incarnation of a new household god, gave it food,

and offered prayers before it for family prosperity.

To these may be added the names of forty-six

other gods, making in all one hundred and ten, but

of whom I have little to say different from the

descriptions of Samoa Zoolatry, etc., already given. A

few more are referred to in the Cosmogony and other

details, making up the number of Samoan deities of

which I have heard to about a hundred and twenty,

all claiming and receiving the two essentials of

religion—something to be believed and something to

be done.



CHAPTER VI.

THE PEOPLE—INFANCY AND CHILDHOOD.

AT the birth of her child, the mother had a

liberal share in the kind attentions of her friends.

Her own mother was almost invariably la sage-

flmme; but, failing her, some other female friend.

Her father was generally present on the occasion,

and either he or her husband prayed to the house-

hold god, and promised to give any offering he

might require, if he would 'only preserve mother and

child in safety. A prayer was thus expressed: “ O

Moso, be propitious; let this my daughter be

preserved alive! Be compassionate to us ; save my

daughter, and we will do anything you wish as our

redemption price.” Offerings to the god, as we have

already seen, were regulated by the caprice. and

covetousness of the cunning priest. Sometimes a

canoe was demanded ; at other times a house was to be

built; and often fine mats or other valuable property

was required. The household god of the family of the

father was generally prayed to first; but, if the case
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was tedious or difficult, the god of the family of the

mother was then invoked; and when the child

was born, the mother would call out: “Who were

you praying to P” and the god prayed to just before

was carefully remembered and its incarnation duly

acknowledged throughout the future life of the child.

By way of respect to him the child was called his

merda ,- and was actually named during infancy

and childhood “merda of Tongo,” or “Satia,” or

whatever other deity it might be. If the little"

stranger was a boy, the umbilical cord was cut on a

club, that he might grow up to be brave in war. If

of the other sex, it was done on the board on which

they beat out the bark of which they make their

native cloth. Cloth-making is the work of women ;

and their wish was that the little girl should grow

up and prove useful to the family in her proper

occupation.

Infanticia’e, as it prevailed in Eastern Polynesia

and elsewhere, was unknown in Samoa. Nor were

children ever exposed. After they were born they

were affectionately cared for. But the custom of

destroying them before that prevailed to a melan-

choly extent. Shame, fear of punishment, lazy-

unwillingness to nurse, and a dread of soon being

old-looking, were the prevailing causes. Pressure

was the means employed, and in some cases

proved the death of the unnatural parent.

As to nursing, during the first two or three days
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the nurse bestowed great attention to the head of

the child, that it might be modified and shaped after

notions of propriety and beauty. The child was

laid on its back, and the head surrounded with three

flat stones. One was placed close to the crown of

the head, and one on either side. The forehead was

then pressed with the hand, that it might be flattened.

The nose, too, was carefully flattened. Our “ canoe

noses,” as they call them, are blemishes in their

estimation. For the first three days the infant was

fed with the juice of the chewed kernel of the cocoa-

nut, pressed through a piece of native cloth, and

dr0pped into the mouth. On the third day a woman

of the sacred craft was sent for to examine the milk.

A little was put into a cup, with water and two heated

stones, and then examined. If it had the slightest

curdled appearance she pronounced it bitter and

poisonous. This process she repeated two or three

times a day for several days, until it was drawn off

free from coagulation, and then she pronounced it

sweet and wholesome, and the child was forthwith

permitted to partake of its proper nourishment. Of

course she was well paid for her .services, and had

every inducement to prolong them for several days.

During this time the infant was fed with the juice of

the cocoa-nut or the sugar-cane. Many fell victims

to this improper treatment. At a very early period

the child was fed, and sometimes weaned altogether

at four months. This was another fruitful source of
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mortality among children. Occasionally the father,

or some member of the family, through whom it was

supposed the god of the family spoke, expressly

ordered that the child have nothing but the breast

for an indefinite time. This was a mark of respect

to the god, and called his “ banana.” In these cases

the child grew amazingly, and was soon, literally, as

plump as a banana.

A modified form of circumcision prevailed. About

the eighth or tenth year two or three boys would

unite and go of their own accord to some one in the

village, who would make the customary incision, and

give him some trifling reward for his trouble. There

was no further ceremony on the occasion, as at

other periods of life.

Names—Out of respect to the household god,

as we have already remarked, the child was named

after him, during the time of infancy and childhood ;

after that, a name was given. The animal and

vegetable kingdoms, places, occupations, actions, and

passing events, furnished them with the principal

names. The primitive rule, “one man, one word,”

invariably prevailed. Occasionally a chief bore the

name of one of the gods superior.

Rez'oicing—About the third day the woman was

up and at her usual occupation, and ready to take

part in the rejoicings connected with the occasion.

By this time the principal friends were assembled.

They all brought presents, and observed an unvary-

G
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ing rule in the hind of presents each was expected

to bring. The relations of the husband brought

“oloa,” which included pigs, canoes, and all kinds of

foreign property. The relations of the wife brought

“tonga,” which included the leading articles manu-

factured by the females—viz. fine mats and native

cloth. The “oloa” brought by the friends of the

husband was all distributed among those. of the.

wife, and the “ tonga ” brought by the friends of the

wife was divided among those of the husband ; and

thus the whole affair was so managed that the

friends were the benefited parties chiefly, and the

husband and wife left no richer than they were.

Still, they had the satisfaction of having seen what

they considered a great honour—viz. heaps of

property collected on occasion of the birth of their

child. Feasting, sham-fighting, night-dancing, and

many other heathen customs, formed one continued

scene of revelry for two or three days, when the

party broke up. When the child became strong

and able to sit there was another feast for “the

sitting of the child.” A third feast was for the

“creeping of the child.” A fourth when the child

was able to stand, and called “the standing feast.”

But the greatest was the fifth, when the child could

walk. Then there was singing and night-dances,

and then, too, if the child danced and sang, and was

“ impudent,” the parents boasted over its abilities.

Twins were rare. Triplets still more so; indeed,
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there is only a vague tradition of such a thing.

Twins were supposed to be of one mind, and to

think, feel, and act alike, during the time of infancy

and childhood at least. There were a few instances

of large families, but four or five would be the

average.

Adopted Children—The number of children seen

in a family was small, occasioned, to a great extent,

by the bad management and consequent mortality

of children, and also a custom which prevailed of

parting with their children to friends who wished to

adopt them. The general rule was for the husband

to'give away his child to his sister. She and her

husband gave, in return for the child, some foreign

property, just as if they had received so many fine

mats or native cloth. The adopted child was viewed

as “ tonga,” and was, to the family who adopted it,

a channel through which native property (or “ tonga ”)

continued to flow to that family from the parents of

the child. On the other hand, the child was to its

parents a source of obtaining foreign property (or

“oloa”) from the parties who adopted it, not only at

the time of its adoption, but as long as the child

lived. Hence the custom of adoption was not so

much the want of natural affection as the sacrifice

of it to this systematic facility of traflic in native

and foreign property. Hence, also, parents may

have had in their family adopted children, and their

own real children elsewhere.
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Employments.—Girls always, and boys for four

or five years, were under the special charge of the

mother, and followed her in domestic avocations.

The girl was taught to draw water, gather shell-

fish, make mats and native cloth. The boy after

a time followed his father, and soon became useful

in planting, fishing, house-building, and all kinds of

manual labour. Boys were also accustomed to club

together, and wander about the settlement, the

plantation, or in the bush. If they fell in with a

fallen cocoa-nut one boy would sit down and name

some to come and join him in eating it, and to the

rest he would call out, “ Go and catch butterflies.”

Hence one who is excluded from eating anything

nice is called a butterfly-catcher. If they called at

the residence of one of themselves, then perhaps the

lad of that house would select some to have food

with him there, and call them “cocoa-nut princes,”

and the rest he would send off, calling them “ cocoa-

nut pigs.” The latter would go off offended, and

vow to each other never again to be friendly with

that stingy, stunted fellow! The following is a

translated specimen of one of the old sOngs chanted

for the diversion of children, or to lessen the tedium

of a long canoe journey. I do not tamper with an

exact translation by any attempt at rhythm or rhyme,

but simply give the thoughts as they stand, and as

a fair translation would explain them. :—
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I. Mailesaeia and Mailetupengia were married.

They had two children, and these were their names,

The boy Tulifauiave, and the girl Sinataevaeva.

Chorus—Aue! or wonderful .’

2. They were unkind to their children, and deserted them;

They did not wish to have children.

etc.

3. Then said the girl to the boy: “ Come let us go,

Let us seek another home,” and away they wandered.

etc.

4. They called at the house of Tangaloa of the heavens,

And Tangaloa took the girl and married her.

etc.

5. The brother of the girl acted as their child.

He was a lovely boy, and grew up to be a beauty.

etc.

6. Tangaloa of the heavens became jealous of the lad,

And told his people to kill him.

etc.

7. They took him to the bush and killed him,

He yielded to their wishes and resisted not.

etc.

8. They were divided about the disposal of the body,

- Some said throw it into the river, others said leave it in

the bush.

etc.

9. They cast it into the river to float to the sea,

It came floating down, and there his sister stood on the

beach.

etc.
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10. She screamed, and wept, and wailed;

II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

I6.

I70

She seized the body, patted his head, and prayed for life.

etc.

The wounds closed up and healed, the lad sat up,

And thus he spake : “ Let us both be off together.”

etc.

They went to the village, the people were in the bush ;

They smashed every canoe but one, and in that they left,

To search for the land of their parents.

etc.

The people returned from work, no Sinataevaeva was

there,

Tangaloa called for his daughters Darkness, Lightning,

and Thunder,

And ordered them off in search of his wife.

etc.

The three daughters obeyed, Thunder roared and Light-

ning flashed,

Darkness and Storm were added, and the canoe was

found.

etc.

The ladies shouted out: “ Don’t be afraid ; all’s well!

You two be off, a calm and a smooth sea to you!

’Twas cruel to kill a child yonder.”

etc.

The two went on and reached their land and home,

First the boy went on shore, his sister remained in the

canoe.

etc.

Their parents called out : “ Where are you two going?”

“ My sister and I are in search of the home of our parents.”

etc.
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I8. “ Who are your parents, tell us their names i‘ ”

“ Mailesaeia and Mailetupengia,” replied the lad.

19. Out rushed the parents in tears,

The children they cast away had come back,

And now their love returned to them.

87

 

etc.

etc.



CHAPTER VII.

ADULT AND ADVANCED YEARS.

PASSING from infancy and Childhood we proceed to

the ceremonies, superstitions, and customs connected

with more advanced years.

Tattooing.—-“ Herodotus found among the Thra-

cians that the barbarians could be exceedingly

foppish after their fashion. The man who was not

tattooed among them was not respected.” It was the

same in Samoa. Until a young man was tattooed,

he was considered in his minority. He could not

think of marriage, and he was constantly exposed to

taunts and ridicule, as being poor and of low birth,

and as having no right to speak in the society of

men. But as soon as he was tattooed he passed into

his majority, and considered himself entitled to the

respect and privileges of mature years. When a

youth, therefore, reached the age of sixteen, he and

his friends were all anxiety that he should be

tattooed. He was then on the outlook for the tattoo-

ing of some young chief with whom he might unite.
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On these occasions, six or a dozen young men would

be tattooed at one time; and for these there might

be four or five tattooers employed.

Tattooing is still kept up to some extent, and is

a regular profession, just as house-building, and

well paid. The custom is traced to Taema and

Tilafainga (see p. 5 5) ; and they were worshipped by

the tattooers as the presiding deities of their craft.

The instrument used in the operation is an ob-

long piece of human bone (as ilium), about an inch

and a half broad and two inches long. A time of

war and slaughter was a harvest for the tattooers to

get a supply of instruments. The one end is cut

like a small-toothed comb, and the other is fastened

to a piece of cane, and looks like a little serrated

adze. They dip it into a mixture of candle-nut

ashes and water, and, tapping it with a little mallet,

it sinks into the skin ; and in this way they puncture

the whole surface over which the tattooing extends.

The greater part of the body from the waist down

to the knee is covered with it, variegated here and

there with neat regular stripes of the untattooed skin,

which when they are well oiled, make them appear

in the distance as if they had on black silk knee-

breeches. Behrens, in describing these natives in

his narrative of Roggewein’s voyage of I772, says:

“They were clothed from the waist downwards

with fringes and a kind of silken stuff artificially

wrought.” A nearer inspection would have shown
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that the “fringes” were a bunch of red ti leaves

(Draccena terminalis) glistening with cocoa-nut oil,

and the “kind of silken stuff,” the tattooing just

described. As it extends over such a large surface

the operation is a tedious and painful affair. After

smarting and bleeding for a while under the hands

of the tattooers, the patience of the youth is ex-

hausted. They then let him rest and heal for a

time, and, before returning to him again, do a little

piece on each of the party. In two or three months

the whole is completed. The friends of the young

men are all the while in attendance with food. They

also bring quantities of fine mats and native cloth,

as the hire of the tattooers; connected with them,

too, are many waiting on for a share in the food and

property.

The waste of time, revelling, and immorality

connected with the custom have led many to discoun-

tenance it; and it is, to a considerable extent, given

up. But the gay youth still thinks it manly and

respectable to be tattooed; parental pride says the

same thing; and so the custom still obtains. It is

not likely, however, to stand long before advancing

civilisation. European clothing, and a sense of

propriety they are daily acquiring, lead them to

cover the tattooed part of the body entirely; and,

when its display is considered a shame rather than

a boast, it will probably be given up as painful,

expensive, and useless; and then, too, instead of
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the tattooing, age, experience, common-sense, and

education will determine whether or not the young

man is entitled to the respect and privileges of

mature years.

There was a custom observed by the other sex

worth noticing, for the sake of comparison with

other parts of the world. About the time of enter-

ing into womanhood, their parents and other rela-

tives collected a quantity of fine mats and cloth,

prepared a feast, and invited all the unmarried women

of the settlement. After the feast the property was

distributed among them, and they dispersed. None

but females were present. It was considered mean

and a mark of poverty if a family did not thus

observe the occasion.

Chastity was ostensibly cultivated by both sexes ;

but it was more a name than a reality. ‘From their

childhood their ears were familiar with the most

obscene conversation; and as a whole family, to

some extent, herded together, immorality was the

natural and prevalent consequence. There were

exceptions, especially among the daughters of per-

sons of rank ; but they were the exceptions, not the

rule.

Adultery, too, was sadly prevalent, although often

severely punished by private revenge. If the injured

husband sought revenge in the blood of the seducer

no one thought he had done wrong. But the worst

feature of the law of private revenge was that the
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brother, or any near relation of the culprit, was as

liable to be killed as himself. _

Marriage contracts were never entered into before

the parties reached the years of maturity just de-

scribed. Considerable care was taken to prevent

any union between near relatives ; so much so, that

a list of what they deemed imprOper marriages would

almost compare with the “Table of kindred and

affinity.” They say that, of old, custom and the

gods frowned upon the union of those in whom con-

sanguinity could be closely traced. Few had the

hardihood to run in the face of superstition; but if

they did, and their children died at a premature age,

it was sure to be traced to the anger of the house-

hold god on account of the forbidden marriage.

A young man rarely, in the first instance, paid

his addresses in person to the object of his choice.

A present of food was taken to her and her relatives

by a friend of his, who was, at the same time, com-

missioned to convey the proposal to her father; or,

failing him, to the elder brother of the young

woman. Her consent was, of course, asked too;

but that was a secondary consideration. She had

to agree if her parents were in favour of the match.

If the present of food was received and the reply

favourable, the matter was considered settled. There

was also a somewhat formal meal directly after the

marriage ceremony.

All parties consenting, preparations commenced,
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and one, two, or three months were spent collect-

ing various kinds of property. All the family and

relatives of the bride were called upon to assist, and

thus they raised a great quantity of tonga, which

included all kinds of fine mats and native cloth,

manufactured by the women. This was invariably

the dowry presented to the bridegroom and his

friends on the celebration of the nuptials. He and

his friends, on the other hand, collected in a similar

manner for the family of the bride oloa, which in-

cluded canoes, pigs, and foreign property of any

kind which might fall into their hands, such as

knives, hatchets, trinkets, cloth, garments, etc., received

through a Tongan canoe or a passing vessel.

A time was fixed when the parties assembled.

The bride and her friends, taking with them her

dowry, proceeded to the home of the bridegroom,

which might be in another settlement, or on an

adjacent island. If they were people of rank it was

the custom that the ceremonies of the occasion pass

off in the marae. The marae is the forum or place

of public assembly—an open circular space, sur-

rounded by bread-fruit trees, under the shade of

which the people sit. Here the bridegroom and his

friends and the whole village assembled, together

with the friends of the bride. All were seated cross-

legged around the marae, glistening from head to

foot with scented oil, and decked off with beads,

garlands of sweet-smelling flowers, and whatever else
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their varying fancy might suggest for the joyous

occasion. In a house Close by the bride was seated.

A pathway from this house to the marae, in front of

where the bridegroom sits, was carpeted with fancy

native cloth; and, all being ready, the bride, decked

off with beads, a garland of flowers or fancy shells,

and girt round the waist with fine mats, flowing in a

train five or six feet behind her, moved slowly along

towards the marae. She was followed along the

carpeted pathway by a train of young women,

dressed like herself, each bearing a valuable mat, half

spread out, holding it to the gaze of the assembly;

and, when they reached the bridegroom, the mats

were laid down before him. They then returned to

the house for more, and went on renewing the pro-

cession and display until some fifty or a hundred

fine mats and two or three hundred pieces of native

cloth were heaped before the bridegroom. This was

the dowry. The bride then advanced to the bride-

groom and sat down. By-and-by she rose up before

the assembly, and was received with shouts of applause,

and, as a further expression of respect, her immediate

friends, young and old, took up stones and beat

themselves until their heads were bruised and bleed-

ing. The obscenity to prove her virginity which

preceded this burst of feeling will not bear the light

of description. Then followed a di5play of the clan

(or property) which the bridegroom presented to the

friends of the bride. Then they had dinner, and
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after that, the distribution of the property. The

father, or, failing him, the brother or sister of the

father of the bridegroom, had the disposal of the

tonga which fermed the dowry; and on the other

hand, the father or brother of the bride had the

disposal of the property which was given by the

bridegroom. Night-dances and their attendant im-

moralities wound up the ceremonies.

The marriage ceremonies of common people

passed off in a house, and with less di5play; but the

same obscene form was gone through to which we

have referred—a custom which, doubtless, had some

influence in cultivating Chastity, especially among

young women of rank. There was a fear of dis-

gracing themselves and their friends, and a dread of

a severe beating from the latter after the ceremony

to which the faithless bride was sometimes subjected,

almost as if the letter of the Mosaic law had been

carried out upon her.

But there were many marriages without any such

ceremonies at all. If there was a probability that

the parents would not consent, from disparity of rank

or other causes, an elopement took place ; and, if the

young man was a chief of any importance, a number

of his associates mustered in the evening, and walked

through the settlement, singing his praises and shout-

ing out the name of the person with whom he had

eloped. This was sometimes the first intimation the

parents had of it, and, however mortified they might
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be, it was too late. After a time, if the couple con-

tinued to live together, their friends acknowledged

the union by festivities and an exchange of property.

Concubinage.—When the newly-married woman

took up her abode in the family of her husband she

was attended by a daughter of her brother, who was,

in fact, a concubine. Her brother considered that

if he did not give up his daughter for this purpose,

he should fail in duty and respect towards his sister,

and incur the displeasure of their household god.

Failing her brother, her mother’s relatives supplied

her with this maid of honour. Hence, with his wife,

a chief had one, two, or three concubines. Each of

these took with her tonga as a dowry, which, per-

haps, was the most important part of the business,

for, after presenting her dowry, she might live with

him or not, as she pleased. Often the addition of

these concubines to the family was attended with all

the diSplay and ceremonies of a regular marriage.

Polygamy—The marriage ceremony being such

a prolific source of festivities and profit to the chief

and his friends, the latter, whether he was disposed

to do it or not, often urged on another and another

repetition of what we have described. They took the

thing almost entirely into their own hands, looked

out for a match in a rich family, and, if that family

was agreeable to it, the affair was pushed on, whether

or not the daughter was disposed to it. She, too, as

a matter of etiquette, must be attended by her com-
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plement of one or more young women. According

to this system, a chief might have some ten or a

dozen wives and concubines in a short time. Owing,

however, to quarrelling and jealousies, many 'of them

soon returned to their parental home; and it was

rare to find a chief with more than two wives living

with him at the same time.

Divorce—If the marriage had been contracted

merely for the sake of the property and festivities of

the occasion, the wife was not likely to be more than

a few days or weeks with her husband. With or

without leave, she soon found her way home to her

parents. If, however, a couple had lived together

for years and wished to separate, if they were mutu-

ally agreed, they did it in a more formal way. They

talked over the matter coolly, made a fair division

of their property, and then the wife was conveyed

back to her friends, taking with her any young chil-

dren, and leaving those more advanced with their

father. A woman might thus go home and separate

entirely from her husband ; but, while that husband

lived, she dared not marry another. Nor could she

marry even after his death, if he was a chief of high

.rank, without the special permission of the family

with which she had connected herself by marriage.

Any one who broke through the custom, and married

'her without this, was liable to have his life taken

from him by that family, or at least he had to pay

'them a heavy fine.

H
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I/Via’ows.—The brother of a deceased husband

considered himself entitled to have his brother’s

wife, and to be regarded by the orphan Children as

their father. If he was already married, she would,

nevertheless, live with him as a second wife. In the

event of there being several brothers, they met and

arranged which of them was to act the part of the

deceased brother. The principal reason they alleged

for. the custom was a desire to prevent the woman

and her children returning to her friends, and there-

by diminishing the number and influence of their

own family. And hence, failing a brother, some

other relative would offer himself, and be received

by the widow. Should none of them, however, wish

to live with her, or should there be any unwillingness

on her part, she was, in either case, at liberty to

return to her own friends.

The following is a specimen of one of their love

songs :—

I. There was Tafitofau and Ongafau, and they had two

daughters ;

The one was Sinaleuuna and the other Sinaeteva.

The two girls sat and wished they had a brother.

Chorus—Aue !

2. Again Ongafau had a child, and it was a boy.

The child grew up, but his sisters never saw him,

They lived apart from their parents and the boy.

etc.

3. Then Tafitofau and Ongafau said to the boy, who was

called
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Maluafiti (“Shade of Fiji”) : “ Go with some food to the

ladies.” ‘

The lad went down, the girls looked and were struck with

his beauty.

etc.

4. He came with the food and said he was their brother ;

The sisters rejoiced and gave thanks that their desire was

granted,

They had now a brother.

etc.

5. Then the sisters sat down and filled into a bamboo bottle

The liquid shadow of their brother.

etc.

6. A report came from Fiji of the beautiful lady Sina,

And that all the swells of Fiji were running after her.

etc.

7. Then off went Sinaleuuna and Sinaeteva to Fiji,

And took with them the shadow of their brother Maluafiti. _

etc.

8. The two sisters dressed up and went to tell her

All about their handsome brother. '

But they were slighted and shamefully treated by Sina.

etc.

9. Sina did not know they were the sisters of Maluafiti.

She had heard of his beauty and longed for his coming.

etc.

10. The sisters were still ill-treated by Sina; their anger rose,

And off they went to the water where Sina was bathing.

They threw out from the bottle on to the water the shadow

of their brother.

A
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II.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

I7.

18.

Sina looked at the shadow and was struck with its beauty.

“That is my husband,” said she, “wherever I can find him.”

etc.

Then Sinaleuuna wept and uttered in soliloquy:

“ Oh, Sinaleuuna, Sinaeteva, you are enraged!

Where is our brother? ’Tis for him we are here and

slighted.” etc.

Sina called out to the villagers for all to come,

All the beautiful young men to assemble and find out

Of whom the figure in the water was the image.

etc.

They sought in vain, they could not find.

The shadow was bright and beautiful and compared with

no one.

When Maluafiti turned about in his own land,

The shadow wheeled round and round in the water.

etc.

But Sina heard not the weeping of the sisters of Maluafiti.

Again their song rang out, “ Where is our brother?

’Tis for him we are here and slighted.”

etc.

“ Oh, Maluafiti! rise up, it is day ;

Your shadow prolongs our ill-treatment.

Maluafiti come and talk with her face to face,

Instead of that image in water.”

etc.

Sina had listened, and now she knew ’twas the shadow

of Maluafiti.

These are his sisters too, and I’ve been ill-using them.

etc.

Sina reproached herself: “ Oh ! I fear these ladies;

I knew not they were seeking a wife for their brother

Maluafiti. etc.
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19. “ Come, oh come,” said Sina, “forgive me, I’ve done you

wrong."

Sina begged pardon in vain, the ladies were angry still.

etc.

20. The canoe of Maluafiti arrived.

He came to court Lady Sina, and also to fetch his sisters.

etc.

21. He came, he heard the tale of his sisters,

And then up flew implacable rage.

etc.

22. Sina longed to get Maluafiti ; ‘

He was her heart’s desire, and long she had waited for

him.

etc.

23. Maluafiti frowned and would return,

And off he went with his sisters.

Sina cried and screamed, and determined to follow swim-

ming.

etc.

24. The sisters pleaded to save and to bring her,

Maluafiti relented not, and Sina died in the ocean.

etc.

In a story about another lady called Sinasengi,

we are told about her wonderful pool. She had

“caught the shadows” of a variety of scenes, and

imprinted them on the water. A problem this for

the photographers! Night-dances, races, club exer-

cise, battles, public meetings, and some of the

ordinary employments of daily‘life were all there.

The pool was covered over, but by the removal of

a stone this “chamber of imagery” could be all
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seen. Everything seemed so real that a man one

day was so enraptured with the sight of one of 'his

favourite sports that he jumped in to join a dancing

party. But, alas! he bruised his head and broke his

arm on the stones which he found under the surface,

instead of the gambols of living men.

Stories also of wifely and husband affection and

the reverse are preserved in song. Take the follow-

ing as a specimen. The original runs through

twenty-six verses, but I abbreviate and give the

substance :—

There was a youth called Siati noted for. his

singing. A serenading god came along, threw down

a challenge, and promised him his fair daughter if

he was the better singer. They sung, Siati beat,

and off he went to the land of the god, riding on a

shark belonging to his aunt.

They reached the place. The shark went in to

the shore, set him down, and told him to go to the

bathing-place, where he would find the daughters of

the god, the one was called Puapae, “White Fish,”

and the other Puauli, “ Dark Fish.”

Siati went and sat down at the bathing-place.

The girls had been there, but had gone away.

Puapae had forgotten her comb, returned to get it,

and there she found Siati. “ Siati,” said she, “how-

ever have you come here P” “ I’ve come to seek the

song-god and get his daughter to wife.” “ My

father,” said she, “is more of a god than a man—
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eat nothing he hands you, never sit on a high seat

lest death should follow, and now let us unite.”

Siati and Puapae were united in marriage, but they

were sent off to live elsewhere.

The god 'sent his daughter Puauli to Puapae to

tell her husband to build him a house, and that it

must be finished that very day, under a penalty of

death and the oven. Siati cried, but his wife Puapae

comforted him, said she could do it, and off she went

and built the house, and by the evening was weeding

all around it.

In came another order, and that was for Siati to

fight with the dog. The fight took place and Siati

conquered. Next the god had lost his ring, and

Siati must go to the sea and find it. Again Siati

wept, and again his wife cheered him. “ I’ll find the

ring,” said she; “only do what I tell you. Cut my

body in two, throw me into the sea, and stand still

on the beach till I come.” He did so, cut her in

two, threw her into the sea, she'was changed into a

fish, and away she went to seek for the ring.

Siati stood, and stood, sat and lay down, stood

again, and then lay down, and' went off to sleep.

Puapae returned, she was thrown up by the fish and

stood on the shore. Siati awoke by the splash of

the sea on his face. She scolded him for not keeping

awake, and then said, “There is the ring, go with it

in the early morning,” and in the morning of the

two went to her father. .
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That very morning the god called his daughter

Puauli and said, “ Come, take me on your back, and

let us seek Siati that I may eat him.” Presently

they started back, Siati and Puapae were coming.

Puapae and Siati threw down the comb and it

became a bush of thorns in the way to intercept the

god and Puauli. But they struggled through the

thorns. A bottle of earth was next thrown down,

and that became a mountain; and then followed their

bottle of water, and that became a sea and drowned

the. god and Puauli.

Puapae said to Siati, “My father and sister are

dead, and all on account of my love to you ; you may

go now and visit your family and friends while I

remain here, but see that you do not behave un-

seemly.” He went, visited all his friends, and then

he forgot his wife Puapae. He tried to marry again,

but Puapae came and stood on the other side. The

chief called out, “ Which is your wife, Siati ?” “ The

one on the right side.” Puapae then broke silence

with, “Ah Siati, you have forgotten all I did for

you ;” and off she went. Siati remembered it all,

darted after her crying, and then fell down and died.



CHAPTER VIII.

FOOD—COOKING—LIQUORS.

Animal and Vegetable Food—Bread-fruit, taro,

yams, bananas, and cocoa-nuts formed the staff of

life in Samoa. The lagoons and reefs furnish a large

supply of fish and shell-fish, of which the natives are

very fond; and occasionally all, but especially

persons of rank, regaled themselves on pigs, 'fowls,

and turtle. A detailed account of the flora and

fauna in this and other groups in Central and

Eastern Polynesia will be found in the published

volumes of the United States Exploring Squadron

of 1838-1842.

Taro, cocoa-nuts, and ’ava were said to have been

brought from the heavens by a chief called Losi.

When on a visit there he was pleased with the taste of

taro, and tried to get some to take down with him. He

found a young shoot about the cooking-house, con-

cealed it under his clothing, but the Tangaloans

were on the watch. They made him take off his

roundabout, snatched the plant from him, pulled
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his hair, scratched and cut his skin, and .back he

came to the earth in a great rage.

He engaged six of the gods to go up with him

again and be avenged on Tangaloa and his people.

He proposed to take up a present of fish. They

caught ten, and were up before daybreak, and laid

down a fish on the doorstep of ten of the houses.

When the people came out of their houses they

stumbled over the slippery fish, fell and cut their

foreheads. They cooked the fish, but ate it with

bruised heads. And hence the proverb in times of

difficulty, “ To eat with a bruise.”

Then followed a. number of schemes on the part

of the Tangaloans to kill Losi and his party similar

to those described (p. 250). But all failed, and then

up jumped Losi and his party, and fan at the

Tangaloans, who fled and called out as they ran,

“What do you want?” “Cocoa-nuts,” said Losi.

“Take them all,” was the reply. Losi again called

to his party to chase, and they rushed after the

Tangaloans, who again shouted back, “What do

you want?” “ Taro,” said Losi, “to compensate for ill

usage and the tearing of my skin.” “ Take it, your

claim is just ; take it and be off.” Losi ordered still

to pursue, and again the call came from the frightened

Tangaloans, “What else do you want?” “I want

’ava,” replied Losi. “Take it, all kinds of it, and be

off.” Losi conquered, had his revenge, and got

what he wanted, and so came down from the heavens
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with taro, cocoa-nuts, and ’ava, and planted them all

about

For about half the year the Samoans have an

abundant supply of food from the bread-fruit trees.

During the other half they depend principally on

their taro plantations. Bananas and cocoa-nuts are

plentiful throughout the year. While the bread-fruit

is in season every family lays up a quantity in a pit

lined with banana and cocoa~nut leaves, and covered

in with stones. It soon ferments; but they keep it

in that state for years, and the older it is they relish

it all the more. They bake this in the form of little

cakes, when the bread-fruit is out of season, and

especially when there is a scarcity of taro. The

odour of these cakes is offensive in the extreme to a

European ; but a Samoan turns from a bit of English

cheese with far more disgust than we do from his

fermented bread-fruit.

A crop of bread-fruit is sometimes shaken off the

trees by a gale before it is ripe, and occasionally taro

plantations are destroyed by drought and caterpillars;

but the people have wild yams in the bush, preserved

bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, and fish to fall back upon;

so that there is rarely, if ever, anything like a serious

famine. A scarcity of food, occasioned by any of

the causes just named, they were in the habit of

tracing to the wrath of one of their gods, called 0 le

Sa (or the Sacred One). The sun, storms, caterpillars,

and all destructive insects were said to be his au ao,
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or servants, who were commissioned to go forth and

eat up the plantations of those with whom he was

displeased. In times of plenty as well as of scarcity

the people were in the habit of assembling with

offerings of food, and poured out drink-offerings of

’ava to Le Sa, to propitiate his favour.

A story is told of a woman and her child, who in

a time of great scarcity were neglected by the family.

One day they cooked some wild yams, but never

offered her a share. She was vexed, asked the child

to follow her, and when they reached a precipice on

the rocky coast, seized the child and jumped over.

It is said they were changed into turtles, and after-

wards came in that form at the call of the people of

the village.

Cannibalism.—-During some of their wars, a body

was occasionally cooked by the Samoans; but they

afl‘irm that, in such a case, it was always some one

of the enemy who had been notorious for provoca-

tion or cruelty, and that eating a part of his body

was considered the climax of hatred and revenge,

and was not occasioned by the mere relish for human

flesh, such as obtained in the Fiji, New Hebrides,

and New Caledonian groups. In more remote

heathen times, however, they may have indulged this

savage appetite. To speak of roasting him is the very

worst language that can be addressed to a Samoan.

If applied to a chief of importance, he may raise war

to avenge the insult. It is the custom on the sub-
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mission of one party to another to bow down before

their conquerors each with a piece of firewood and a

bundle of leaves, such as are used in dressing a pig

for the oven ; as much as to say, “Kill us and cook

us, if you please.” Criminals, too, are sometimes

bound hand to hand and foot to foot; slung on a

pole put through between the hands and feet, carried

and laid down before the parties they have injured,

like a pig about to be killed and cooked. So deeply

humiliating is this act considered that the culprit

who consents to degrade himself so far is almost

sure to be forgiven.

From such references to cannibalism as we have

at pp. 47, 48, and also the following fragments from

old stories, it is further apparent that the custom

was not unknown in Samoa.

During a great scarcity occasioned by a gale

cannibalism prevailed. When a light was wanted

in the evening, two or three went to fetch it—it was

not safe for one to go alone. If a child was seen out

of doors, some one would entice it by holding up

something white and calling the child to get a bit

of cocoa-nut kernel, and so kidnap and cook.

A story is also told of a woman who had a child

who was playing on the surf on the beach. Three

of her brothers came along and begged her to let them

have the child. She said that if a bloody surf should

suddenly appear they might have the child, but not

otherwise. Presently the surf dashed red and bloody
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on the shore. She kept to her word, and let the

heartless fellows carry off the boy to the oven. '

Here is another piece about Ae a Tongan, who

attached himself to the Samoan chief Tinilau. Tinilau

travelled from place to place on two turtles. Ae

wished to visit Tonga, and begged from his master

the loan of the turtles. He got them, with the

caution to be very careful of them. As soon as he

reached Tonga he called his friends to take on shore

the turtles, kill them, and have a feast, and this they

gladly did.

Tinilau, after waiting long for the return of the

turtles, suspected they had been killed. This was

confirmed in his mind by the appearance on the beach

of a bloody wave. He called a meeting of all the

avenging gods of Savaii, and put the case into their

hands. They went off to Tonga, found Ae at mid-

night in a sound sleep, picked him up, brought him

back to Samoa, and laid him down in the front room

of the house of Tinilau.

-At cock-crowing Ae woke up and said aloud,

“Why, you cock! you crow like the one belonging

to the pig I lived with.” Tinilau called out from

his room, “ Had the fellow you lived with such

a fowl?” “Yes, the pig had one just like it.”

“Tell us more about him,” and so Ae went on

chattering, and still using the abusive epithet pig

when speaking of his master, and talked about the

turtles, what a fine feast they had, etc. As it got
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lighter, he looked up to the roof and said, “ This too is

just like the house the ng lived in.” By-and-by he

woke up, as it got light, to the full consciousness that

somehow or other he was again, in the very house of

Tinilau, and that his cannibal master was in the next

room. He was dumb and panic-stricken. Orders

were given to kill him, and he was despatched

acCordingly, and his body dressed for the oven.

And'hence the proverb for any similar action, or if

any one takes by mistake or intention what belongs

to another, he says in making an apology, “I am

like Ae.”

Amother curious fragment goes from cannibalism

to the origin of pigs. A cannibal chief had human

victims. taken to him regularly, and was in the habit

of throwing the heads into a cave close by. A great

many heads had been cast in, and he thought no

more about them. One day, however, he was sitting

on a rock outside the cave when he heard an

unusual noise. On looking in, the place was full of

pigs, and hence the belief that pigs had their origin

in the heads of men, or, as some would call it, a

humbling case of evolution downwards I .

Coohing.—The Samoans had and still have,.the

mode of cooking with hot stones which has been

often described as prevailing in the South Sea

Islands. Fifty or sixty stones about the size of an

orange, heated by kindling a fire under them, form,

with the hot ashes, an ordinary oven. The taro,
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bread-fruit, or yarns, are laid among the stones, a

thick covering of bread-fruit and banana leaves is

laid over all, and in about an hour all is well cooked.

In the same oven they bake other things, such as

fish, done up in leaves and laid side by side with the

taro or other vegetables. Little bundles of taro

leaves, too, mixed with the expressed juice of the

cocoa-nut kernel, and some other dishes, of which

cocoa-nut is generally the chief ingredient, are baked

at the same time, and used as a relish in the absence

of animal food. Salt water is frequently mixed up

with these dishes, which is the only form in which

they use salt. They had no salt, and were not in

the habit of preserving fish or pork otherwise than

by repeated cooking. In this way they kept pork

for a week, and fish for three weeks or a month.

However large, they cooked the entire pig at once ;

then, using a piece of split bamboo as a carving-

knife, cut it up and divided it among the different

branches of the family. The duties of cooking

devolved on the men; and all, even chiefs of the

highest rank, considered it no disgrace to assist in.

the cooking-house occasionally.

Forbidden Food—Some birds and fishes were

sacred to particular deities, as has been described,

and certain parties abstained from eating them. A

man would not eat a fish which was supposed to be

under the protection and care of his household god ;

but he would eat, without scruple, fish sacred to the
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gods of other families. The dog, and some kinds of

fish and birds, were sacred to the greater deities—

the dii maforum gentium of the Samoans; and, of

course, all the people rigidly abstained from these

things. For a man to kill and eat anything he

considered to be under the special protection of his

god, was supposed to be followed by the god’s

displeasure in the sickness or death of himself, or

some member of the family. The same idea seems

to have been a check on cannibalism, as there was a

fear lest the god of the deceased would be avenged

on those who might cook and eat the body.

Liquors—The young cocoa-nut contains about a

tumblerful of a liquid something resembling water

sweetened with lump-sugar, and very slightly acid.

This is the ordinary beverage of the Samoans. A

young cocoa-nut baked in the oven yields a hot

draught, which is very pleasant to an invalid. They

had no fermented liquors ; but they made an intoxi-

cating draught from an infusion of the chewn root

of the ’ava plant (Piper methysticnm). A bowl of this

disgustingly-prepared stuff was made and served out

when a party of chiefs sat down to a meal. At their

ordinary meals few partook of it but the father, or

other senior members of the family. It was always

taken before, and not after the meal. Among a

formal party of chiefs it was handed round in a

cocoa-nut shell cup with a good deal of ceremony.

When the cup was filled the name, or title rather, of

I
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the person for whom it was intended was called out;

the cup-bearer took it to him, he received it, drank

it off, and returned the cup to be filled again, as the

“portion” of another chief. The most important

chiefs had the first cups, and, following the order of

rank, all had a draught. The liquor was much

diluted ; few drank to excess ; and, upon the whole,

the Samoans were perhaps among the most tem-

perate ’ava drinkers in the South Seas. The old

men considered that a little of it strengthened them

and prolonged life; and often they had a cup the

first thing in the morning.

Hospitality.—The Samoans were remarkable for

hospitality. Travelling parties never needed to take

food for any place beyond the first stage of their

journey. Every village had its “large house,” kept

in good order, and well spread with mats for the

reception of strangers. On the arrival of a party

some of the members of every family in the village

assembled and prepared food for them. It was the

province of the head of one particular family to

decide, and send word to the rest, how much it would

be necessary for each to provide. After all was

cooked, it was taken and laid down in front of the

house, and, on presenting it, one of them would

make a speech, welcoming them to their village;

and, although a sumptuous repast had been provided,

an apology would be made that there was nothing

better. The strangers replied, returned thanks, and
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exchanged kind words. In the event of there being

a chief of high rank among the party, it would

probably be decided that every man, woman, and

child of the place turn out, dress themselves in their

best, walk in single file, each carrying a fish, a fowl,

a lobster, a yarn, or something else in the hand, and,

singing some merry chant as they went along,

proceed to the place, and there lay down in a heap

what they had provided for their guests. An even-

ing ball or night-dance was also considered an indis-

pensable accompaniment to the entertainment. A

travelling party rarely spent more than one night at

a place.

Meals.—The Samoans had a meal about I I A.M.,

and their principal meal in the evening. At the

evening meal every family was assembled; and

men, women, and children all ate together. They

had no tables, but seated themselves cross-legged

round the circular house on mats. Each had his

portion laid down before him on a bread-fruit leaf;

and thus they partook, in primitive style, without

knife, fork, or spoon. Should any strangers be

present, due respect was shown to them by laying

before them “a worthy portion.” After the meal,

water to wash was handed round, and a rub on the

post of the house was the usual table-napkin.

The head of the family, in taking his cup of ’ava

at the commencement of the evening meal, would

pour out a little of it on the ground, as a drink-
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offering to the gods, and, all being silent, he would

utter aloud the following prayer :—

“ Here is ’ava for you, O gods! Look kindly towards this

family; let it prosper and increase ; and let us all be kept in

health. Let our plantations be productive; let fruit grow ;

and may there be abundance of food for us, your creatures.

“ Here is ’ava for you, our war gods ! Let there be a

strong and numerous people for you in this land. '

“ Here is ’ava for you, O sailing gods !1 Do not come on

shore at this place ; but be pleased to depart along the ocean

to some other land.”

It was also very common to pray with an offering

of “ flaming fire,” just before the evening meal.

Calling upon some one to blow up the fire and make

it blaze, and begging all to be silent, a senior member

of the family would pray aloud as follows :—

“This light is for you, 0 king2 and gods superior and

inferior! If any of you are forgotten do not be angry, this

light is for you all. Be propitious to this family; give life to

all ; and may your presence be prosperity. Let our children

be blessed and multiplied. Remove far from us fines and sick-

nesses. Regard our poverty ; and send us food to eat, and Cloth

to keep us warm. Drive away from as sailing gods, lest they

come and cause disease and death. Protect this family by

your presence, and may health and long life be given to us all.”

It is related of an old chief in Savaii, that one

night at the evening meal he ordered a sea-crab to

be reserved for his breakfast. In the night some

1 Gods supposed to come in Tongan canoes and foreign vessels.

9 The principal god of the family.
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lads of the family got up and ate it. Next morning

-the old man was in' a great rage, rose, and said to

his daughter that he was going off to commit suicide,

he could bear no longer the unkindness of the family.

He seized his staff and went off to the mountain,

where there is a deep ravine. When he reached the

edge of the precipice he called to his daughter, who

had followed him, that he would jump over, and

cause a storm to arise and destroy the place—and

over he went. The daughter thought it was of no

use to go home, and so she lay down on the edge of

the ravine, and became_a mountain to shut up the

storm and save the people from the threatened wrath

of her father.



CHAPTER IX.

CLOTHING.

IN our last chapter we alluded to the food of the

Samoans, and now proceed to a description of their

clothing, the materials of which it is made, their

modes of ornament, etc.

During the day a covering of ti leaves (Draccena

terminalis) was all that either sex thought necessary.

“They sewed ” ti “leaves together, and made them-

selves aprons.” The men had a small one about a

foot square, the women had theirs made of longer

ti leaves, reaching from the waist down below the

knee, and made wide, so as to form a girdle covering

all round. They had no regular covering for any

other part of the body. Occasionally, during rain,

they would tie a banana leaf round the head for a

cap, or hold one over them as an umbrella. They

made shades for the eyes of a little piece of plaited

cocoa-nut leaflet; and sometimes they made sandals

of the plaited bark of the Hibiscus tiliacens, to protect

the feet while fishing among the prickly coral about

the reef.
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Native Cloth—At night they slept on a mat,

using as a covering a mat or a sheet of native cloth,

and inclosed all round by a curtain of the same

material to keep out musquitocs. In sickness, also,

they wrapped themselves up in native cloth. Their

native cloth was made of the inner bark of the paper

mulberry (Morus papyrifizra) beaten out on a board,

and joined together with arrow-root, so as to form

any width or length of cloth required.

The juice of the raspings of the bark of trees,

together with red clay, turmeric, and the soot of

burnt candle-nut, furnished them with colouring

matter and varnish, with which they daubed their

native cloth in the form of squares, stripes, triangles,

etc., but, with a few exceptions, perhaps, devoid of

taste or regularity.

Tutunga is the native name of the paper mulberry.

A fabulous story is told of it and a stinging tree

called Salato. As the tale goes, they were two

brothers, and had each his plot of ground and a

distinct boundary. One morning Tutunga stretched

over his boundary and crossed to Salato. Salato

was displeased and complained to Tutunga, but he

was sullen and made no reply. The affair was

referred to the parents; who decided that the two

should separate, and that Salato should go further

inland, and be sacred and respected; and so it is,

no one dares to touch it. On the other hand,

Tutunga was severely punished for having proudly
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crossed his boundary. He was to be cut, and

skinned, and beaten, and painted, and made to cover

the bodies of men. Then to rot, and then to be

burned. And so it is—thus ends Tutunga the proud.

Fine Mats.—Their fine mats were, and are still,

considered their most valuable clothing. These mats

are made of the leaves of a species of pandanus

scraped clean and thin as writing-paper, and slit

into strips about the sixteenth part of an inch

wide. They are made by the women; and, when

completed, are from two to three yards square.

They are of a straw and cream colour, are fringed,

and, in some instances, ornamented with small scarlet

feathers inserted here and there. These mats are

thin, and almost as flexible as a piece of calico. Few

of the women can make them, and many months—

yea, years, are sometimes spent over the making of

a single mat. These fine mats are considered their

most valuable property, and form a sort of currency

which they give and receive in exchange. They value

them at from two to forty shillings each. They are

preserved with great care; some of them pass through

several generations, and as their age and historic

interest increase, they are all the more valued.

Another kind of fine mats for clothing they weave

out of the bark of a plant of the nettle tribe, which

is extensively spread over these islands without any

cultivation. They are shaggy on the one side, and,

when bleached white, resemble a prepared fleecy
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sheep-skin. These they sometimes dye with red

clay found in the mountains. From the strength

and whiteness of the fibre manufactured from this

plant, it is capable of being turned to great use.

Cleanliness.——As the native cloth cannot be wasth

without destroying it, it is generally filthy in the

extreme before it is laid aside. This has induced a

habit of carelessness in washing cotton and other

garments, which is very offensive and difficult to

eradicate. They are cleanly, however, in other

habits beyond most of the natives of Polynesia.

Their floor and sleeping mats are kept clean and

tidy. They generally use the juice of the wild orange

in cleansing, and bathe regularly every day. It is

worth remarking, too, that, while bathing, they have

a girdle of leaves or some other covering round the

waist. In this delicate sense of propriety it would

be well for some more civilised parts of the world to

learn a lesson from the Samoans.

Special Occasions—At marriages and on other

gala days, the women, and many of the men, laid

aside the leaves and girded themselves with fine mats.

Gay young men and women decorated themselves

with garlands of flowers or shells. The nautilus

shell, broken into small pieces, and strung together,

was a favourite head-dress. They oiled themselves

from head to foot with scented oil, and sometimes

mixed turmeric with the oil to give their skin a tinge

of yellow.
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Both sexes kept uncovered the upper part of the

body, and wore shells, beads, or other trinkets round

the neck. They prided themselves also in dressing

their children in a similar style. The women wore

the hair short, and, on occasions, sometimes had it

raised and stiffened with a mixture of scented oil and

the gum of the bread-fruit tree. It was fashionable,

also, for young women to have a small twisted lock

of hair, with a curl at the end of it, hanging from the

left temple. The men wore their hair long and

gathered up in a knot on the crown of the head, a

little to the right side. In company, however, and

when attending religious services, they were careful

to untie the string, and let their hair flow behind, as

a mark of respect. Gay young men occasionally cut

their hair short, leaving a small twisted lock hanging

down towards the breast from either temple. Their

hair is naturally black; but they were fond of dyeing

it a light brown colour, by the application of lime,

which they made by burning the coral. To dye hair,

and also to rub and blind the eyes of pigs which

trespassed into neighbouring plantations, were the

only uses to which they applied lime in the time of

heathenism.

The beard they shaved with the teeth of the

shark. Armlets of small white shells were worn by

the men above the elbow-joint. Some pierced their

ears with a thorn, and wore a small flower for an

earring; but this was not very common. A long
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comb, made from the stem of the cocoa-nut leaflet,

was a common ornament of the women, and worn in

the hair behind the car. For a looking-glass, they

sometimes used a tub of water; but in arranging the

head-dress, they were more frequently guided by the

eyes and taste of others. The tattooing, which we

described in a previous chapter, was also considered

one of their principal ornaments.

There is a story told of a Fijian chief called

Fulualela, Feathers-of-the-Snn, who came with his

daughter to visit Samoa. He had heard of the

beauty of the islands and their handsome inhabitants,

and thought he might find here a husband chief for

his daughter. He was greatly surprised, however, to

discover that while the islands were lovely, and the

people attractive, they had no mats in their houses,

but slept on dried grass like the pigs. He could not

think of leaving his daughter; but when he returned

to Fiji he made up a present of fine mats, native

cloth, and scented oil, as if it were his daughter’s

dowry, and went back to Samoa with the generous

gift, adding also pandanus and paper mulberry plants

with which to stock Samoa with material for making

such household comforts as mats and native cloth.

And hence it is said that ever since the gift of

Feathers-of—the-Sun from Fiji, Samoa has had the

luxuries of mats to sleep on, and sheets of native

_cloth to cover them.



CHAPTER X.

AMUSEMENTS.

UNDER the head of amusements, dancing, wrestling,

boxing, fencing, and a variety of games and sports,

call for description, and to these we shall briefly advert.

Dancing was a common entertainment on festive

occasions, such as a marriage. Some of their dances

were in the daytime, and, like dress-balls of other

countries, were accompanied with a display of fancy

mats and other Samoan finery. At the night

assemblies the men dressed in their short leaf

aprons. Sometimes only the men danced, at other

times women, and occasionally the parties were

mixed. They danced in parties of two, three, and

upwards, on either side. If the one party moved in

one direction, the other party took the opposite.

They had also various gesticulations, which they

practised with some regularity. If, for example, the

one party moved along with the right arm raised,

the other did precisely the same. It was posturing

rather than saltation. *
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Singing, clapping the hands, heating time on

the floor-mats, and drumming, were the usual musical

accompaniments. Their music, on these occasions,

was a monotonous chant of a line or two, repeated

over and over again, with no variety beyond two or

three notes. They sought variety rather in time.

They began slow, and gradually increased until, at

the end of ten or twenty minutes, they were full of

excitement, the perspiration streaming down, and

their tongues galloping over the rhyme at breathless

speed. For a drum, they had two or three contriv-

ances. One, a log of wood six or eight feet long,

hollowed out from a narrow elongated opening on

the upper surface; and this they beat with a short

stick or mallet. Another was a set of bamboos, four

feet long and downwards, arranged like a Pan’s pipe,

having the open ends inclosed in a mat bag, and

this bag they beat with a stick. A third kind of

drumming was effected by four or five men, each

with a bamboo open at the top and closed at the

bottom, with'which, holding vertically, they beat the

ground, or a stone or any hard substance, and as

the bamboos are of various lengths, they emitted

a variety of sounds. At these night-dances all

kinds of obscenity in looks, language, and gesture

prevailed; and often they danced and revelled till

daylight.

Court bnfl'oons furnished some amusement at

dancing and other festivals, and also at public
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meetings. If a chief of importance went to any of

these assemblies he had in his train one or two

humourists, who, by oddity in dress, gait, or gesture,

or by lascivious jokes, tried to excite laughter.

Boxing andfencing were common on festive days,

and often led to serious quarrels. In fencing, they

used the stalk of the cocoa-nut leaf as a substitute

for a club. Women, as well as men, entered the ring,

and strove for the fame of a pugilist.

Wrestling was another amusement. Sometimes

they chose sides, say four against four ; and the

party who had the most thrown had to furnish their

opponents with a cooked pig, served up with taro, or

supply any other kind of food that might be staked

at the outset of the game. A supply of some kind

of food was the usual forfeit in all their games.

Clasp and undo was another kind of wrestling.

One man clasped a second tightly round the waist,

and this second does the same to a third. The

three thus fastened together lay down and challenged

any single man to separate them. If he succeeded,

they paid the forfeit ; if not, he did.

Throwing the spear was also common. The young

men of one street or village matched against those

of another; and, after fixing a mark in the distance,

threw a small wooden javelin so that it might first

strike the ,ground, and then spring upwards and

onwards in the direction of the mark. They who

threw farthest won the game, and had a repast of
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food at the expense of those who lost it. In more

direct spear-throwing they set up the stem of a

young cocoa-nut tree, with the base upwards, which

is soft and spongy. One party threw at it, and

filled it with spears. The other party threw, and

.tried to knock them down. If any remained after

all had thrown they were counted until they reached

the number fixed for the game. In another of these

amusements a man stood in the distance and allowed

another to throw spears at him. He had no shield,

but merely a club ; and with this he showed surpris-

ing dexterity in hitting off spear 'after spear as it

approached him.

Fishing matches were in vogue at particular sea-

sons. The party who took the most fish won, and

were treated with cooked pigs and other viands by

those who lost.

Pigeon-catching was another amusement, and one,

like our English falconry of other days, in which the

chiefs especially delighted. The principal season set

in about June. Great preparations were made for

it ; all the pigs of a settlement were sometimes

slaughtered and baked for the occasion ; and, laden

with all kinds of food, the whole population of the

place went off to certain pigeon-grounds in the bush.

There they put up huts, and remained sometimes

for months at the sport.

The ground being cleared, the chiefs stationed

themselves at distances all round a large circular
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space, each concealed under a low shed or covering

of brushwood, having by his side a net attached to a

long bamboo, and in his hand a stick with a tame

pigeon on a crook at the end of it. This pigeon was

trained to fly'round and round, as directed by its

owner, with a string at its foot thirty feet long,

attached to the end of his stick. Every man flew

his pigeon, and then the whole circle looked like a

place where pigeons were flocking round food or

water. The scene soon attracted some wild pigeon ;

and, as it approached the spot, whoever was next to

it raised his net and tried to entangle it. He who

got the greateSt number of pigeons was the hero of

the day, and honoured by his friends with various

kinds of food, with which he treated his less success-

ful competitors. Some of the pigeons were baked,

others were distributed about and tamed for further

use. Taming and exercising them for the sporting

season was a common pastime.

Spinning the cocoa-nut was another amusement.

A party sat down in a circle, and one in the centre

spinned a cocoa-nut. When it rested they saw to

whom the three black marks or eyes on the end of

the shell pointed, and imposed upon him some little

service to the whole, such as unhusking chestnuts, or

going for a load of cocoa-nuts. This is especially

worthy of remark, as it was the Samoan method of

casting lots. If a number of pe0ple were unwilling

to go a message or do a piece of work, they decided
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the matter by wheeling round the cocoa-nut to see

to whom it turned its face, as they called it, when it

rested. Sometimes they appealed to this lot, and

fixed the charge of stealing on a person towards

whom the face of the cocoa-nut pointed.

They had also a game of hide-and-seeh, with the

addition that those who hid tried to escape those

who sought, and ran to a given post or mark. All

who reached the post were counted towards making

up the game.

Pitching small cocoa-nut shells to the end of a

mat was a favourite amusement of the chiefs. They

tried to knock each other’s shells off the given spot.

They played in parties of two and two, with five

shells each. They who had most shells left on the

place after all had thrown won.

They had also guessing sports. One party hid,

the other bundled up one of their number in a large

basket covered over with a mat or cloth. Then

they too hid, all but three, who carried the basket

to the other party for them to guess who was

in it. If they guessed correctly, then they in turn

got the basket to do the same. The successful

guesses were counted for the game.

They were in the habit of amusing themselves

with riddles, of which the following are a specimen :—

“ 1. A man who continues standing out of doors with a

burden on his back—Explanation. A banana tree, with a

bunch of bananas.

K
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“ 2. There are twenty brothers, each with a hat on his head.

—'-E.rplan. A man’s fingers and toes; the nails of which are

represented as hats.

“ 3. A man who stands between two ravenous fish.—

Explan. The tongue, as being placed between the teeth of the

upper and lower jaws.

“ 4. There are four brothers, who are always hearing about

theii- father.—Explan. The Samoan pillow, formed by four legs

and a bamboo; the legs being the four brothers, the bamboo

the father.

“5. There is a man who calls out continually day and

night—Eaplan. The surf on the reef, which never rests'.

“ 6. There is a man who, when he leaves the bush, is very

little; but when he has reached the sea-shore, becomes very

great—Explan. The bark of the paper-mulberry, which, when

first taken off the wood, is very narrow; but, when beaten out

to make the native cloth, becomes very brpad.

“ 7. A man who has a white head stands above the fence,

and reaches to the heavens—Explan. The smoke rising from

the oven.

“ 8. The person who sleeps on a bed of whales’ teeth.—

Eaplan. A fowl sitting on her eggs.

“ 9. Many brothers, but only one intestine—Explan. A

string of beads. The beads being the brothers, and the string

the intestine.

“ 10. A long house with one posh—Explan. The nose;

the septum being the post.”

They had also games at rhyming. One party

would choose the names of trees and another the

names of men. Those who sided with the trees

would ,say: “ There is the Fan tree, tell us a name

which will rhyme with it.” The reply would perhaps

be Tulifau.
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Again, there is the Toa, and the other party

would reply Tuisamoa. And so on they went till

one party had exhausted all the names they could

think of, owned the defeat, and paid the forfeit.

In a similar game one party would name a bird

or beast, and the other a fish with a corresponding

rhyme. For example, for the birds:

Lupe, they would give the name of the fish, Une.

Ngongo, Do. do. do. Alongo.

Tiotala, Do. do. do. Ngatala.

Here, too, there was a forfeit if beaten.

They had tripping and stammering games also.

One party would say to the other—you repeat

“ 0 lo ma‘tou niu afaafa lava le la i tuafale,

Sasa, ma fili, ma faataa, ma lafo i fongavai.”

If any one tripped when repeating it he had to

pay a forfeit.

Another might be in rhyme and run as follows:

“Na au sau mai Safata,

Ou afe i le ngatai ala,

E fafanga i si au tiaa,

Fafanga, fafanga, pa le manava.

Fafanga, fafanga, pa le manava.”

Another as his puzzle to repeat correctly would

give:

“ Na au sau mai Mali’oli’o,

Lou ala i umu,

Lou ala i paito,

Lou ala i puto pute,

Lou ala i pute puto.”
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If any one slipped in repeating he paid the forfeit.

In some of their evening sports theatricals were

in vogue. Illustrations would be given of selfish

schemes to take things easy at the expense of others,

clownish processions to create laughter, or marriage

ceremonies in which, when it came to the point, the

bride rebelled and would not have her husband.

Ventriloquism also was attempted, in which, as they

say, “ voices spoke to them without bodies.”

They amused each other also by stories of hood-

winking and trichery, such as the following :—A

Samoan and a Tongan made friends with each other.

When the latter went away on a visit to Tonga the

former begged him to bring back one of their large

cocoa-nuts, which are prized as water-bottles. He

promised to do it on condition that the Samoan

would look out for him a fine white fowl.

The Samoan got ready the fowl, and made a

basket in which to put it. The Tongan returned

with a large unhusked nut, but on the voyage he

split up the-husk, took out the nut, and closed all

up again. The Samoan had the gift of second sight,

knew what the Tongan had done, and so he let

loose the white fowl, and put an owl in its place in

the basket.

The Tongan on his arrival gave him the large

mach nut, minus the real nut and kernel, and the

Samoan handed him the basket with the pretended

white fowl.
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The Tongan jumped into his canoe again, and

went off in high glee singing: '

“ Niu niu, pulu!

Niu niu, pulu !”

“ Cocoa-nut, wcoanut,

Only a hush! ”

But the wind was taken out of his sail by the

laughter and antics of his friend on the beach

shouting after him :

“ Moa, moa, lulu l”

“ Fowl, fowl, only an owlI”

They had sundry other amusements. Swimming

in the surf on a board, and steering little canoes

while borne along on the crest of a wave towards

the shore, were favourite juvenile sports. Canoe-

racing, races with one party in a canoe and another

along the beach, races with both parties on land,

climbing cocoa-nut trees to see who can go up

quickest, reviews and sham-fighting, cock-fighting,

tossing up oranges and keeping three, four, or more

of them on the move: these and many other things

were of old and are still numbered among Samoan

sports. The teeth and jaws, too, are called into

exercise. One man would engage to unhusk with

his teeth and eat five large native chesnuts (Tuscapus

edulis) before another could run a certain distance

and return. If he failed, he paid his basket of

cocoa-nuts, or whatever might be previously agreed

upon.
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Our juvenile friends will be sure to recognise

some of their favourite amusements in this descrip-

tion, and will, perhaps, feel inclined to try the

novelty of some of these Samoan variations. What

a surprising unity of thought and feeling is discover-

able among the various races of mankind from a

comparison of such customs as these!



CHAPTER XI.

MORTALITY, LONGEVITY, DISEASES, ETC.

MORTALITY, longevity, diseases, and the treatment

of the sick, will now form the subject of a few obser-

vations ; and here we begin with—

Infants.—Before the introduction of Christianity

probably not less than two-thirds of the Samoan

race died in infancy and childhood. This mortality

arose principally from carelessness and mismanage-

ment in nursing; evils which still prevail to a great

extent. Even now, perhaps, One-half of them die

before they reach their second year. The poor little

things are often carried about with their bare heads

exposed to the scorching rays of a vertical sun. Ex-

posure to the night-damps also, and above all stuffing

them with improper food, are evils which often make

us wonder that the mortality among them is not

greater than it is. The Samoans were always fond

of their children, and would have done anything for

them when ill; but, with the exception of external

applications for skin diseases, they had no proper
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remedies for the numerous disorders of children.

Were their care in preventing disease equal to their

anxiety to observe a cure when the child is really ill,

there would probably be less sickness among them,

and fewer deaths.

Adults.—The universal opinion of the natives is

that the mortality is now greater among young and

middle-aged people than it was formerly. “It was

common,” they say, “to see three or .four old men

in a house, whereas you rarely see more than one

now.” Among a people destitute of statistics or

records of any kind, it is diflicult to speak correctly

of an earlier date than I 830. Since that time, how-

ever, the population has been remarkably stationary.

We have not observed any marked disproportion in

the deaths of adults of any particular age compared-

with other parts of the world. A person died in'

1847 who was present at the massacre of M. de

Langle and others connected with the exploring

expedition of La Perouse in 1787, and who was

then a youth of about fourteen years of age. Judg-

ing from his appearance, we may suppose that there

are some in every village who must be sixty, seventy,

and even eighty years of age.

They have stories of a giant race, and tell parti-

cularly of one called Tafai. He was very tall_ and

strong, but not cruel to any one. He could throw a

long cocoa-nut tree at the rocks as if he were but

hurling a thin spear. He plucked up by the roots a
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great Malili tree, eighty feet high, carried it off on

his shoulder, branches and all, and could throw it up

and catch it again as if he were playing with a small

crab. It is said, too, that so great was his weight, if

he put his foot on a rock it left a footprint as if the

rock had been soft sand.

I Diseases—Pulmonary affections, paralysis, dis-

eases of the spine producing humpback, ophthalmia,

skin diseases, scrofulous, and other ulcers, elephan-

tiasis, and a species of leprosy, are among the prin-

cipal diseases with which they were afliicted. Oph-

thalmia and various diseases of the eye were very

pfevalent. There were few cases of total blindness ;

but many had one of the organs of vision destroyed.

"Connected with diseases of the eye, pterygium is

'common; not only single, but double, triple, and

'even quadruple are occasionally met with. The

leprosy of which we speak has greatly abated. The

natives say that formerly many had it, and suffered

from its ulcerous sores until all the fingers of a hand

or the toes of a foot had fallen off. Elephantiasis,

producing great enlargement of the legs and arms,

has, they think, somewhat abated too; only, they

say, it prevails among the young men more now

thanit did formerly. Insanity is occasionally met

with. - It was invariably traced in former times to

.the immediate presence of an evil spirit. If furious,

the party was tied hand to hand and foot to foot

until a change for the better appeared. Idiots are
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not common. Consumption they call “Moomoo ;”

and there were certain native doctors who were sup-

posed to be successful in spearing the disease, or

rather the spirit causing it. The doctor when sent

for would come in, sit down before the patient, and

chant as follows :—

“ Moomoo e! Moomoo e!

0 le 5 ou velosia atu oe ;”

which in English is—

“ O Moomoo! O Moomoo!

I’m on the eve of spearing you.”

Then he would rise up, flourish about with his spear

over the head of the patient, and leave the house.

No one dared speak or smile during the ceremony.

Influenza is a new disease to the natives. They say

' that the first attack of it ever known in Samoa was

during the Aana war in 1830, just as the mission- \

aries Williams and Barff, with Tahitian teachers, first

1 reached their shores. The natives at once traced

_the disease to the foreigners and the new religion;

the same opinion spread through these seas, and

especially among the islands of the New Hebrides.

Ever since there have been returns of the disease

almost annually. It is generally preceded by un-

settled weather, and westerly or southerly winds.

Its course is generally from east to west. It lasts

for about a month, and passes off as fine weather

and steady trade-winds set in. In many cases it is
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fatal to old people and those who have been pre-

viously weakened by pulmonary diseases. There

was an attack in May 1837, and another in

November 1846, both of which were unusually

severe and fatal. They have a tradition of an epi-

demic, answering the description of chplera, which

raged with fearful violence probably about eighty years

ago. In 1849 hooping-cough made its appearance,

and prevailed for several months, among adults as

well as children. A good many of the children

died. In 1851 another new disease surprised the

natives—viz. the mumps. It was traced to a vessel

from California collecting pigs, and soon spread all

over the group. Scarcely a native escaped. It

answered the usual description of the attack given

in medical works, and passed off in ten days or a

fortnight. Hitherto they have been exempt from

small-pox. Some years ago the missionaries vacci-

nated all the natives, and continue to do so as often

as a supply of vaccine lymph is obtained.

Medicine—The Samoans in their heathenism

seldom had recourse to any internal remedy except

an emetic, which they used after having eaten a

poisonous fish. Sometimes juices from the bush

were tried; at other times the patient drank on at

water until it was rejected ; and, on some occasions,

mud, and even the most unmentionable filth, was

mixed up and taken as an emetic draught. Latterly,

as their intercourse with Tongans, Fijians, Tahitians,
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and Sandwich Islanders increased, they made addi-

tions to their pharmacopaeia of juices from the bush.

Each disease had its particular physician. Sham-

pooing and anointing the affected part of the body

with scented oil by the native doctors was bommon ;

and to this charms were frequently added, consisting

of some flowers from the bush done up in a piece of

native cloth and put in a conspicuous place in the

thatch over the patient. '

The advocates of hinnesipathy would be interested

in finding, were they to visit the South Seas, that.

most of their friction, percussion, and other manipu-

lations, were in vogue there ages ago, and are still

practised. Now, however, European medicines are

eagerly sought after; so much so, that every mission-

ary is obliged to have a dispensary, and to set apart

a certain hour every day to give advice and medicine

to the sick. I

As the Samoans supposed disease to be occa-

sioned by the wrath of some particular deity, their

principal desire, in any difficult case, was not for

medicine, but to ascertain the cause. of the calamity.

The friends of the sick went to the high priest of

the village. He was sure to assign some cause;

and, whatever that was, they were all anxiety to

have it removed, as the means of restoration. If he

said they were to give up a canoe to the god, it was

given up. If a piece of land was asked, it was

passed over at once. Or, if he did not wish any-
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thing particular from the party, he would probably

tell them to assemble the family, “ confess, and throw

out.” In this ceremony each member of the family

confessed his crimes and any judgments which, in

anger, he had invoked on the family or upon the

particular member of it then ill; and, as a proof

that he revoked all such imprecations, he took a little

water in his mouth, and spurted it out towards the

person who was sick.

In surgery, they lanced ulcers with a shell or a

shark’s tooth, and, in a similar way, bled from the

arm. For inflammatory swellings they sometimes

tried local bleeding; but shampooing and rubbing

with oil were the more common remedies in such

cases. Cuts they washed in the sea, and bound up

with a leaf. Into wounds in the scalp they blew

the smoke of burnt chestnut wood. To take a

barbed spear from the arm or leg they cut into the

limb from the opposite side and pushed it right

through. Amputation they never attempted.

The treatment of the sich was invariably humane,

and all that could be expected. They wanted for

no kind of food which they might desire, night or

day, if it was at all in the power of their friends to

procure it. In the event of the disease assuming a

dangerous form, messengers were despatched to

friends at a distance that they might have an

opportunity of being in time to see and say farewell

to a departing relative. The greater the rank the
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greater the stir and muster about the sick of friends

from the neighbourhood and from a distance. Every

one who went to visit a sick friend supposed to be

near death took with him a present of a fine mat, or

some other kind of valuable property, as a farewell

expression of regard, to aid in paying native doctors

or conjurors, and to help also in the cost of pigs, etc.,

with which to entertain the friends who were assem-

bled. The following story illustrates the ideas and

doings of the people at such a time :—

Tuitopetope and Tuioleole were two brother con-

jurors belonging to Upolu who had been on a visit to

Tutuila. On their return they landed at night at

Aleipata just as messengers were running from place

to place to inform the friends of the dangerous illness

of the chief Puepuemai. The two looked into the

house, and there they saw a number of gods from

the mountain called Fiso sitting in the doorway.

They were handing from one to another the soul of

the dying chief. It was wrapped up in a leaf, and

had been passed by the gods inside the house to

those sitting in the doorway. One of them said to

Tuitopet0pe, “You take this,” and handed the soul to

him. He took it. The god mistook him in the

dark for another of their god party. Then all the

gods went off, but Tuitopetope remained in the

village and kept the soul of the chief.

Next morning some women‘ of the family were

sent off with a present of fine mats to fetch a noted
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priest doctor. Tuitopetope and his brother, who

were sitting on the beach as they passed along, asked

where they were going with that bundle of property.

“ To fetch a doctor' to Puepuemai,” was the reply.

“Leave it here,” said they, “and take us. ” “Lads! you

are joking,” said the women. “ No, we are not ; we

can heal him.” The women went back to the house

to consult again with the friends assembled around

the dying man. All agreed to let the young men

come and do what they could.

Tuitopetope and his brother were accordingly sent

for. The chief was very ill, his jaw hanging down,

and apparently breathing his last. They undid the

leaf, let the soul into him again, and immediately he

brightened .up and lived. It was blazed abroad that

Puepuemai was brought to life again by Tuitopetope

and his brother, and they gained a wonderful

celebrity. It was supposed they knew everything

and could do anything; and so they were sent for

by chiefs all over the group to heal the sick and find

out the guilty in thieving and other crim‘inalities. “



CHAPTER XII.

DEATH AND BURIAL.

WHENEVER the eye was fixed in death the house

became a scene of indescribable lamentation and

wailing. “Oh, my father, why did you not let

me die, and you live here still?” “Oh, my brother,

why have you run away and left your only brother

to be trampled upon P” “Oh, my child, had I

known you were going to die! Of what use is it

for me to survive you; would that I had died for

you!” These and other doleful cries might have

been heard two hundred yards from the house; and

they were accompanied by the most frantic expres-

sions of grief, such as rending garments, tearing the

hair, thumping the face and eyes, burning the body

with small piercing firebrands, beating the head with

stones till the blood ran, and this they called an

“offering of blood” for the dead. '

After an hour or so the more boisterous wailing

subsided, and, as in such a climate the corpse must

be buried in a few hours, preparations were made

without delay. The body was laid out on a mat,
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oiled with scented oil, and, to modify the cadaverous

look, they tinged the oil for the face with a little

turmeric. The body was then wound up with

several folds of native cloth, the chin propped up

with a little bundle of the same material, and the face

and head left uncovered, while, for some hours longer,

the body was surrounded by weeping relatives. If

the person had died of a complaint which carried off

some other members of the family, they would

probably open the body to “ search for the disease.”

Any inflamed substance they happened to find they

took away and burned, thinking that this would

prevent any other members of the . family being

affected with the same disease. This was done when

the body was laid in the grave.

While a dead body was in the house no food was

eaten under the same roof; the family had their

meals outside, or in another house. Those who

attended the deceased were most careful not to

handle food, and for days were fed by others as if

they were helpless infants. Baldness and the loss of

teeth were supposed to be the punishment inflicted

by the household god if they violated the rule.

Fasting was common at such times, and they who

did so ate nothing during the day, but had a meal in

the evening. The fifth day was a day of “purifi-

cation.” They bathed the face and hands with hot

water, and then they were “ clean,” and resumed the

usual time and mode of eating.

L
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The death of a chief of high. rank was attended

with great excitement and display; all work was

suspended in the settlement; no stranger dared to

pass through the place. For days they kept the

body unburied, until all the different parties con-

nected with that particular clan assembled from

various parts of the islands, and until each party had,

in turn, paraded the body, shoulder high, through

the village, singing at the same time some mournful

dirge. The body, too, was wrapped up in the most

valuable fine mat clothing which the deceased

possessed.

The burial generally took place the day after

death. As many of the friends as could be present

in time attended. Every one brought a present,

and the day after the funeral these presents were all

so distributed again as that every one went away

with something in return for what he brought. The

body was buried without a coffin, except in the case

of chiefs, when a log of wood was hollowed out for

the purpose. The body being put into this rude

encasement, all was done up again in some other folds

of native cloth, and carried on the shoulders of four or

five men to the grave. The friends followed, but in

no particular order; and at the grave again there

was often further wailing and exclamations, such as,

“Alas! I looked to you for protection, but you have

gone away; why did you die? would that I had

died for you!”
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The grave was called “the fast resting-place,” and

in the case of chiefs, “ the house thatched with the

leaves of the sandal wood,” alluding to the custom of

planting some tree with pretty foliage near the grave.

There was no village burying-ground all preferred

laying their dead among the ashes of their ancestors

on their own particular ground. They carried the

skulls of their dead from a land where they had been

residing during war back to the graves of their

fathers as soon as possible after peace was proclaimed.

The grave was often dug close by the house. They

made it about four feet deep, and after spreading it

with mats, like a comfortable bed, there they placed

the body with the head to the rising of the sun, and

the feet .to the west. With the body they deposited

several things which may have been used during the

person’s illness, such as his clothing, his drinking-cup,

and his bamboo pillow. The sticks used to answer

the purpose of a pick-axe in digging the grave were

also carefully buried with the body. Not that they

thought these things of use to the dead ; but it

was supposed that if they were left and handled by

others further disease and death would be the con-

sequence. Other mats were Spread over the body,

on these a layer of white sand from the beach, and

then they filled 'up the grave. The spot was marked

by a little heap of stones a foot or two high. The

grave of a chief was neatly built up in an oblong

slanting form,'about three feet high at the foot and
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four at the head. White stones or shells were inter-

mixed with the top layer, and if it had been a noted

warrior his grave might be surrounded with spears,

or his club laid loosely on the top.

Embalming was known and practised with sur-

prising skill in one particular family of chiefs. Un-

like the Egyptian method, as described by Herodo-

tus, it was performed in Samoa exclusively by women.

The viscera being removed and buried, they, day

after day, anointed the body with a mixture of oil

and aromatic juices. To let the fluids escape, they

continued to puncture the body all over with fine

needles. In about two months the process of desic-

cation was completed. The hair, which had been

cut and laid aside at the commencement of the

operation, was now glued carefully on to the scalp by

a resin from the bush. The abdomen was filled up

with folds of native cloth ; the body was wrapped up

with the same material, and laid out on a mat,

leaving the hands, face, and head exposed. A house

was built for the purpose, and there the body was

placed with a sheet of native cloth loosely thrown

over it. Now and then the face was oiled with a

mixture of scented oil and turmeric, and passing

strangers were freely admitted to see the remains of

the departed. Until about twenty years ago there

were four bodies laid out in this way in a house

belonging to the family to which we refer, viz. a

chief, his wife, and two sons. They were laid on a
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platform raised on a double canoe. They must have

been embalmed upwards of thirty years, and although

thus exposed, they were in a remarkable state of pre-

servation. They assigned no particular reason for this

embalming, further than that it was the expression

of their affection to keep the bodies of the departed

still with them as if they were alive. None were

allowed to dress them but a particular family of old

ladies, who all died off; and, as there was a super-

stitious fear on the part of some, and an unwilling-

ness on the part of others, to handle them, it was

resolved at last to lay them underground.

Earningsfar the dead—On the evening after the

burial of any important chief his friends kindled a

number of fires at distances of some twenty feet from

each other, near the grave; and there they sat and

kept them burning till morning light. This was

continued sometimes for ten days after the funeral ;

it was also done before burial. In the house where

the body lay, or out in front of it, fires were kept

burning all night by the immediate relatives of the

departed. The common people had a similar custom.

After burial they kept a fire blazing in the house all

night, and had the space between the house and the

grave so cleared as that a stream of light went forth

all night from the fire to the grave. The account

the Samoans give of it is, that it was merely a light

burning in honour of the departed, and a mark of

tender regard.
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The unburied occasioned great concern. No

Roman was ever more grieved at the thought of his

unburied friend wandering a'hundred years along the

banks of the Styx than were the Samoans while

they thought of the spirit of one who had been

drowned, or of another who had fallen in war,

wandering about neglected and comfortless. They

supposed the spirit haunted them everywhere, night

and day, and imagined they heard it calling upon

them in a most pitiful tone, and saying, “Oh, how

cold ! oh, how cold!” Nor were the Samoans, like

the ancient Romans, satisfied with a mere “tumulus

inanis” at which to observe the usual solemnities;

they thought it was possible to obtain the soul of the

departed in some tangible transmigrated form. On

the beach, near where a person had been drowned, and

whose body was supposed to have become a porpoise,

or on the battlefield, where another fell, might have

been seen, sitting in silence, a group of five or six,

and one a few yards before them with a sheet of

native cloth spread out on the ground in front of him.

Addressing some god of the family he said, “ Oh, be

kind to us; let us obtain with'out'difficulty the spirit

of the young man !” The first thing that happened to

light upon the sheet was supposed to be the spirit. If

nothing came it was supposed that the spirit had some

ill-will to the person praying. That person after a

time retired, and another stepped forward, addressed

some other god, and waited the result. By—and-by
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something came; grasshopper, butterfly, ant, or

whatever else it might be, it was carefully wrapped

up, taken to the family, the friends assembled, and

the bundle buried with all due ceremony, as if it

contained the real spirit of the departed. The

grave, however, was not the hades of the Samoans,

as we have already seen in Chapter III. Prayers

at the grave of a parent or brother or chief were

common. Some, for example, would pray for health

in sickness and might or might not recover. A

woman prayed for the death of her brother, he died,

but soon after she died also. A chief promised to

give a woman some fine mats, he deceived her, and

off she went and prayed at the grave of his prede-

cessor in the title. The man took ill and died. She

confessed what she had done, but said she did not

pray for death, but only pain to make him smart for

his deceit. And so the custom was carried on, but

with fluctuating belief in its efficacy.



CHAPTER XIII.

HOUSES.

_THE Samoans have a tradition that of old their

forefathers had no houses. They say that in those

days the people were “housed by the heavens,” and

describe the ingenuity of a chief who first contrived

to build houses. He had two sons, and out of love

to them built for each of them a house. But

leaving tradition let me'describe the houses to be

seen at the present day in some of the villages, and

the counterpart of those which have been in use for

ages. Imagine a gigantic bee-hive, thirty-five feet

in diameter, a hundred in Circumference, and raised

from the ground by a number of short posts, at

intervals of four feet from each other all round, and

you have a good idea of the appearance of a Samoan

house.

The spaces between these posts, which may be

called open doors or windows all round the house,

are shut in at night by roughly-plaited cocoa-nut

leaf blinds. During the day the blinds are pulled
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up, and all the interior exposed to a free current of

air. The floor is raised six or eight inches with

rough stones, then an upper layer of smooth pebbles,

then some cocoa-nut leaf mats, and then a layer of

finer matting. Houses of important chiefs are

erected on a raised platform of stones three feet

high. In the centre of the house there are two,

and sometimes three, posts or pillars, twenty feet

long, sunk three feet into the ground, and extending

to and supporting the ridge pole. These are the

main props of the building. Any Samson or giant

Tafai pulling them away would bring down the

whole house. The space between the rafters is

filled up with what they call ribs—viz. the wood of

the bread-fruit tree, split up into small pieces, and

joined together so as to form a long rod the thick-

ness of the thumb, running from the ridge pole

down to the eaves. All are kept in their places, an

inch and a half apart, by cross pieces, made fast

with cinnet. The whole of this upper cagelike work

looks compact and tidy, and at the first glance is

admired by strangers as being alike novel, ingenious,

and neat. The wood of the bread-fruit tree, of

which the greater part of the best houses are built,

is durable, and, if preserved from wet, will last fifty

years.

The thatch also is laid on with great care and

taste; the long dry leaves of the sugar-cane are

strung on to pieces of reed five feet long; they are
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made fast to the reed by overlapping the one end of

the leaf, and pinning it with the rib of the cocoa-

nut leaflet run through from leaf to leaf horizontally.

These reeds, thus fringed with the sugar-cane leaves

hanging down three or four feet, are laid on, begin-

ning at the eaves and running up to the ridge pole,

each one overlapping its fellow an inch or so, and

made fast one by one with cinnet to the inside rods

or rafters. Upwards of a hundred of these reeds of

thatch will be required for a single row running

from the caves to the ridge pole; then they do

another row, and so on all round the house. Two,

three, or four thousand of these fringed reeds may

be required for a good-sized house. This thatching,

if well done, will last for seven years. To collect

the sugar-cane leaves, and “sew,” as it is called,

the ends on to the reeds, is the work of the women.

An active woman will sew fifty reeds in a day, and

three men will put up and fasten on to the roof of

the house some five hundred in a day. Corrugated

iron, shingles, and other contrivances, are being tried

by European residents ; but, for coolness and venti-

lation, nothing beats the thatch. The great draw-

back is, that in gales it stands up like a field of corn,

,and then the rain pours into the house. That, how-

ever, may be remedied by a network of cinnet, to

keep down the thatch, or by the native plan of

covering all in with a layer of heavy cocoa-nut leaves

on the approach of a gale.
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These great circular roofs are so constructed that

they can be lifted bodily off the posts, and removed

anywhere, either by land, or by a raft of canoes.

But in removing a house, they generally divide the

roof into four parts—viz. the two sides, and the two

ends, where there are particular joints left by the

carpenters, which can easily be untied, and again

fastened. There is not a single nail in the whole

building; all is made fast with cinnet. As Samoan

houses often form presents, fines, dowries, as well as

articles of barter, they are frequently removed from.

place to place. The arrangement of the houses in a

village has no regard whatever to order. You rarely

see three houses in a line. Every one puts his house

on his little plot of ground, just as the shade of the

trees, the direction. of the wind, the height of the-

ground, etc., may suit his fancy.

A house, after the usual Samoan fashion just de-

scribed, has but one apartment. It is the common

parlour, dining-room, etc., by day, and the bedroom

of the whole family by night. They do not, how-.

ever, altogether herd indiscriminately. If you peep

into a Samoan house at midnight, you will see five or

six low oblong tents pitched (or rather strung up) here

and there throughout the house. They are made of

native cloth, five feet high, and close all round down.

to the mat. They shut out the mosquitoes, and en-

close a place some eight feet by five ; and these said

tent-looking places may be called the bedrooms of
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the family. Four or five mats laid loosely, the

one on the top of the other, form the bed. The

pillow is a piece of thick bamboo, three inches in dia-

meter, three to five feet long, and raised three

inches from the mat by short wooden feet. The

sick are indulged with something softer, but the

hard bamboo is the invariable pillow of health. The

bedding in old times was complete with a single

mat or sheet of native Cloth. In the morning the

tent was unstrung, mats, pillow, and sheet rolled to-

gether, and laid up overhead on a shelf between the

posts in the middle of the house.

These rolls of mats and bedding, a bundle or two

done up in native cloth on the same shelf in the

centre of the house, a basket, a fan or two, and a

bamboo knife stuck into the thatch within reach, a

fishing-net, a 'club, and some spears strung up along

the rafters, a few paddles, and a few cocoa-nut shell

water-bottles, were about all the things in the

shape of furniture or property to be seen in looking

into a Samoan house. The fire-place was about

the middle of the house. It was merely a circular

hollow, two or three feet in diameter, a few inches

deep, and lined with hardened clay. It was not

used for cooking, but for the purpose of lighting up

the house at night. A flaming fire, as we have

already remarked (p. 75), was the regular evening

offering to the gods, as the family bowed the head,

and the fathers prayed for prosperity from the “gods
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great and small.” The women collected during the

day a supply of dried cocoa-nut leaves, etc., which,

with a little management, kept up a continued blaze

in the evening, while the assembled family group

had their supper ’and prayer, and sat together chat-

ting for an hour or two afterwards.

But about house-building: it was a distinct trade

in Samoa; and perhaps, on an average, you might

find one among every three hundred men who was a

master carpenter. Whenever this person. went to

work he had in his train some ten or twelve, who

followed him, some as journeymen, who expected

payment from him, and others as apprentices, who

were principally anxious to learn the trade. When

a young man took a fancy to the trade he had only

to go and attach himself to the staff of some master

carpenter, follow him from place to place for a few

years, until he thought he could take the lead in

building a house himself; and whenever he could

point to a house which he had built, that set him up

as a professed carpenter, and he would from that

time be employed by others.

If a person wished a house built, he went with a

fine mat, worth in modern cash value 205. or 305.

He told the carpenter what he wanted, and presented

him with the mat as a pledge that he should be well

paid for his work. If he accepted the mat, that was

a pledge that he undertook the job. Nothing was

stipulated as to the cost; that was left entirely to
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the honour of the employing party. At an appointed

time the carpenter came with his staff of helpers and

learners. Even now their only tools are a felling-

axe, a hatchet, and a small adze; and there they sit,

chop, chop, chopping, for three, six, or nine months

it may be, until the house is finished. Their adz‘e

reminds us of ancient Egypt. It is formed by the

head of a small hatchet, or any other flat piece of iron,

lashed on, at an angle of forty-five, to the end of a

small piece ofwood, eighteen inches long, as its handle.

Of old they used stone and shell axes and adzes.

The man whose house is being built provides. the

carpenters with board and lodging, and is also at

hand withhis neighbours to help in bringing wood

'from- the bush, scaffolding, and other heavy work.

As we have just remarked, a Samoan house-builder

made no definite charge, but left the price of his

work to the judgment, generosity, and means of the

person who employed him. It was a lasting dis-

grace to any one to have it said that he paid his

carpenter shabbily. It branded him as a" person of

no rank or respectability, and was disreputable, not

merely to himself, but to the whole family or clan

with which he was connected. The entire tribe or

clan was his banh. Being connected with that par-

ticular tribe, either by birth or marriage, gave him a

latent interest in all their property, and entitled him

to go freely to any of his friends to ask for help in

paying his house-builder. He would get a mat from
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one, worth twenty shillings ; from another he might

get one more valuable still; from another some

native Cloth, worth five shillings; from another,

some foreign property; and thus he might collect,

with but little trouble, two or three hundred useful

articles, worth, perhaps, forty or fifty pounds; and

in this way the carpenter was generally well paid.

Now and then there might be a stingy exception;

but the carpenter, from certain indications, generally

saw ahead, and decamped, with all his party, leaving

the house unfinished. It was a standing custom,

that after the sides and one end of the house were

finished, the principal part of the payment was made;

and it was at this time that a carpenter, if he was

dissatisfied, would get up and walk off. A house

with two sides and but one end, and the carpenters

away, was indicative. Nor could the chief to whom

the house belonged employ another party to finish

it. It was a fixed rule of the trade, and rigidly

adhered to, that no one would take up the work

which another party had thrown down. The chief,

therefore, had no alternative but to go and make up

matters with the original carpenter, in order to have

his house decently completed. When a house was

finished, and all ready for occupation, they had their

“house-warming,” or, as they called it, its oven con-

secration; and formerly it was the custom to add on

to that a night dance, for the purpose, they said, of

“treading down the beetles.”
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The system of a common interest in each other’s

property, to which we have referred, is still clung to

by the Samoans with great tenacity. They feel its

advantages when they wish to raise a little. Not

only a house, but also a canoe, a boat, a fine, a

dowry, and everything else requiring an extra effort,

is got up in the same way. They consider them-

selves at liberty to go and take up their abode any-

where among their friends, and remain without

Charge, as long as they please. And the same

custom entitles them to beg and borrow from each

other to any extent. Boats, tools, garments, money,

etc., are all freely lent to each other, if connected

with the same tribe or clan. A man cannot hear to

be called stingy or disobliging. If he has what is

asked, he will either give it, or adopt the worse

course of telling a lie about it, by saying that he

has it not, or that it is promised to some one else.

This communistic system is a sad hindrance to the

industrious, and eats like a canker-worm at the

roots of individual or national progress. No matter

how hard a young man may be disposed to work,

he cannot keep his earnings: all soon passes out of

his hands into the common circulating currency of

the clan to which all have a latent right. The only

thing which reconciles one to bear with it until it

gives place to the individual independence of more

advanced civilisation, is the fact that, with such a

state of things, no “poor laws ” are needed. The
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sick, the aged, the blind, the lame, and even the

vagrant, has always a house and home, and food

and raiment, as far as he considers he needs it. A

stranger may, at first sight, think a Samoan one of

the poorest of the poor, and yet he may live ten

years with that Samoan and not be able to make

him understand what poverty really is, in the Euro-

pean sense of the word. “How is it P” he will

always say. “No food! Has he no friends? No

house to live in ! Where did he grow P Are there

no houses belonging to his friends? Have the people

there no love for each other?”



CHAPTER XIV.

CANOEs

NEXT to a well-built house, Samoan ingenuity was

seen in their canoes. Any one could fell a tree, cut

off the branches, and hollow out the log some fifteen

feet long, for a common fishing canoe in which one

or two men can sit. But the more carefully-built

canoe, with a number of separate planks raised from

a keel, was the work of a distinct and not very

numerous class of professed carpenters. The keel

was laid in one piece, twenty-five to fifty feet long,

as the size of the canoe might 'be, and to that they

added board after board, not by overlapping and

nailing, but by sewing each close to it's fellow, until

they had raised it some two, or, it might be, three

feet from the ground. These boards were not sawn,

squared, and uniform, but were a number of pieces,

or patches, as they are called, varying in size from

eighteen inches to five feet long, as the wood split

up from the log with felling axes happens to suit;

all, however, were well fastened together, and, with
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the help of a little gum of the bread-fruit tree for

pitch, the whole was perfectly water-tight. In dress-

ing each board, they left a ledge, or rim, all round the

edge, which was to be inside, making it double the

thickness at the edge to what it was in the middle of

the board. It is through this ledge or rim they

bored the holes, and with a few turns of cinnet

sewed tight one board to the other. The sewing

only appeared on the inside. Outside all was smooth

and neat; and it was only on close inspection you

could see that there was a join at all. They had

timbers, thwarts, and gunwale, to keep all tight; and

over a few feet at the bow and the stern they had a

deck, under which they could stow away anything.

The decked part at the bow was the seat of honour,

and there you generally saw the chief of the travelling

party. sitting cross-legged, at his case, while the others

were paddling.

The width of a canoe varied from eighteen to

thirty inches; the length, from fifteen to fifty feet.

But for an outrigger, it was impossible to keep such

a long, narrow thing steady in the water. The

outrigger may be described, in any boat, by laying

oars across at equal distances, say one right above

a thwart. Make fast the handle of each oar to the

gunwale on the starboard side of the boat, and let

the oars project on the larboard side. To the end

of each projecting oar make fast four small sticks

running down towards the water, and let their ends
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also be fastened to a long thick piece of wood, sharp

at the one end to cut through the water, and floating

on the surface parallel to the boat. This being done

will give any one an exact idea of a Polynesian

outrigger, by means of which long narrow canoes

are kept Steady in the water.

Some people who sketch and engrave from im-

agination, err in representing the natives of Samoa as

pulling their short paddles, as the European boatman

pulls his long oars. The paddle is about four. feet

long, something like a sharp-pointed shovel; and

when the natives paddle, they sit with their faces in

the direction in which the canoe is going, “dig” in

their paddles, send the water flying behind them, and

forward the canoe shoots at the rate of seven miles

an hour. They have always a sail for their canoe,

as well as paddles, to take advantage of a fair wind.

The sail is triangular, and made of matting. When

set, the base is up, and the apex down, quite the

reverse of what we see in some other islands. The

mat sails, however, are giving place to cloth ones,

made in the form of European boat-sails.

Some two or three generations back the Samoans

built large double canoes like the Fijians. Latterly

they seldom built anything larger than a single canoe,

with an outrigger, which might carry from fifteen to

twenty p60ple. Within the last few years the native

carpenters have tried their hand at boat-building, and

it is astonishing to see how well they have succeeded
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in copying the model of an English or American

whaleboat, sharp at both ends, or'having “two bows,”

as they call it. Some of them are fifty feet long,

and carry well on to one hundred people. From

stem to stem there is not a nail; everything is

fastened in their ancient style, with cinnet plaited

from the fibre of the cocoa-nut husk. Cinnet is

likely long to prevail in native canoe and boat-

building. Although it looks clumsy, it has the

advantage of not rotting the wood like an iron nail.

It is durable also. With care, and the sewing once

or twice renewed, a Samoan canoe or boat will last

ten or twenty years.

They did not paint their canoes, but decorated

them with rows of white shells (Cypra'a ovula) running

along the middle of the deck at the bow and stem,

and also along the upper part of the outrigger. Now

and then they had a figure-head with some rude

device of a human figure, a dog, a bird, or some-

thing else, which had from time immemorial been the

“ coat-of—arms” of the particular village or district

to which the canoe belonged. A chief of importance

must also have one, or perhaps two, large shells in

his canoe, to answer the purpose of trumpets, to

blow now and then as the canoe passed along. It

attracted the attention of the villagers, and called

them out to look and inquire, “ Who is that?” The

ambition to see and to be seen was as common

in Polynesia as anywhere else. As the canoe
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approached any principal settlement, or when it

reached its destination, there was a special too-too-

too, or flourish of their shell trumpets, to herald its

approach. The paddlers at the same time struck

up some lively chant, and, as the canoe touched the

beach, all was wound up with a united shout, having

more of the yell in it, but the same in meaning as a

“ hip, hip, hurrah!”

The French navigator Bougainville, seeing the

Samoans so often moving about in their canoes,

named the group “ The Navigators.” A stranger in

the distance, judging from the name, may suppose

that the Samoans are noted among the' Polynesians

as enterprising navigators. This is not the case.

They are quite a domestic people, and rarely venture

out of sight of land. The group, however, is exten-

sive, and gives them some scope for travel. It

numbers ten inhabited islands, and stretches east

and west about 200 miles. Within these bounds

they have kept up an intercourse from the earliest

times in their history, which is fully proved, not only

by tradition, but by the uniformity of customs and

language which prevails from the one end of the

group to the other.



CHAPTER XV.

ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE.

Fishing-nets of various kinds were in use, and were

all manufactured on the islands. Several of the

Polynesian tribes excel in this branch of industry.

A captain of a ship of war, who was buying Curi-

osities lately at Savage Island, actually refused their

fine small fishing-nets, thinking that they must be

articles of European manufacture. In Samoa, net-

making is the same now as it was of old. It is the

work of the women, and confined principally to the

inland villages. One would have thought that it

would be the reverse, and that the coast districts

would have made it their principal business. The

trade being confined to the interior, is probably

occasioned by its proximity to the raw material

which abounds in the bush, viz. the bark of the

hibiscus, already referred to in describing “fine mats.”

After the rough outer surface of the bark has

been scraped off with a shell on a board, the re-

maining fibres are twisted with the mere palm of
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the hand across the bare thigh into a strong whip-

cord, or finer twine, according to the size of the

meshes of the net. As the good lady’s cord lengthens,

she fills her netting-needle, and when that is full,

works it into her net. Their wooden netting-needles

are exactly the same in form as those in common

use in Europe. One evening, in taking a walk, Mrs.

Turner and I stood for a few minutes and looked at

a woman working a net. Mrs. Turner begged to be

allowed to do a bit, took the needle, and did a few

loops, to the no small amazement of the woman,

who wondered how a European lady could know.

how to handle a Samoan netting-needle, and do

Samoan work.

They make nets of all sizes, from the small one

of eighteen inches square to the seine of a hundred

feet long. A net forty feet long and twelve feet

deep can be had for native mats, or white calico, to

the value of twenty shillings. A hundred men may

be able to muster some twenty nets. These they

unite together, and, in the lagoon off their settle-

ment, take large quantities of mullet and other fish.

The pearl-shell fish-hook is another article long in

use, and in the manufacture of which the Samoans

show some ingenuity. They cut a strip off the

shell, from two to three inches long, and rub it

smooth on a stone, so as to resemble a small fish.

On the under side, or what may be called the belly,

of this little mock fish, they fasten a hook made of
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tortoise-shell, or, it may be, nowadays, an English

steel one. Alongside of the hook, concealing its

point, and in imitation of the fins of a little fish,

they fasten two small white feathers. Without any

bait, this pearl-shell contrivance is cast adrift at the

stern of a canoe, with a line of twenty feet, and

from its striking resemblance to a little fish it is

soon caught at, and in this way the Samoans secure a

large quantity of their favourite food. No European

fish-hook has yet superseded this purely native in-

vention. They bait and use the steel fish-hook,

however, and in some cases use it on their pearl-

shells, as we have just remarked, instead of the

tortoise-shell fish-hook.

A curious native drill is seen in connection with

the manufacture of these little shell fish-hooks. Fine

holes are drilled through the shell for the purpose of

making fast the hook as well as the line, and the

instrument to which we refer answers the purpose

admirably. For the sake of comparison with other

parts of the world, this simple contrivance is worth

a few lines of description. Take a piece of wood,

eighteen inches long, twice the thickness of a cedar

pencil. Fasten with a strong thread a fine-pointed

nail, or a sail-needle, to the end of this sort of

spindle. Get a thick piece of wood, about the size

of what is called in England a “hot cross bun,” and

in Scotland a “ cookie,” bore a hole in the centre of

it, run the spindle through it, and wedge it fast
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about the middle of the spindle. At the top of the

spindle fasten two strings, each nine inches long, to

the ends of these strings attach the ends of a

common cedar pencil; forming a triangle with'a

wooden base and string sides. Stand up the machine

with your left hand, place the iron point where you

wish to bore a hole, and steady the spindle with

your left hand. Take hold of the pencil handle of

the upper triangle, twirl round the spindle with your

left hand, which will coil on the strings at the top to

the spindle, pull down the pencil handle quickly,‘

and then the machine will spin round. Work the.

handle in this way up and down, like a pump, the

cord will alternately run off and on to the spindle,

and the machine will continue to whirl round, first

one way and then the other, until the pearl-shell, or

whatever it may be, is perforated.

There is hardly anything else in the department

of manufacture requiring particular notice. When

speaking of garments, we referred to native cloth

and mats. Large quantities of cinnet are plaited by

the old men principally. They sit at their case in.

their houses, and twist away very rapidly. At poli-

tical meetings also, where there are hours of formal

palaver and speechifying, the old men take their

work with them, and improve the time at the cleanly,

useful occupation of twisting cinnet. It is a substi-

tute for twine, and useful for many a purpose, and

is now sold to the merchants at about a shilling per

pound. Baskets and fans are made as of old of the
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cocoa-nut leaflet, floor mats and a finer kind of

baskets from the pandanus leaf. Twenty or thirty

pieces of the rib of the cocoa-nut leaflet, fastened

Close together with a thread of cinnet; form a comb.

Oval tubs are made by hollowing out a block of

wood. Clubs, three feet long, from the iron-wood,

or something else that is heavy. Spears, eight feet

long, were made from the cocoa-nut tree, and barbed

. with the sting of the ray-fish ; a wicked contrivance,

for it was meant to break off from the spear in the

body of the unhappy victim. In nine cases out of

ten there was no way of cutting it out, and the

poor creature died in agony.

The Samoans are an agricultural rather than a

manufacturing people. In addition to their own

individual wants, their hospitable custom in supply-

ing, without money and without stint, the wants of

visitors from all parts of the group, was a great

drain on their plantations. The fact that a party of

natives could travel from one end of the group to

the other without a penny of expense for food and

lodging, was an encouragement to pleasure excursions,

friendly visits, and all sorts of travelling. Hardly a

day passed without there being some strangers in

the “guest house ” of the village, to be provided for

by a contribution from every family in the place.

After meeting fully, however, all home wants, large

quantities of yams, taro, and bananas, with pigs and

poultry, were still to spare, and were sold to the

ships which called for water and supplies.



CHAPTER XVI.

GOVERNMENT AND LAWS.

A HURRIED glance, from a European stand-point,

has caused many passing visitors to conclude that

the Samoans had nothing whatever in the shape of

government or laws. In sailing along the coast of

any island of the group, you can hardly discern

anything but one uninterrupted mass of bush and

vegetation, from the beach to the top of the moun-

tains; but, on landing, and minutely inspecting

place after place, you find villages, plantations,

roads, and boundary walls, in all directions along

the coast. It is the same with their political aspect.

It is not until you have landed, lived among the

people, and for years closely inspected their move-

ments, that you can form a correct opinion of the

exact state of affairs. To any one acquainted with

the aborigines of various parts of the world, and

especially those of the Papuan groups in Western

Polynesia, the simple fact that the Samoans have

had but one dialect, and free intercourse with each
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other all over the group, is proof positive that there

must have long existed there some system of govern-

ment.

A good deal of order was maintained by the

union of two things, viz. civilpower and superstitious

fear.

I. As to the first of these, their government had,

and still has, more of the patriarchal and democratic

in it, than of the monarchical. Take a village, con-

taining a population, say, of three to five hundred,

and there will probably be found there from ten to

twenty titled heads of families, and one of the

higher rank called chiefs. The titles of the heads

of families are not hereditary. The son may sue-

ceed to the title which his father had, but it may

be given to an uncle, or a cousin, and sometimes

the son is passed over, and the title given, by com-

mon consent, to a perfect stranger, merely for the

sake of drawing him in, to increase the numerical

strength of the family. What I now call a family

is a combined group of sons, daughters, uncles,

cousins, nephews, nieces, etc., and may number fifty

individuals. They have one large house, as a com-

mon rendezvous, and for the reception of visitors,

and four or five other houses, all near each other.

The chiefs, on the other hand, are a most select

class, whose pedigree is traced most carefully in the

traditionary genealogies to the ancient head of some

particular clan. One is chosen to bear the title, but
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there may be other individuals, who trace their origin

to the same stock, call themselves. chiefs'too, and any

of whom may succeed to the title on the death of

the one who bears it. A Chief,_before he dies, may

name some one to succeed him, but the final decision

rests with the heads of families as to which of the,

members of the chief family shall have the title and

be regarded as the village chief. In some cases the

greater part of a village is composed of partieswho

rank as chiefs, but, as a general rule, it consists of

certain families of the more common order, which

we have just mentioned, and some titled chief, to

whom the village looks up as their political head

and protector. It is usual, in the courtesies of com-

mon conversation, for all to call each other Chiefs.

If you listen to the talk of little boys even, you.

will hear them addressing each other as chief this,

that, and the other thing. Hence, I have heard a

stranger remark, that the difficulty in Samoa is, not

to find who is a chief, but to find out who is a

common man. i

As the chief can call to his aid, in any emergency,

other chiefs connected with the same ancient stock

from which he has sprung, and as he looks upon

the entire village as his children, and feels bound to

avenge their wrongs, it is thought essential to have

some such head in every settlement. , If anything

in the clubbing way is to be done, no one but the;

chief, or his brother, or his 'son, dare do it. With
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few exceptions, he moves about, and shares in every-

day employments, just like a 'common man. He

goes out with the fishing party, works in his planta-

tion, helps at house-building, and lends a hand at

the native oven. There are still, however, although

not at first sight to a European eye, well-defined

marks of his chieftainship. If you listen to the

conversation of the people, or attend a meeting of

the heads of families for any village business, you

hear that he is addressed with such formalities as

might be translated into our English Earl, Duke,

Prince, or King So-and-so; and, instead of the

plebeian you, it is, your Highness, your Grace, your

Lordship, or your Majesty. When the ava-bowl is

filled, and the cup of friendship sent round, the first

cup is handed to him. The turtle, too, the best

joint, and anything choice, is sure to be laid before

the chief. Then again, if he wishes to marry, the

heads of families vie with each other in supplying

him with all that is necessary to provide for the

feasting, and other things connected with the cere-

monies. He, on the other hand, has to give them

ample compensation for all this, by distributing

among them the fine mats which he gets as the

dowry by his bride. A chief is careful to marry

only in the family of a chief, and hence he has, by

his wife, a portion worthy of the rank of a chief’s

daughter. To some extent, these heads of families

are the banhers of the chief. His fine mats almost
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all go to them, and other property too. They,,

again, are ready with a supply whenever he wishes

to draw upon them, whether for fine mats, food, or

other property.

No lover of money was ever fonder of gold than

a Samoan was of his fine mats. Hence the more

wives the chief wished to have, the better the heads

of families liked it, as every marriage was a fresh

source of fine mat gain. To such an extent was

this carried on, that one match was hardly over

before another was in contemplation. If it did'not

originate with the chief, the heads of families would

be concocting something, and marking out the

daughter of some one as the object of the next fine

mat speculation. The Chief would yield to them,

have the usual round of ceremonies, but without the

remotest idea of living with that person as his wife.

In this way a chief, in the course of his lifetime,

might be married well on to fifty times ; he would

not, however, probably have more than two living

with him at the same time. As the heads of

families were on the look-out to have the sons and

daughters of the chief married as often as they could

also, it can be imagined that the main connecting

links between the heads of families and their chief,

and that which marked him out most prominently

as a superior, was this marriage, or rather polygamy

business.

The land in Samoa is owned alike by the chiefs
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and these heads of families. The land belonging to

each family is well known, and the person who, for

the time being, holds the title of the family head, has

the right to dispose of it. It is the same with the

chiefs. There are certain tracts of bush or forest

land which belong to them. The uncultivated bush

is sometimes claimed by those who own the land on

its borders. The lagoon also, as far as the reef, is

considered the property of those off whose village it

'is situated. Although the power of selling land,

and doing other things of importance affecting all

the members of the family, is vested in the titled

head of the family, yet the said responsible party

dare not do anything without formally consulting all

concerned. Were he to persist in attempting to do

otherwise, they would take his title from him, and

give it to another. The members _of a family can

thus take the title from their head, and heads of

families can unite and take the title from their chief,

and give it to his brother, or uncle, or some other

member of the chief family, who, they think, will act

more in accordance with their wishes.

The chief of the village and the heads of families

formed the legislative body of the place, and the

common court of appeal in all cases of difficulty.

One of these heads of families was the sort of Prime

Minister of the chief. It was his special business to

call a meeting, and it was also his province to send

notice to the other heads of families, on the arrival

N
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of a party of strangers, and to say what each was

to provide towards entertaining hospitably the village

guests. Having no written language, of course they

had no written laws; still, as far back as we can

trace, they had well understood laws for the preven-

tion of theft, adultery, assault, and murder, together

with many other minor things, such as disrespectful

language to a chief, calling him a pig, for instance,

rude behaviour to strangers, pulling down a fence,

or maliciously cutting a fruit-tree. Nor had they

only the mere laws; the further back we go in their

history, we find that their penalties were all the more

severe. Death was the usual punishment for mur-

der and adultery ; and, as the injured party was at

liberty to seek revenge on the brother, son, or any

member of the family to which the guilty party

belonged, these crimes were all the more dreaded

and rare. In a case of murder, the culprit, and all

belonging to him, fled to some other village of the

district, or perhaps to anOther district; in either

case it was a city of refuge. While they remained

away, it was seldom any one dared to pursue them,

and risk hostilities with the village which protected

them. They might hear, however, that their houses

had been burned, their plantations and land taken

from them, and they themselves prohibited, by the

united voice of the chief and heads of families, from

ever again returning to the place. Fines of large

quantities of food, which provided a feast for the
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entire village, were common; but there were fre-

quently cases in which it was considered right to

make the punishment fall exclusively on the culprit

himself. For adultery, the eyes were sometimes

taken out or the nose and ears bitten off. I was

called into a house one day to doctor the nose of a

young dame who had just suffered from the incisors

of a jealous woman. A story is told of a husband

and wife who made up their minds to end their

jealousies by a separation. When all Was ready,

and the woman was about to leave the house with

her share of the mat and other property, she said to

the man: “Now, let us again salute noses and part

in peace.” The simpleton yielded, but instead of the

friendly touch and smell, the vixen fastened on to the

poor _fellow’s gnomon, and disfigured him for life.

For other crimes they had some .such punish-

ments as tying the hands of the culprit behind

his back, and marching him along naked, some-

thing like the ancient French law of “ amende

honorable ;” or, tying him hand to hand and foot to

foot, and then carrying him suspended from a prickly

pole run through between the tied hands and feet,

and laying him down before the family or village

against whom he had transgressed, as if he were

a pig to be killed and cooked; compelling the

culprit to sit naked for hours in the broiling sun;

to be hung up by the heels; or to beat the head

with stones till the face was covered with blood ; or
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to play at handball with the prickly sea-urchin ;

or to take five bites of a pungent root, which was like

filling the mouth five times with cayenne pepper.

It was considered cowardly to shrink from the

punishment on which the village court might decide,

and. so the young man would go boldly forward, sit

down before the chiefs, bite the root five times, get

up and walk away with his mouth on fire.

If two families in a village quarrelled, and wished

to fight, the other heads of families and the chief

stepped in and forbad; and it was at the peril of

either party to carry on the strife contrary to the

decided voice of public opinion.

These village communities, of from two to five

hundred people, considered: themselves perfectly dis-

tinct from each other, quite independent, and at

liberty to act as ,they pleased on their own ground,

and in their own affairs.

- Then, again, these villages, in numbers of eight

or ten, united by common consent, and formed a

district, or state, for mutual protection. Some parti-

cular village was known as the capital of the district ;

and it was common to have a higher chief than any

of the rest, as the head of that village, and who bore

the. title of King. Just as in the individual villages

the chief and heads of families united in suppressing

strife when two parties quarrelled, so it was in the

event of a disturbance between any two villages of

the district, the combined chiefs and heads of families
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of all the other villages united in forbidding strife.

When war was threatened by another district, no

single village acted alone; the whole district, or

state, assembled at their capital, and had a special

parliament to deliberate as to what should be done.

These meetings were held out of doors. The

heads of families were the orators and members of

parliament. The kings and chiefs rarely spoke.

The representatives of each village had their known

places, where they sat, under the shade of bread-fruit

trees, and formed groups all round the margin of an

open space, called the malae (or forum), a thousand

feet in circumference. Strangers from all parts

might attend; and on some occasions there were two

thousand people and upwards at these parliamentary

gatherings. The speaker stood up when he addressed

the assembly, laid over his shoulder his fly-flapper,

or badge of office similar to what is seen on some

ancient Egyptian standards. He held before him a

staff six feet long, and leaned forward on it as he

went on with his speech. A Samoan orator did not

let his voice fall, but rather gradually raised it, so

that the last word in a sentence was the loudest.

It is the province of the head village to have the

opening or king’s speech, and to keep order in the

meeting; and it was the particular province of

another to reply to it, and so they went on. To a

stranger the etiquette and delay connected with such

meetings was tiresome in the extreme. When the
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first speaker rose, other heads of families belonging

to his village, to the number of ten or twenty, rose

up, too, as if they all wished to speak. This was to

show to the assembly that the heads of families were

all at their post, and who they were. They talked

among themselves for a while, and it ended in one

after another sitting down, after having passed on his

right to speak to another. It was quite well known,

in most cases, who was to speak, but they must have

this preliminary formality about it. At last, after

an hour or more all had sat down but the one who

was to speak ; and, laden by them with the respon-

sibility of speaking, he commenced. He was not

contented with a mere word of salutation, such as,

“Gentlemen,” but he must, with great minuteness, go

over the names and titles, and a host of ancestral

references, of which they were proud. Another half-

hour was spent with this. Up to this time conversa-

tion went on freely all round the meeting; but

whenever he came to the point of his address, viz.,

the object of the meeting and an opinion on it, all

was attention. After the first speech, it was probably

mid-day, and then food was brought in. The young

men and women of the family, decked off in their

best, came in a string of ten or twenty to their chief,

each carrying something, and, naming him, said it

was food for him. He told them to take it to So-

and-so, and then they marched off to that chief, and

said that it was food from such a one. This person
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would return the compliment by-and-by, and in this

way there was, for hours, a delightful flow of friend-

ship all over the place. On such occasions parties

who had been living at variance had_a fine oppor-

tunity of showing kindness to each other. Amid all

this feasting the speechifying went on. As the

debate advanced, the interest increased. They

generally broke up at sundown ; but if it was some-

thing of unusual interest and urgency, they went on

speechifying in the dark, or in the moonlight, and

might not adjourn till long after' midnight. Unless

all were pretty much agreed, nothing was done.

They were afraid to thwart even a small minority.

Throughout the Samoan group there were, in all,'

ten of these separate districts such as I have described.

In war some of the districts remained neutral, and of

those engaged in the strife there might be two against

one, or three against five, or, as in a late prolonged

war, five against two. The district which was con-

quered, was exposed to the taunts and overbearing

of their conquerors. But a subdued district seldom

remained many years with the brand of “ conquered.”

They. were up and at it as soon as they had a

favourable opportunity, and were probably them-

selves in turn the conquerors.

II. But I hasten to notice the second thing which

I have already remarked was an auxiliary towards

the maintenance of peace and order in Samoa, viz.

superstitiousfear. If the chief and heads of families,
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in their court of inquiry into any case of stealing, or

other concealed matter, had a difficulty in finding

out the culprit, they would make all involved swear

that they were innocent. In swearing before the

chiefs the suspected parties laid a handful of grass

on the stone, or whatever it was, which was supposed

to be the representative of the village god, and,

laying their hand on it, would. say, “ In the presence

of our chiefs now assembled, I lay my hand on the

stone. If I stole the thing may I speedily die.”

This was a common mode of swearing. The mean-

ing of the grass was a silent additional imprecation

that his family might all die, and that grass might

grow over their habitatiOn. If all swore, and the

culprit was still undiscovered, the chiefs then wound

up the affair by committing the case to the village

god, and solemnly invoking him to mark out for

speedy destruction the guilty mischief-maker.

But, instead of appealing to the chiefs, and calling

for an oath, many were contented with their own

individual schemes and imprecations to frighten

thieves and prevent stealing. When a man went to

his plantation and saw that some cocoa-nuts, or a

bunch of bananas, had been stolen, he would stand

and shout at the top of his voice two or three times,

“May fire blast the eyes of the person who has stolen

my bananas! May fire burn down his eyes and the

eyes of his god too!” This rang throughout the

adjacent plantations, and made the thief tremble.
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They dreaded such uttered imprecations. Others

cursed more privately when a thing was stolen, and

called in the aid of a priest. In common disputes

also, affecting the veracity of each other, it was

customary for the one to say to the other, “Touch

your eyes, if what you say is true.” If he touched

his eyes, the dispute was settled. It was as if he

had said, “May I be cursed with blindness if it is

not true what I say.” Or the doubter would say to

his opponent, “Who will eat you? Say the name

of your god.” He whose word was doubted would

then name the household god of his family, as much

as to say, “May god So-and-so destroy me, if what

I have said is not true.” Or the person whose word

was doubted might adopt the more expressive course

still of taking a stick and digging a hole in the

ground, which was as if he said, “May I be buried

immediately if what I say is not true.” But there

was another and more extensive class of curses,

which were also feared, and formed a powerful check

on stealing, especially from plantations and fruit-

trees, viz. the silent hieroglyphic taboo, or tapui

(tapooe), as they call it. Of this there was a great

variety, and the following are specimens :—

I. The sea-pihe taboo.——If a man wished that a

sea-pike might run into the body of the person who

attempted to steal, say, his bread-fruits, he would

plait some cocoa-nut leaflets in the form of a sea-

pike, and suspend it from one or more of the trees
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which he wished to protect. Any ordinary thief

would be terrified to touch a tree from which this

was suspended. He would expect that the next

time he went to the sea, a fish of the said descrip-

tion would dart up and mortally wound him.

2. The white shark taboo was another object of

terror to a thief. This was done by plaiting a cocoa-

nut leaf in the form of a shark, adding fins, etc., and

this they suspended from the tree. It was tanta-

mount to an expressed imprecation, that the thief

might be devoured by the white shark the next time

he went to fish.

3. The cross-stick taboo.——This was a piece of any

sort of stick suspended horizontally from the tree.

It expressed the wish of the owner of the tree, that

any thief touching it might have a disease running

right across his body, and remaining fixed there till

he died.

4. The ulcer taboo.-—This was made by burying

in the ground some pieces of clam-shell, and erecting

at the spot three or four reeds, tied together at the

top in a bunch like the head of a man. This was to

express the wish and prayer of the owner that any

thief might be laid down with ulcerous sores all over

his body. If a thief transgressed, and had any

subsequent swellings or sores, he confessed, sent a

present to the owner of the land, and he, in return,

sent back some native herb, as a medicine, and a

pledge of forgiveness.
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5. The tic-doloureux taboo.——This was done by

fixing a spear in the ground close by the trees which

the owner wished to guard. It was expressive of_a

wish that the thief might suffer from the face and

head agonies of the disease just named.

6. The death taboo.—-—-This was made by pouring

some'oil into a small calabash, and burying it near

the tree. The spot was marked by a little hillock of

white sand. The sight of one of these places was

also efl'ectual in scaring away a thief.

7. The rat taboo.——This was a small cocoa-nut

leaf basket, filled with ashes from the cooking-house,

and two or three small stones, _and suspended from

the tree. It signified a wish that rats might eat

holes in the fine mats of the thief, and destroy any

cloth, or other property which he might value.

8. The thunder taboo.-—If a man wished that

lightning might strike any who should steal from his

land, he would plait some cocoa-nut leaflets in the

form of a small square mat, and suspend it from a

tree, with the addition of some white streamers of

native cloth flying. A thief believed that if he tres-

passed he, or some of his children, might be struck

with lightning, or, perhaps his own trees struck and

blasted from the same cause. They were not, how-

ever, in the habit of talking about the effects of

lightning. It was the thunder they thought did the

mischief; hence they called that to which I have

just referred, the thunder taboo.
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From these few illustrations it will be observed

that Samoa formed no exception to the remarkably

widespread system of superstitious taboo; and the

extent to which it preserved honesty and order

among a heathen people will be readily imagined.

At the present. day the belief in the power of these

rude hieroglyphics is not yet eradicated. In passing

along you still see something with streamers flying,

dangling from a tree in one place, a basket sus-

pended in another, and some reeds erect in a third.

The sickness, too, and dying hours of some hardened

thief still bring out confessions of his guilt. Facts

such as these which have just been enumerated still

further show the cruelties of the reign of superstition,

and exhibit, in striking contrast, the better spirit and

the purer precepts taught by that blessed volume

which is now received, read, and practised by many

in Samoa. In days of heathenism there was no

good rendered for evil there, and the only piayers

for injurers and enemies were curses for their hurt

and destruction.



CHAPTER XVII.

WARS.

THE murder of a chief, a disputed title, or a desire

on the part of one, two, or more of the districts, to

be considered stronger and of more importance than

the rest, were frequent causes of war in Samoa.

Hostilities were often prevented by such acts as

giving up the culprit, paying a heavy fine, or by

bowing down in abject submission, carrying fire-

wood and small stones used in baking a pig, or,

perhaps, a few bamboos. The firewood, stones, and

leaves, were equivalent to their saying, “Here we

are, your pigs, to be cooked if you please; and here

are the materials with which to do it.” Taking

bamboos in the hand was as if they said, “We have

come, and here are the knives to cut us up.” A piece

of split bamboo was, of old, the usual knife in Samoa.

If, however, the chiefs of the district were deter-

mined to resist, they prepared accordingly. The

boundary which separated one district from another

was the usual battlefield ; hence the villages next to
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that spot, on either side, were occupied at once by

the troops. The women and children, the sick and

the aged, were cleared off to some fortified place in

the bush, or removed to some other district which

was either neutral, or could be depended upon as an

ally. Movable property was either buried, or taken

off with the women and Children. The wives of the

chiefs and principal men generally followed their

husbands wherever they might be encamped, to be

ready to nurse them if sick or wounded. A heroine

would even follow close upon the heels of her hus-

band in actual Conflict, carrying his club or some

other part of his armour.

It was common for Chiefs to take with them a

present of fine mats when they went to another dis-

trict to solicit help in war, but there was no standing

army or regularly paid soldiers anywhere. When

the chiefs decided on war, every man and. boy under

their jurisdiction old enough to handle a club had

to take his place as a soldier, or risk the loss of his

lands and property, and banishment from the place.

In each district there was a certain village, or

cluster of villages, known as “the advance troops.”

It was their province to take the lead, and in battle

their loss was double the number of that of any

other village. Still they boasted of their right to

lead, would on no account give it up to others, and

talked in the current strain of other parts of the

world about the “glory” of dying in battle. In a
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time of peace the people of these villages had special

marks of respect shown to them, such as the largest

share of food at public feasts, flattery for their

bravery, etc.

While war was going on the Chiefs and heads of

families united in some central spot, and whatever

they decided on, either for attack or defence, the

young men endeavoured implicitly to carry out.

Their weapons were clubs, spears, and slings. Sub~

sequently, as iron was introduced, they got hatchets,

and with these they made their most deadly weapon,

viz. a sharp tomahawk, with a handle the length of

a walking-stick. After that again they had the

civilised additions of swords, pistols, guns, and

bayonets. Around the village where the war party

assembled they threw a rough stockade, formed

by any kind of sticks or trees, cut into eight feet

lengths, and put close to each other, upright, with

their ends buried two feet in the ground. The

hostile parties might be each fortified in this way

not more than a mile from each other, and now and

then venture out to fight in the intervening space,

or to take each other by surprise at weak or

unguarded points. In their war canoes they had

some distinguishing badge of their district hoisted

on a pole, a bird it might be, or a dog, or a bunch of

leaves. And, for the bush-ranging land forces, they

had certain marks on the body by which they knew

their own party, and which served as a temporary
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watchword. One day the distinguishing mark might

be blackened cheeks; the next, two strokes on the

breast; the next, a white shell suspended from a

.stfip of white cloth round the neck, and so on.

Before any fOrmal fight, they had a day of feasting,

reviewing, and merriment. In action they never

stood up in orderly ranks to rush at each other.

According to their 'notions that would be the height

of folly. Their favourite tactics were rather of the

surprise and bush-skirmi‘shing order. In some of

their fights in recent times I have known of from

two to fifty killed on each side in a battle, never

more. Prisoners, if men, were generally killed; if

women, distributed among the conquerors. In a

battle which was fought in 1830 a fire was kindled

and many of the prisoners were burned.

Their heroes were the swift of foot, like Achilles

or Asahel; men who could dash forward towards a

crowd, hurl a spear with deadly precision, and stand

for a while tilting off with his club other Spears as

they approached him within an inch of running him

through. 'They were ambitious also to signalise

themselves by the number of heads they could lay

before the chiefs. No hero at the Grecian games.

rejoiced more over his Chaplet than did the Samoan

glory in the distinction of having cut off a man’s

head. As he went along with it through the vil-

lages on the way to the place where the chiefs were

assembled, awaiting the hourly news of the battle,‘ he
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danced, and capered, and shouted, calling out every

now and then the name of the village, and adding,

“I am So-and-so, I have got the head of such an

one.” When he reached the spot where the chiefs

were met, he went through a few more evolutions,

and then laiddown the head before them. This,

together with the formal thanks of the chiefs before

the multitude for his bravery and successful fighting,

was the very height of a yOung man’s ambition. He

made some giddy, frolicsome turns on his heel, and

was off again to try and get another victim. These

heads were piled up in a heap in the malae or public

assembly. The head of the most important chief

was put on the top, and, as the tale of the battle

was told, they would say, “There were so many

heads, surmounted by the head of So-and-so,” giving

the number and the name. After remaining for

some hours piled up they were either claimed by

their relatives or buried on the spot. A rare illustra-

tion of this ambition to get heads occurred about

thirty years ago. In an unexpected attack upon a

village one morning a young man fell stunned by a

blow. Presently he recovered consciousness, felt the

'weight of some one sitting on his shoulders and

covering his neck, and the first sounds he heard was

-a dispute going on between two as to which of them

had the right to cut off his head! He made a

desperate effort, jostled the fellow of his back,

sprang to his feet, and, with his head all safe in his

0
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own possession, soon settled the matter by leaving

them both far behind him.

The headless bodies of the slain, scattered about

in the bush after a battle, if known, were buried, if

unknown, left to the dogs. In some cases the whole

body was pulled along in savage triumph and laid

before the chiefs. One day, when some of us were in

a war-fort endeavouring to mediate for peace, a dead

body of one of the enemy was dragged in, preceded

by a fellow making all sorts of fiendish gestures, with

one of the legs in his teeth cut off by the knee.

Connected with Samoan warfare several other

things may be noted, such as consulting the gods,

taking a priest to battle to pray fOr his people and

curse the enemy, filling up wells, destroying fruit-

trees, going to battle decked off in their most

valuable clothing and trinkets, haranguing each

other previous to a fight, the very counterpart of

Abijah the king of Judah, and even word for word,

with the filthy-tongued Rabshakeh.

If the war became general, and involving several

districts, they formed themselves into a threefold

division of highway, bush, and sea-fighters. The

fleet might consist of three hundred men, in thirty

or forty canoes. The bushrangers and the fleet

were principally dreaded, as there was no calculating

where they were, or when they might pounce un-

awares upon some unguarded settlement. The fleet

met apart from the land forces, and concocted their
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own schemes. They would have it all arranged, for

instance, and a dead secret, to be off after dark to

attack a particular village belonging to the enemy.

At midnight they would land at an uninhabited

place some miles from the settlement they intended

to attack. They took a circuitous course in the

bush, surrounded the village from behind, having

previously arranged to let the canoes slip On quietly,

and take up'their position in the water in front of

the village.‘ By break of day they rushed into the

houses of the unsuspecting people before they had

well woke up, chopped. off as many heads as they

could, rushed with them to their canoes, and decamped

before the young men of the place had time to

muster or arm. Often they were scared by the

people, who, during war, kept a watch, night and day,

at all the principal openings in the reef; but now

and then the plot succe’eded and there was fearful

slaughter. - It was in one of these early morning

attacks from the fleet that the young man to whom

I have referred had such a narrow escape. That

morning many were wounded, and the heads of

thirteen carried off. One of them was that of a poor

old man, who was on his knees at his morning devo-

tions, when of went his head at a blow. In another

house that same morning there was a noble instance

of maternal heroism, in a woman who allowed herself

to be hacked from head to foot, bending over her

son to save his life. It is considered cowardly to
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kill a woman, or they would have despatched her at

once. It was the head of her little boy they wanted,

but they did not get it. The poor woman was in a

dreadful state, but, to the surprise of all, recovered.

It is now close upon a hundred years since the

Samoans had their first serious quarrelwith Europeans,

and which ended in a fight. I refer to the massacre

at Tutuila of M. de Langle and others belonging to

the expedition under the unfortunate La Perouse in

1787, and which branded the people for well-nigh

fifty years as a race of treacherous savages whose

shores ought not to be approached. Had the native

version of the tale been known, it would have con-

siderably modified the accounts which were published

in the voyages of La Perouse. The origin of the

quarrel was not with the party who went on shore

in the boats. A native who was out at the ship was

roughly dealt with, for some real or supposed case

of pilfering. He was fired at and mortally wounded,

and when taken on shore bleeding and dying, his

enraged friends roused all on the spot to seek instant

revenge. Hence the deadly attack on the party in

the boats at the beach, in which the stones flew like

bullets and ended in the death of M. de Langle, his

brother officer, and ten of the crew. The natives

wound up the bodies of the Frenchmen in native

cloth and decently buried, them, as they were in the

habit of burying their own dead. The only inference

which ought to have been drawn from this tragic
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occurrence was that heathen natives have a keen

sense of justice, and that if men will go on the dis-

proportionate principle of a life for a tooth, and shoot

a man for a perfect trifle, they must abide by the con-

sequences. It is almost certain to be avenged, and,

alas! it is often the case that vengeance falls not on

the guilty, but on some unsuspecting visitor who

may subsequently follow.



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE HEAVENS, AND THE HEAVENLY BODIES.

I. THE Samoans say that of old the heavens fell

down, and that people had to crawl about like the

lower animals. After a time the arrow-root and

another similar plant pushed up the heavens, and

the place where these plants grew is still pointed

out and called the Teengilangi, or heaven-pushing

place; but the heads of the people continued to

knock on the skies, and the place was excessively

hot. One day a woman was passing along who had

been drawing water. A man came up to her and

said he would push up the heavens if She would give

him some water to drink. “ Push them up first,” she

replied. He pushed them up, and said, “Will that

do?” “NO,” said she, “a little farther.” He sent

them up higher still, and then she handed him her

cocoa-nut shell water-bottle. Another account says

that the giant god Ti’iti’i pushed up the heavens,

and that at the place where he stood there are

hollow places in a rock nearly six feet long which

are pointed out as his footprints.
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2. Tradition says that in former times the people

on earth had frequent intercourse with the heavens.

We have already noticed some of these visits (pp. 1 3,

105). These stories are probably founded on the old

idea that the heavens ended at the horizon. They

thought that there was solidity there as well as

extension; andtherefore a distant voyage to some

other island might be called a visit to some part of

the heavens. When white men made their appear-

ance, it was thought that they and the vessel which

brought them had in some way broken through the

heavens; and, to this day white men are called

Papalangi, or Heaven-bursters.

But imagination required something more circum-

stantial, and hence the variety of traditionary schemes

by which the people were supposed to go up and

down on these visits to the heavens. One story

speaks of a mountain, the top of which reached to

the skies.- Another says that a very dense column

of smoke took people up. Another tells of a tree

which, when it fell, was sixty miles in length.

Another tree is mentioned which formed a sort of

ladder, but on different sections of it there were

repulsive or stinging insects, through which few but

the very courageous persevered in forcing their way.

First there was a part swarming with cockroaches;

then a place full of ants; then a section covered

with large venomous ants; beyond that again was

a part of the tree overspread with centipedes, from
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which many _turned and went down again to term

firma. The centipede region cleared, however, some

finer branches were reached, and perched on them,

the tourists waited for a high wind, which swung

them up and down fora time, and then they were

suddenly jerked in to the heavens.

3. Some curious stories are told about Me 52m.

A woman called Mangamangai became pregnant

by looking at the rising sun. Her son grew and

was named “ Child of the Sun.” At his marriage

he applied to his mother for a dowry. She sent him

to his father, the sun, to beg from him, and told him

how to go. Following her directions he went one

morning with a long vine from the bush—which is

the convenient substitute for a rope—climbed a tree,

threw his rope with a noose at the end of it, and

caught the sun. He made known his message, and

(Pandora-like) got a present for his bride. The sun

first asked him what was his choice—blessings or

calamities? “Blessings,” was his reply, and he

came down with a store of them done up in a

basket. There is another tale told about this

Samoan Phaethon similar to what is related of the

Hawaiian Maui. He and his mother were annoyed

at the rapidity of the sun’s course in those days—

it rose, reached the meridian, and set, “before they

could get their mats aired.” He determined to make

it go slower. He climbed a tree in the early morning,

and with a rope and noose threw again and caught
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the sun as it emerged from the horizon. The sun

struggled to get clear, but in vain. Then fearing

lest he should be strangled he called out: “Have

mercy on me-.—-spare my life—what do you want?”

“ We wish you to go slower,” was the reply, “ we can

get no work done.” “Very well, let me go ; for the

future I will walk slowly.” He let go the rope, and

ever since the sun has gone slowly and given longer

days.

The sun was the usual tz'mekeeper of the day.

The night was divided into three parts—midnight,

and the first and second cock-crowing. Then came

the sun. There was the rising—the half-way up

-——the standing straight overhead—tuming over—

making to go down—and, last of all, sinking. They

thought the blazing sun went down into the ocean,

passed through and came up next morning on the

other side. The commotion among the waves at

the horizon as he went down was supposed to be

very great, and it was one of the worst curses to

wish a person to sink in the ocean and the sun to

go blazing down on the top of him.

Human sacrifices to the sun are spoken of in some

of the more remote traditions. In this connection

Papatea in the Eastward again comes up as the

place where the sacrifices were offered. When the

sun rose he called for a victim, and the same when

he set. This continued for eighty days, and the

population of the island was fast passing away. A
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lady called Ui, and her brother Luamaa, fled from

Papatea and reached Manu’a, but alas! the sun there

too was demanding his daily victims. It went the

round of the houses, and when all had given up one

of their number-it was again the turn of the first

house to supply an offering. The body was laid out

on a Pandanus tree, and there the sun devoured it.

It came to the turn of Luamaa to be offered, but his

sister Ui compassionated him, and insisted on being

offered in his stead. She lay down and called out:

“ Oh, cruel Sun! come and eat your victim, we are

all being devoured by you.” The sun looked at

lady Ui, desired to live with her, and so he put an

end to the sacrifices, and took her to wife. Another

story makes out that Ui was the daughter of the

King of Manu’a, and that he gave up his'daughter

as an offering to the sun, and so end the sacrifices

by making her the saviour of the people.

4. Some of flu: planet: are known and named.

Fetii is the word used to designate all heavenly

bodies except the sun and moon. Venus is called

the morning and evening star. Mars is the Mata-

memea, or the star with the sear-leafed face. The

Pleiades are called Lii or Mataalii, eyes of chiefs.

The belt of Orion is the amonga, or burden carried

on a pole across the shoulders. The milky way is

ac lele, ao to’a, and the aniva. Ao lele, means

flying cloud, and ac to’a, solid cloud. Meteors are

called, fetfi ati afi,_ or stars going to fetch a light;
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and comets are called pusa loa, or an elongated

smoke.

5. Tradition in Samoa, as in other parts of the

world, has a good deal to say about the moon. We

are told of the visit to it by two young men, the

one named Punifanga and the other Tafaliu. The

one went up by a tree, and the other on a column

of dense smoke from a fire kindled by himself for

the purpose. We are also told of the woman-Sina,

or white, who with her child has long been up there.

She was busy one evening with mallet in hand

beating out on a board some of the bark of the

paper mulberry with which to make native Cloth.

It was during a time of famine. The 'moon was

just rising, and reminded her of a great bread-fruit,

looking up to it she said, “Why cannot you come

down and let my Child have a bit of you ?” The

moon was indignant at the thought of being eaten,

came down forthwith, and took her up, child, board,

mallet, and all. At the full of the moon young

Samoa still looks up, and traces the features of Sina,

the face of the Child, and the board and mallet, in

verification of the old story.

The moon was z‘lze z‘z'mekeeper of 112:: year. The

year was divided into twelve lunar months, and each

month was known by a name in common use all

over the group. To this there were some local

exceptions, and a month named after the god, who

on that month was specially worshipped. It is said
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that of old it was universal to name the month after

the god whose worship at that particular time was

observed. Among a people who had no fixed

astronomical dates intercallation was easy, and the

names of the twelve moons kept uniform.

JANUARY.

I. This was called Utu va mua,fir:tyam dzggz'ng.

And so named from their then digging wild yams

before the cultivated ones were ripe, and also from

early yarn digging.

2. Others say that the origin of Utu va mua was

in two brothers, the one called Utuvamua and

the other Utuvamuli, who, when there was war in

heaven, and their party beaten, fled to the earth and

brought the January storms with them.

3. A third account says that Utuvamua was the

elder brother and Utuvamuli the younger, and that

during a great war on earth they escaped to the

heavens. That the hills are the heaps of slain

covered over by earth dug up from the valleys, and

that when the two brothers look down upon them

their weeping and wailing and maddening exaspera-

tion occasion the storm and the hurricane.

4. The month was also called Aitu tele, great god,

from the principal worship of the month. At

another place it was named Tangaloa tele, for a

similar reason.
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FEBRUARY.

I. This month was called Toe utu va, or digging

again, and so named from the yam crop.

2. The name is also explained as the further

digging up of the winds to raise storms.

3. Aitu iti, or small gods, is another name, from

the worship of the inferior household gods in that

month.

MARCH.

I. Called Faaafu, or wit/wring, from the withering

of the yam vine and other plants, which become

coloured “like the shells.”

2. Taafanua is another name of the month, which

means, roam or walk about the land, being the name

of a god worshipped in that month.

3. Called also Aitu iti, or small gods, from the

household gods then worshipped, and who were

specially implored to bless the family for the year

“ with strength to overcome in quarrels and in

battle.”

APRIL.

I. This month was called Lo, from the name of a

small fish which comes in plentiful shoals at that

time.

2. Called also Fanonga, or destruction, the name

of a god worshipped at the eastern extremity of the

group during that month.
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MAY.

I. Called Aununu, or stem ems/zed, from the

.crushed or pulverised state of the stern of the yam at

that time. Others say it was so named from multi-

tudes of malicious demons supposed to be wander-

ing about at that time. Even the fish of the sea were

supposed to be possessed and unusually savage

in this month. May is often an unhealthy month,

being the time of transition from the wet season

to the dry, and hence the crashing sickness and

superstitious vagaries. '

2. Called also on one island Sina, or w/zite, from

the worship of a goddess of that name there.

JUNE.

This month was called Oloamanu, or t/ze singing

of birds; it was thus named from the unusual joy

among the birds over a plentiful supply of favourite

buds and berries. The bright scarlet flowers of the

“Eryt/zrina indica” begin then to come out and

attract a host of parrakeets and other happy chirpers.

JULY.

Called Palolo mua, or t/ze first of Palolo. This is

the first month of the half year, called the Palolo

season in contradistinction to the other half, which is

called the Trade-wind season. Palolo (Palolo oirides)

is that singular worm which swarms out from certain
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parts of the barrier reefs for three days in the course

of a year, of which the natives are very fond, and all

the more so from its rareness. If the last quarter

of the moon is late in October palolo is found the

day before, the day of, and the day after, that quarter.

If the last quarter of the moon is early in October

palolo does not come till the last quarter of the

November moon. The middle day, or the day of

the quarter, is the principal day for gathering these

swarms of marine worms.

AUGUST.

This month was called Palolo muli, or after

Palolo. Pa .means to burst, and 1010, fatty or oily,

and hence probably the origin of the name in the

fatty or oily appearance of the worms as they break,

burst, and are mixed up in the heaps directly after

they are taken. They are only found for about half

an hour before sunrise, after sunrise they disappear.

SEPTEMBER.

I. Mulifé. was the name given to this month

which means end of t/ze stem of the talo, or “arum

esculentum.” The month being unusually dry and

parching, the scorching rays of the sun left little of

the talo stem but a small piece at the end.

2. The end of the season for catching the fish

called Fa, is another derivation of Mulifé. given by

some.
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OCTOBER.

This month was called Lotuaga, or rain prayers.

It was so called from the special prayers which were

then offered to the gods for rain.

NOVEMBER.

Taumafamua was the name of this month, t/ze

first ofplenty, that means, fish and other food became

plentiful, and then followed what were called the

palolo and fly-hook feasts. Public dinners in the

houses of the leading men of the village were the

order of the day. '

DECEMBER.

This month was named Toetaumafa, or tile finis/i

of tlze feasting. Food now was less plentiful, and

after some of the December gales or cyclones there

was a great scarcity.



CHAPTER XIX.

THE ORIGIN OF FIRE, AND OTHER STORIES.

I. THE Samoans say that there was a time when

their ancestors ate everything raw, and that they

owe the luxury of cooked food to one Ti‘iti‘i, the

son of a person called Talanga. This Talanga was

high in favour with the earthquake god Mafuie, who

lived in a subterranean region where there was fire

continually burning. On going to a certain per-

pendicular rock, and saying, “Rock, divide! I am

Talanga ; I have come to work!” the rock opened,

and let Talanga in; and he went below to his

plantation in the land of this god Mafuie. One

day Ti‘iti‘i, the son of Talanga, followed his father,

and watched where he entered. The youth, after a

time, went up to the rock, and, feigning his father’s

voice, said, “Rock, divide! I am Talanga; I have

come to work !” and was admitted too. His father,

who was at work in his plantation, was surprised to

see his son there, and begged him not to talk loud,

lest the god Mafuie should hear him, and be angry.

P
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Seeing smoke rising, he inquired of his father what

it was. His father said it was the fire of Mafuie._

“I must go and get some,” said the son. “No,”

said the father; “he will be angry. Don’t you

know he eats people ?” “What do I care for him?”

said the daring youth ; and off he went, humming a

song, towards the smoking furnace.

“Who are you ?” said Mafuie.

“I am Ti‘iti‘i, the son of Talanga. I am come

for some fire.”

“Take it,” said Mafuie.

He went back to his father with some Cinders,

and the two set to work to bake some taro. They

kindled a fire, and were preparing the taro to put on

the hot stones, when suddenly the god Mafuie blew

up the oven, scattered the stones all about, and put

out the fire. “Now,” said Talanga, “did not I tell

you Mafuie would be angry?” Ti‘iti‘i went off in

a rage to Mafuie, and without any ceremony com-

menced with, “Why have you broken up our oven,

and put out our fire ?” Mafuie was indignant at

such a tone and language, rushed at him, and there

they wrestled with each other. Ti‘iti‘i got hold of

the right arm of Mafuie, grasped it with both hands,

and gave it such a wrench that it broke off. He

then seized the other arm, and was going to twist it

off next when Mafuie declared himself beaten, and im-

plored Ti‘iti‘i to have mercy, and spare his left arm.

“ Do let me have this arm,” said he; “ I need it
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to hold Samoa straight and level. Give it to me,

,and I will let you have my hundred wives.”

“ No, not for that,” said Ti‘iti‘i.

“Well, then, will you take fire? If you let me

have my left arm you shall have fire, and you may

ever after this eat cooked food.”

“Agreed,” said Ti‘iti‘i; “you keep your arm,

and I have fire.”

“Go,” said Mafuie; “you will find the fire in

every wood you cut.”

And hence, the story adds, Samoa, ever since the

days of Ti‘iti‘i, has eaten cooked food from the fire

which is got from the friction of rubbing one piece

of dry wood against another.

The superstitious still have half an idea that

Mafuie is down below Samoa somewhere; and that

the earth has a long handle there, like a walking-

stick, which Mafuie gives a shake now and then. It

was common for them to say, when they felt the

shock of' an earthquake, “ Thanks to Ti‘iti‘i, that

Mafuie has only one arm: if he had two, what a

shake he would give l”

The natives of Savage Island, 300 miles to the

south of Samoa, have a somewhat similar tale about

the origin of fire. Instead of Talanga and Ti‘iti‘i,

they give the names of Maui, the father, and Maui,

the son. Instead of going through a rock, their

entrance was down through a reed bush. And,

instead of a stioulation for the fire, they say that the
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youth Maui, like another Prometheus, stole it, ran up

the passage, and before his father could catch him,

he had set the bush in flames in all directions.

The father tried to put it out, but in vain ; and they

further add, that ever since the exploit .of young

Maui, they have had fire and cooked food in Savage

Island.

2. The Samoans have their stories of a golden

age of intelligence long long ago, when all things

material had the power of speech. They not only

spoke, but they had evil natures as well, and quar-

relled with each other and fought, very much like

the races’of mankind. We have already referred to

the early battles of cosmogony, and to the wars of the

rocks and fires and earth and stones. It was the

same with the flora and fauna. Or to give it in

their own words: “ The small stones fought with the

grass, the stones were beaten and the grass con-

quered. The short grass fought with the strong

weedy grass, the short grass was beaten and the

strong grass conquered. The strong grass fought

with the long grass of the bush, the strong grass

was beaten and the bush grass conquered. The

bush grass fought with the trees, the grass was

beaten and the trees conquered. The trees fought

with the creepers, the trees were beaten and the

creepers conquered—.and then began the wars of

men.” Pity but the wars of men had been as blood-

less as those which preceded them!
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The principle seems to be that whenever one

thing prevails to excess above another thing, or is

in any way superior, be it rock, stone, earth, grass, or

tree, we are sure to.find some tradition of its battle

and victory. The old poetic Samoan forefathers

who framed these fabulous fights added a deal of

circumstance and minuteness to their tales, and all

was seriously believed by some of their more prosaic

posterity.

3. A story is told of a battle between two trees—

a Fijian Banian tree and the Samoan tree called

Tatangia (acacia laurifolia). A report reached

Samoa that the trees of Fiji had fought with the

Banian tree, and that it had beaten them all. On

this the Tatangia and another tree went off from

Samoa in two canoes to fight the Fijian champion.

They reached Fiji, went on shore, and there stood

the Banian tree. “Where is the tree,” they inquired,

“which has conquered all the trees P” “ I am the

tree,” said the Banian. Then said the Tatangia, “ I

have come to fight with you.” “ Very good, let us

fight” replied the Banian. They fought. A branch

of the Banian tree fell, but Tatangia sprung aside

and escaped. Another fell—ditto, ditto—the Ta-

tangia. Then the trunk fell. Tatangia again darted

aside and escaped unhurt. On this the Banian tree

“buried its eyes in the earth,” and owned itself con-

quered. As many of the towns and districts are

spoken of figuratively by the names of trees noted
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for strength or beauty, the inference as to the real

actors in these tree fights is obvious. The present

generation, however, will hardly admit that they may

describe the wars of men. _

The following is a specimen story of a piscatorial

fight :—A shark which had its habitat in a cave on

the south side of Savaii mustered all the fish in the

neighbourhood to go and fight with the great red

fish of Manu’a. The Manu’a fish with their red

leader met them in the ocean between Tutuila and

Manu’a. They fought. The Savaii fish were beaten,_

and fled pursued by their conquerors. Most of them

took refuge under stones and rocks and escaped, but

their leader, the shark, fled to his own cave. He was

pursued, however, and killed by the red fish of

Manu’a. I tell them that the shark, red fish, etc., must

have been mere figurative names for chiefs and dis-

tricts, and.the finny troops under them were doubtless

living men, but in all these stories the Samoans are

rigid literalists, and believe in the very words of the

tradition. And yet at the present day they have

towns and districts bearing figurative names, distinct

from the real names, such as the sword fish, the

stinging ray, the dog, the wild boar, the Tongan

cock, the frigate bird, etc. And if such creatures

had been known of old in Samoa, they would no

doubt have had their bear, their lion, and their eagle,

and stories too of their battles.

4. We have also accounts of battles fought by
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the birds on the one side and the fish on the other.

The fish and the birds were in the habit of paying

friendly visits to each other. The inanga, or small

fry of a fresh-water fish, were offended at not being

hospitably received on shore by the birds; on the

other hand, the birds despised the inanga for being

so small. They fought, and the fishes conquered,

and it ended in the fish becoming birds and the

birds fishes; and hence they say the back-bone of

the inanga projects so much. But after that there

was another battle, in which the fish were beaten and

the birds conquered ; and ever since the birds have

had their wings, and their supremacy, and the right

of going to the sea, or the river, as they please, to

pick up the fish which come within their reach.

A battle also between the owl and the serpent

is noteworthy.” It runs as follows :—There were ten

brothers, whose names were Sefulu, Iva, Valu, Fitu,

Ono, Lima, Fa, Tolu, Lua, and Tasi, and so named

from the ten numerals, which in those days began

with Sefulu as I, and ended with Tasi as Io.

These ten brothers went to the forest to cut wood

for a large canoe. They came upon an owl and a

serpent fighting. Sefulu was walking first, and to

him the owl called out; “ Sefulu, you come and kill

my enemy here, the serpent, and if you do, you shall

have a right to the Ifilele and Maota timber trees ”

[Afeelia ozj'uga, and Dysoaylon Spa]

“No, let us pass on,” said Sefulu, “there are
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plenty of other trees which will answer our purpose.’

Then the owl turned to Iva and all the others on to

Lua, and implored help in killing the serpent, but

each in turn answered as did Sefulu. Tasi, however,

replied to the entreaty of the owl, and said, “Yes,

I will,” and grasping his felling axe, struck out at

the serpent and killed it. “Well done, Tasi 1” said

the owl, “ and to keep in remembrance for all time to

come your bravery, and respect for me, you shall

stand foremost in everything that is numbered.

Sefulu who has been first shall now be last, and you

who have been last shall always be first.” And so

it has continued to the present day—the first, Tasi,

and the tenth, Sefulu.

' 5. The appearance or forms of things, as in this

latter instance perhaps, have also suggested some

other fabulous stories. They say that the rat had

wings formerly, and that the large bat or flying fox

at that time had no wings. One day the bat said

to the rat: “Let me try on your wings for a little,

that I may see how I like flying.” The rat lent the

bat his wings, off flew the bat with the wings, and

never came back to return them. And hence the

proverb applied to a person who borrows and does

not return: “ Like the bat with the rat.”

Take another illustration. With the exception

of the mountain plantain (Musa uranospat/za) all the

bananas have their bunches of fruit hanging down-

wards towards the earth, like a bunch of grapes.
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The plantain shoots up its bunch of fruit erect

towards the heavens. As the reason of this, we are

told that of old all the bananas held their heads

erect, but-they quarrelled with the plantain, fought,

were beaten, and, ever since, have hung their heads

in token of their defeat, whereas the plantain is erect

still, and the symbol of its own victory.

6. They have a number of other fabulous stories

referred to in proverbial language in daily use.

Take the story of the fowl and the turtle, A fowl

made her headquarters over a rock from which a

cool spring of fresh water ran out into the adjacent

stream. One day a turtle made its appearance. It

was enjoying the cool fresh bath, and rising now

and then to look about, when it was addressed

roughly by the fowl: “Who are you P” “I am a

turtle.” “ Where have you come from P” “ From the

hot salt sea.” “What are you doing here P” “ Bath-

ing, and enjoying the fine cool fresh water.” “ Be off,

this is my water.” “ No, it is mine as much as it is

yours.” “ No, it is mine, and you must be offi” “ No

I won’t. I have as much right to be here as you.”

“Well, then,” said the fowl, “let us decide in this

way which of us will have it. Let each of us go

away, and whoever is first here in the morning shall

have the right to the spring. “ Let it be so,” said

the turtle, “I’m off to the briny sea; you go away

to the village.”

The turtle was back from the sea, up the river,
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and at the spring, very early in the morning. The

fowl thought there was no need to hurry, as she

could with one bound on her wings be at the rock;

and so she roosted till the sun was rising, and then

flew over to the rock, but there was the turtle before

her! “ You are there, I see,” said the fowl. “Yes,

I am,” replied the turtle, “and the spring is mine.”

And hence the proverb applied to the lazy and the

late: “Here comes the fowl, the turtle is before

you i”

7. Here is another of these fabulous stories :—

There were three friends, a rat, a snipe, and a crab.

They thought they would like to look about them on

the sea, and so decided to build a canoe and go out

on a short cruise. They did so, and when the canoe

was ready off they went. The snipe pulled the first

paddle, the crab the second, and the rat steered. A

squall came on, and the canoe upset. The snipe

flew to the shore, the crab sank and escaped to the

bottom, and the rat swam. The rat was soon

fatigued, but an octopus came along, and from it the

rat implored help. “Come on my back,” said the

octopus. The rat was only too happy to do so.

By-and-by the octopus said: “ How heavy you are!

my back is getting painful.” “Yes,” said the rat, “ I

drank too much salt water when I was swimming

there; but bear it a little longer, we shall soon be

at the shore. ”

When the octopus reached the shore off ran the
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rat into the bush. The octopus felt the pain still,

however, 'and now discovered that the rat had been

gnawing at the back of its neck. The octopus was

enraged, called all his friends among the owls to

assemble, and begged them to pursue and destroy

the rat. They did so, caught it, killed it, and ate it,

but there was hardly a morsel for each, they were so

many. And hence the proverb in exhorting not to

return evil for good :—“ Do not be like the rat with

the octopus, evil will overtake you if you do.”

8. Here is a story of Toa and Pale, or Hero and

Helper.

The King of Fiji was a savage cannibal, and the

people were melting away under him. Tea and

Pale were brothers, they wished to escape being

killed for the oven, and so fled to the bush and

became trees. It was only the day before a party

were to go to the woods to search for a straight tree

from which to make the keel of a new canoe for the

king. They knew this, and so Pale changed him-

self into a crooked stick overrun with creepers, that

he might not be cut by the king’s carpenters, and

advised Toa to-do the same. He declined, however,

and preferred standing erect as a handsome straight

tree.

The party in search of a keel went to the very

place, liked the look of Toa, and decided to cut it

down. They cut, and Toa was felled to the ground,

but Pale, who was close by, immediately raised him
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up again. The carpenters were confounded—cut

again—but it was just the same. They persevered,

and the cutting, falling, and rising again, went on till

night fell, when they gave it up. After they left

Toa said to Pale, “What a Toa (trouble) I have

been to you!” and hence the proverb to this day,

when a person or thing has been a trouble to another,

he says to the sufferer in a sympathising or apolo-

getic tone: “ What a Toa it has been to you I”

9. The following are a few more of these proverbs,

but stated more briefly.

(1) “One and yet a thousand,” is a common

description of a clever man, and equivalent to our own

expression: “ He is a host in himself.”

(2) “Only the appearance of plait.” Spoken of

a thin worn-out person reduced to a mere shadow.

Not a real plaited mat, but only the appearance of

one.

(3) “ Many footprints.” Spoken of a large settle-

ment which makes many at a festival, or night-

dance, or public meeting of any kind.

(4) “A single cocoa-nut.” Referring to a single

nut hanging from a tree. This is said of a man

who has no brothers, and who is therefore called the

single nut of the family.

(5) “Great and yet small.” Applied to a

populous place which has no courage. Or a large

family, but without one who has any pluck.

(6) “The emptiness of a large basket.” A good
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deal of food seems but little if put in a large basket.

Also the population of a large village, if the houses

are widely apart, seems small until they really come

together.

(7) “The break of a cocoa-nut leaf net.” This

leaf net is an arrangement for enclosing fish by a

long string of cocoa-nut leaves, which, if the leaves

break, can be easily tied again. This is spoken of a

chief who dies but leaves a number of sons to take

his place.

(8) “ Afterwards touched.” If a family is numer-

ically strong, no one dares to injure them. If,

however, a number die, then those who survive are

more liable to insult or injury from the neighbourhood.

In the event of such ill-usage they throw it back on

their injurers : “You dared not touch us before.”

(9) “Helping with the burden.” As one may

run in and stretch out his hand to ease the shoulder

of a weak person struggling under a load, so a

person who prompts a public speaker in a difficulty

is said to help with the burden.

(Io) “ Covering the dead bird.” If a pigeon sees

its mate fall dead it will drop down and cover the

body with its wings even if it should be killed also.

To this the Samoans compare a brother who will

rush in among troops after his wounded brother even

if he should be killed himself.



CHAPTER XX.

NAMES OF THE ISLANDS.

Illustrating mgrations, etc.

I OF THE GROUP GENERALLY, it is said that a

couple lived at Pulotu called Head of Day and

Tail of Day. They had four children—(I) Ua, or

Rain; (2) Fari, Long grass; (3) Langi, Heavens ,-

(and 4) Tala, or Story. The four went to visit

Papatea. Pulotu is in the west, Papatea in the

east. The Papateans heard of the arrival of the

four brothers and determined to kill them. First,

Ua was struck on the neck; and hence the word

taua, or beat the neck, as the word for war. This

was the beginning of wars. Others stood on the

neck of Fari, and hence the proverb in war: “To-

morrow we shall tread on the neck of Fari.”

Others surrounded and spat on Langi, and hence

the proverb for ill-usage, or rudely passing before

chiefs: “ It is spitting on Langi.” Tala was

spared, and escaped uninjured.

Tala and Langi returned to Pulotu and told
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about their ill-usage. Then Elo, the king of

Pulotu, was enraged, and prepared to go and fight

the Papateans. This was the first war in history.

They went, they fought, they conquered, and made

a clean sweep of Papatea; and hence the proverb:

“Like the rage of Elo.” Also for a village

destroyed in battle they say: “ Ua faa Papateaina ”

——made to be like Papatea.

All who fled to the bush were sought and killed,

only those who fled to sea escaped. A man

called Tutu and his wife Ila reached the island of

Tutuila, and named it so by the union of their

names. U and Polu reached Upolu, and hence

the name of that island by uniting their names. Sa

and Vaila reached Savaii, united their names also,

and, for the sake of euphony, or, as they call euphony

“lifting it easily,” made it Savaii instead of Savaila.

E10 and his warriors went back to Pulotuf

Langi and Tala after a time came to Samoa, but

went round by way of Papatea,1 and from them also

the people of Manono and Apolima are said to have

. sprung.

2 MANU’A.——-This name embraces three islands

at the east end of the Samoan group. Manu’a

means wounded. As the story runs, the rocks and

the earth married, and had a child, which, when

.“Iborn, was covered with wounds; and hence the

’ name of the said small group of three islands.

1 There is an island called Maatea in the Paumotu group.
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The story of Lu figures here again. He had a

son who was named Moa, after his preserve fowls,

and this Moa became king of Manu’a. From that

time fowls were no longer called Moa on Manu’a,

but Manu lele, or winged creatures, out of respect

to the name of the king.

Fitiaumua, or Fiji the foremost, is also mixed

up with Manu’a history. He was said to have

come from the east, was a great warrior, conquered

at Fiji, and in his lust for conquest came to Samoa.

He subdued all the leeward islands of the group,

reached Manu’a, and there he dwelt. All Samoa

took tribute to him, and hence the place was called

the Great Manu’a.

(1.) Tan is the name of the principal island of

Manu’a. Its principal village is also called Tafi.

It is said to have had its name from the Child of

Faleile-langi —— House roofed by the heavens, that

is to say, no house at all, and alluding to the

remote tradition of a time when people had no

houses. This lady was the daughter of the god

Tangaloa, and had a child who was dumb, and

from that child she named the island Tafi. U

expresses the hollow unintelligible sound emitted by

the dumb.

Fitiuta, or Inland Fiji, is the name of a principal

village. It was formerly called Anga’e, or Breathing

hard, from the hard breathing at its birth of a

child of Rocks and Earth. But the name was
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changed. Moiuuoleapai, a daughter of Tangaloa,

married the king of Fiji and went and lived there.

Shewas ill-used and sent to the backwoods of

'Fiji. Taeotangaloa heard that his sister was being

ill-treated, and went off to Fiji to see if it was

true. It was true. He stood by her, cheered her

solitude, and by a great yarn and banana planta-

tion he turned the .bush into a fruitful garden.

The king of Fiji heard of it, went and made up

matters with his cast-off wife, as he much wished

the yarns, which were scarce at the time, and hence

the proverb: “ Do you call them friends who are

but friendly to the yam?” The king named the

fertile spot Fitiuta, and when Taeotangaloa returned

to Manu’a he changed the name of the village from

Anga’e to Fitiuta.

(2.) Olosenga is the central island in the Manu’a

group. This was called the land of the god

Fuailangi, Originator of the heavens. He. dug up

the earth on the land of the chief Niuleamoa on

Taxi. The latter pushed it off into the sea as a

floating island, jumped on to it with the god

Fuailangi, together with a lady called 010, and

other two chiefs named Puletainuu and Masuitu-

~fanga. Away they went to Tonga, seeking some

place suitable for the residence of a war god.

They returned to Samoa, touched at Savaii and

Upolu, and then went to Tutuila, but as the people

there began to make a dunghill of their floating

Q
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island, they went back to Manu’a, and rested be-

tween Tai'x and Ofu, as Fuailangi thought he could

there fight at pleasure with the people on either

side of him.

Senga, the chief of Ofu, looked out, was surprised

to see the new island, went over to look at it, and

soon after married Lady 010. They united their

names, and called it Olosenga. The god Fuailangi

in after years was in repute, and dreaded. He

was incarnate in the sea eel, had an altar which

the people carried about with them, and any per-

sons cooking or eating the sea eel had their eyes

burned and their scalps clubbed as a punishment.

Another story is that some parrots flew ashore

from a Fiji canoe. 010 means fbrt and Senga a

parrot, and hence the island was called Olosenga

_the fort or refuge of parrots.

(3.) Ofu is the name of a third island at Manu’a.

Ofu means clothed. Faleile-langi, the daughter of

Tangaloa, had another child, and this one they

clothed, and, in remembrance of the early tailoring,

the island was called Ofu.

3. TUTUILA.—The prevailing story of the origin

of the name of this island is the one already re-

ferred to. Tutu the man and Ila the woman came

from the eastward, and dwelt on the island. They

had a daughter born to them there and called her

Salaia. When weak and dying they begged that

after their death their names might be remembered.
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After they passed away Salaia, or, as some call her,

Sangaia, united the names of her parents, and named

the island Tutuila.

4. NUUTELE is a small island off the east end

of Upolu. It is said to have been so named from

two men who came to seek a steersman for the

king of Fiji. Nuu was the name of the one, and

Tele the other. The union of their names became

the name of the island. .

5. UPOLU.—There are a number of diverse

stories as to the origin of this name, as is the case

with all these ancient legends.

(I.) The most prevailing fragment is the one

already alluded to of the two called U and Polu

who fled from Papatea. Their united names became

the name of the island. They had a son, and they

named him king of Upolu. He called his village

the Malae, or meeting-place of Upolu, and all the

gods of the group assembled there at times. It

was here they met to discuss the question as to

the duration of human life (see p. 9).

(2.) Upolu was said to be the capital of Pulotu.

In a time of war a number of people fled from

Pulotu, reached this island of the Samoan group,

and called it Upolu, in remembrance of their native

land.

(3.) Timuateatea, Wide-spreading rain, the daugh-

ter of Tangaloa of the heavens, married a chief on

earth called Beginning. They had a son called Polu.
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The father, in thinking of some employment for

his boy, looked over to the mountains of Savaii,

and it occurred to him that it would be well to

get a canoe and go over and see whether there

were people over there or only mountains. He

called Polu, and told him to go up to his grand-

father in the heavens and fetch some carpenters,

that they might build a canoe, cross the Channel

and explore Savaii. Polu refused, but at length

yielded and went up. The carpenters did not care

about the job, but Polu was most urgent, and

would take no denial. U is the word for urge. His

grandfather asked the name of his island. Polu

said it had none; and on- this Tangaloa said:

“Very well, when you go down call it Upolu, in

remembrance of your being so urgent on the

carpenters.”

6. MANONO, a small island, 3 miles in circum-

ference, between Upolu and Savaii, has the following

historic fragments :—-' ‘

(1.) Nono came from Fiji. He was the son of

Tuiolautala, king of Fiji. There came with him

Sa’uma, the brother of the king, and Tupuivao,

the god of Fiji. A family quarrel about a fish led

them to come away. Their canoe made the land

between Savaii and Upolu. The god Tangaloa

came down and stood on the bow of their canoe

and told them not to go to Savaii or Upolu, lest

they should be trampled upon, but remain where
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they were. Then Tupuivao vomited a quantity

of land'he had swallowed at Fiji, and so made

Manono and its neighbouring island Apolima.

He also appointed Sa’umz'a. to live on the latter,

and Nono to take up his abode 0n Manono, which

they so named from M5. and None.

(2.) The chief Lautala came from Fiji on a

war expedition. He first touched at Manu’a, and

then came and conquered Upolu. After that he

lived on Manono. He made a net, fished, and

hung it up to dry. In the 'night a number of

gods came and tore it to pieces. Lautala then

attacked the gods, and drove them off with great

slaughter. He could not count the number killed,

but supposed them to be Mano, or ten thousand,

and hence the name of the island Manono.

(3.) Lautala was the name of an island at Fiji,

and noted for war. It broke away from Fiji, and

was brought sailing along the ocean to Samoa by

the Chief Nono, who came to seek a suitable place

for carrying on war. He first went to Manu’a, but

did not like it. He then went to the space between

Tutuila and Upolu, but did not fancy that either.

Then he came to the space between Upolu and

Savaii, and thought that would do, as he could attack

Upolu or .Savaii, whichever he pleased. He an-

chored his island there, where it now is, and named

it Manono, after himself. Hence it is said that

Manono is not a part of Samoa, but a fragment of
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Fiji, and that of old there was no land between

Upolu and Savaii.

7. APOLIMA is a small island three miles from

Manono. Manono and Apolima were two sons of the

king of Fiji. One day Manono cooked an oven

of yams for his father and brother chiefs, but served

it up without a fish. His father was angry, and so

off went Manono with a spear and speared a fish

and took it to his father. His father was still angry,

and hurled a spear at him. He fell, pulled it out

of his neck, and got up and ran off to Samoa.

Apolima remained still in Fiji, but after a time

came in search of his brother and found him where

he now is. Before he left Fiji his father told him to

call himself Apo-i-le—lima, or Apolima, which means,

Poised in the hand, from the spear which he held when

he speared Manono. They have been often attacked,

but never conquered, from their impregnable island

fortress. It is a great high hollow basin-shaped

island, inaccessible all round but at one narrow chip

in the west side of the basin, which can be easily

defended.

8. SAVAII is the largest island of the group, and

the name is accounted for in various ways :—

(I.) The king who propped up the heavens had a

wife called Flying Clouds, and two children, the one

was called Savaii the Great, and the other Upolu the

Great. Savaii dwelt on Savaii, and Upolu on Upolu,

and gave their names to their respective islands.
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(2.) A couple came from Fiji, the one was named

Sa and the other Vaii, or Vaiki, according to some.

They landed at the south-west side of the island, and

lived there. Vaii, the husband, died, and then Sa put

her name first and united the two, as Savaii, the name

of theisland.

(3.) Two brothers, the one called Vaii, and the

other Polu, with their sister, Vavau, came from the

east. The young woman, Vavau, divided the land—

told Polu to go to Upolu, and Vaii to remain on

Savaii. Her name is perpetuated in the word, which,

as a noun, means “ ancient times,” and, as an ad-

jective, is used to express ancient, perpetual, and

everlasting.



CHAPTER XXI.

POLITICAL DIVISIONS AND PLACES OF NOTE ON

UPOLU.

ON Upolu the name of Pili has an early place among

the doings of mortals and in the division of the lands.

In one of the traditions his history runs thus z—Manga

had a daughter called Sina, who married the king of

Manu’a. They had a daughter called Sinaleana,

White of the cave, because she lived in a cave in which

there was also kept the parrot of the king. The god,

Tangaloa, of the heavens looked down and fancied

her. He sent Thunder and Storm for her; they did

not get her. Lightning and Darkness were also sent

to fetch her, but they also failed. Next Deluging

Rain, dashing down in great egg-drops, was sent, but

to no purpose. He then let down a net, which

covered up the mouth of the cave, caught her, and

pulled her up to the heavens. She became his wife,

had a Child, and named him Pili, or Entangled, from

the way in which she was entangled in the net.

Pili grew up to manhood under the care of the
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gods, and was sometimes told, pointing down to the

earth, that that place was his. He begged of his

father Tangaloa to be allowed to go down. The

reply was: “If you go down, come up again. But

if you wish to go and not return, take my wooden

pillow and fishing-net with you.”

He was let down to the earth by the fishing-net,

and placed on Manu’a. The king of Manu’a asked

where he” came from, and on hearing that he was his

grandson, and that his mother, Sina, was still up in

the heavens, he wept aloud. Pili went to visit

Tutuila, tried his hand at fishing, but caught nothing,

and was mocked by the Tutuilans. He then swam

away to Savaii, took up his abode at the village

-Aopo, and from that was called Piliopo. He

quarrelled with the Chief there and went off to the

village called Palapala, where he met with Tavaetele,

Great tropic bird, who had come from Aana on Upolu

to seek taro plants. The Palapala peopleweregenerous,

and presented the Upolu chief with 100,000 plants.

The retinue of the chief made a difficulty about

taking so many across the Channel, but Pili stepped

forward and said he would bring them all over him-

self, which he actually did, and helped in making a

taro plantation, which extended from the one side of

Aana to the other, right across the island. He re-

mained there and married Sina, the daughter of this

chief.

Pili and his wife had four children. First there
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were twins, the one called Tua and the other Ana

Tua was so named from the bach of a turtle which

Pili caught at that time, and Ana from the cave in

which it was taken. The next born was called

Tuamasanga, or, After the twins. Then followed

Tolufale, or Three houses, from the three houses into

which the mother was taken before the' child was

born.

When Pili was old and dying he called his children

together and appointed them their places and employ-

ments. To Tua, the eldest, he gave the plantation

dibble, as the business of agriculture, and the eastern

division of Upolu now called Atua. To Tuamasanga

he committed the orator’s staff and fly-flapper, with

which to do the business of speaking, and, as a resi-

dence, the central division of Upolu called Tuama-

sanga: hence the name of the district there called

Sangana, sacred to oratory. To Ana he gave the

spear as the emblem of war, and as a district, the

western division of Upolu called Aana. Tolufale

was to live on Manono, but to go about and take the

oversight of all. The old man finished up his will

with: “When you wish to fight, fight; when you

wish to work, work; when you wish to talk, talk.”

After his death they separated, and went to their re-

spective places and employments.

I. ATUA is the eastern division of Upolu, and it

again was subdivided into what they called the

head, the middle, and the tail.
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(I.) Alezpata is a district at the east end of the

island, and was called the head, as the titled king or

head of Atua resided there. The name originated

in Alei and Pata, a couple who were said to have

come from the heavens and taught their children to

build houses. They were very good-looking, and

charged their children that when they died they were

to be buried in a standing posture, with their faces

uncovered, that people might still come and look at

them ; and from this probably originated the custom

of embalming practised there.

Lefao was the name a chief who came from

Tutuila and lived in one of the districts bordering on

Aleipata. When the meeting was held for the divi-

sion of the lands of Atua he did not attend, but the

chiefs voted him the place and neighbourhood where

he lived at Lepa, or the wall, which, of old, ran across

the island and ended there, and hence the place was

named Salefao—sacred to, or, the province of Lefao.

(2.) Lufilufi.—This settlement, on the north side,)

was the principal residence of the kings of Atua;

The word means food-divider. It had its origin in

the name of a fish called Naiufi, which was cut up, on

one occasion, with surprising dexterity by one of the

king’s attendants with only a bit of the cocoa-nut stem

as a knife. He received on that account the name of

Lufilufi, and was promoted to be Chief carver to the

king, and to rule in all divisions of food on public

occasions. The town was named after him, and to
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this day in all public gatherings the distribution of

the food part of the entertainment is committed to

some of the young men of this place.

(3.) Saluafata.——This village is closely attached to

Lufilufi, and was so named from a lady called Luafata

who lived there, and whose daughter married the

king of Atua. Her grandchild by this royal father

was among the indulged, and, like other scions of

royalty in Samoa, had such privileges as to stand or

walk .about when he ate his food ; and, while others

carried burdens of cocoa-nuts, etc., he was allowed to

march up and down with a fancy spear, and play at

spear throwing. He was named the Right-arm-of-

Atua, and took the lead in the village as body-guard

of the king.

(4.) Solosolo means falling and the town was so

named from a loose stone wall which the first settlers

there built, butwhich repeatedly fell down. Aumua and

Oloatua are the names of two divisions of the settle-

ment, separated by the wall. These were the names

of two attendants of a lady called Manu, who had

several Samoan suitors but rejected them all, and

went to Tonga. Two Tongan kings made proposals

to her. The one was good-looking, and the other was

more noted for good living and even cannibal pre-

ferences. Her attendants advised her to marry the

latter, but to try and get her share of the cannibal

feast alive, and save them. She took their advice,

married the gourmand king, and when baked human
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bodies were laid before her, begged that, for the

future, such offerings might be presented alive. This

was granted, and one after another of her share in

the victims was passed over, alive as she got them,

to the care of her attendants, Aumua and Oloatua,

at a place on the opposite side of the road; By-and-

by it became a large village of the saved.

Queen Manuhad a daughter called Vaetoeifanga

who grew up to womanhood. She was heard of in

Samoa, and a lady was sent to Tonga to try and get

her to come and marry the king of Aana. The lady

described his land as 'a perfect paradise, with nine

springs of water, and she was persuaded to go and

be the wife of the king of Aana. When she came

to Samoa a number of the people from the village of

the saved, with Aumua and Oloatua, came with her,

and gave the names to these places at 80105010.

Some of them also went further east and occupied-

and named some of the settlements about Fangaloa,

or the Long-bay, as it is called from its running far

inland.

Solosolo was also noted as the residence of the

cannibal god, Maniloa, as he was called. He lived in

a valley, and the people worshipped him. .As they

went with their offerings of food they had to cross a

ravine, walking, Blondin style, on a thick vine which

the god stretched across the valley. He sat himself

in the middle of the said vine-rope, shook it as

any one he fancied approached, and down- fell the
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victim dead into the ravine, and ready for the next

meal.

‘A young man called Polu-leuligana, Polu-of-darh-

speech, son of Malietoa, called one day when on a

journey. The people related to him their grievances,

and how they were being all eaten up by Maniloa.

This daring youth concocted a scheme. He told

them to fix upon some one to sit concealed with an

axe at the end of the rope next to the village, and

that he would go round, axe in hand' also, by a

circuitous course, and conceal himself close by the

end of the rope on the other side of the ravine;

there he would watch till the god was again in his

place on the centre of the rope, rise up, shout at the

top of his voice, and this was to be the signal to cut

the rope at each end and let fall their cannibal

enemy. They did 50. Next day Maniloa went

along and sat down on the rope to wait for his victim.

Presently the valley rang with a shout, the rope was

cut at both ends, and down, crash into the ravine,

went the horrid old creature, and ever after Solosolo

was saved from his cannibalism.

(5 Falealili, or the House-of-Lili, is the name of a

district on the south side of Atua. Lili was a chief

from Fiji whose mother was a Samoan. He and

some others were driven away from Fiji on account

of bad conduct. When he came to Samoa the land

had been divided, but he got his share, as the tail of

Atua. He built a large house, and from this house
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of Lili the district was named. It embraces a num-

ber of villages and adjacent places, named after local

circumstances or events. Salani was so called from

the white coral pebbles on the beach with which the

women decorate the graves of the dead. Salesatele

was also called the sweat of Falealili, from the hero-

ism of the people of that place in battle. If the

king of Atua was on a journey, and carried along

shoulder high, as soon as he reached this village he

had to get down and walk, as a mark of respect to

the chivalrous villagers. Faleulu, or Housed-by-the

bread-fruit-tree, was so named from a party who

came from Fiji by way of Manu’a and Tutuila, and

who, on reaching Upolu, were benighted there and

slept under a bread-fruit tree. The name of Poutasi,

or One-post, had its origin in a great O’a tree

(Bischofiia javanica) which a chief ordered to be

dug up root and all, planted in the village, and made

the centre post of his house. Lotofanga is said to

have been named after Loto and Fanga, who were

sent by the king of Fiji to search for a runaway son.

A lagoon is said to have been there once, but was

dried up by these first inhabitants of the place pour-

ing hot water into it.

2. TUAMASANGA is the central division of

Upolu, having about sixteen miles of coast on the

north side, and twelve on the south.

(1.) At Malie, in the district of Sangana on the

north side, the Chief Malietoa had his principal resi-
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dence when on Upolu; and of the doings there of

some of these Malietoas, or “ Pleasing-heroes,” as the

name means, many stories are told. After Polu-leuli-

gana had seen the old cannibal god dead in the

ravine at 50105010 (p. 238) he returned to Sangana.

On his arrival the first thing he heard was the wailing

of a poor lad who had just been brought over from

Savaii and was about to be killed for Malietoa’s next

meal. Polu told him to be quiet, and promised to

try and save his life. He ordered the usual green

cocoa-nut leaves to be plaited, and himself to be done

up in them, slung on a pole, carried by two men, and

laid down before his father as if it were the baked

victim from Savaii. Malietoa saw a bright eye

peering through the leaflets, opened, and behold!

there was his son Polu-leuligana. He was so touched

with this extraordinary condescension of his son that

he not only saved the lad who was about to be killed,

but further, to mark the day and the event, he

declared that from that time no more human victims

were to be killed for the oven, and that pigs were to

be used instead. After this Polu was named Faai-

foaso, or “ Downfall-of-Cannibalism.”

Another story is told of the said Malietoa. He

was annoyed at the disappearance of some of his

bread-fruits, bananas, and fowls, and summoned to

Sangana all the priests of the Tuamasanga. Twenty

of them assembled. He told them what had been

stolen, and ordered them to divine the thief. After a
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long silence they said they-could not'tell. They were

then tied hand and foot, carried outside, and laid down

in the blazing sun till they could declare the name

of the thief. At the same time Malietoa sent off to

Savaii for a noted conjurer called Vaapuu or “ Short-

canoe.” After some days he arrived, and found the

priests still tied up in the sun. On hearing the Case

he turned to Malietoa and said : “Listen while I tell

you the names of the thieves. The owl has taken

your fowls. The bat has eaten your bread-fruits.

And the Kingfisher bird has made away with your

bananas.” This was enough. The twenty priests

were liberated, went to their respective homes, and

told how they owed their lives to the ready reply of

the expert Vaapuu.

(2.) Faleata, or the “ House-of—Ata,” embraces a

number of small villages, and was so named from the

chief Ata. Ata was killed in battle, and his brother

Too took it so much to heart that he went away

inland, scooped out a great hollow, and filled it with

his tears; and hence the lake there called Lanutoo,

or “ Lake-of-Too.”

The Faleata people were and still are distinguished

for their heroism and clever scheming in war. In a

battle on Savaii they fled before the Safune pe0ple,

or rather pretended to flee. While some fled others

lay down among the slain as if motionless and dead ;

and when the Safune people came to search for those

of their own who had fallen, up started the living

R
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Faleata people with their clubs, rushed at them, and

again conquered Safune. Hence a sham retreat in

war is to this day called “ a Faleata flight.”

(3.) Apia is the name of the principal harbour in:

the Tuamasanga. The word is abbreviated from

Apitia, or straightened, and the place was so named in:

remembrance of a battle, in which the Tuamasanga.

came suddenly down from the bush on to the fleet

of Manono canoes, threw them into disorder, and, in

their haste to escape, ran upon one another in the-

narrow passage out of the harbour. The village-

inland of Apia, called Tanumamanono, or “The-7

burial-place-of-Manono,” keeps up in its name

the remembrance of the slain of Manono buried.

there. ,

(4.) Laulii is the name of a village in the east-

end of the Tuamasanga. A couple lived there called.

Lau and Lii, with a party who came from Fiji and.

took up their abode in the bay there which was:

called “Sacred to the gods.” A large canoe was.

being built by three chiefs there in the bush. Lau.

and Lil wished to see it, as it was a very superior-

one, and to be called, “The canoe without a leak.”

They mistook the road, wandered, could not find.

either the canoe or its builders, and were. so angry

over the disappointment that they changed them-

selves into two rocks which stand there, and in re-

membrance of them the place is called Laulii.

(5.) Laloata is the name of a village inland of
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Apia. The word means “Under the shade,” and

had its origin as follows z—Pai and his wife lived

there, and had a daughter called Sina. The woman

went down to the sea one day to fetch salt water for

.cooking purposes ; a small sea eel stuck to her cocoa-

nut shell water-bottle, and she took it home as a

plaything for her child Sina to feed and keep in a

cup. '- The eel grew, and then they digged a well for

it. One day Pai and his wife returned from some

plantation work and found Sina crying, as the eel

had bitten her. They concluded that it must have

become the incarnation of some cruel god, and deter-

mined to go away from the place.

Away the three went eastward, but on looking

round there was the eel out of the water and following

after them. Then said the father to his wife and

Sina: “You make your escape, and I will remain

here and raise mountains to keep it back.” Sina and

her mother went on ahead, but on looking over their

shoulder there was the eel again still rustling after

them. Then the mother said to her daughter: “You

make your escape alone, and I will remain here, raise

mountains and intercept the creature.” Sina went

on alone, but the eel still followed just as before.

As she passed through the villages the people called

her in to rest and have a bit of food, and once and

again she offered to do so on condition that they

would try and deliver her from the pursuing eel.

When they heard that, and saw the creature, they said:
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“Oh no, you had better pass on; we are afraid of

that thing."

Sina gave it up, thought escape was impossible,

turned round and made for her home again. As she

passed through one of the villages to the east of Apia

the people called the attention of their chief to the

young woman passing, and an eel following her. He

told them to call her in and have something to drink.

She said she would gladly do so if they would only

get rid of the eel. The Chief called out to her:

“Yes, come in, and we can do that.” She went into

the house, and the eel remained outside. The Chief

gave orders to get ready a cup of ’ava for the strangers,

and quietly whispered to the young men to go off to

the bush and bring all the poisonous things they

could lay their hands on to mix with it. Soon the

bowl was brought in, and the ’ava declared ready to

be served round. '

“ Give the first cup to the stranger outside,” said

the chief to the young men; and out went one of

them with a cup to the eel, which was at once eagerly

drank. But immediately the creature called to Sina

to go outside, and when Sina went out it said to her:

“Sina, I am dying. Let us part in peace. When

you hear that they have cooked me, you ask the

head as your share. Then take it and bury it near

the stone wall, and it will grow up a cocoa-nut tree

for you. In the nuts you will see my eyes and mouth,

and so we shall be able to look at each other face to
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face still. The leaves of the tree will be a shade for

you, and you can plait them into mats, and make a

fan also to fan yourself.”

After saying this the creature died. It was soon

in the oven; and when served up by-and-by Sina

begged the head, took it home with her, and put it

under the ground near the stone wall. It grew up

to be a cocoa-nut tree, and she got her leaves, and

mats, and fans, and nuts, marked with the eyes and

mouth of her departed eel, which she could kiss still;

and there too she had a shade also when she sat

down to work or rest—and hence the origin alike of

the name of the village, Laloata, and of the intro-

duction of cocoa-nuts.

(6.) Safata is the name of the south side of the

Tuamasanga. It is said to have had its origin in Sa,

who came from Fonaui in Fiji, and Fata of Sangana.

Fata had a quarrel with his brother over the Malietoa

title, and so determined to leave the family and take

up his residence on the other side of the island, and

there he met with his friend from Fiji. It contains

a number of villages, and a beautiful salt water lagoon

connected with the sea by a narrow entrance.

This circular basin is said to have been formed

by the dying struggles of a great fish. This “great

fish ” had its habitat in the straits, and was long the

dread of persons crossing the channel between Savaii

and Upolu. At length a Savaii man plotted the

destruction of the monster. He split up some bam-
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boos, made small knives of them, and tied them

together. He also cooked food for the journey, and

went off in a canoe with his two sons to search for

the fish. He found it, or rather the fish found him,

and as it rushed at him with open jaws he called to

the boys to crouch down lest they should be injured

by the great teeth. Away they went, canoe and all,

down the throat of the monster. He then untied

his bamboo knives and said: “Now, lads, let us cut

away here right and left.” It is said in one of the

stories that he found some other Samoans there:

some were dead, but to others who were still alive

he handed a knife each, and said that they too must

help in the work of destruction.

“The great fish ” was in agony, flew through the

ocean towards Upolu, went round the west end,

along the south side, rushed in towards the land at

Safata, tore up a passage for itself, madly wheeled

round and round, and there and then died. The

natives there looked on in amazement, and when all

was still went down to see what the great carcase

was. An enormous prize, and soon they commenced

to cut into it with their stone axes. Presently they

were startled by a voice from the inside calling out

“ Strike gently up there!” And who are youP “I

am Alo of Palauli ; we have been killing this great

enemy of ours.” He and his sons were soon let out

of their prison. Ever after he was called I’aulualo,

or the “ Fish-enterer,” and praised for his heroic
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deed. Some fragments of black rock on one side

of the lagoon are said to be the petrified bones of

the great sea monster.

3. AANA is the most westerly division of Upolu.

(1.) Alofi Aana, or the “Gathering of Aana,” is

the general name of the north side of Aana, and

was so called from the gathering of the clans there

for Club exercise and other sports.

(2.) Leulumoenga, or “ Headquarters,” is the name

of the capital town, and the residence of the king of

Aana when they had one. Once upon a time when

a king was wanted and they were rather scarce, two

daring fellows went to a village thirty miles off, and

stole an infant of rank and made him king. They

cut their hair short, disguised themselves as women,

and went to the house in the night when they heard

the shout of joy over the birth of the young chief.

One of them offered to nurse the baby for a little,

and got it. The two slipped out with the child, and

off they went in the dark. There was some stir in

the house attending to the mother, and when all

were settled down some wonder was expressed that

the baby was so quiet. “Who has it?” went round

the house, but, to the amazement of everybody, no

one there could reply and say “ I have.” It was days

before they found out that while they were thus

talking, the Child and its captors were far on their

way back to Leulumoenga with their prize. They kept

him too, and the little man lived to be king of Aana.
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(3.) Fasitoouta and Fasitootai are two large vil-

lages on either side of Leulumoenga. These places

trace their origin to Tapuaau, Swimming-Tapu, or,

as some call him, Tooaau, which means Swimming-

stich. He is said to have swam from Fiji on a

to’oto’o, or walking-stick. He landed at Leulu-

moenga, married there, and had two sons. When

they grew up he divided the wonderful stick, gave

one piece or fasi, to the one son, and the other fasi

to the other. The one went to the settlement

nearest to the sea westward from Leulumoenga, and

called it Fasitootai, or “ Bit-of-the—stick-seawar .”

The other went farther away and eastward, and

called his village Fasitoouta, “Bit-of-the-stiCk-in-

land.” '

(4.) Other villages in Aana have some fragments

indicating the origin of their names, such as

Faleasi’u, “ House of the god Siu,” who was

worshipped there. Samatau, “ Sacred-on-the-right-

side,” from a large' canoe belonging to the king of

Tonga once anchored there, and which, owing to the

illness of a lady on board, was made sacred to visitors

on the right side. This place was noted for a hero

called Poila who once headed the Aana troops, and

killed in single combat another hero called Pepe who

was the pride of the Tuamasanga, and whose death

was the signal for retreat. Falelatai and Faleaseela

trace their names to the children of a couple from

Fiji. The one was named Latai, or “Branch-next-
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the-sea,” from his having been born under that part

of a large tree. The other was called Seela from

another incident in his birth. The one lived on the

north side of the mountain, and called the place

Falelatai, or “ House-of-Latai.” The other took the

south side, and called his village Faleaseela, or the

“ House-of-Seela.”

(5.) Lefanga, or “ The bay,” is a name embracing

a number of villages on the south side of Aana.

There is a rising ground there called Taape, or

“ Dispersion,” which is said to have been the place

where a party broke up and dispersed after a visit

to the heavens. There were five Atua men and four

belonging to Aana.

As soon as they got up to the skies the people

of the god Tangaloa laid a plot to kill them. They

prepared a bowl of ’ava for their entertainment, and

mixed it with poison, but no one was seriously

affected by it. The Tangaloans then prepared a

game at sitting in the rain to see who could endure

it longest, hoping to kill some of them with cold.

One of their party, called Mosofaofulu, that is, “ Moso-

feather-refuge,” covered them with a lot of feathers,

and so the rain had no effect on them.

The Tangaloans next proposed a game at floating

down a stream which rushed over a cataract, of which

strangers were ignorant until they were on the edge

of the fall and tumbling over. The visitors were

to float first, and Fulufuluitolo, or “Sugar-cane-down,”
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took the lead. He planted his feet firmly on a rock

near the fall, and as his party came floating down

he seized them one by one and jerked them out of

the stream and danger on to the land. And hence

the proverb for an unexpected deliverance: “Saved

by Fulufuluitolo.” It was then the turn of a select

party of the Tongaloans to float. Fulufuluitolo held-

out no helping hand to them, and over the fall they

went one after another and were killed.

The Tangaloans next told their visitors they were

going to treat them to some food, and made ready

accordingly. They plotted at the same time to fall

upon them when they were eating and kill them.

The Tangaloans went with the food in basket-burdens

as usual, carried on poles over the shoulder, and laid

all down. The strangers set to work and ate furi-

ously not only the food, but baskets, sticks, and all,

to the utter amazement and unnerving of the Tanga-

loans, who only gaped and stared, and could not

summon courage to strike a blow.

As quieter measures failed the Tangaloans pro-

posed a game at club exercise, and thought in that

way to kill them off at once. This too was accepted

by the strangers. First of all Tangaloaatevalu,

“ Eight-1ivered-Tangaloa,” or Tangaloa the plucky,

stepped forward with his Club, and up rose Tuimuli-

fanua, “King-of-the-end-of-the-island,” club in hand

also to fight with him. Every blow was well aimed,

struck off a liver, and made Tangaloa reel. By-and-
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by seven were gone, and as he had only one pluck

left he called out: “ Enough, enough! I am beaten ;

let me seek something to give you for my life.” He

went off and brought a fine mat cloth to wear round

the body. ‘Tuimulifanua put it round his loins, but

it trailed on the ground, and had to be lifted up;

hence it was called Lavasii, or “Cloth-Iifted-up.”

He could not be troubled with the long train, and

gave it to another of the party called Tuimuaiava,

“ King-of-the-first-harbour,” who kept it and brought

it down to the earth. Its name, Lavasii, became a

title of chief ruler, and that title has remained in

that particular family to this day. One of the

Samoans killed in 1876 in a skirmish with the

marines of HMS. Barracoutta had at that time the

title of Lavasii.

When the party returned from the heavens they

came down on the rising ground referred to at

Lefanga, whence they dispersed, and ever since the

place has been called Taape, or Dispersion.



CHAPTER XXII.

POLITICAL DIVISIONS AND PLACES OF NOTE

ON SAVAII.

THERE are three principal divisions of Savaii :—

1. THE FAASALELEANGA.—In prose and poetry

this part of the island, and even the whole of Savaii,

is often called Sa Lafai, or sacred to Lafai, and

among the legends that chief, Lafai, has an early

place. Tupailelei, or Tupai the good, married a

daughter of the king of Tonga, and .her father

ordered that she should go to Tonga some months

after her marriage. She started for Tonga, but the

canoe was driven by adverse winds to Fiji, and in

remembrance of that she called her first child Vaasi-

liiflti, “ Canoe drifted to Fiji.”

She remained there for a time, but again set out

to try and reach her father in Tonga, but again they

missed their destination and could only fetch Samoa.

As Samoa appeared in the horizon her second child

was born, and so she named the girl ‘Samoauafotu,

or “ Samoa in sight.” It was afterwards abbreviated
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to Safotu. Afterwards they went to Tonga, but

again returned to Samoa with Vaasiliifiti, who was

now a young man and married. They came with

Fotu. When near Savaii they caught a fai or skate,

raised it on the mast and made a sail of it, and from

that a son of Vaasiliifiti was called Laifai, or “sail

made of the fai.” After a time they saw a fish

nibbling at the fune or core of a bread-fruit, and from

that they called another son of Vaasiliifiti Fune or

“core.” In after-times it was arranged .that Lafai

was to live in one district, Fune in another, and the

aunt Fotu between them to prevent quarrelling. If

Lafai commenced strife, Fune and Fotu united to put

it down ; if Fune took the initiative, then Lafai and

Fotu united in restoring peace.

Lafai lived in the place subsequently called Le-

faasaleleanga, and divided it into three parts among

his three children. Fotulafai occupied the central

and leading part. So Talalafai was apportioned Iva

on the one side, and Muliangalafai on the other.

When the Tongans were victorious for a time in

Samoa they lived on the common at Safotu, and

thither the people flocked with food and sundry other

articles of tribute to the Chief of the invaders, Talaai-

feii. Tuna and Fata, two sons of Malietoa Savea, or

Malietoa I., went with tribute, but before returning

tore up the le’ale’a, or iron-wood mooring-stick to

which the Tongan king’s canoe was fastened, and

took it away, which was alike an insult and a de-
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Claration of war. With this they made a club, roused

all to battle against the invaders, gained a victory

over them, which ended in their leaving, after forming

a treaty of peace between Samoa and Tonga, which

for upwards of twenty generations of the Malietoa

family has remained unbroken. To perpetuate the

remembrance of the victory, the Salafai district was

called Lele’ale’a, or the “ Mooring-stick,” and further

merged into Faasaleleanga, or “ Made sacred to the

mooring-stick." When the district after that time

united to raise war it was called the lifting of the

Le’ale’a Club of Malietoa; and all the Faasaleleanga

people rose and followed wherever Malietoa and the

Club preceded.

(1.) Sapapalii is the name of the principal settle-

ment of the Malietoa families, and had its origin in

one of family heads called Papalii. The celebrated

le’ale’a Club disappeared about the time when this

Chief lived, but the deeds and dynasty passed on to

posterity.

(2.) Safotulafai is the political capital of the

Faasaleleanga,and the place where their representative

parliamentary gatherings are held, especially in times

of war.

(3.) Iva, as already referred to, is one of the

three divisions of the Faasaleleanga. It is the name

of a village to the south of the capital which, with

some neighbouring settlements, takes the place in

battle of the advance or attacking party. Iva means
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tall. It is said the name originated in a man who

undertook to build a house without scaffolding, and

from his continued stretching upward added to his

stature, and gave a name to the place. '

(4.) Amoa is the name of a district in a north-

easterly direction which protects the capital on that

side. Some say its name originated in the fort of

the Chief Moa which was there during the Tongan

invasion; others trace it to a foreign courtship. Of

old, they say, the women courted the men, but now

it is the reverse. A lady from Fiji called Moa came

to seek a husband, and-found one in a Chief called

Nonu, and hence the place was called Amoa, or the

settlement of Lady Moa.

2. 0 LE ITU TAOA, the side of Taoa, was the name

of the north side of Savaii. Latterly it has been

called the side of men, from their bravery in the war

against Aana in I 830. But before that it was called

the side of Taoa, after a chief of that name of Fijian

descent. Tao means a spear, and was regarded by

the people as an emblem of their heroism as well as

their name. When they went to Manono to fight

for them in avenging the death of Tamafainga, they

laid down a heap of spears in token of their alliance.

(1.) Saleaula had its origin in a Chief called

Aula, of the ancient house of Lafai, who, having dis-

tinguished himself in battle, was invited to live there,

and take the lead in politics and war; and hence it

became the name of the village, and the principal
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place for public meetings on that side of the island.

He had a brother called Tufunga, or carpenter, who

acted as premier in the Faasaleleanga district.

(2.) Lealatele, or “ the great road," is the name

which embraces a number of villages to the east of

Saleaula, and had its name from the ten-mile stretch

of level road there.

(3.) Matautu is to the west of Saleaula, and is

the district which takes the lead in the attack wher-

ever war is determined on. They trace the origin

of the name of their place to Lautalatoa of Fiji, whose

son, called Utu, resided there.

(4.) Safotu and Safune were named after Fotu

and Fune, the children of Lafai already referred to.

The people of Safune once fought at Faleata on

Upolu. Many of them were killed, and the place

where their bodies were buried was afterwards called

Safune, in remembrance of the slain. Fune had the

epithet feai, or savage, added to his name, from the

habit which he had of biting his finger-nails when he

went to battle.

(5.) Aopo, a small inland village, was named after

a Chief called Aopo. It is said that the god Tangaloa

of the heavens once gave the people there a choice

of two things. First, a heap of whales’ teeth, or,

secondly, a stream of water. They Chose the former.

The god said, “ No ; you had better have the water.”

They still persisted, however, in wishing No. I, and

got it, but it turned out to be a heap of stones .’
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They repented and wished the stream, but it was too

late. The stream was given to Saleaula, and is

called Vaituutuu, or “ Given water,” to this day.

(6.) Falealupo, or the “ House for Lupo,” is a

settlement in the west end of- Savaii. A couple from

Tonga lived there. They had a son who was lame,

and who could only sit on a rock with a fishing-rod

and catch small fish called Lupo. They built a

house for him there, into which he threw the lupo as

he caught them. The god Salevao and his travelling

party in passing there one day admired the house,

and called it Falealupo, or a house for lupo ; and

hence the name alike of the fish-house and the

settlement. '

There were two Circular openings among the rocks

near the beach at this village, where the souls of the

departed were supposed to find an entrance to the

world of spirits, away under the ocean, and which

they called Pulotu. The Chiefs went down the

larger of the two, and the common people had the

smaller one. They were conveyed thither by a

band of spirits who hovered over the house where

they died, and took a straight course in the bush

westward. There is a stone at the west end of

Upolu called “the leaping-stone,” from which spirits

in their course leaped into the sea, swam to Manono,

leaped from a stone on that island again, crossed to

Savaii, and went overland to the Fafa at Falealupo,

as the entrance to their hades was called. The

S
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villagers in that neighbourhood kept the cocoa-nut

leaf blinds of their houses all Closely shut down after

dark, so as to keep out the spirits supposed to be

constantly passing to and fro. There was a cocoa-

nut tree near the entrance to those lower regions,

and this tree was called the tree of Leosia, or the

Watcher. If a spirit struck against it that soul went

back at once to its body. In such a case of restora-

tion from the gates of death the family rejoiced and

exclaimed, “ He has come back from the tree of the

Watcher.”

Lua6, or Lua66, which may be translated “ Hollow

pit,” is another name for the place down which the

spirits of the dead were supposed to descend on the

death of the body. “May you go rumbling down

the hollow pit” was the common language of cursing.

At the bottom of this pit, according to the tradition

which describes it, there was a running stream which

floated the spirits away to Pulotu, the dominions of

Saveasiuleo. When they touched the water they

were not to look to the right or to the left, or

attempt to make for either side. Nor could they

come back, as the force of the current rendered that

impossible. There was a continued and a promis-

cuous company of them. Those who had died of

various diseases———the good-looking and the unsightly,

the little Children and the aged, Chiefs and common

people—all drifted along together. They were, how-

ever, little more than alive, and this semi-conscious
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state continued until they reached the hades of

Pulotu, where there was a bathing-place called Vaiola,

or “ The water of life.” Whenever they bathed here

all became lively and bright and vigorous. Infirmity

of every kind fled away, and even the aged became

young again.

It was supposed that in these lower regions there

were heavens, earth and sea, fruits and flowers,

planting, fishing and cooking, marrying and giving

in marriage—all very much as in the world from

which they had gone. Their new bodies, however,

were singularly volatile, could ascend at night, be-

come luminous sparks or vapour, revisit their former

homes and retire again at early dawn to the bush or

to the Pulotu hades. These visits were dreaded, as

they were supposed to be errands of destruction to

the living, especially to any with whom the departed

had reason to be angry. By means of presents and

penitential confession all injurers were anxious to

part on good terms with the dying whom they had

ill-used. In one place there was a hadean town

called Nonoa, or Bound, where all the spirits were

dumb, and could only “ beat their breasts,” expressive

of their love to one. another.

Saveasiuleo, or “ Savea of the echo,” was the king

of these lower regions. The upper part of his body

was human, and reclined in a house in company with

the chiefs who gathered around him ; the lower was

piscatorial, and stretched away into the sea. This
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royal house of assembly was supported by the erect

bodies of Chiefs who had been of high rank on earth,

and who, before they died, anticipated with pride

the high pre-eminence of being pillars in the temple

of the king of Pulotu.

Falealupo is also strangely associated in Samoan

story with Tapuitea, or the planet Venus. Tapu

was a man who, with his wife Tea, lived there and

had a daughter named Tapuitea, from the union of

the names of her parents. The spot on which their

house was built they called Leviuli, or “ Black apple,”

from the appearance of the sun one. day when

covered with a Cloud. When Tapuitea grew up she

became the wife of the king of Fiji, and went there

to live. She had a son, and was wondering one

morning what name to give him, when some canoe-

builders passed along with their tools rattling in the

baskets which they carried over their shoulders.

From the rattling of the tools she named her son

Toi-va-i-totonu-o-le-ato-a-tufunga, or, as some would

write it, Toivaitotonuoleatoatufunga. ' The formidable

polysyllable simply means, “ Hatchets rattling inside

the baskets of the carpenters.” It was abbreviated,

however, as in all such cases, and the lad was known

by the name of Toiva. She had another son, and

called him Tasi, which means one.

After a time Lady Tapuitea became wild, horns

grew out of her head, she ate human flesh, and ten

to fifteen Fijians were used up on her cannibal appe-
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tite. The king looked aghast when he sawthe horns

on the head of his wife, went and told Toiva and

Tasi that their mother had become a cannibal demon,

and that they had better make their escape to Samoa.

This they did. Toiva and Tasi were soon missed

by their mother. She went about inquiring after

them; her husband said he knew not where they were,

and after searching all over Fiji she discovered their

footprints on the beach in the direction of Samoa.

She jumped into the sea, swam to Samoa, and

reached Falealupo. She went right into the bush

and lived there, but renewed her cannibal indulgences

when she could secure a victim. Many of the Fale-

alupo people fled from the place. Tasi became so

afraid of his mother that he begged his brother to

bury him alive. Toiva did so, and hence the name

of a stone there which is called Tasi.

One day Tapuitea, on going down from the bush

towards the sea, saw the footprints of her son Toiva

in the sand, followed them to a pool of water, and

there she saw the shadow of Toiva in the water.

She was frantic with joy—leaped, and laughed, and

screamed, and then tumbled into the pool, clutching

in vain the shadow. As she dived her horns struck

against a piece of rock and broke off. She was soon

on the surface again, however, and Toiva, sitting up

in a pandanus tree, called out, “Look up!” She

looked up, and there at last was the real body of

her missing son. She wept aloud, implored him to
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come down, and said he had been very unkind to

her. He, on the other hand, scolded her; blamed

her for the death of all their friends, “ and now,” said

he, “you are going to eat me next.” She admitted

that she had been cruel, and had been the death of

many of the people, but all that was now about to

end; she had determined to go up to the heavens,

and never again to return. “ Go,” said he, “ go,” and

away she went. But before going up she promised

to shine down as an evening star and give him light

for his evening meal. She promised also to give

him light in the morning, when he went into the

bush at the season of pigeon-catching. Having said

this she went up to the heavens, became the planet

Venus, which is called Tapuitea. When seen in the

morning it is called the Fetu ao, or morning star,

and is said to have “crossed the heavens.” The

reason alleged for the star not rising higher was that

Tapuitea did not wish to shine higher than the tree

on which her son Toiva was accustomed to sit.

After she went to the heavens Toiva went and called

all the people back from the bush and elsewhere,

telling them that his cannibal mother had gone to

the heavens, and that there was no further danger

to any one. The names of Tasi and Toiva are still

perpetuated in family titles at Falealupo.

3. 0 LE ITU o FAATOAFE, or the side of Faatoafe,

was the name of the south side of Savaii ; but it is

now usually called “the side of women,” in contra-
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distinction to the north side, which has been named

“the side of men.” The principal political gather-

ings are held at the bay Called Palauli, or “ Black

mud,” from the dark mud flats which appear at low

water.

Faatoafe, was the name of one of the chiefs of

that side of Savaii. He married the daughter of the

king of Manua, and resided at Manua for some time.

When he was arranging to return to his village on

Savaii he requested as a favour, and was presented

by the king of Manua with an orator’s staff—a long

one, reaching to the shoulder, and which the king

himself was accustomed to lean upon when address-

ing public meetings. The king of Manua on hand-

ing it to him begged him to speak with it at all

the village meeting- places on his way along the

coast of Upolu to his residence on Savaii, and exhort

the people to “ plant the ti-root and sugar-cane, and

give up stealing.” Faatoafe accepted the staff on

those conditions, and was faithful to make “planting

and not stealing ” the theme of his addresses to the

people as he went on from Manua to Savaii.

Faatoafe had a son called Tupai, who ignored his

father’s teaching, and contrived to be a Clever thief

as well as a hard worker. He went to a_village

several miles away on a Common errand of begging

taro plants. A large contribution was made for him,

but, instead of taking them to his own home and

plantation, he feigned sickness, and asked permission
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to plant them there for a time instead of taking them

to his own settlement. This was granted, but when

the taro was ripe he not only took it all away, but

Claimed the ground for further use, and kept it ever

after.

Near to the place where Faatoafe lived there are

two hills, which are said to be the petrified double

canoe of Lata. Lata came of old from Fiji, was

wrecked there, went on shore, and lived on the land

still called by his name in the neighbourhood of the

settlement of Salailua. He visited Upolu, and built

two large canoes at Fangaloa, but died before the

deck to unite them had been completed. To Lata

is traced the introduction of the large double canoes

united by a deck, and which were in use of old in

Samoa. Seu i le vaa o Lata, or Seuilevaaolata,

“steersman in the canoe of Lata,” is a name not

yet extinct in Samoa; but the person who bears

such a sentential appellation seldom gets more than

the first syllable. As in the case referred to, the

youth is known and called by the name of Sen.

Salenga is a name which embraces a considerable

part of the south-west side of Savaii. Three Fijians-

Came to Samoa, viz. Utu, Taua, and their sister Lenga.

Utu took up his abode, as we have already noted, at

Matautu. Taua went to a district further west, now

called Sataua, and Lenga went to the south-west

side, and from her it is still called Salenga. A rock

a short distance from the shore was the principal god
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of the place. An unusually hollow sound, from a

change of wind and current, was a call from the god

for offerings ; and for a time the fish were untouched

and sacred to this Samoan Neptune.

A story is told of a chief in this neighbourhood

called Ato, who once saved his people from the

wrath of Malietoa. Malietoa and his retinue, when

on a journey, called at the place, and as usual had a

day’s entertainment. Some of the people were

heard grumbling over the quantity of food necessary

for the royal visitors. This was noted, and on re-

viewing their travels at the end of the journey they

decided that the grumbling indignity must be pun-

ished. An armed party was selected, and off they

went to plunder and burn the settlement, and kill all

belonging to the place who fell into their hands. In

the midst of the panic which the news of the pro-

jected attack threw the people into, the chief Tuato

ordered all to be quiet and do what he told them.

He called for cocoa-nut leaves to be plaited, as if for

the baking of a pig, lay down on the top of them,

told them to enclose his own body in the leaves,

sling him on a pole, and carry him and lay him down

in that state on the road at the entrance to the

village. When the Malietoa troops came up they

found, to their astonishment, the Chief Tuato done up

in leaves and lying across the road all ready to be

killed as a sacrifice and put in the oven, to avert the

wrath of the king and save the lives of the people.
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This was sufficient amends to the king. Tuato and

the settlement were spared, and his name handed

down to posterity as the saviour of his people.

Another story is told of a man of this district

who had been long on Tutuila, and wished to return

to Savaii, but was always refused a passage when a

canoe happened to be going. He implored the god

Moso to pity and help him. “Come on my back,"

said Moso ; and away Moso went with him, and after

a swim of a hundred miles set him down in the

evening on the rocks at his own place. “Go and

bring me a bunch of cocoa-nuts, that is all I want,”

said Moso; but the ungrateful man went on shore,

and when he got among the houses and the people

forgot all about his benefactor, who was waiting

patiently for the cocoa-nuts. Moso could bear it no

longer, and, when Close upon daybreak, went on shore

and searched from house to house, feeling for a man

whose body had not been freshened by a bath the

night before but was rough with saline matter from

the ocean. He found him, dragged him away, killed

him, and smote at the same time all the people of

the place. In the morning they were found dead

with their heads on their pillows just as they went

to sleep, and hence the phrase “long on the pillow ”

was used to express sudden death.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

ETHNOLOGICAL NOTES FROM OTHER ISLANDS.

IN the course Of my missionary voyages in the

Pacific I have had opportunities of collecting ethno-

logical and other facts from various islands at

distances of from 200 to 2000 miles from Samoa.

In most instances I have used as my interpreters

Samoan native teachers .who had lived for years

among the people from whom I wished to elicit

information. Without a lengthened personal resi-

dence reliable details are necessarily limited. The

following notes, however, will not be unacceptable:—

r. FAKAOFO, OR BomeCH ISLAND.

Lat. 9° 26’ S. Lon. 170° 12' W'.

The natives there say that men had their origin

in a small stone on Fakaofo. The stone became

Changed into a man called Vasefanua. After a

time he thought of making a woman. This he did

by collecting a quantity of earth, and forming an

earth model on the ground. He made the head,
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body, arms, and legs all of earth, then took out a

rib from his left side and thrust it inside of the

earth model, when suddenly the earth became alive,

and up started a woman on her feet. He called

her Ivi (Eevee), or rib, he took her to be his wife,

and from them sprang the race of men. To this

day the Children play on the sand at making models

of men—body, hands, feet, head, and face, with

holes for the eyes.

The government was monarchical, and the king,

Tui Tokelau: was high priest as well. There were

three families from. which the king was selected, and

they always selected an aged man. They said that

a young man was a bad ruler, and that mature age

was essential to the oflice. They were a quiet

people, and rarely fought.

Their great god was called Tui Tokelau, or king

of Tokelau. He was supposed to be embodied in a

stone, which was carefully wrapped up with fine

mats, and never seen by any one but the king, and

that only once a year, when the decayed mats were

stripped off and thrown away. In sickness, offerings

Of fine mats were taken and rolled round the sacred

stone, and thus it got busked up to a prodigious

size; but as the idol was exposed to the weather

out of doors, night and day, the mats soon rotted.

No one dared to appropriate what had been offered

to the god, and hence the old mats, as they were

taken off, were heaped in a place by themselves
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and allowed to rot.1 Before the idol was its house,

or temple, a great thatched shed, which might hold

some 400 people. Once a year, viz. about the

month of May, a whole month was devoted to the

worship of the god. All work was then laid aside.

Great quantities of food was prepared. The people

assembled from the three islands, prayed for life,

and health, and a plentiful supply of fish and cocoa-

nuts. They had dancing too, men with men, and

women with women, and lighted up the temple all

the night over during the month with what they

called “light in honour of the god.”

No fire was allowed to be kindled at night in the

houses of the people all the year round. It was

sacred to the god, and so, after sundown, they sat

and chatted in the dark. There were only two

exceptions to the rule: Ist, fire to cook fish taken

in the night, but then it must not be taken to their

1 How remarkably this compares with what the Earl of Roden

says of a stone idol in his Progress qf the Reformation in Ireland :—

“ In the south island, in the house of a man named Monigan, a stone

idol, called in the Irish ‘Neevougi,’ has been from time immemorial

religiously preserved and worshipped. This god resembles in ap-

pearance a thick roll of home-spun flannel, which'arises from the

custom of dedicating a dress of that material to it whenever its aid is

sought; this is sewn on by an old woman, its priestess, whose peculiar

care it is. Of the early history of this idol no authentic information

can be procured, but its power is believed to be immense; they pray

to it in time of sickness; it is invoked when a storm is desired to

dash some hapless ship upon their coast; and, again, the exercise of

its power is solicited in calming the angry waves, to admit of fishing

or visiting the mainland.”
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houses, only to the cooking-house; and, 2d, a.

light was allowed at night in a house where there

happened to be a confinement. _

The origin of fire they traced to Mafuike, but,

unlike the Mafuike of the mythology of some other

islands, this was an old blind lady. Talanga went

down to her in her lower regions and asked her to

give him some of her fire. She obstinately refused,

until he threatened to kill her, and then she yielded.

With the fire he made her say what fish were to be

cooked with it, and what were still to be eaten raw ;

and then began the time of cooking food.

Polygamy prevailed. Cocoa-nuts and fish formed

the prevailing food of the people. There were no

fowls or pigs there, but swarms of rats. Boys at

sport played at catching rats. They who caught

the most won the game. Canoes were made from

a single log hollowed out. They now use iron tools,

but formerly they used shell hatchets. They some-

times burned the trunk of a tree to make it fall, but

as the fire occasionally ran up the heart of a tree and

destroyed it all, they usually cut away at the trunk

with their shell hatchets, day after day, until it fell.

It took ten, fifteen, and thirty days to fell a tree.

Another plan was to dig down and cut the roots.

They showed some ingenuity in the manufacture of

buckets with lids. They were made by hollowing

out a solid block of wood. They did it by burning.

When a ship was seen they consulted the king
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and high priest whether they should go out to it.

He decided for or against. If they went they did

so ,with great fear, praying all the way that they

might be preserved alive and free from harm. When

a party went the king often went with them. When

he went, one sat a little before him, holding up a

cocoa-nut leaflet, as a sort of protecting flag, or

charm, and the king sat immediately behind, praying

all the while, as the rest paddled, that they might

be kept from harm. A party of them once went

out to visit a ship, and when near the vessel one of

their number was shot dead ; all the rest fled to the

shore. They supposed that the people in the ship

thought they had gone out to fight.

They thought a foreign ship something unearthly,

and the white crew sailing gods from some region

of spirits. The fire burning in their inside, and

sending forth volumes of smoke (tobacco smoke)

seemed superhuman, and the guns, belching out fire

and smoke and “stones,” seemed to be no work of

man. If any one died about the time a vessel had

been seen, they concluded that the party of sailing

gods had come for his spirit, and when they happened

to see any on board ship with their hair cut short,

they supposed they were some of the spirits but

lately received.

Apart from the god Tui Tokelau, there was a

particular disease-making god, whose priest received

offerings from the sick of fine mats. When the
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friends of a sick man took a present to the priest,

he promised to pray to the god for recovery; and

then he went to the sick person and anointed with

oil the part affected. He used no particular oil.

When he sat down he called some one of the family

to hand him some oil, and, dipping his hand in the

cup, passed it gently over the part two or three times.

No medicines were used for the sick. If the body

was hot, they went and lay down in cold water; if

cold, kindled a fire and warmed themselves.

After death the friends of the deceased were

anxious to know the cause of his death. They

went with a present to the priest, and begged him

to get the dead man to speak, and confess the sins

which caused his death. The priest might be distant

from the dead body, but he pretended to summon

the Spirit, and to have it within him. He spoke in

his usual tone, and told him to say before them all

what he did to cause his death. Then he (the

priest) whined out, in a weak, faltering voice, a

reply, as if from the spirit of the departed, confessing

that he stole cocoa-nuts from such a place, or that

he fished at some particular spot forbidden by the

king, or that he ate the fish which was the incar-

nation of his family god. As the priest whined out

something of this sort he managed to squeeze out

some‘ tears, and sob and cry over it! The friends

of the departed felt relieved to know the cause, got

up, and went home.
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At death one would say to his friends, “I’m

going to the moon—think of me as being there.”

Another would say, “ I’m going to be a star,” and

mentioned the particular part of the heavens where

they were to look for him. Another would say, “ I

shan’t go away, I shall remain in the grave, and be

here with you.” Thus they seemed to think they

had‘ only to Choose where their disembodied spirits

were to go after death. They believed, however,

that there were certain evil spirits always on the

watch for human beings, and that, if any were

caught, their souls were dragged up and down the

universe for ever, as the slaves of these demons, and

never found a resting-place. Hence it was a common

saying at Tokelau, “Take care of the soul, it lives

for ever; never mind the body, it dies and rots in

the grave.” And hence, too, a man would rather

die than go at night to certain haunted spots, where

he thought it probable he might be seized by one of

these evil spirits. They tell of a Tokelau man who

went up to the moon, and have their tale, also, of

“the man in the moon.” They believed that the

moon was the special residence of the kings and

priests of Tokelau. The stars they believed to be

the Spirits of the departed. When the full moon

began to wane they supposed that it was being

eaten by the inhabitants of the region. From the

new moon until the full they considered that the

food was growing again. An eclipse of the moon

' T
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was thought to be some sudden calamity, destroying

the food of the departed kings, and occasioned special

concern ; and prayers and a meat-offering of grated

cocoa-nut was immediately presented to their great

god, Tui Tokelau, to avert the evil. As the eclipse

passed off they thought it was all owing to. their

prayers.

At one time a chief called Feuku on the neigh-

bouring island of Nukunonu ruled the group. One

of his subordinates, however, became rebellious and

was banished to Fakaofo. There he gathered parti-

sans and raised war against Nukunonu. They

fought; many of Feuku’s people were killed, and

the case seemed hopeless. When preparing for

another fight he asked his son to give up his body

to be put to death, so as to get blood sufficient with

which to smear all the remaining people, so that the

enemy, when they came and saw all laid down and

smeared with blood, might pass over them and stop

the fighting. It was the custom there in war that

if any one was found lying down and with marks of

blood on his body, he was not touched, but passed

over, and not killed or beheaded as in Samoa.

When the expected day for another battle came

the son of the king Feuku, out of love to his father

and the people, consented to be killed. His body

was divided in two, and the blood smeared on all

the people. All were much excited, and touched

with this wonderful love of their king and his son.
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After some speechifying they determined to show

their love in return, and, when the enemy came, rise

and fight to the death rather than seek life by lying

down and showing the stains of blood. This was

done; the war party came from Fakaofo; Feuku’s

people stood up, fought bravely, defended their Chief,

and drove the enemy to sea and back to Fakaofo.

2. MANAHIKI, 0R HUMPHREv’s ISLAND.

Lat. 10° 20' S. Long. 161° 4' W.

The following notes I had from a native of

Manahiki :-.—He and other ten set out in heathen

times to see and learn something of islands to the

west of which they had heard. They left in a canoe

with a small supply of cocoa-nuts and water in cocoa-

nut shells. After being five weeks at sea they

landed at Quiro’s Island. The most of them went

in a whaling vessel to the Tokelau group, but the

man to whom I refer came to Samoa, and was for

some time in our mission seminary.

Of his countrymen he said they were all light

brown Eastern Polynesians like himself. At the

birth of a child only the woman and her mother

were present. The umbilicus was separated by a

shell. If a girl it might be strangled by the father,

as he was afraid the Child in after years might by

bad conduct be a disgrace to the family. Twins

were not infrequent, and they have known of four
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at a birth. For ten days the woman was fed by

another, and not allowed to handle food.

At the marriage ceremony, Which was in the

house of the bridegroom, the priest took a cocoa-

nut, opened a hole, handed it to the man to drink,

who, after a sip or two, gave it to the woman and

she also drank. The man’s sister took a second

cocoa-nut, opened a hole in it in the same way, and

then threw it up to the supposed god above them,

and prayed as the priest had just done before that

the woman might be prolific. The young couple

and the priest and the man’s sister then walked, two

and two, down to the sea-beach to purify themselves

after the worship; and this was done by simply

touching the surface of the water. The sea was

their usual laver of purification. Polygamy to the

extent of four or five wives was common; divorce,

too, was tolerated and frequent. A widow went to

the brother of her deceased husband and was treated

as a wife.

The sick were cared for, and there were native

doctors who prescribed certain things, such as, for

headache, to drink the juice of the cocoa-nut and

then stand on the head for a time. For an emetic,

cocoa-nut oil. For a fracture, draw and tie up with

splints. For bleeding from a vein or artery, to tie

up with the spongy kernel of an Old cocoa-nut.

At death the body was wrapped up in a fine mat

with the face exposed, and kept in the house seven
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days. In wailing they beat and bled their foreheads

by a small mallet, in which a projecting shark’s

tooth-was inserted. The dead were usually buried,

but chiefs and others much lamented were laid on a

small raised platform over which a house was

erected. All the way from the house to the grave

there was a continued wailing. At the grave the

priest prayed, called out the name of the person

who had died, handed over to the corpse some scented

oil, and said it had been made specially for him.

In filling up the grave they put in first of all a

quantity of small coral stones and told the dead

man to cover himself well. With the body many

things belonging to the departed were buried

in the same grave—such as his canoe paddle, his

axe, beads, etc. The chiefs were supposed to go to

the heavens and send down lightning, thunder, and

rain. The common people went to Péfafa, a place

in the east, where there is much singing and enjoy-

ment, but no food. They buried with the head to

the east and the feet to the west. The bones of

chiefs were distributed about, or stolen, and used as

idols, before which they muttered a prayer when they

took food. Dreams were occasioned by the spirit

going to the places seen. Certain grounds were sup-

posed to be haunted by the spirits of the departed ;

and such spots were known by a repulsive odour.

House-building, mat-plaiting, fishing, and canoe

work, by hollowing out logs of wood, were the
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principal employments of the people. Their canoes,

wooden bowls, basins, etc., were neatly finished off

by inlaid sections of pearl-shell. The rat was the

only quadruped. .

In I 8 50 the sixty-seventh king was reigning. He

was high priest as well, and, in Civil affairs, had a

ministry of two of the heads of tribes. For stealing,

private revenge, even to death, was allowed. The

population was about 1800, and supposed to be

increasing. A good deal of peace prevailed, but

they did quarrel occasionally and use their clubs

and spears. The body of an enemy they wrapped

up in cocoa-nut leaves and buried.

The Manahikians say they sprang from the

Rarotongans, and give the following as their cos-

mogony :—Three young men came, viz., Maui Mua,

Maui Loto, and Maui Muli, in other words—Maui the

first, the middle, and the last. They had a sister

called Sina, but she stayed at home. The three went

to fish. Maui Mua went down and begged “Sina

of the deep rocks ” to oblige them by causing their

hook to catch hold of land. They then let down

their lines, and the hook of Maui Muli fastened on

to land which he pulled up. The water washed off

and’took away with it Maui Mua and Maui Loto.

Maui Muli alone remained. Looking about he saw

a round house made of sand, and, to his surprise, on

looking in he found there 800 people—all gods

from the depth of ocean.
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After a time a canoe arrived from Rarotonga

with a party headed by the chief Suku. He drove

of Maui Muli, who flew up into the heavens, and

was ever after worshipped as a god. As he flew up

he separated the land by the spring of his feet, and

hence the two separate islands of Manahiki and

Lakahanga. After that Toa and his wife Tapairu

came, and from them the place was peopled. They

had four daughters, and wanted a son. Toa then

lived with the daughters, and there were more

daughters still, but at length the eldest had a son.

Every three or four months they had special

days for worship, when heaps of food were col-

lected in the malae, or place of public assembly.

The king stood up and turned his face to 'the house

of the idol, and prayed for ordinary supplies of food,

and life, and health. .Then the king sat down, and

one of the heads of families prayed also, sitting still

on his mat. After the two prayers the food was

divided and taken away. It was not eaten at the

place of worship. The name of the idol at Mana-

hiki, in one temple, was Hikasora; in another, the

idol was called Tupua Lenga. The idol at the

neighbouring island, Lakahanga, was Leulu Lenga.

Food was laid before these idols and left to rot.

When the constellation Pleiades was seen there was

unusual joy all over the month, and expressed by

singing, dancing, and blowing shell-trumpets.

The heavens and the earth were supposed to
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have been at one time united. Maui and other

five heroes pushed up the heavens 'with sticks.

Then they took axes or adzes and hollowed concave

the heavens. On this the wind sprung up, the

clouds came, at night they saw the stars come out

one by one, and' these they supposed to be the

spirits of those who had died and gOne up there to

shine, and hence their great number.' Maui made

the moon first, but it gave little light. Then he

made the sun, and ever since the moon has shone

out brightly.

3. NUXULAELAE, 0R MITCHELL GROUP.

Lat. 9° 18’ S. Long. 170° 48’ E.

In this series of atolls there are sixteen islets,

each having a distinct name. Fangana is the name

of the one on which the settlement stands. Nuku-

laelae is the name of another islet, and is used to

designate the group. Near tradition traces the

people to the island of Funafuti ; remote mythology

says that Mauke, the first man, had his origin in a

stone. Two gods, Fonolape and Moloti, were repre-

sented by two stones. In times of sickness offerings

of food, nuts, and pearl-shell were taken to the

temple. Household gods were incarnate in certain

birds and fishes, and, as in Samoa of old, no one

dared to eat the incarnation of his god. Foeticide

was very common to keep down the population;

but no child was 'put to death after it was born.
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Stealing was punished by restoring double. Adultery

and murder- by sending off the culprit to sea alone

in a“ canoe, there to die or take his Chance of drifting

to some other island. The soul, they thought, went

to the heavens, but returned and frightened and

caused deathto the living. The dead were buried

inside the house, and the family kept indoors and

covered themselves up with leaf-girdles round the

waist and shoulders for a week or two, as a sign of

mourning.

4. FUNAFUTI, 0R ELLICE ISLAND.

Lat. 8° 29’ S. Long. 179° 21’ E.

Funa is the name of a chief, and Futi is the

name of a banana. Why the two united formed

the name of the island I could not ascertain. Funa-

futi is one of thirty islets surrounding a lagoon

twelve miles in length. All the people reside there.

Tradition says that the place was first inhabited by

the porcupine fish, whose progeny became men and

women. Another account traces the origin of the

people to Samoa. It is said also that the islands

were formed by a man who went about on the

ocean with a basket of sand on his back, and wher-

ever some ran out an island sprang up.

Foilape was the principal god, and they had a

stone at his temple. There was an altar also on

which offerings of food were laid. At the order of

the priest the altar was carried about the settlement,
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and, as the god was supposed to be on it, the people

danced in front and all around to please him.

The spirits of the departed hovered around the

living, and were dreaded as occasioning disease.

Infanticide by drowning prevailed, so as to keep

down the number in a family—it was not, however,

enforced by law. Wars were rare, and principally

to keep off invaders, such as the Tongans, who are

said to have come as far as this. The kingship

alternated in four or five leading families, and when

one king died, another was chosen by the family

next in tur'n. The penalty for stealing was exile

to one of the small islets, or driving off to sea.

When I visited the group in 1876 I found that

the Samoan native pastors on four of the islands

were in the habit of corresponding by means of

carrier frigate-birds. While I was in the pastor’s

house on Funafuti on a Sunday afternoon a bird

arrived with a note from another pastor on Nuku-

fetau, sixty miles distant. It was a foolscap 8vo.

leaf, dated on the Friday, done up inside a light

piece of reed, plugged with a bit of cloth, and

attached to the wing of the bird. In former times

the natives sent pearl-shell fish-hooks by frigate

birds from island to island. I observed that they

had them as pets on perches at a number of islands

in this “Ellice” group, fed them on fish, and when

there was a favourable wind the creatures had an

instinctive curiosity to go and visit another island,
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where on looking down they saw a perch, and hence

our Samoan pastors, when they were located there,

found an ocean postal service all ready to their hand!

5. VAITUPU, 0R TRACEY ISLAND.

Lat. 7° 31' S. Long. 178° 46’ E.

Vaitupu is a single island, and has two small

salt-water lagoons in the centre. The people. trace

their origin to Samoa, and have some curious frag-

ments in cosmogony, etc. They say that the heavens

and the surface of the coral rocks were at one time

united. Vapour from the rocks caused the heavens

to ascend. From the same vapour man was formed,

and from the sweat of the man came the woman.

They had three sons, two of whom distinguished

themselves by raising the heavens higher. The

one went to the north and pushed up as far as his

arms could reach. The other went to the south

and did the same, but, being a shorter man, he had

to get up on a hillock to raise them higher and level

with the north side.

Teatamaofa was the king of heaven. Four gods

ruled the earth, viz.-—Moumousia, Tapufatu, Terupe,

and Moekilaipuka. It was the special business of

Moumousia to watch and kill the thieves. At death

these four tried to keep the soul with them on earth,

but, if persuasion failed, they sent them to the

heavens. The gods spoke through certain priests.

When the priest became _“ red,” by which they meant
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flushed and excited, it was a sign that the god had

something to say.

An eclipse was the sign of death, or of a ship

coming. When Mercury was visible they had a

feast in honour of the gods. They say that there

is a little boy called Terete in the moon. In a fit

of crying his parents took him to look at the rising

moon. He was quiet directly. They concluded

that he wished to go there, and so his father went

off with him one morning in a canoe and handed

him in as the moon was rising.

Infanticide was ordered by law; only two children

were allowed to a family, as they were afraid of a

scarcity of food. The dead were buried inside the

houses, and in the grave they deposited with the

body pearl-shell fish-hooks, necklaces, and other

ornaments.

6. NUKUFETAU, 0R DE PEYSTER’S ISLAND.

Lat. 7° 51' S. Long. 178° 35’ E.

Another very pretty many-sided lagoon, good

entrance, anchorage for any number of ships, and

the reef all round beautified by thirty-seven islets,

every one of which has a name, and waving with

cocoa-nut palms. One of them, Sakuru, seems to

have been uplifted ten or twelve feet. Nukufetau

is the name of the island on which the settlement

is built.

The appearance of the people, their names, dia-
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lects, traditions, etc., point to Samoa as the principal

source of their origin. They too have the story of

the heavens resting on the earth. The fish had a

meeting to devise some plan of raising the heavens,

but failed, when the sea eel, or serpent, offered his

services and did the business.

Foilape and Tevae were their principal gods.

The latter went about at night in the form-of a man.

He had a temple but no image. A box was sus-

pended from the' roof of the building, and in this

was laid up all sorts of native and foreign articles

which had been presented to the god. Occasionally,

after a death for instance, the people assembled, and

in honour of the god paraded about the settlement,

carrying shoulder high the box containing his trea-

sures. Any rare beads or other fancy articles from

a ship were presented. If concealed, the god knew

it, he was omniscient, and brought death on the

culprit. Drink-offerings of the juice of the cocoa-

nut were poured out, and prayers for safety were

presented before a travelling party to another island

started in their canoe.

Household gods were incarnate in the fishes,

and a disease-making god was seen in the water-

spout. If it came in the direction of a certain

house, some one died there if the family did not

make haste to the priest with prayers and offerings.

They say that fire was discovered by seeing smoke

rise from the friction of two crossed branches of a
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tree shaken by the wind. The penalty for stealing

and murder was to send off the culprit to sea in a

canoe with holes bored in it. Tattooing of the

women as well as the men prevailed. The ears

were pierced, and in the one the hole was an inch

in diameter, to admit of some scented leaves which

answered the double purpose of ear ornaments and

perfumery. .

Infanticide here also was the law of the land.

Only one was allowed to a family. Under special

circumstances, and by paying a fine, a second might

be allowed to. live. The child was put to death

either by drowning or burying alive. The dead

were wrapped up in mats and buried. A stone was

raised at the head of the grave, and a human head

carved on it. Their hades they called Tia, and

supposed it to be away right under the ground

where the body was buried. The heavens, houses,

trees, etc., were supposed to be there. Family or

clan divisions were kept up there. A man at death

went to his own particular family, and a woman to

hers.

The natives of this island have a story of an

invasion from another island long ago. They fought,

many were killed, the son of the invading king was

taken, and the rest were driven off. It was decided

that this young man was to be killed and cooked.

While the oven was being heated he asked the king

to let him loose for a little before he was killed that
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he might entertain them with some Of his island

dances. This was agreed to. He was loosed, and

the people crowded round the house to look at the

stranger’s dance. He leaped very high, and his

head struck against the ridge pole of the house.

He said he had yet another dance he wished to

Show them but the house was too low. Could they

not let him have a larger house in which to perform?

Off they all went to the largest house in the place,

but still it was too low, and he pleaded to be allowed

to dance outside, and to be surrounded still and

guarded by the crowd. Then they all went“ outside.

He danced and leaped amazingly high, and after a

time put the climax to their wonder, by a grand

leap which finished off by his flying away out of

sight, and off in the direction of his own island

home! He lighted from a tree right before his

mother, who was weeding in front of the house and

mourning the loss of her beloved son l

7. NIUTAo, 0R SPIEDEN ISLAND.

Lat. 6° 8’ S. Long. 177° 22' E.

This atoll is about three and a half miles in

circumference, and has two small lagoons. It is

said to have had its origin with other islands in two

ladies, the one called Pai and the other Vau. They

came from the Gilbert Islands with a basket of

earth, and wherever they threw it about the islands

sprang up. Other traditions say that the people came
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from Samoa in two canoes which were drifted thither.

The one went to Vaitupu, and the other to Niutao.

Kulu was the principal god, and at the evening

meal was prayed to for rain, cocoa-nuts, fish, freedom

from disease, etc. Offerings to Kulu were eaten

only by the priest, or by any stranger to whom he

might hand a share. No fire was kindled at night,

lest it should prevent the gods from coming in a

shadowy form with a message. No cannibalism.

The dead buried, and the soul supposed to go to

the heavens. An eclipse was supposed to be the

gods eating the sun or moon, but again relenting.

8. NANUMANCA, 0R HUDSON’S ISLAND.

Lat. 6° 19’ S. Long. 176° 24’ E.

Tradition asserts that the natives of this island

came from Samoa in the canoe of Lapi and Lafai.

The story is told here also of the union of the

heavens and the earth, and of their separation, and

the elevation of the former by the sea-serpent. A

deluge is described also, and the serpent caused the

waters to pass away. The serpent as the woman

and the earth as the man united, and their progeny

was the race of men. The first man was called

Foelangi, and the first woman Telahi. ‘

The soul after death went to the heavens, but

came at a call to the place where the skull was,

drove away disease, and spake through the living.

The head of the parent was taken up on the third
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day after burial, and the skull cleaned by the teeth

of the children. It was a disgrace and a byword if

they refused to do so. The hair was cut short as a

sign of mourning, and the bereaved went and lived

in the bush for a week. If a family exceeded that

time in seclusion they were fined by the chiefs in a

given number of cocoa-nuts, and the mourners de-

liberately remained away sometimes till they were

fined, that they might thereby show their love to

the dead Child, or husband, or wife.

The moon was first made, but it did not give’

sufficient light. Then the gods made the sun for

the day, and kept the moon for the night. They

made the stars also. An eclipse of the sun was its

death; but on the people praying to the gods it

was brought to life again. The waning moon, also,

was its gradual death, and the new moon came in

answer to prayer.

Foelangi and Maumau were the principal gods.

They had each a temple; and under the altars, on

which were laid out in rows the skulls of departed

chiefs and people, were suspended offerings of pearl-

shell and other valuables. Foelangi had an unchis-

eled block of stone to represent him—something like

a six feet high gravestone. The household gods were

incarnate in the fish. Offerings of food were taken

to the temples, that the gods might first partake

before any one else ate anything. While visiting

one of these temples I saw a number of fresh-plucked

U
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and husked cocoa-nuts laid down, one before each

skull. After a time the nuts were taken away and

eaten by the family who laid them there. Clubs and

great double-edged wooden swords, fifteen feet long,

and edged with sharks’ teeth, were kept in the larger

temples for display on festive occasions in honour of

the gods, and taken occasionally to the rocks at the

landing-place to flourish about and frighten away any

party from a ship or from another island attempting

to land, until at least special permission from the

gods had been asked.

In their own way the Nanumangans were intensely

religious—more so, I think, than any natives I have-

met with, or heard of, in these seas. Hardly any-

thing could be done without first making it known

to the gods and begging a blessing, protection, or

whatever the case might require. The infant, only

a few seconds old, and before anything could be done

to it, was hurried to the temple, that its first breath-

ing might be in the presence of the god, and his

blessing invoked on the very first essentials of in-

fantile life. Even the killing of a pig had to be

done in the temple, and the blessing of the god asked

before it could be cooked or eaten. Children were

betrothed when young, and united in after years.

The penalty for stealing was death by sending off to

sea in a canoe. A stranger thief, however, was not

punished. The Nanumangans were Freeloveites, or,

as a native said, “ lived like the pigs.”
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The government consisted of a king and five

who formed a council with him. For all important

business other thirteen heads of families united with

them. As a further means of peace and order the

people arranged themselves into three divisions—the

aged, the middle-aged, and the young. When any

in a division quarrelled those of the other two

divisions stepped in, separated and led away the

disputants, and kept them apart until they promised

to live in peace. By this scheme quarrels seldom

lasted more than a day or two.

9. NANUMEA, OR ST. AUGUSTINE ISLAND.

Lat. 5° 39' S. Long. 176° 13' E.

This island is about forty miles from Nanumanga,

and, being so near, they communicate with each other

by fire signals, or cocoa-nut leaf torches fastened to

the upper branches of trees. There are three islets

here, of which the largest is Nanumea.

The principal gods were Maumau, Laukiti, Folaha,

and Telahi. Each had a temple and priests. At

the temple of Maumau there stood a nine feet high

coral sandstone slab from the beach. Strangers from

ships or other islands were not allowed to communi-

cate with the people until they all, or a few as repre-

sentatives of the rest, had been taken to each of the

four temples, and prayers offered that the god would

exert his power and drive away any disease or

treachery which these strangers might have brought
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with them. Meat-offerings were also laid on the

altars, accompanied by songs and dances in honour

of the god. While these ceremonies were going on

all the population, except the priests and 'their

attendants, kept out of sight.

Foeticide and infanticide were common to keep

down the population. When the latterwas determined

on the confinement took place in the sea. Remote

tradition hints at Chinese teleology by saying that

the heavens and the earth united in marriage, and

that the product of the union was the race of man,

The sea-serpent stood erect and pushed up the

heavens. The sun was the one eye of Laukiti and

the moon the other. Six men were needed daily to

help the sun in his course. Two to help him up,

two to take him to the zenith, and two to help him

down in the west. It was the same with the moon.

A little boy called Tapirinoko cried to go to the sun.

His father took him in a canoe to the sun as it was

rising, but the boy shrunk back—it was too hot,

He then cried to go to the moon, and he was taken

there; but that was too cold again. The moon,

however, persuaded him to stay, and he is there still.

The souls of the departed, “if good,” went to a

land of brightness and clear water in the heavens,

but “if bad,” they were sent to mud and darkness.

I thought when I was told this that I had found an

instance of moral distinctions, but the answer to my

next question informed me that the goodness meant
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one whose friends had given a grand funeral feast,

and badness a person whose stingy friends provided

nothing at all. Festivities such as those in 187 5

over the death of the daughter of the Khedive of

Egypt would have passed the soul at once into a

Nanumean paradise.

The people here are remarkably like the Samoans,

from which their traditions say they sprung. So

Closely do the dialects approximate that Samoan

native pastors can speak to the people at once. The

entire Old and New Testaments, together with all

the religious and educational literature in the Samoan

dialect, have been introduced to Nanumea, and indeed

to all the other islands of the Ellice and Tokelau

groups to which we have just referred.

10. TAMANA, 0R ROTCH ISLAND.

Lat. 2° 30’ S. Long. 176° 7' E.

Tamana is a small coral island about three miles

long, and uplifted perhaps about ten feet. The people

trace their origin to Samoa, but speak the dialect of

the Gilbert Islanders, and are classed with them.

They ‘have the story of the heavens resting on the

earth, and of the separation and elevation by a man

called Liki. They tell also of two trees which once

grew in Samoa, and when they fell the one reached

to'where Peru is and became an island, and the top

of the other formed Tarawa, another island of the

Gilbert Group. Tamana itself is a piece of land
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which a man called Noai broke off from Panapa

(Ocean Island) and deposited where it now is. At

death the soul went to a paradise in the western

horizon called Mane. As soon as life was extinct

in any member of a family the living cast lots about

the spirit’s destiny, as boys play at “ odds and evens.”

If the small pebbles used turned out “odds,” then

the soul at the horizon was crushed between two

great stones and blotted out of existence ; if “ evens,”

the soul passed on to Mane, where there was plenty

of food and fine streams. The dying were urgent in

begging those around them to see and make the

Tapunea, or pessomancy, to go all right, and so

secure an entrance to the Mane paradise.

II. ARORAE, OR HURD ISLAND.

Lat. 2° 36' S. Long. 177° E.

Arorae is a single coral island four miles long,

with a small lagoon of salt water in the centre.

Here again Samoa is spoken of as the cradle of the

race. Their dialect, however, is totally different, and

akin to that spoken all through the Gilbert Group.

Tapuariki was the great god. In his temple there lay

a great clam shell, thirty inches by eighteen, filled with

water. All who brought offerings and came to pray

dipped their hands before sitting down, in token of

their desire, on account of these offerings, to be con-

sidered Clean and free from sickness or other expres-

sions of the wrath of Tapuariki. In their houses they
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had sacred stocks or small pillars of wood, four or five

feet high, as the representatives of household gods,

and on these they poured oil and laid before them

offerings of cocoa-nuts and fish. For a priest to

whistle in the night was a Sign of inspiration; and

when they asked what the god wanted there would

be a demand for food, land with cocoa-nut trees on

it, or something else, according to the caprice, cunning,

and cupidity of the priest.

There was no king, but the heads of families met

and ruled. The penalty for murder, theft, incest, and

adultery was strangulation, and the body thrown into

the sea. The dead were kept three days above

ground, and even then only partially buried, until

the head separated from the body. The skulls were

preserved by the family as household gods. In ad-

dition to offerings of food to each skull, tobacco

smOke was puffed into its mouth.

Young women were carefully secluded. In

choosing a husband the lady sat in the lower room

of the house, and over her head were let down

through the chinks of the floor of the upper room

two or three cocoa-nut leaflets, the ends Of which

were held by her lovers. She pulled at one, and

asked whose it was. If the reply was not in the

voice of the young man she wished to have, she left

it and pulled at another leaf, and another, until she

found him, and then pulled it right down. The

happy man whose leaf she pulled down sat still while
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the others slunk away. The young couple then

retired to their respective homes and prepared for a

day of feasting, which was to be the marriage day as

well. The ceremony of the union was performed by

the father of either party. The two bowed their

heads before him. He took hold of their hair with

the one hand, and with the other poured out upon

them a purifying libation of the juice of the cocoa-

nut palm.

12. NIKUNAU, OF THE GILBERT GROUP.

Lat. 1° 16' S. Long. 176° 29’ E.

This island is eight miles long, with water in the

centre during wet weather. Tapuariki was the great

god here, and was supposed to come in the thunder.

They had other gods and goddesses, and, as was

common in this group, had sandstone slabs or pillars

set up here and there among the houses. Before

these shrines offerings of food were laid during the

day, which the priests took away stealthily by night

and made the credulous believe that gods and not

mortals had done it. If the stone slab represented

a goddess it was not placed erect, but laid down on

the ground. Being a lady they thought it would be

cruel to make her stand so long. A lesson this

from heathen Nikunau to a certain class of civilised

shopkeepers.

Man was supposed to have been developed from

the fish of the sea. They say that in the- beginning
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there was universal darkness, and that the heavens

were down and resting on the earth until raised by

two brothers, Naleau and Laki. They had a third

brother, whose right eye was plucked out and thrown

up into the heavens and became the sun ; the other

was thrown up and became the moon. The soul

after death roamed the earth. Death was the

punishment for stealing. The fermented juice drawn

from the pod of the cocoa-nut palm was much used

here, and at other islands of this group. It is a

maddening intoxicant, and led to constant quarrel-

ling and war.

13. PERU, OF THE GILBERT GROUP.

Lat. 1° 18' S. Long. 176° E.

This island is ten miles long with a lagoon at the

west side, but no other islet on the western reef.

The people say their ancestors came from Samoa;

and in proof of this have a number of Samoan

names of persons and places, such as Tangaloa,

Apolima, Manono, etc. Remoter stories say the god

Naleu separated the heavens from the earth, and

raised the former by means of long poles. The

souls of the departed went to the heavens. Fire

was procured from Tangaloa of the heavens by an

old lady, and put in a tree. She told the people to

bring it out by friction, and ever since they have had

cooked food. In their drunken quarrels they hacked

each other {rightfully with wooden knives and sabres,
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edged with sharks’ teeth. When they got knives,

cutlasses, guns, and pistols from foreign vessels it

was ten times worse, and they declared that if the

gospel of peace, suppressing intoxication, etc., had

not come they would soon have killed each other

out and out. When I visited the place in 1876 the

population was 2500.

It was a custom here to prohibit a married

woman, for years after her marriage, from looking at

or speaking to any one but her husband. When she

went anywhere she covered herself up with a mat,

made on purpose, and which was so folded in Corean

style as to leave but a small hole in front for her

to see the road before her. Any man Observing her

coming along would get out of the way till she

passed. Any deviation from the rule would lead to

jealousy and its revengeful consequences.

A system of salt-water fish-pools was common,

and is so still on this island. In a walk of four or

five miles one morning I counted as I passed along

the beach road fifty of them, forty feet by twenty

and larger. Spare fish after a good take, and little

ones from the beach, are thrown in,—-thrive well on

the mud, and so every family can easily procure a

fresh fish when wanted.

On giving up heathenism a number of large

temples were burned, leaving the stone pillars stand-

ing on which the roof rested. These upright stones,

four or five feet high, and from ten to twenty in
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number,'according to the size of the house, reminded

me first of 'a burying-ground, and then of Druidical

times. Beams were laid horizontally along the top

of the pillars, and from these beams the rafters ran

up towards one, two, or three centre posts, supporting

the ridge pole. Whatever may be the solution of

the antiquarian problem at Stonehenge, these relics

on Peru are simply the lower stone pillars of ancient

temples for heathen worship, night-dances, and other

gatherings. I

14. ONOATOA, 0R FRANCIS ISLAND.

Lat. 1° 56’ S. Long. 175° 44’ E.

The islets of Onoatoa running along the east side

of the lagoon are seven in number, each has a

particular name, and Onoatoa embraces the whole.

Tapuariki and Naleau, were among the principal gods.

Here they had large stone pillared temples such as

I have described under Peru. Close by the temple

there was a seven feet long beach sandstone slab

erected, before which offerings were laid as the

people united for prayer. They say that of old the

heavens and earth were united. Naleau in walking

about on the flat heavens heard stones rumbling

below. He made an opening and went down, got

the sea-serpent to stand erect and push up the

heavens, and after that the stones became men.

After death the soul roamed the earth. An

eclipse was the sun or the moon getting a beating.
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Thieves were killed and their bodies eaten—only in

such cases was there cannibalism. The skulls of the

departed were preserved and hung up in the houses.

On the death of a child it remained unburied until

some aged person died to keep it company in the

grave.

15. NUI, 0R NETHERLANI) ISLAND.

Lat. 7° 15’ S. Long. 177° 7’ E.

This is a group of nine islets fringing a long oval

salt-water lagoon. It is really in the Ellice group,

but it is populated by a people who speak the dialect

of the Gilbert Islands. Nui is the name of the

island seen farthest off, and is the name as well of

the whole group. Tradition says that a party, tired

of war in the Gilbert Group, came here ten genera-

tions ago, and that they, with some Nanumea people,

united, and from them has sprung the present

population.

Here again we have the story of the serpent

separating the heavens from the earth and raising

the former, while those on earth clapped their hands,

and called out: “ Lift up still—high—higher.”

The body of the serpent was cut in fragments and

became the surrounding islands, while the drops of

its blood were turned into stars. The sun was the

right eye of Pakauneku, and the moon the left.

The god Aulialia made earth models of a man and

a woman, and on raising them up they became alive.
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He called the man Tepapa and the woman Tetata.

The souls of the honest, kind, and gentle went and

lived in light in heaven. The thief, the cruel, and

the ill-tongued, went to a prison of darkness under

the earth. The skulls of their ancestors were trea-

sured as gods, one for a family ; and other household

gods were seen in the fish, birds, etc. Oblong stones

were set up as shrines. One child was allowed to a

family. After a time a law was passed permitting

two to live.

There is a story told of a Nui man who contrived

to fly. His wife was taken away by a chief to a

distant island, and in his cogitations as to how he

could recover his treasure he determined to make

to himself wings like the frigate bird. He gathered

a lot of feathers, pierced his body and stuck them in.

He tried to fly, but in vain. He collected more

feathers, enlarged the wings, and at length-succeeded.

He flew to the island—saw there a crowd of people,

and, as he dropped down among them, they all fled

except his Wife, who stood still in a place by herself.

This was just what he wanted. He picked her up

and flew back with her to their home on Nui.

There is a story here also of a battle between the

great and the small fishes. The large fish outside

the reef, such as the porpoise, the shark, and the

sword-fish, and the small ones near the shore, such

as the mano’o, the porcupine-fish, and the small

poisonous su’e, Tetrodon'. A man called Pakeva was
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the king of the large fish, and Tapakea was king

of the small ones. They all had a meeting. It was

given to the small fish to choose who they should

fight with. Mano’o said he wished to fight with the

porpoise. The porcupine-fish wished to fight with

the shark, and the su’e said he would tackle with the

sword-fish. The large fish ranged themselves in the

deep water, and the small ones took up their position

near the shore.

The porpoise came forward first and Challenged

in derision and with abusive language his insignifi-

cant rival. Up started the mano’o and leaped right

into his nostril. The porpoise was upset and dis-

tressed by the unbearable wriggling of the mano’o,

turned over, and acknowledged defeat. On this the

mano’o came out and leaped high out of the water

as a sign of victory. King Tapakea praised mano’o

for bravery, and called out to the onlookers on the

beach to mark mano’o as victorious. This marking

was done by setting up a cocoa-nut leaf, and tying

a knot on the top of it. Tying a number of knots

on a piece of cord was also a common way of

noting and remembering things, in the absence of a

written language, among these South Sea Islanders.

The shark next came forward, and gaped and

looked about for his small enemy. The porcupine

fish leaped into his mouth, Cleared the serrated jaws,

expanded its prickles, and stuck fast in the shark’s

throat. The shark tumbled about distressed and
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defeated; and again Tapakea called out to mark

and declare the porcupine fish as the hero.

Next and finally Came forward the dreaded

sword-fish. Little sufe flew at him, leaped into his

mouth, down his throat, and there the poison took

effect, and the result was speedy death. For the

third time king Tapakea called out to those on

shore to mark the su’e as the conqueror of the sword-

fish, and to declare the battle won by his people.

The 'agreement at the outset was, that if the

small fish were beaten, they were to provide a feast

of flowers for the large ones. But if the large fish

were beaten, they were to bring their teeth as an

offering to the small ones. And hence the reason

why the mano’o, the porcupine-fish, and the su’e,

have such a large supply of teeth

The islands to which I have just referred, from

lat. 1° to 11° south of the equator, and from 170°

west to 176° east longitude, form a section of the

great tropical coral belt which encircles the earth.

The triangular and many-sided shape of most of the

lagoons, together with their great extent and depth

of reef, support perhaps the subsidence rather than the

crater theory ; and Dr. Dana has much in his favour

.in regarding these lovely islets as monuments erected

over departed lands. Mr. Murray, however, of the

Challenger expedition, is inclined to plant his coral on

submarine volcanoes or other subaqueous elevations

produced by the disintegrations of volcanic islands.
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At each of these low coral islets I have inquired

about earthquakes, and have been told that no such

oscillations were ever known there. This seems to

be confirmed by the fact that they have no word in

their dialects to designate an earthquake.

I6. NIUE, OR SAVAGE ISLAND.

Lat. 19° S. Long. 170° W

This is an uplifted coral island, 300 feet above

the level of the sea, about forty miles in circum-

ference, and populated by 5000 light copper-coloured

natives very like the Samoans. Their dialect is a

compound of Samoan and Tongan. Their traditions

trace their origin to Huanaki and Fao, two men

who swam from Tonga. They found the island

just above the surface, and washed by the ocean.

They got up on it, stamped with the foot, up it rose,

the water ran off, and the dry land appeared. They

stamped again, and up sprang the grass, trees, and

other vegetation. Then they caused a man and a

woman to grow from the ti plant, and from these

sprang the race of man ! Polygamy prevailed. The

women were kindly treated. Care was taken of the

children, with the exception of the illegitimate, who

were a disgrace to the family, and thrown into the

sea, or the bush, as soon as born. When I was

there in 1845 they had no king. Of old they had

kings, but as they were the high priests as well, and

were supposed to cause the food to grow, the people
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got angry with them in times of scarcity, and killed

them; and as one after another was killed, the end

of it was that no one wished to be king. In war

and other matters the heads of families formed the

deliberative assembly or government for the time

being. They were constantly at war with each

other. Stalactite stones, rounded like a cannon-ball,

for throwing with the hand, clubs, and spears, were

their weapons. In encouraging each other, on going

to battle, they said, “Well, if we die, we shall not

have to die over again. It is only the death we

should have- to die some other day.” Suicide was

common. In a fit of anger they jumped from the

rocks into the ocean and were seen no more. The

houses were round low huts. Yarns, taro, bananas,

cocoa-nuts, and fish were the staff of life. They

had no quadrupeds. They were all teetotallers, and

did not, like the most of their neighbouring islanders,

drink the intoxicating kava. Nor were they canni-

bals. They had a traditionary dread of Tongans as

“ men-eaters.” The women had a decent girdle of

leaves. The men wore the maro, which was a belt

and strip of native Cloth, hardly an advance on

nudity. They had wooden flutes as musical instru-

ments, they were single and double, resembling

those of 'the ancient Egyptians, only shorter, and

were blown with the nostrils.

Natives of other islands who were drifted there

in distress, whether from Tonga or Samoa or else-

X
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where, were invariably killed. Any of their own

people who went away in a ship and came back

were killed. This was occasioned by a dread of

disease. For years after they began to venture out

to ships they would not immediately use anything

obtained, but hung it up in quarantine for weeks in

the bush.

The Savage Islanders worshipped the spirits of

their ancestors. They say that a long time ago

they paid religious homage to an image which had

legs like a man, but in the time of a great epidemic,

and thinking the sickness was caused by the idol,

they broke it in pieces and threw it away. They

disposed of the dead by setting them adrift out to

sea in a canoe, or by laying the body on a pile of

stones in the bush, and covering it over with cocoa-

nut leaves. After a time the bones were gathered

and deposited in family caves or vaults. All the

plantations, cocoa-nut trees, and other fruit trees of

a person who died, were destroyed and thrown into

the sea that they might go with him to the world of

spirits. The women singed off the hair of their

heads, as a token of mourning, on the death of their

husbands. They had a subterranean region, called

Maui, for the spirits of the departed, but their

favourite place was the land of Sina in the skies.

They said there was no night there, but the per-

petual light of day.
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I7. TANA, OF THE NEw HEBRIDES.

Lat. 19° 20' S. Long. 169° 20’ E.

This is a volcanic island, nearly Circular, stretches

from east to west forty miles, and from north to

south thirty-five. There is a high mountain in the

centre covered with vegetation to the top, and all

over the island there is a variety of hill and dale.

It has also an inland fresh-water lake, and a volcano

in active operation. There is at the present day

an eruption every five, seven, or ten minutes, very

much as described by Captain Cook in 1774. The

regularity of these eruptions, answering, the purpose

of a light-house, is supposed to be occasioned by a

steady in-flow of water from the lake, through a

crevice at the base of the volcano on the west side.

The population of the island cannot, I think, be

less than ten or twelve thousand. They are under

the middle stature. There are some fine exceptions,

but that is the rule. Their colour is exactly that of

an old copper coin. You see some of them as black

as the New Hollanders, but it is occasioned by

dyeing their bodies a few shades darker than the

natural colour. They have less of the negro cast of

countenance than some of the other Papuan tribes

we have met with, and if they would only wash the

paint off their faces, and look like men, you might

pick out from among them a company of good.-

looking fellows. We often said to each other, there
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is So-and-so, the very image of some old friend or

fellow-student. .

Red is the favourite colour of paint for the face.

It is a red earth, which they get principally from

the neighbouring islands of Aneiteum and Eromanga;

They first oil the face, and then daub on the dry

powder with the thumb. Some of the chiefs Show

their rank by an extra coat of the pigment, and

have it plastered on as thick as clay. Black is the

sign of mourning. This they manage with oil and

pounded charcoal. Some make their faces glisten

like the work of a shoe-black. Others seem as if

they had first oiled their faces and then dipped

them into a bag of soot.

Their hair is frizzled, and often of a light brown

colour rather than black. The women wear it

short, but have it all laid out in a forest of little

erect curls about an inch and a half long. There is

something quite unusual in the way in which the

men do up their hair. They wear it twelve and

eighteen inches long, and have it divided into some

six or seven hundred little looks or tresses. Begin-

ning at the roots, every one of these is carefully

wound round by the thin rind of a creeping plant,

giving it the appearance of a piece of twine. The

ends are left exposed for about two inches, and oiled

and curled. This curious collection of six hundred

locks of hair .is thrown back off the forehead, and

hangs down behind. The little curled ends are all
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of equal length, and form a semicircle of curls from

ear to ear, or from shoulder to shoulder. Viewed

at a distance, you imagine that the man has got

some strange wig on, made of whip-cords, in some

instances coloured black, and in others red ; but,'on

closer inspection, you find that it is his natural hair

done up as I have just described. I had the curi-

osity, one day, to count the exact number of these

little locks of hair on a young man’s head, and

found that they were close upon seven hundred.

The labour in keeping all these in order is immense,

and the only“ utility of the thing seems to be, that it

forms a good thick pad of cords for protecting the

head from the rays of the sun. With the exception

of the adjacent islands of Aneiteum, Nina, and

Futuna, I have not seen or heard of anything like

this in any other part of the Pacific. It reminds

one of the Egyptian Gallery in the British Museum,

and strikingly compares with the illustrations in

recent works on Nineveh. Those twisted beards,

also, hanging down in lots of little curls, two or

three inches below the Chin, which are to be seen in

engravings from the Assyrian sculptures, are precisely

what is to be seen at the present day at Tana, and

especially among the priesthood at Kasurumene,

near the Volcano Valley. I have now open before

me page 403 of the sixth volume of Kitto’s'Bible

Illustrations. If you imagine the priest there, minus

his fine garments, and with nothing in his hands but
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a long wooden spear and a club, and the addition of

a little red paint to his cheeks and forehead, you

have a good idea of some of the Tana chiefs at the

present day. This singular custom is worthy of

being specially noticed and noted. Dr. Livingstone

found something like it in the interior of Africa.

Speaking of the Banyai, he says: “As they draw

out their hair into small c01ds, a foot in length, and

entwine the inner bark of a certain tree round each

separate cord, and dye the substance of a reddish

colour, many of them put me in mind of the ancient

Egyptians.”—(Travels in South Africa, p. 624.)

The Tanese pierce the septum of the nose, and

insert a small piece of wood or reed horizontally, but

not so as to project beyond either nostril.

They are fond of ear-rings also, but not of the

usual tiny trinket description. They must have a

great tortoise-shell article, half an inch wide, and two,

three, or four inches in diameter. Nor are they

content with one ofthese dangling on each side;

they have half a dozen of them sometimes, of various

sizes, in one ear. The weight of such things enlarges

the apertures fearfully: a Child’s hand might pass

through some of them.

. They do not tattoo; cutting or burning some

rude device of a leaf or a fish on the breast, or upper

part of the arm, are other modes of ornament.

The women are pretty well covered with their

long girdles, hanging down below the knee. They
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wear them occasionally also over the shoulders.

They are made from the rolled and dried fibre of the

banana stalk, are very soft, and at first sight look like

hemp.

But, alas for the men. They make a little bit of

matting or rag of any kind suffice. With this they

form an ugly-looking oblong bundle, the receptacle

as well of anything small which happens to come in

the way—such as beads, fish-hooks, or tobacco.

The whole is tied tightly together, by several turns

of hair-cord, and one end pulled up through the belt

in front. They strut about in this disgusting costume,

and criticise the Eromangans and others as if they

thought their own msthetics of dress were of the

highest order.

They wear some ornament round the neck.

Beads are in repute, and the larger the better. But

there is nothing of which a chief is fonder fora neck-

lace than three large whale’s teeth, on three separate

strings, and dangling horizontally on his breast.

They often tack on to the necklace a few locks of

the hair of a deceased relative.

Armlets are also common. They are made of

the cocoa-nut shell, in sections of half an inch wide,

and rudely carved. They wear one, two, three, and

sometimes half a dozen of these on either arm, close

above the elbow, and from them they suspend their

spear-thrower and sling.

Their weapons are clubs, bows and arrows, and
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spears. They sling a stone, throw a spear, and shoot an

arrow, with great precision. They are also expert at

throwing a stone called a kawas, which you often see in

their hands. It is about the length of an ordinarycount-

ing—house ruler, only twice as thick, and that theythrow

with deadlyprecision when their victim is within twenty

yards of them. The men go about armed. When at

work in their plantations their arms are never out of

sight, and at night they sleep within reach of their

Club. Even the little boys must have their tiny clubs,

and spears, and bows and arrows, and always go

_about ready for a quarrel. .

I The Pandean pipe, with seven or eight reed pipes,

varying in length, is used at Tana and other parts of

the New Hebrides. '

At the first glance one concludes that the Tanese

must live in a state of perpetual war. This is actually

the case. Among the heathen tribes war is the rule,

peace the exception. They were fighting during five

out of the seven months I lived among them in I 841,

and I should think that is a fair average of the way

in which they have lived from time immemorial. There

is ample proof there that war is the enemy of civilisa-

tion and the element of savage life. We were never

able to extend our journeys above four miles from

our dwelling at Port Resolution. At such distances

we came to boundaries which were never passed, and

beyond which the people spoke a different dialect. At

one of these boundaries actual war would be going on ;
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at another, kidnapping and cooking each other; and

at another, all might be peace; but, by mutual consent,

they had no dealings with each other. Their fighting

is principally bush skirmishing; they rarely come to

close hand-to-hand club fighting. When visiting the

volcano one day the natives told us about a battle in

which one party which was pursued ran right into the

crater, and there fought for a while on the downward

slope inside the cup! But few fall in their daily

skirmishes. Many, however, are cut off after linger-

ing for weeks under fatal wounds.

When the body of an enemy is taken, it is dressed

for the oven, and served up with yams at the next

meal. Captain Cook only suspected they were

cannibals; there is no doubt about the thing now.

They delight in human flesh, and distribute it in little

bits far and near among their friends, as a delicious

morsel. I recollect talking to a native one day about

it, and trying to fill him with disgust at the custom,

but the attempt was vain. He wound up all with a

hearty laugh at what he no doubt considered my

weakness, and added: “ Pig’s flesh is very good for

you, but this is the thing for us ;” and, suiting .the

action to the word, he seized his arm with his teeth,

and shook it as if he were going to take the bit out!

It is different on some other islands, but‘ at Tana

cannibal connoisseurs prefer a black man to a white

one. The latter, they say, tastes salt .’ They regard,

however, as “fish” all who come in their way, as the
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sequel to massacres of white men there has amply

proved.

In Eastern Polynesia the rule has been that in a

group of four, seven, or ten islands within sight of

each other we have found but one dialect, and the

people having a good deal of intercourse, not only

with each other on the same island, but also with'the

various islands of the group. They had their quarrels

and their wars, at times, but they made up matters

after a while, and went on again in harmony. In

going westward, however, among the Papuan tribes

of the New Hebrides, we find ourselves in a totally

different region, all split up into the most hostile

isolation. Take, for example, four of the southerly

islands of the group, viz., Tana, Eromanga, Futuna,

and Aneiteum, all within sight of each other; we

find a totally different dialect on each, and books

which may be printed for the one will be quite useless

to the other. Even on the same island we find two

and three different dialects. Take, for example, the

numerals 0f the three dialects which we, found on

Tana alone, as a specimen of the isolation and

differences which prevail :—

1. Riti . . . Kaiti . . . Kaliki.

2. Karu . . . KaifI . . . Kalaln.

3. ‘Kahar. . . Kesel . . . Kisisel.

4. Kefa . . . Kx’Iet . . . Kuas.

5. Grirum . . Katilum . . Kt’xlkfilup.

At distances of four miles from our door we
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needed an interpreter to communicate with the people.

It is worthy of remark that these dialects are Copious,

euphonic, and have some of the niceties of language ;

a triplial as well as a dual in the pronouns, for

instance.

We found no such thing as a king or great Chief

at Tana. No Thakombau, Pomare, or Kamehameha

there. The authority of a Tana chief did not seem to

extend a gunshot - from his own- dwelling. In a

settlement, or village, you find eight or ten families.

Their huts are put up, without any rule'or arrange-

ment, among the trees ; and in this place, which has

its village name, you may number a population of

eighty or a hundred. There may be at least one or

two principal men among them, who are called Chiefs.

The affairs of this little community are regulated by

the chiefs and the heads of families. Six, of eight, or

more, of these villages unite and form what may be

called a district, or County, and all league together

for mutual protection. If a person belonging to'one

of these villages is injured or killed by the people of

another district, all the villages of his district unite in

seeking redress, either by a fine or by war and

spoliation.

Every village has a clear circular space under

the shade of a large banian‘tree for their 'marum, or

place of public meeting. Here all the men of the

settlement assemble about sundown for a cup of kava

and their evening meal. The kava (Piper methysticum)
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is prepared in the usual Polynesian way, by chewing

the root, and ejecting the contents of the mouth into

the “ punch-bowl,” which, when filled up with water,

mixed, and strained, forms the draught. . The women

and girls are “total abstainers ” from the nasty cup,

and have their ,meals apart from the men. At the

evening meal the chief of the village is the high priest,

and repeats a short prayer to the gods before they

drink asking health, long life, good crops, and success

in battle. 'In the marum they have also their

marriage-feasts. Raw yams and live pigs are served

up on these occasions, as well as cooked food, and

heaps are carried away by the guests. Feasts at the

birth of children, night-dances, and meetings to

discuss political affairs, are all held in the marum.

Every village has its orators. In public har-

angues these men Chant their speeches, and walk

about in peripatetic fashion from the circumference

into the centre of the marum, laying off their sentences

at the same time with the flourish of a club. By

common consent, from time immemorial, some one

of these seven, ten, or twelve villages which form a.

district, takes the lead, and is considered the capital

of the district, and there the different villages all

meet and deliberate on war, or other important

matters. In war two or more of these districts

unite. But they are fickle and faithless in their

unions. A district will be fighting on one side

to-day, and off to another to-morrow.
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Polygamy prevails, but not to any great extent.

A chief has seldom more than three wives, and often

only one or two. Women are not allowed to sit

with the men in the marum, except on marriage-

feasts or other public festivals. Owing to the

constant demand on the services 0f the men for war,

a great deal of the plantation work, cooking, etc.,

devolves on the women; but, upon the whole, we

thought the women better treated at Tana than

they often are among the heathen tribes. Adultery

and some other crimes are kept in check by the fear

of club law. The culprit is never safe, and does not

know the moment he may be pounced upon by the

offended party. Revenge, too, is often sought in the

death of the brother, or some other near relative of

the culprit. The Tanese are fond of their children.

No infanticide there. They allow them every in-

dulgenCe, girls as well as boys. Circumcision is

regularly practised about the seventh year.

Yarns, taro, bread-fruit, cocoa-nuts, sugar-cane, and

bananas grow in abundance, and form the principal

food of the people. We found also some other fruit

trees which are not common to Easte’m Polynesia.

The most useful of these is the fig tree. The fruit is

rather insipid, and in colour and form resembles a large

plum. The yam is principally cultivated, and the size of

some ofthem astonished us. We have seen them four

feet in length, and weighing forty or fifty pounds

each. They bestow a great deal of labour on their
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yam plantations, and keep them in fine order. You

look over a reed fence, and there you see ten or

twenty mounds of earth, some of them seven feet

high and sixty in circumference. These are heaps

of loose earth without a single stone, all thrown up

by the hand. In the centre they plant one of the

largest yams whole, and round the sides some smaller

ones. The produce, in such yams as I have described,

amply repays them for their labour.

Pigs and fowls, they say, have always been there ;

dogs and cats were but recently introduced. At the

date I have mentioned Captain Cook left them two

animals which they called tangarooah. On showing

them the picture of a kangaroo, they said they

believed that was the very animal. The one died,

and the other howled so pitifully after its mate that

they killed it.

The Tanese have no idols. The banian tree

forms their sacred grove, or temple, for religious

worship. Here and there in the bush there are par-

ticular stones which are venerated, and have a history

which our limited stay on the island did not enable

us to ascertain. Many points connected with their

cosmogony and other traditions will, I trust, ere

long, be given to the world by the missionaries now

resident there.

The general name for gods seemed to be aremha;

that means a dead man, and hints alike at the origin

and nature of their religious worship. The spirits of
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their departed ancestors were among their gods.

Chiefs who reach an advanced age were after death

deified, addressed by name, and prayed to on various

occasions. They were supposed especially to preside

overthe growth of the yarns and the different fruit trees.

The first-fruits were presented to them, and in doing

this they laid a little of the fruit on some stone, or

shelving branch of the tree, or some more temporary

altar of a few rough sticks from the bush, lashed

together with strips of bark, in the form of a table,

with its four feet stuck in the ground. All being

quiet, the chief acted as high priest, and prayed

aloud thus: “Compassionate father! here is some

food for you; eat it; be kind to us on account of

it.” And, instead of an'amen, all united in a shout.

This took place about mid-day, and afterwards those

who were assembled continued together feasting and

dancing till midnight or three in the morning.

, They seemed to have the heavens portioned out

into constellations. They had the canoe with its

outrigger, the duck and a man near it with his

bow drawn and taking his aim, the cooking-house

tongs, the company of little children all sitting

eating, and many other objects. These Constella-

tions formed their astronomical clock, and by looking

up they could tell you whether it was near morning

or midnight. Then they have their traditions as to

how these canoes and ducks and children got up to

the, heavens; I was told by an old man that the
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stars were the eyes of their forefathers looking down

on them; but the minutiae as to their sidereal

notions and nomenclature can only be ascertained

by a lengthened residence on the island.

The real gods at Tana may be said to be the

disease-makers. It is surprising how these men are

dreaded, and how firm the belief is that they have'in

their hands the power of life and death. There are

rain-makers and thunder-makers, and fly and mos-

quito-makers, and a. 'host of other “sacred men,”

but the disease-makers are the most dreaded. It is

believed that these men can create disease and death

by burning what is called nahak. Nahak means

rubbish, but principally refuse of food. Everything

of the kind they bury or throw into the sea, lest the

disease-makers should get hold of it. These fellows

are always about, and consider it their special busi~

ness to pick up and 'burn, with certain formalities,

anything in the nahak line which comes in their

way. If a disease-maker sees the skin of a banana,

for instance, he picks it up, wraps it in a leaf, and

wears it all day hanging round his neck. The people

stare as they see him go along, and say to each

other, “ He has got something ; he will do for some-

body by-and-by at night.” In the evening he

scrapes some bark off a tree, mixes it up with the

banana skin, rolls all up tightly in a leaf in the form

of a cigar, and then puts the one end close enough

to the fire to cause it to singe, and smoulder, and
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burn away very gradually. Presently he hears a

shell blowing. “There,” he says to his friends,

“there it is; that is the man whose rubbish I am

now burning, he is ill ; let us stop burning, and see

what they bring in the morning.”

When a person is taken ill he believes that it is

occasioned by some one burning his rubbish. - In-

stead of thinking about medicine, he calls some one

to blow a shell, a large conch or other shell, which,

when perforated and blown, can be heard two or

three miles offi The meaning of it is to implore the

person who is supposed to be burning the sick man’s

rubbish and causing all the pain to stop burning;

and it is a promise as well that a present will be

taken in the morning. The greater the pain the

more they blow the shell, and when the pain abates

they cease, supposing that the disease-maker has

been kind enough to stop burning. Then the friends

of the sick man arrange about a present to take in

the morning. Pigs, mats, knives, hatchets, beads,

whales’ teeth, etc., are the sort of things taken.

Some of the disease-making craft are always ready

to receive the presents, and to assure the party that

they will do their best to prevent the rubbish being

again burned. If the poor man has another attack

at night he 'thinks the nahak is again burning; the

shell is again blown, other presents taken, and so

they go on.’ “ All that a man hath will he give for

his life,” and if he dies, his friends lay it all down to

Y
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the disease-makers, as not being pleased with the

presents taken, and as having burned the rubbish to

the end. The idea is, that whenever it is all burned

the person dies. Night after night we heard the

dismal too-too-tooing of these shells. We observed,

also, that the belief in the system of nahak burning

was as firm in the craft as out of it. If a disease-

maker was ill himself, he felt sure that some one

must be burning his nahak. He, too, must have a

shell blown, and presents sent to the party supposed

to be causing the mischief.

Some of our kind neighbours were surprised at

our indifference on the matter, and felt so concerned

for our safety that whenever they saw a banana skin-

lying at our back-door, or about the servants’ houses,

they would pick it up, take it away, and throw it

into the sea lest the disease-makers should get hold

of it. We were told that the craft repeatedly picked

up things about our house, and tried their hand at.

the burning of them, but never could succeed. They

declared, however, that they killed one of our Samoan

teachers by burning his nahak.

Coughs, influenza, dysentery, and some skin dis--

eases, the Tanese attributed to their intercourse with.

white men, and called them foreign things. When a

person was said to be ill, the next question was, “What

is the matter? Is it nahak or a foreign thing?”

The opinion there was universal that they had

tenfold more of disease and death since they had
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intercourse with ships than they had before. We

thought at first it was prejudice and fault-finding,

but the reply of the more honest and thoughtful of

the natives invariably was: “It is quite true.

Formerly people here never died till they were old,

but nowadays there is no end to this influenza, and

coughing, and death.”

The sick were kindly attended to, to the last.

Local bleeding was a common remedy for almost

every complaint; they did not open a vein, but

merely made a few incisions with a bamboo knife.

When the case was considered dangerous, their last

resort was to burn the foot. I have seen, for instance,

a poor fellow dying from an arrow wound in the neck,

and the sole of his foot just burned to a mass of raw

flesh. Unconsciousness, or any other symptom of

approaching death, was the signal to commence

wailing. When the patient lingered for days the

wailing became a tearless, formal affair. Youmight

tell them that to the sufferer it was the very reverse of

the kindness which they meant to express, and, out

of deference to you, they might stop their dismal

deafening wail; but, as soon as your back was turned,

they were at it again. At death it was increased by

other friends who gathered round. The body was

then laid out, wrapped in a piece of thick native

cloth, something like tanned leather, made from the

bark of the banian tree. The face was kept exposed,

and painted red, and on the following day the grave
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was dug, and the body buried amid the weeping and

wailing of the surrounding friends. The grave was

dug four or five feet deep; then they hollowed out

a recess on the one side sufficient to admit the

body, and there they laid it in the side of the pit.

It is in general difi'icult to trace the origin'of the

customs practised by a heathen people. To this,

however, we have a melancholy exception in the

recent introduction to Tana of a species of suttee—

ism. On the neighbouring island of Aneiteum it

was common, on the death of a chief, to strangle

his wives, that they might accompany him to the

regions of the departed. The custom has been

found in various parts of the Pacific. The poor

deluded woman rejoices in it, if she has any affection

for her husband,,and not only shows us the strength

of her attachment, but also her firm belief in the

reality of a future state. An old chief will say as he

is dying, “ Now, who will go with me P” and imme-

diately one and another will reply, “I will.” On

the island of Aneiteum this revolting custom has

entirely fled before the light of Christianity. By

the common consent of the Chiefs and people all

over the island it is strictly forbidden, but, strange

to say, it has found a refuge and a resting-place still

in the group on Tana. About twenty years ago

they commenced there to strangle the wives of a

departed chief, and the custom spread over the

island—another proof of the downward tendency of
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heathenism, and of its usual development in the

increase of human wretchedness.

18. ANEITEUM, OF THE NEW HEBRIDES.

Lat. 20° 15' S. Long. 169° 44' E.

The above is the position of the principal harbour

of Aneiteum. When I first visited the island in

1845 I noted the following items :—The island is

volcanic, and rises 2700 feet above the level of the

sea. It is wooded with pine (Dammara australzk),

and other useful trees. Bread-fruits, cocoa-nuts,

yams, taro, bananas, and sugar-cane were the prin-

cipal things cultivated by the natives. Saw nothing

like a decent village. Two or three huts were put

up in a plantation, and when the food was con-

sumed there, another spot was Selected, and there

they planted and built again; and thus they migrated

from place to place within a certain division of the

island. We were stooping down to step into one

of their four feet high oblong hovels, when half

a dozen voices' called out to us to stop. We

understood them to say that there was a pig there,

being fed for an approaching feast, and that under

such circumstances it was death for a stranger to go

near his hogship.

The Aneiteum people resemble the Tanese, their

dialect, however, although of the same Papuan

Class, is very different. At the time I refer to, the

tribes all over the island were on friendly terms.
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They seldom fought. In a case of murder, an

apology, with a pig, would generally settle the affair.

Circumcision was practised about the fifth year.

The ceremony was attended with feasting. Poly-

gamy prevailed. They worshipped the spirits of

their ancestors, and principally on occasions of sick-

ness. Had sacred groves, where they left offerings

of food to rot. They supposed that the spirit at

death left the body, went to the west end of the

island, plunged into the sea, and swam away to a

place of spirits called Umatmas, where, it was said,

there were two divisions, one for the good and an-

other for the bad. Plenty of good food constituted

their place of reward, and the contrary their place of

punishment for the thief, the liar, or the murderer.

They cast their dead into the sea. If it was the

body of a man they did not wrap it up in anything,

but simply painted the face red, and sank it outside

the reef not far from the shore, by tying stones to

the feet. If it was the body of a woman they

wrapped it up in the leaf girdles worn by the

women.

The most revolting thing connected with the

heathenism of Aneiteum was the strangling of the

widows. On the death of a beloved child too, the

mother, or it might be the aunt or the grandmother,

was strangled to accompany it to the world of

spirits.

Revenge on account of a murdered father or
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friend was handed to posterity, if not obtained

during the lifetime of the injured. Sticks were

planted in the ground and renewed as they rotted

until the wrong was avenged. There was a noted

instance of this on the island of Niua, an Aneiteum

native teacher was killed there on account of the

murder of some Niua people by that man’s friends

some thirty years before. Hence native revenge on

account of kidnapping, indiscriminate slaughter, and

other dark deeds by white men among the islands of

the Pacific, may probably be heard of now and then

for years long to come.

Smooth‘ stones apparently picked up out of the

bed of the river were regarded as representatives of

certain gods, and wherever the stone was, there the

god was supposed to be. One resembling a fish

would he prayed to as the fisherman’s god. -Another,

resembling a yam, would be the yarn god. A third,

round like a bread-fruit, the bread-fruit god—and

so on.

With these stone idols and other relics of heathen-

ism which were handed to me in visiting Aneiteum

in 1859, there was handed to me an old smooth

stafi; made of iron-wood, a little longer and thicker

than an ordinary walking-stick. It had been kept

for ages in the family of one of the disease-making

craft, was considered as the representative of the god,

and was taken regularly by the priest when he was

sent for to visit a case of sickness. The eyes of the
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poor patient brightened up at the sight of the stick.

All that the priest did was merely to sit before the

sick man, and leaning on this sacred staff, to speechify

a little, and tell him there was no further fear, and

that he might expect soon to recover.

19. EROMANGA, OF THE NEW HEBRIDES.

Lat. 18° 49' S Long: 169° 1’ E.

The above is the position of Dillon’s Bay. Be-

tween 1 842 and I 8 59 I visited the island three times,

and gathered the following fragments principally from

a Samoan teacher who lived there for three years.

The population was supposed to be about 5000.

They are a kindred race to the Tanese. They were

scattered, and without any settled well-ordered vil-

lage. They were migratory in given localities, as

war and planting might require. Their chiefs were

numerous, but not powerful. There were two dialects

on the island, differing widely from each other, but

the one was only partially known on the north-east

end of the island, and among a tribe which numbered

but a few people. Children were kindly treated in

general, but there were some instances of infanticide,

and that on the death of a mother, when her infant

child was buried alive with her. There were but few

children in a family. Four was considered a large

family. One albino had been seen. The population

of the island was thought to be less than formerly.

The dysentery which raged in 1842 in other parts
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of the group raged fearfully in Eromanga. They

traced it to some hatchets' taken on shore from a

sandal-wooding vessel, and threw them all away. It

is supposed that about a third of the population of

the island died at that time.

Women carried the children on the side. Cir-

cumcision was practised. Connected with marriage

there was a formal dowryfl Polygamy prevailed. A

great Chief had perhaps ten wives. The wife of a

deceased husband was taken by the brother of the

departed. Bread-fruit, yams, taro, fish, pork, and

human flesh, were the prevailing kinds of food of

the people. The women covered their persons from

the waist to the heels with leaf-girdles. The men

preferred nudity, and a thick rope-work of leaves or

cloth in front, half a yard long. The women tattooed

each other about the mouth, cheeks, and chin, with

rude devices of leaves and flowers. The people were

fond of such amusements as dancing, racing, dart

and stone throwing. The principal articles of manu-

facture were clubs and bows and arrows.

A number of old people were to be seen. The

sick were not well cared for. They had some medi-

cines for cases of poisoning, diflicult labour, etc.

They believed in witchcraft, and other things as

causing disease. There were few hunchbacks. Ul-

cerous sores were common, and also elephantiasis,

and fever and ague. The dead were buried, in some

cases, without any covering, and, in others, with a
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winding-sheet of cocoa-nut leaves. They did not

raise any mark over the grave. It was known rather

by a depression in the earth of a few inches, and by

two sticks standing up, the one at the head and the

other at the feet. Some also were laid in caves,

without any earth or covering. They did not eat

anything which grew within about 100 yards of a

place where their own dead were buried, but strangers

from another district would pluck cocoa-nuts, and eat

freely of such things-as grew there.

The spirits of the dead were supposed to go east-

ward, but they did not know where. Spirits were

also thought to roam the bush. Nobu was the name

which they gave to their great god. They say that

after creating the human race at Eromanga, he went

away to another land. When they first saw white

men they concluded that they were made by the

same great spirit, and to this day call foreigners,

whether white or black, by the name of Nobu. They

say that “ once upon a time” men walked like pigs,

and the pigs walked erect! The birds and some

reptiles had a meeting about it. The lizard said he

thought the pig should go all fours, and the men

walk erect. The “water-wagtail ” disputed this. It

ended in the lizard going up a cocoa-nut tree, falling

on the back of the pig, and making it stoop, and

creep as it now does, and ever since pigs creep, and

men walk erect! The first of the human race, they

say, was a woman, then her son, and from them
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sprung the race of men. They have many tales

about the doings of that woman and her son.

Rain they supposed to be caused by the sun, and

said that if he was a long time without giving any,

some of the stars got angry and stoned him until he

caused rain to fall. In another curious fragment, we

have an Eromangan Jonah. One of their people, they

say, fell into the sea, and was immediately swallowed

by a whale. After a time the projecting pieces of

wood, which he wore horizontally as earrings, pricked

the inside of the whale and made it vomit him forth

again. He was still alive, but as he walked up from

the beach he was thin and weak!

20. VATE 0R EFAT, NEW HEBRIDESI

Lat. 17° S. Long. 168° E.

This is about the position where our missionary

vessel anchored in 1845, close by the little island

called Mel. Here we found a Samoan named Sualo,

who had long lived at the neighbouring village of

Erakor. He left Samoa about twenty years before

in company with fifty others, principally Tongans.

They were in a double canoe, and bound for Tonga.

Missed their island, and were blown away in this

direction. They made the island of Tongoa to the

north of this island. There they landed, club in

hand, fought, conquered, and took possession of two

settlements. They lived there a couple of years, and
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then started afresh, to try and find Tonga. Failed

again. Made the bay Where we anchored, and

again settled down. Ague cut off numbers of them.

They then went in search of a more healthy locality,

and have ever since lived at Erakor. Death con-

tinued to thin their number, and now they were re-

duced to nine, six here and three on Tongoa. Sualo

was quite a heathen, had three wives, had been a

great warrior, and was one of the most daring fighters

on the island. Chiefs were in the habit of hiring

him, for a pig or two, to join them in their battles.

He took the lead, dashed among the enemy with his

long-handled tomahawk, laid low his victims, and

decided the contest.

In addition to his own history, Sualo gave us

some information respecting this lovely island and

its population. It is probably 100 miles in circum-

ference. No black lava to be seen anywhere; all an

uplifted coral formation. There are numbers of deep

bays, with anchorage and fresh water, all round, and

on the north-west side there is a large land-locked

harbour. Population, 12,000 perhaps. No king

whose rule extends over all the island, but numbers

of petty chiefs here and there. The people were

decently covered compared with the Eromangans

and Tanese. They were girded round the waist

with half a dozen turns of fancy matting belts, eight

inches deep. Another strip is passed down in front

and up behind. Hair woolly and short. Trinkets
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round the neck. Armlets were also worn. No

tattooing; painted the face only in war. They lived

in regular villages. Houses long, 100 feet some-

times, but low and narrow. Plenty of the usual

Polynesian fruits and vegetables; pigs and domestic

fowls also. Diversity of dialect, but not so much

as at Tana. Had intercourse and intermarried, to

some extent, all over the island. Not so much

given to war as some other islands. Had no fire-

arms; fought with clubs, spears, and poisoned arrows.

The conquering party would give up the dead body

of one of the enemy for a pig or some other present;

failing that, they cooked it. If it was one who spoke

ill of the chief, his jaws were hung up in the chief’s

house as a trophy. All kinds of other bones were

also hung up about the posts and rafters of the

house. It was a mark of good living and of rank

among them. The greater the chief, the greater the

diSplay of bones.

Infanticide was sadly prevalent. As the burden

of plantation and other work devolved on the woman,

she thought she could not attend to more than two

or three children, and that the rest must be buried

as soon as born. There were exceptions to this

want of maternal affection. At times the husband

urged the thing, contrary to the wishes of his Wife.

If he thought the infant would interfere with her

work, he forcibly took the child and buried it, and

she, poor woman, cried for months after.
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There were no carved idols to be seen here.

They say that the human race sprang from stones

and the earth. There were Natamoli nefat, or men

of the stones ; and Natamoli natana, or men of the

earth. And hence also the name of the island, the

root of which is a stone.

Supu was the name of their principal god of the

heavens, who was said to be the creator of Vate and

everything on it. He had no stone or stock shrine.

The word Supu means firm, enduring etc., and he

was called the everlasting one. When a person died

he was thought to be taken away by Supu. The

spirit went either to the sun or moon in the heavens,

or down below the earth to Pakasia. This was no

place of peace, but of everlasting quarrels and fight-

ing and cannibalism.

Household gods were supposed to be present in

the shape of stones, trees, fish, and foWls. These

incarnations were never eaten by their respective

worshippers. In oaths and imprecations they in-

voked punishment from the gods. Cannibalism was

restricted to bodies taken in war. Adultery and

murder were punished by death. .

The people worshipped the spirits of their ances-

tors. They prayed to them, over the kava-bowl, for

health and prosperity; reminding us, again, of the

origin of “ healths,” “toasts,” etc. Not much sickness,

and many old people. Sualo said “the men lived

till the beards of their sons were gray.” Disease
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traced to human causes. If one man was angry

With another, he went at night and buried certain

leaves close by his house, that the person, in coming

out“ in the morning, might step over them, and be

taken ill. If a person felt poorly, he thought he

must have stepped over some of those leaves buried

by an enemy. He sent for native doctors, who

administered juices from the bush, and searched fo'r

the mischievous leaves. They got pigs for their

fees. If the patient died, it was supposed that the

leaves had not been found out. Great wailing at

death. Scratched their faces till they streamed with

blood. Bodies of the dead buried. When a dead

body was laid in the grave a pig was taken to the

place and its head chopped off and thrown into the

grave to be buried with the body. This was supposed

to prevent disease spreading to other members of the

family. With the dead were buried cups, pillows,

and other things used by the deceased, and even the

sticks With which the grave was dug. On the top

of the grave they kindled a fire to enable the soul of

the departed to'rise to the sun. If this was not

done the soul went to the lower wretched regions

of Pakasia.

The aged were buried alive, and at their own

request. It was even considered a disgrace to the

family of an aged chief if he was not buried alive.

When an old man felt sick and infirm, and thought

he was dying, he deliberately told his children and
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friends to get all ready and bury him. They yielded

to his wishes, dug a round deep pit, wound a number

of fine mats round his body, and lowered down the

poor old man into his grave in a sitting posture.

Live pigs were then brought, and tied, each with a

separate cord, the one end of the cord to the pig,

and the other endlto the arm of the old man. The

cords were cut in the middle, leaving the one half

hanging at the arm of the old man, and off the pigs

were taken to be killed and baked for the burial

feast; the old man, however, was supposed still to

take the pigs with him to the world of spirits. The

greater the chief the more numerous the pigs, and

the more numerous the pigs the better the reception

in their hades of heathenism. The poor old man

thus wound up, furnished with his pig strings, and

covered over with some more mats, was all ready.

His grave was then filled up, and his dying groans

drowned amid the weeping and the wailing of the

living.

The revolting custom of burying alive was not

confined to infants and the aged. If a person in

sickness showed signs of delirium, his grave was dug,

and he was buried forthwith, to prevent the disease

spreading to other members of the family. I was

told of a young man in the prime of life who was

thus buried. He burst up the grave and escaped.

He was caught, and forced into the grave again. A

second time he struggled to the surface; and then
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they led him to the bush, lashed him fast to a tree,

and left him there to die.

They have a curious mode of punishing a thief

in some parts of this group. They lash together a

number of unhUSked cocoa-nuts, put the culprit on

the top of the pile, and then set him adrift on the'

open sea. A heap of cocoa-nuts such as this was

seen one morning off the village of Erakor, and when

a canoe went out to see what it was they found a

young woman on the top of them. They took her

on Shore, and she became one of the wives of Sualo.

A story is told at Vate of a man who was stand-

ing on a projecting rock out at the reef, and amusing

himself by whistling on his bamboo fife. A large

fish came and swallowed him up, fife and all. He

split up the bamboo flute, made a knife of it, and

commenced cutting the inside of the monster. It

died, floated ashore, and the man got out alive.

21. THE LOYALTY ISLANDS.

szu, Mare, and Uea.

These are uplifted coral formations, covered with

pine trees in some places, and a little to the east of

New Caledonia. The highest is under 300 feet

above the level of the sea. When I first visited the

group, in 1845, a chronic state of war prevailed, and

each island was divided into two parties. There had

been a recent fight on Lifu, in which forty had been

killed on the one side, and seventy on the other.

Z
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Kidnapping from one another was common. These

and others who fell in battle were dressed for the

oven. They were inveterate cannibals.

Laulaati was said to be principal god, who made

a stone, out of which came the first man and woman.

The people resembled the Fijians, seemed healthy

and industrious, and built large round houses fifty

feet in diameter. Each island had a separate dialect,

with words ending in consonants, as in the Papuan.

 

They preserved relics of the dead, such as finger-

nails, teeth, and tufts of hair. These seemed to be

their principal idols. The priests, when they prayed,

tied on to their foreheads, or to their arms above the

elbow, a small bag containing such relics of their

forefathers similar to Nos. 1 and 2. On opening

No. 2 I found it contained two finger-nails an inch
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long each, some smaller pieces, a leaf, a feather, a

bit of coloured cotten rag, and a tuft of hair.

Polygamy prevailed. One chief we met with who

had forty wives, but it was more common to have

only three or four. The dead were buried, and the

spirit supposed to go westward to a place called

Loeha. In sickness they sent for native doctors,

 

whose principal remedies were herbs and salt water.

The rule was, “ no cure, no pay.” At Uea the cure

for headache was to let out the pain at the crown of

the head by the following horrid surgery :—The scalp

was slit up and folded over, and the cranial bone

scraped with a fine edged shell till the dura-mater

was reached. A very little blood was allowed to

escape. In some cases the scraped aperture was
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covered over with a thin piece of cocoa-nut shell, in

other instances the incised scalp was simply replaced.

The “ cure ” was death to some, but most of the cases

recovered. To such an extent was this remedy for

headache carried on, that the sharp-pointed clubs, in

the bundle above, were specially made for the pur-

pose of striking that weak part on the crown of the

head, and causing instant death.

22. NEW CALEDONIA.

S. S. E. side of the island.

The following notes I obtained, in 184 5, from two

native teachers who had lived on the island for about

three years, the one a Samoan and the other a

Rarotongan. Here again we were reminded of the

Fijians, but only in colour and figure, the dialects

are widely different. The people knew of no native

name embracing the entire island, but all was divided

into separate districts and villages, with distinct

names for each. War there was the rule, peace the

exception.

At the birth of a child the doorway was the place

set apart for the occasion, and the friends assembled

in a circle outside. If a girl she was betrothed forth-

with. to some one present, and, when seven' or eight

years of age, went to his house, and was taken special

care of by the family until she was older. If it was

a boy, there were great shouts and rejoicings. A
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priest cut the umbilicus on a particular stone from

Lifu, that the youth might be stone-hearted in battle.

The priest, too, at the moment of the operation, had

a vessel of water before him, dyed black as ink, that

the boy, when he grew up, might be courageous to

go anywhere to battle on a pitch—dark night, and

thus, from his very birth, the little fellow was con-

secrated to war.

Girls worked in plantations. Boys learned to

fight. Boys fought with boys. The people generally

were trained to a keen sense of hearing. They

listened on the ground, and could discern the tread

of a party coming to battle, when they were yet a

long way off. Circumcision was practised “when

the youth’s whiskers reached the hair of his head.”

No whiskers was considered a sign of wickedness, a

curse from the gods, and the mark of an outcast.

Chiefs had ten, twenty, and thirty wives. The more

wives the better plantations, and the more food.

Common men had one or two. No laws of consan-

guinity were observed in their marriages, the nearest

relatives united. If a wife misbehaved, the Chief did

not divorce her, but made her work all the harder.

Taro, yams, cocoa-nuts, sugar-cane, fish, pigeons,

bats, rats, and human flesh were the prevailing articles

of food. No pigs; few bread-fruits. They cooked

in earthenware pots manufactured by the women.

No intoxicating kava, but they drank enormous quan-

tities of salt water. They worked in the morning
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till eleven A.M. Then rested; drunk cup after cup

of salt water until it operated ; cooked, and had their

daily meal. Only one meal a day.

They had no clothing. Married women only

wore a short fringe. Disease-makers burned rubbiSh

as at Tana (see p. 320). They thought white men

were the spirits of the dead, and brought sickness;

and gave this as the reason Why they wished to kill

white men. If a man among themselves was sus-

pected of witchcraft, and supposed to have caused

the death of several persons, he was formally con-

demned. A great festival was held. He was dressed

up with a garland of red flowers, arms and legs

covered with flowers and shells, and his face and

body painted black. He then came dashing forward,

rushed through among them, jumped over the rocks

into the sea, and was seen no more.

At death they dressed the body with a belt and

shell armlets. Raised and cut off the finger and toe

nails whole to preserve as relics. They spread the

grave with a mat, and buried all the body but the

head. After ten days the friends twisted off the

head, extracted the teeth as further relics, and pre-

served the skull also. In cases of sickness, and other

calamities they presented offerings of food to the

skulls of the departed. The bodies of the common

people as well as those of the chiefs were treated

thus. The teeth of old women were taken to the

yam plantation as a charm for a good crop, and their
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skulls were also erected there on poles for the same

purpose. They set up spears at the head of a chief

when they buried him, fastened a spear-thrower on to

his forefinger, and laid a Club on the top of his grave.

Their villages were not permanent. They mig-

rated within certain bounds, as they planted. There

were fifty or sixty round houses in some villages.

They had only stone edge-tools formerly. They

felled their trees by a slow fire close to the ground ;

took four days to it. Burned off the branches also,

and, if for a canoe or house-post, the length of log

required. If for a canoe, they cut a hole in the sur-

face of the log, kindled a small fire, and burned down

and along, carefully drop, drop, dropping water all

around, to confine the fire to a given spot; and in

this way they hollowed out their logs for the largest

canoes.

The Chiefs had absolute power of life and death.

Priests did not interfere in political affairs. At death

the chief nominated his successor, if possible, in a

son or a brother. The law of private revenge allowed

the murder of the thief and the adulterer. In a

neighbouring district the guilty parties of adultery

were tried, dressed up, fed before the multitude, and

then publicly strangled. A man of the friends of

the woman took one end of the cord, and a man of

the friends of the man took the other.

The population was principally along the coast.

The people thought they were more numerous now
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than formerly. They accounted for it by there being

less war now than formerly. Still, it was war, war,

war, incessant war! They said that formerly they

did not stop a fight until one party was killed right

out to the verge of extinction, but that now they are

more merciful. They fought with clubs, spears, and

slings. They picked out the good bodies of the slain

for the oven, and threw the bad away ; they tied up a

captive to a tree, dug a hole, and kindled a hot stone

oven for his body before his very eyes. The women

went to battle. They kept in the rear, and attended

to the commissariat.I Whenever they saw one of

the enemy fall it was their business to rush forward,

pull the body behind, and dress it for the oven.

The hands were the choice bits, sacred to the priests.

The priests went to battle, but sat in the distance,

fasting and praying for. victory. They fasted for

days if they got no hands. If the body of a chief

was cooked, every one must partake, down to the

little child, and before a gourmandiser proceeded to

polish the bones, he called out, “ Have all tasted P”

If it was the body of a woman they ate only the

arms and legs. On Maré they devoured all. Some-

times they cooked in joints, and sometimes the whole

body was doubled up in a sitting posture, with the

knees to the chin, put into the oven, and served up so,

as they squatted around for their meal. Their appetite

for human flesh was never satisfied. “ Do you mean

to say that you will forbid us the fish of the sea?
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Why, these are our fish I” This is how they talked

when you spoke against cannibalism.

Their gods were their ancestors, Whose relics they

kept up and idolised. At one place they had wooden

idols before the chiefs’ houses. The oflice of the

priest was hereditary. Almost every. family had its

priest. To make sure of favours and prosperity

they prayed not only to their own gods, but also, in

a general way, to the gods of other lands. Fishing,

planting, house-building, and everything of import-

ance was preceded by prayers to their guardian spirits

for success. This was especially the case before

going to battle. They prayed to one for the eye,

that they might see the spear as it flew towards them.

To another for the ear, that they might hear the

approach of the enemy. Thus, too, they prayed for

the feet, that they might be swift in pursuing the

enemy ; for the heart, that they might be courageous ;

for the body, that they might not be speared ; for

the head, that it might not be clubbed ; and for sleep,

that it might be undisturbed by an attack of the

enemy. Prayers over, arms ready, and equipped

with their relic charms, they went off to battle. The

summum bonum of a New Caledonian was to be

praised as a great warrior. A coward had neither

food nor respect. '

There was a rain-making class of priests. They

blackened themselves all over, exhumed a dead body,

took the bones to a cave, jointed them, and suspended
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the skeleton over some taro leaves. Water was

poured on the skeleton to run down on the leaves.

They supposed that the soul of the departed took up

the water, made rain of it, and showered it down

again. They had to fast and remain in the cavern

until it rained, and sometimes died in the experiment.

They generally chose, however, the showery months

of March and April for their rain-making. If there

was too much rain, and they wanted fair weather,

they went through a similar process, only they

kindled a fire under the skeleton and burned

it up.

The spirits of the departed were supposed to go

to the bush. Every fifth month they had a “spirit

night,” or “grand concert of spirits.” Heaps of food

were prepared for the occasion. The people assem-

bled in the afternoon, round a certain cave. At

sundown they had a feast, and that over, one got up

and addressed the spirits inside the cave :—“ You

spirits within, may it please you to sing a song, that

all the ladies and gentlemen out here may listen to

your sweet voices.” Then out burst a strange un-

earthly concert of voices, in which the nasal squeak

of old men and women was uppermost. Those

outside listened a While with delight, and praised the

“sweet voices,” and then got up and danced to the

music. The singing increased with the dance, and

then followed the other orgies of a night of unbridled

liberty, which, drinking excepted, would compare
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with some of the worst of the ancient bacchanalia.

The “spirits” were the old men and women of the

place, who slipped in unobserved during the day,

and carried on the hoax upon the children and young

people, who firmly believed that the spirits of the

dead really assembled that night in the cave, and

patronised the sports of the living.

23. NEW GUINEA.

In a late letter from a native pastor, who has been

upwards of seven years on New Guinea, he gives me

some account of the natives in the neighbourhood of

Port Moresby, from which I cull and translate the

following paragraphs :—

“ 1. The Motu, and the Koitapu, and the Koiali,

have each a different language. It is the same

among the places east and west, each district has its

own language.

“ 2. Some men have one wife, others two, three,

five, and ten. We do not yet forbid these things.

When they have more light, and a church of God is

formed, such things will pass away.

“ 3. It is the business of the women to do the

trading of the family, and to take care of their most

valuable property. Just as in Samoa, the women

take care of the fine mats.

“4. At thebirth of a child all the friends of the

husband and wife assemble, are on-lookers, and con-

tend for the child as soon as it is born.
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“ 5. When a person dies the body is laid down in

the grave, but not buried. The juices of the body

are taken up, with which to anoint the bodies of the

rest of the family. After a time the grave is covered

with a board for four months, and then the bones

are taken up, oiled with cocoa-nut oil, and then buried

in a sandy place.

“ 6. It is believed that the Koitapu people can kill

by the tricks of their priests. They say that the

Koitapu men come in the night, go up into the house

[the people there live on stage houses raised on

poles, and entered. by a ladder], they take a person

down to the sandy beach, kill him, dismember the

body, separating the head and arms and legs. That

finished, they again unite the body, take it up the

ladder again to the house, and go away. In the

morning that person, who may have been long ailing,

suddenly dies. Any other sudden death is traced to

the tricks of the Koitapu.

“ 7. The sun is said to be made by the Koitapu—

the sun which scorches the plantations. If the yarns

are without any size of root or tuber, it is traced to

the Koitapu. On this account the people go with

offerings to the Koitapu to pay for a supply of rain

with which to revive the withered plants.

a “8. AS to the Clothing of the people, eastward, and

on here to where we live, and also to the westward,

the women have a leaf girdle. In some places to the

west, and also inland, they wear the maro [a three-
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inch wide mat, strip, or bandage]. It is bad—not

enough to cover their nakedness.

“9. All over the districts, east and west, there is a

good deal of public feasting and night-dancing. All

sing and dance—men, women, and Children. Their

great festivals are connected with the worship of the

gods. Many pigs are killed on these occasions.

The god Kuvakuku delights in great offerings of

food, and his joy causes them to be all the more

prosperous in plantation and other work.

“ 10. Fishing work lays the people under a number

of restrictions. (1) There must be no talking; any

one causing another to Speak prevents his getting

any fish. (2) If the fishermen are going on a turtle

expedition all must be still throughout the village.

None go about among the houses, or on the public

road. All go up to their houses, and sit still. No

sound of a voice, or Chopping fire-wood, or any move-

ment, is allowed until it is supposed that the fishing

party is clear of the lagoon, and out into the deep ocean,

and then the villagers resume their usual occupation.

“1 I. Here is a custom of trading-voyage parties:

—If it is arranged to go westward, to procure arrow-

root, the leader of the party sleeps apart from his wife

for the time being, and on until the return from the

expedition, which is sometimes a term of five months.

They say if this is not done the canoe of the chief

will be sunk on the return voyage, all the arrow-

root lost in the sea, and he himself covered with
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shame. He, however, who observes the rule of self-

denial, returns laden with arrow-root, has not a drop

of salt water to injure his cargo, and so is praised

by his companions and crew.

“ 1 2. At marriages, and afterwards, much property

is passed over by the husband to the family of the

Wife. Fine shells, pigs, canoes, hatchets, spears,

pearl-shell, dogs’ teeth, and all kinds of food. If

the husband dies and the woman is married to

another man, he has to pay back to the friends of

the former husband equivalents for the said articles

of property. The non-repayment of such things is

often a cause of ill-feeling and strife.

“ 1 3. We made repeated search far inland among

the villages said to be populated by people who have

tails like the kangaroo, but we could not find any.

The people there say that such stories are lies, and

that none of their folk have tails like kangaroos.

“14. Many of the people inland, and also along

the coast, eat human flesh, and are difficult to deal

with, but the Lord has watched over us, and saved

us from their teeth.”

There is much we wish to know about New

Guinea which can only be discovered by a long

residence, careful observation, and a correct know-

ledge of the dialects of the tribes. In due time the

missionaries will no doubt favour us with valuable

contributions.



APPENDIX.

FOR several years I was in the habit of noting daily the

readings of the barometer and thermometer, and other

meteorological occurrences, and have drawn out the fol-

lowing table, as such information from Central Polynesia

may, in some quarters, still be a desideratum.

Let me further add, that the position of the barometer

was twenty feet above the level of the sea. It was an

instrument from the well-known , house of “Gardner,

Glasgow.”

The thermometer was tested by one of Gardner’s; it

was fixed in a Window-sash fronting the south, and was

always shaded.

Between the months of December and April we were

always in dread of a cyclone if we saw the barometer falling

and the Wind setting in from the north. Hardly a year

passed Without our hearing of one of these gales in our

neighbourhood. Now and then we got a touch of the

outer circle, and occasionally had one tearing everything

to pieces in its way through the middle of the group.

Their course is generally towards E.S.E. In April 1850

one swept right over the centre of Upolu, and in April

1855 another “skinned,” as the natives called it, everything

along the east end of Upolu. During the one of April

1850 the barometer fell to 2815.
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During the seven years referred to in the table we had

twenty-three earthguakes. - They were not confined to any

particular time of the year, but were principally between

the months of February and August. Shocks in general

double, and merely a slight tremulous horizontal motion,

from E. to W. or from N. to S. Occasionally they gave

a sharper jerk, and created alarm for a few seconds; but

there is neither fact nor tradition of anything which ever

threw down houses or endangered life.
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS 1

English SUN. MOON. STAR. CLOUD. Hume. Bus.

1. Marquesas Oumati Mahlna Feta Ao Ani Us

2. Tahiti Re. a Mahana Ava’e Feti'a Ata Ra'i Us

8. Hawaii ID. Mahlna Hoku A0 Lani Us

4. Rarotonga In. Malama Eta Ao Langi Us.

5. Manahiki In. Max-am Feta A0 Langi Us

6. Samoa In Masina Fetfi A0 Langi Us

7. Niué I11. Mahina Feta Aho Langi Uha

8. Fakaafo In Masina Feta A0 Langi U3.

9. Tonga. Ira'a Mahina Fetfi A0 Langi U119.

10. Ban Sin Vnia Kalokalo Denitangi Langi 111113

11. Botuxna. Asth Hunl Heth Aonga Lang 1133

12. New Zealand Ra. Manama Whetu Kapua Rangi Us

13. Aneiteum Nangesenga Inmohone InmoUeuv Naupat Nohatang Incauplx

14. Niua. Ra Maramn Fatn Poa Bang Us.

15. Tanna Meri Maukua Kumhfio Nabfia Neai Nesan

16. Eromanga. Nlpminin Itais Mosi Nakop Unpokop Nebib

17. Vaté Rea Maraxna Masai Sau Te rang Te 11;

18. Vaté Al Atelnng Masei Ten Lang Nsau Us

19. Nengone Du Chekole Uaehekole Ieawe Awe Ele

20. Lifu Thu Ten Uatesith Unnao Nengontm Mane

21. New Caledonia I}? 11116 Ve Kuontré Kua ’Ri

22. Ebon Along Uchn Kum Nalong Noot

23. Moneton Bay Bigge Bobbin Mix-lyan Yuri-u Bimxn Tux-ruth

24. Malayan Mata-art Bulan Bintang Awan Langxt Ujan

25. Javanese Sungingi Wulnn Lintang .. .. . . . . Endan

26. Benton Soremo B1112. Kalipopo .. .. .. .. W30

27. Salayer Mata-9.10 Bulan Bintang . . . . .. . . Bosi

28. Menado Mata-Ion Bulrang Bitny .. . . .. .. Tahity

29. Bolan hitano Unn Wura Matitie .. .. Obs

80. Sangu 1- Kitth Bnran Bituin .. .. . . .. Tahiti

31. Salibabo A110 ang Kanumpitah .. . . 1110115

82. Sulu Islands Léa Fasina Fatui . . .. . . . . Him

88. cajeli Léhei Buisni Tulin . . . .. . . U'lani

34. Mayapo Hangat Fhulan Talu .. . . . . . . Delta!

35. Massaratty Lia Fhulan Toloti .. . . Dehti

86. Amblaw Luci Bular Maralai . . . . . . . . Ulah

87. Tidore Wan O'ra Ngoma . .. . . Bessu

88. Gani Fow Psi Betél . .. .. .. Ulsn

89. Galela Wangi O'sa Ngéxna .. Hum

40. Liang Riamata Huianita Marin . .. .. Hulan

41. Monella Limamétei Hulan Marin .. .. . . .. Hulan

42. Batumerah Limaténi Hulani Alanmatana .. .. .. .. Hulani

43. Lax-iko Liaméta Haran Mari .. .. .. . . Hana

44. Saparua Riamatani Phulan March . . . . .. . . Tish

45. Awaiya Liamatei Phulani 06m. . .. . . Ula'uxe

46. Caimarian Limaxnzltei Wuléni Umltli . . . . . . . . Ulani

47. Teluti Liamaitan Hiéno Meiéno .. .. . . . . 613

48. Ahtiago 61 Tobo Liamxltan Phx'xlan T61 . . .. .. . . U'lsn

49. Ahtiago Léum Melixn Kohim .. .. .. Roim

50. Gah Wolch Wx'Ian Tilassa. Fan

51. Wallet Latin Hulan Teén Uian

52. Matabello Olér Wulan Téin . . . . . . . . Udsmz

53. Teor Lew Phulan Tokun .. . . Humni

54. Mysot Beasan Pet Toen . . .. . . . . Golim

55. Mysot Kluh Nah Nah Golim

56. Rain Matalon Balan Kxilinginta . . .. . . . . Hum:

57. Dorey Orée Paik .. .. . . . . . . . .

58. Pt. Moresby Dina Us. .. .. . . . . Médu

59. Madagascar Mesoandro Volana Kintana .. .. . . .. 0mm
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS

English Scum. EAST. Was-r. COLD.

l. Marquesas Ann

2. Tahiti Apato'emu Te hitiaotera Te to'ato'aotera Maariri

:5. Hawaii Kukulu hema Hikina Komohana Ann

4. Rarotonga Ann

5. Manahiki . . . . . . . . . . .. Makariri

6. Samoa Tonga Sasae Bisifo Ma'alili

7. Niué Malangai Tokilau Mahlfohlfo Makalili

S. Fakaafo . . . . .. .. .. . . Ma’a lili

9. Tonga Potnbonga Hahake Hihifo Mokojia

10. Bau Theva Thake Ra Liliua

11. Rotuma Matit

12. New Zealand Tonga Rawhitl Hauauru Makariri

13. Aneiteum Nuntonga Anrmiai o nn Anette 0 an Neyueyu

l4. Niua Makaringi

15. Tanna . . . . . . . . Parabu Aukuie

16. Eromanga Nempak Munflru Nelekumpeni Nitepont

17. Vaté Makarirl

18. Vaté Melam-

19. Nengone Peu Pula Eak Cheon

20. Lifu Kolothe Komethu Kué Not

21. NewCaledonia Mute

22. Ebon Rnk Rear Kabelung Ebeow

23. Mombon Bay Barin Votiir Bun-an Tantan

24. Malayan Salatan Timor Bax-at Dingin

25. Javanese .. .. .. .. .. .. A'dam

26. Bonton Magdri

27. Salayer .. .. .. .. Dingin

28. Menado .. .. .. .. . . Madadum

29. Bolanghitano .. .. . Motimpia

30. San 1r .. Matuno

31. Bali bo ..

82. Sulu Islands .. .. .. . . .. 138308.

88. Cajell .. Numniri

84. Mayapo .. .. .. . .. .. Damoti

35. Massaratty .. . Dabridi

36. Amblaw . . . . . . . . Komoriti

37. Tidore .. 66$

88. Gaul .. .. . . .. M min;

39. Galela .. .. . . .. Damala

40. Lian Perlki

41. More Periki

42. Batumerah .. .. .. Muti

48. Lariko Perlki

44. Saparua .... Puriki

45. Awaiya . .. .. .. .. .. Pepéta

46. Calmarian Mariki

47. Telutl . . .. .. .. .. .. Pinkeko

48. Ahtiago a Tobo .. . . . . .. .. Baidik

49. Ahtlago .. Makariri

50. Gab Litle

51. Wahai .... Mariri

52. Matabello .. .. .. .. . .. Aridin

58. fieort

55. Mysot Patoh

56. Bain .... . .. Jemih

57. Dorey

58. Pt. Moresby . .. Nam

59. Madagascar .... . .. Hatslaka
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English BREAD-FRUIT. Tm.

1. Ma ueaas Mei Tao

2. Tahi i Uru Taro

3. Hawaii Aenei Kale

4. Rarotonga Kulu Tam

5. Manahiki .. ..

6. Samoa Ulu Talo

7. Nine Me Talo

8. Fakaafo .. .. Talo

9. Tonga Mei Taro

10. Ban Uto Ntalo

11. Rotuma U1 An

12. New Zealand .. .. Taro

13. Aneiteum Nohoanma Intel

14. Niua Ulu Taro

15. Tanna Nemar Néré

16. Eromanga Nemara Tal

17. Vaté Kuru Taro

18. Vaté Nuptum Ntal

19. Nengone Waon Waani

20. Lifu Uenon Inangkuth

21. New Caledonia Ngé Nere

22. Ebon Me .. ..

23. Mareton Bay

24. Malayan Sukun .. ..

25. Javanese .. . . .. . .

26. Benton

27. Salayer .. .. .. ..

28. Menado

29. Bolanghltano . . . . .. . .

80. San ir .. .. .. ..

31. Bali bo

32. 8qu Islands . . . . .. . .

33. Caieli

34. Mayapo

85. Maasaratty . . . . . .

86. Amblaw .. . . . .

37. Tidore .. .. .

38. Gani .. .

89. Galela

40. Liang

41. Morella .. ..

42. Batumerah .. .. .

43. Inriko . .

44. Saparua .. ..

45. Awaiya .. ..

46. Caimarian .

47. Teluti .. ..

48. Ahtiago & Tobo . . ..

49. Ahtiago .. .. .. .

50. Gah . . . . .. . .

51. Wahai

52. Matabello .. .. .. ..

53. Teor

54. Mysot

55. Mysot

56. Baiu . . . . .. ..

57. Dorey

58. Pt. Moresby .. .. .. ..

59. Madagascar . . . .
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS

English ANT. Ru. Fran. HOUSE. ARROW. Bow.

1. M neaaa KO Kioe Ahi Fae Konin Pam

2. Tahi ‘ Bo Iore Auahi Fare Ohe Fana

3. Hawaii Nonanona Iole Ahi Hale Puapana Kakaka

4. Rarotonga Lo Kiore A'i Are .. .. ....

5. Manahiki Loa Kiore Ahi Fare ....

6. Samoa Loi Imoa Afl Fale U Anl'ana

7. Nine Lo Kama All Fale Fana Kanfana

8. Fakaafo Lo Kimoa Afl Fale .. ..

9. Tonga Lo Kuma Afl Fale Kaho

10. Ban Ngkasikalolo Kalavo Bukawanga Vale Ngisan Talia.

11. Rotuma Tuitui Pitsa Reh Bi Fana 1.010151

12. New Zealand Poknrua Kiore Kapnra Where .. ..

13. Aneiteum Nilupan Inceda Incap Neom Nefana Ines new

14. Niua Rea Klmoa Afi Fare Ngasao Fans

15. Tanna Mummnra Asuk Nap Ninma Kuanknan Nianp

16. Eromanga. Moli Iakis Nom Nimo Nangssan Infane

17. Vaté Makalakala Kimoa Afl Fare Ngasan Film

18. Vaté Makal Kusu Nkfip Nasum Us Nas

l9. Nengone Kede Rhele Iei ’Ma . .. Pen:

20. Lifu Huminyemin Athi E6 Uma Haing Pena

21. New Caledonia ’Nki .. .. Ntrati Uma ..

22. Ebon Lung Gilerik Kejeik Im .. .

28. Moreton Bay Dabbnn: Gnrll Dalo Goannar .. . .

24. Malayan Semut Minchit Ayi 11th Ana pinah Pinah

25. Javanese Bnmnt Tikns Gnni Umah .. .. Panah

26. Bouton Oséa Bokoti Wha Banna .. .. Opens

27. Salayer Kalihara Blaha Api 8a n .. .. Panah

28. Menado Singeh Borano Patnng Ba ry . . .

29. Bolanghitano Tohomo Borabn Puro Bore .. .. ..

80. Sanguir Kiaso Balango Putnn Bali ..

81. Balibabo .. .. .. .. Paton Bareh .. .. prlte

32. Snln Islands Kokoi Saéfa A i U’ma .. .. Djfib

83. CaJeli Mosisin Boti u ana .. . Panah

84. Mayapo Fosisin Boti Edna Hnma .. . .

85. Massaratty Misisin Tikuti Bana Huma .. .. Panat

86. Amblaw Kakai Pne Afn anah .. .. ann _

37. Tidore Bin Mnti U'kn Fola .. .. Joleobl

88. Gani Laim Lat Lutan U'm Pnsi .

89. Galela Golndo L6 11 Uku Tahn . .. Ng’amx

40. Lian Umn Ma aha Aow Bumah . . . . Husnr

41. More la Oon Malaha Aow anah . .. Hasnl

42. Batumerah Manisia Pnéni Aow Luma . .. Apusu

48. Lariko Aten Malaha Aow Rumah .. .. Hum!

44. Saparua Snmakow Mulahah Hao anah .. .. Husn '

45. Awaiya Tumne Malena Aonsa Limma .. .. Hnsuli

46. Caimarian Snmukao Malaha Ha?) ana .. Hnanh

47. Teluti Phoino Maiyéha Yaro Uma .. .. 0510

48. Ahtiago 8: Tobo FOin Meléva Y5! Umah . . .. Banah

49. Ahtiago Sikim William Feidm . . Husfium

50. Gah Niefer Kamfei Air Lame .. Usnlah

51. Wahai Isalema Mulahan Aow anan .. .. Heln

52. Matabello Otnma ArOfa E6 Ornma .. .. 1.0an

53. Teor Singa singat Fudania Yaf Sarin . . . . Fun

54. Mysot Kamili Keluf Lap Kom .. .. Fean

55. Mysot Knmlih Quéh Ya? De .. .. Ann

56. Rain Snmut Tikus Ap anah .. . Panah

57. Dorey Foor Roem ..

58. Pt. Moresby Pilailo .. .. Lahi ana .. .. . .

59. Madagascar Vitsika Voalavo Afo Trana .. .. Ttsxpih
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS 11

English Nua. Dis-rm. GOOD. BAD. wa. OLD.

1. Marquesas Ataata Mamao Meitai Pe Hon Kakin

2. Tahiti Fatata Teatea 5 Maita’i Inc 0 i6: hon Tahite

8. Hawaii Kokoke Loihiakn Maikai Ino ou Kahiko

4. Rarotonga Vaitata Mamao Meitaki Kine On Hamiriatn

5. Manahiki Epiri Mamao Esnxnalie Klno Fen Tahite

6. Samoa Intalata Mamao Lelei Leanga Fen Tuai

7. Niué Tata mai Mamao Mitaki Kelea Fen Pepe

8. Fakaafo Late mai Mamao Lelel Leanga Fen Leva

9. Tonga Ofl Mamao Lelei Kovi Fan Tnai

10. Ban Voleka Yawa Vinalra Tha Von Mandi-a

11. Rotuma E1 Souson pao Lela Rahsa Fo‘on Mathna

12. New Zealand Tntata Tawhlti Pal Kine Hon Tawite

13. Aneiteum Ubutpetet Itacacen Upene Has Mat Itn

l4. Nina Itata Ipal Rune Esa Fen Thai

15. Tanna I aka Snpnn Innmasan Lelaha Ani Tntiii

16. Eromanga otipet Itnnga Aremai Itaw bnki Itevon Itetnai

17. Va“: Tata Mamao Marie Sa Fen Tuai

18. Vaté Emnltin Ernptai In! Isa Ifanm Itni

19. Nengone Achen Thnaiai R01 Nia Kabesl Momoch

20. mm Kaiaseng Kannn Kale Kangaso Manranra Elm

21. New Caledonia Riampéti Berna Atri Aié Iuva Nate

22. Ebon Bak Ethe Emmon Enana Ekail Emor

28. Moreten Bay Perdnk Wnrrar Gallang Warrang Yingnng Windo

24. Malayan Dekataarah Ianh Bail-r Burnk Bhan‘i Nah

25. Javanese .. .. .. .. BntJe Ollo .. .. .. ..

26. Benton .. .. .. .. Merape Madnki .. ..

27. Salayer 'l Seki

28. Menado .. .. .. .. 8a enie Dalrny .. .. .. ..

29. Bolanghitano . . . . . . . . Mopia Meiatn . . . . .. ..

80. Sangnir Mapia Lai

31. Salibabo Mapyia Reoh

82. Snlu Islands Pia Bush

83. Cajell .. .. .. .. Ungano Nakié .. ..

84. Mayapo ' Dagesa Daboho ..

85. Massaratty .. . . .. .. DagOsa Dabeho . . . . ..

86. Amblaw .. .. .. .. Parei Behel .. .. _.

87. Tidore Laha lira ._

88. Gani Fiar Lekat

39. Galela Taléha AtorO .. ..

40. Lian Ia Ahia

41. Morela Ia Ahia ,.

42. Batninerah Amai'si Akahla

48. Lariko Mai Ahia

44. Saparna Malopi Ahia ..

45. Awaiya .. .. .. . . AOle Ahia .. . . ..

46. Caimarian Mai Ahie

47. Telnti Fia Ahia ..

48. Ahtlago 8; Tobo . . .. .. . . Komnin Avet .. . . ,,

49. Ahtiago . . . . . . . . Komla Kafetaia . . . . ..

50. Gah .. .. .. . . anhin Nngalotnk . . .. ..

51. Wahai Ia Ahatl .

52. Matabelle Fla Rahat

58. Teor Phien Yat _,

54. Mysot Fei Lek ..

55. Mysot Ti Leak

56. Bajn Alla Rabat

57. Dorey Bie

58. Pt.Moresby Name Dika

59. Madagascar Asara Betsy
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FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN DIALECTs.—Corztmuea’.

IED. BLACK. ers. MAN. WOMAN. MALE.

Yeakiki Pann Maaita Enata Vahine Ahana

Uranra Ereere U6u6 Tane Vahine Oni

Ulanla Uliuli Aliali Kanaka Wahine _Kane

Mularnnla Uliuli Teatea Tangata Vaine Tane

Kuknra Urian Tea. Tangata Vahine Tane

unmn Uriuri Sinasina Tangata Faflne Tane

Nakula Menauli Hina Tangata Fiflne Tane

Mfimfi Uriuri Sinasina Tangata Faflne Tane

Knlaknla Uliuli Hinehina Tangata Feflne Taane

Damudamn Loaloa Singa singan Tamata Nalewa Tangane

Mia Kél Fis Tha Hoien Tha

Kura Mangu Ma Tangata Whahine Tane

Cap Aping Ahi Natimi Intakate Atamaing

Emea Uri Kengo Tangata Taflne Tane

Arnérn Pitan Psan Aremama Peran Amman

Navilara Upot mi levang Nisebaw Nateme Nasivin Itnateman

Kalnkalu Kelekele Te Tangata Faflne Tangata

Erniel Ngot Tar Natamel Namatt'i Nanfii

Deradera Drid Gada Ngeme Hmenew Chahman

Kumunra Kanetnet Kania At F11 Tromnnth

Ampni Atine Umpfi. Nganz‘n'e Uée Uinié

Emir and Mir Mate Mute Man Knrra Man

Kuttingae Knruim Dundera Marila Dundaldyn Dan

Mé'rah Etam Pfitik Orang Perampnan Lakilaki

Abang Iran Puté Wong lanan Wong wedo . . . .

Mex-iii Amaita Mapnti Omani Bawine . . .

Eja Hitam Pntih Tan Baini . . .

Mahamn Maitung Mabida Tanmata . . .. . . .

Mopoha Moitomo Mepotiho Roraki Bibo . . .

Hamu Maitnn Mawira Manesh Mahoweni . . .

Mammutah Maitn Mawira Tomata Babineh . . .

Mia Miti Boti Maina Fina . . .

Unmila Metan Umpoti Umlanai Umbinei . . .

Miha Miti Ben Gemana Geflneh .. .

Miha Miti Boti Anamhana Finch . . .

Melnini Kame ichio Pnrini Reman . . .. . . .

Kohéri Kakotu Babulo Nonan Fofoya . . .

Mecoit Kitkudu Wulan Mon Mapin . . .

Dosoella Tatatare Dadri Anew Opedeka . .

Kao Méte Putih Molena Mahina . .

Kao Mete Pntih Malone Mahina .

Awow Meteni Pntih Mnndai Mainai . . . .

Kao Mete Putih Malena Mahina . . .

Kao Meteli Putil Tumata Pipina . . .

Meranate Meteni Pntile Tnmata Mahina . . .

Kaé Meti Pntih Tnmata Mahina . . .

Kao Mete Putih Mannsia Ihina . . .

Dadow Memetan Babllt Muana Vina . ..

Lahanin Meten Putih Mnrnleinum Ifneinin . . .

Merah Meitan Maphntn Belane Binei . . .

Mosina Meten Pnteh Ala hieiti Pina hieti . . .

Ulnli Meten Maphnti Morananna Felelara . .

Fulifuli Miten Selup Meranna Mewina . .

Mamé Mulmetan Bus Metn Pin . .

Shei Bit Boo Mot Mot yn . .

Merah Lawon Potih Lelah Dindah . .

. . . . Paisim Pivep per or Piteper Kawassa Bienija . . .

.. .. . .. .. .. .. Tannima Haine .

Mena Math Fotsy Lehllahy Vehivavy .
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS

English Fawn. BOY. Gnu. SON. DAUanrza.

1. M nesaa Vahine Mahai Pahoe Tama M01

2. Tahi Ufa Tama iti Tania hine Tama iti Tamablue

8. Hawaii Wahine Keika kane Kaikama hine Keike kane Kaikama hine

4. Rarotonga Vaine Tama iti Tania ine Tama Tama inc

5. Manahiki Vahine Tama iti Tama iti hika Tama Tama iti vahine

6. Samoa Failne Tama Teine Atalii Afafine

7. Nine Fifine Tama Tarna flfine Tama tane Tania fifine

8. Fakaafo Failne Tama Telne Atalikl Afaflne

9. Tonga Feline Tama Ta'ahine Foha Ofeiine

10. Ban Nalewa Ngone tangana Ngonealewa Nalnvena Naluvena Iewa

11. Retuxna Helen Lea lilii Lehaina Le'e Ata le'ehaina

12. New Zealand Whahine Tania-iti Tama iti whahine Tama iti Tamahine

13. Aneiteum Atahaing Nadualep Natahaing Inhalavatamaing Inhalav atahaing

14. Nina Fine Tama 'rama line Tots riki Tuaflne

15. Tanna Peran Aukunauhi Peranauhi Mati Perati

16. Eromanga Itnasivin Nateman Itnasivin Nitni Nitoni

l7. Vaté Fafine Tama Fafine rakraka Tame Tama

18. Vaté Namatii Tesa Natar Nanet Tesanamatfi

l9. Nengone Hmenew Aichalman Aisla Yenen Tenenaisia

20. mm F11 Nikonant Thathin Nekung Neknng

21. New Caledonia U60 Niao Vaninéo More Nero

22. Ebon Kurra Ladrek Lidriek Archers Arnhem

23. Moreten Bay Girkam Ngarring Mirrnng Ogen Nnnae

24. Malayan Perampuan Anak lakilaki Anak perampuan Anak lakilald Anak perampuan

25. Javanese

26. Benton

27. Salayer

28. Menado

29. Behnghitano

31. Sali be

32. Sulnlalands

38. MCiiieli

84. ayapo

35. Massaratty

86. Amblaw

37. Tidore

88. Gani . ..

39. Galela

41. Morela .... ..

42. Batnmerah

48. Lariko

45. Awaiya

46. Caimarian

47. Telnti .. .

48. Ahtiage&TObo

49. Ahtiago

5'2. Matabelle

53. Teor

54. Mysot

55. Mysot

56. Bain

57. Dorey .

58. PtMOresby
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FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN DIALECTS.—Contmuea’.

FATHER. MOTHER. BROTHER. strEa. CmEr. HEAD. HARD.

Motua Kni Tuaana&Tunane Tuaana ii; Tuahine Hakaiki Upoko . . .

Metua tane Metua vahine Tuaane Tuahine Raatira d: alii Upoo . . .

Makna kane Maknawahine Hoahanau kane Hoahanan wahlne Alli Po’o . . .

Metua tane Metua vaine Teina Tuaine Ariki Mimiti . . .

Matna tane Matua fine Teina Tnahine Ariki Ulu . . .

Tami Tina Use 6: tnangane Use (it tnafaiine Alii Uln . . .

Matua Matna fliine Mata keinanga Mahakitanga Iki Ulu . . .

Tami Matna Teina Tnafaiine Aliki Ulu . . .

Tamai Fae Uho 6; tuengane Tuoi'efine Eiki Ulu . . ,

Tamana Tinana Tnakana Nganena Turanga Ndluna . . _

0tha Olioni Sosingi Senghan Ngangata Filou . . .

Matna Matua whahine Tuakana Tnahine Rangatira Matenga . . .

Etman Risin Natamaing-iran Natahaing-iran Natimi alnpas Nepek 0 nu . .

Tamau Mamwa Tosea Tokave Riki Urn .

Tate. Iama Pia Pini Arumann Nuknané .

Itemin Dinemi Avinsai Vivin Natemone Numpnn .

Ma. Ishhinau Teina Tnkave Riki Tnkunoa . .

Temen Raiten Palnn Koren Naot Napaun .

Chechen Hmaien Chelnaien Cheluaisia Dokn Hawo .

Kaka Nene Thining Chang Vohn Hé .

Chicha Nia Tnmati Tine Uangen Nokn .

Cham Chem Ie Ieth Iroith Bur .

Bing Buddang Deang Kaudan Gibbir Magul '

Bapa Am 6; mentna Sudara Sudara perampnan Damang Kapalaiizulu . . . .

Baba Mbo U’ndass Kras

Amana Inana . . .. .. .. . . Obaku Tobo

Ama Undo . . . . . . . Ulu Teras

Iama Inany . . .. .. .. .. . Timbonang Maketihy

Kiamat Le . . .. .. .. .. .. Urie Mnrugoso

Yaman In gi .. .. .. .. .. . . Tnmbo Maknti

Nibaba Nieia . . . . . . . .. Nap Kadiga

A’mam Inamo . . . . . . .. Olnm Namkana

Naima Neina . . . . . . .. . . Ulun fatn Lume

Naama Neina . . . . . . . . Olnn Di wi

Amao Ina . . . . . . . . . . . Olimbnkoi Un weh

Baba Yaiya . . . . . . . . . . . Defolo Future

Bapa Mame .. .. . . . .. .. Poi Maseti

Nambaba Maowa . . . . . . . . . . . Nangasahi Dapature

Ama Ina . .. Uruka Makana

A’ma Inaii .. .. . . . .. .. Uruka Makana

Kopapa Inao .. . . .. . . .. .. Ulnra Amakana

Ama Ina . .. Urn Makana

Ama Ina . .. Urn Makanah

Ama Ina Ulnmo Urn

Ama Ina .. .. .. .. .. Uln Makana

Amaeolo Inan . . . . . . . . . . .. Oynko Unie

Jaman Aina .. .. .. .. .. .. Ynlin Kakowan

Amai Inai . . . . . .. . . . . Ulnkatim Moeola

Mama Nina . . . . . . . . .. Lnnini Kaporat

Ama Ina .. Ulnre Mnkola

Iei Nina .. .. .. . .. .. Aluda Malian

Ama Ina .. .. . . . .. .. Ulin Keherr

Mam Nin .. .. . . .. .. Kahntu Umtoo

Mam Nin .. .. .. . .. .. Mnllnd Neb

Uah Make . . . . . . . . . . Tikolo Kras

Kanami Inani

Tamana .. . Timana Olaola

Ray Beny Lelia
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS I

English HAIR. EYE. NosE. EAR. Mon-m. TEE-m.

1. Ma nesas Onoho Mata Ihn Buaina Fata Niho

2. Tahi i Rounln Mata Ihn Tari'a Vaha Niho

8. Hawaii Lauoho Maka Ihn Pepeiao Nnkn Niho

4. Raroten Lanuln Mata Uatangin Taringa Ngutu Ni’o

5. Manahi Launln Mata Isn Taringa Ngntn Niho

6. Samoa Lanuln Mata Isn Tax-ings Ngutn Nifo

7. Nine Lannln Mata Ihn Telin Ngutn Nifo

8. Fakaafo Lannlu Mata Ian Talinga Ngntn Nii‘O

9. Tonga Lannln Mata Ihn Telinga Ngntn Nita

10. Ban Ndrannnluna Mata Uthnna Ndalingana Ngnsuna Batina

ll. Rotnma Lava Math Is Falinga Nuts Al

12. New Zealand Makawe Kanohi Ihn Taringa Ngntn Niho

18. Aneiteum Nnmri nidjinin Nea-nganimtan Ndidjin Intikngan Nipjinencsen Niiin

14. Nina Raunrn Mata Isn Taringa Tan tn Nifo

15. Tanna Mannknane Nanime Peseng Nifereng Na ua Rewen

16. Eromanga Nuvliran Nipmi Uarakelang Tilengnnt Navran Nnngnn

17. Vaté Baum Mata Tns Teringa Tnngnt Nifo

18. Vaté Nalnn Nnmten Nangurin Ntalngen Nknnron Patin

19. Nengone Iehawo Waengonge Nfipiad Wabaiwa Tnbenengoch Ienfie

20. mm Penehe Mek Fi Inanginei Whé

21. New Caledonia Uanoku Uéme Uahn Nonéa Uange Uéno

22. Ebon Gwal Mach Bothir Lanienlingen .. .. Ngi

28. Moreton Bay Dinknr Mille Mnrro Blnna Tambnr 'I‘igia

24. Malayan Rambut Mata Idong Talinga Mnlut Gigi

25. Javanese Rambut Mote Irong Knlrlng Sanknm . ..

26. Benton Bulwa Mata Oann Ta nya Nanya .. .

27. Salayer Uhn Mata Knmor Tali Bawa ..

28. Menado Uta Mata Hidong ani Mohony ..

29. Bolan hitano WoOka Mata 'ljinnga Borenga Nganga .

80. San r Utan Mata Hirong Tali Mohon .

81. Ball be . .

82. Suln Islands O’ga Hama Né Telinga Beiani . .

38. Cadeli Bnloni Lamume Nem Telilan Niiiim . .

84. Mayapo F010 Baman Nien Telingan Mnen

85. Maasaratty Olefolo Bamani Nieni Linganani Nanonen

86. Amblaw Olnati anatibukoi Neinya teha Herenatia Numatea . .

87. Tidore Hntn Ian Un Ngan Meda . ..

38. Gani Iklet Umtowt Usnnt Tinget Snmnt . .

89. Galela Hutu Lake Nguno Nangow Nan ..

4o. Lian Kaiola Mata H ruka Terina Hihi .. .

41. More Ia Keiule Mata Iuka Telina Sooka

42. Batumerah Hna Matava Ninnra Telinawa Snara .. .

43. Iariko Kee Mata Iru Terina Ihi .. .

44. Saparna Uwohoh Mata Iri Terena Nnku

45. Awaiya Uwoleihamo Mata m0 Nua mo Terina mo Ihi mo .. .

46. Caimarian Keori Mata Hilimo Terinam SO ..

47. Telnti Kenlo Mataeolo Oliealo Tinaceno Hihico ..

48. Ahtiago 6: Tobo Ulvn Matan Ilin Likan Vudin .

49. Ahtiago Ulumim Matara Ilnnm Telikciuluim Tahu'nnm .

50. Gah Uka Matanina Sonma Tanomulino Lonina ..

51. Wahai Hue Mata Inore Teninare Sinrnre

52. Matabelle Ua Matada Weramani Tilgar Ilida ..

58. Tear Wultamn Matln Gilinkani Karin Huin

54. Mysot Peleah Tun Shong guln Tenaan Gulan

55. Mysot Mntlen Mut moroln Mot mebi Mot na Mot po

56. Bajn Bnli tokolo Mata Uroh Talinga Beah .

57. Dorey Mgeknaamna .

58. Pt. Moresby .. .. Mata Utn Yaia Utn? ..

59. Madagascar Vole Maso Orona Senna Vava ..
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FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN DIALEC'rs.-—Continuea’.

TONGUE.

Eeo

Arero

.Alelo

Alelo

Alelo

.Alelo

Alelo

Alelo

Elelo

Iarnena

Alei

Arere

Naman

Rero

Nan-amen

Niluamin

Limona

II???“nen
Tlgilrllim

Neknone

Lor

Tallaim

Ledah

Ilat

Lilah

Lilah

Lilah

Dila

Lila

Maki

Mahme

Mean

Maanen

Munartea

Aki

I‘l’moa lad‘anga l

Meka

Mcka

Numawa

Meh

Me

Mei

Meém

Mecole

Melin

Ninnm

Lcmnkonina

Me -

Tnmoma

Mén

Aran

Aran

Delah

Kapreendi

Lela

BODY.

Tine

Tino

fiino

0130138

The

Tine

Tino

Tine

Jino

Yangena

There

Timana

Nohun

Shine

Nupura

Nokelisiran

N rote

’Hamnrin

ne om

Ituing

Uangeli

Enebwinin

Kereman

Tnboh

Awa

Karoke

Kaleh

Egaoku

n83

Badan

Kali

Batnm

Fatan

Fatanin

Nanan

Rehi

Badan

Nangarohi

Nanaka

Dada

Anaro

Anana

Mawallah

Sanawala

Patani

Hatako

Whatan

Nufatanim

Risi

Hatare

Watan

Telimin

Badan

Padan

Badan

as e.

Tena

ARM.

Iima

Rims

Lima

Lima

Lima

Lima

Lima

Lima

Emmgana
a:“83
Nikman

Lima

1 span

Lima

Narun

Wanin

Im

’Me

Pe

Yamma

one.

I...

eve.

LEO.

Vae

Avae

Wawae

Vaevae

Vac

Vae

Hui

Vae

Vae

Yavana

La

Wae

Neduon

Vae

Les

Nowan

Vae

Natuan

Wata

Luetsha

Ue

Ne

Tarra

Betis

on.

BELLY.

0 u

03:.

a“opn
fipu

anava

Manava

Manava

Kete

Ketena

Eth

Kopu

Nipjinetngan

Nai

Tnp

Nitnin

ngan

3r -pnne

Ne

Langin

Dnngur

Prnt

Wutan

Kompo

fimpon

an

Teo

Tian

Tena

Tihumo

Tihen

Fukanen

Remnati

Yarn

Tntnt

Poke

Hatuaka

Tiaka

'l‘iava

Tia

Teho

Tia

Tiamo

Teoeolo

'l‘ian

Tapura

Tonina

Tiare

Abuda

Kabin

Nan

Mot ni

Butaln

Dorri

Boka

Kibo

BLOOD.

Toto

Toto

Koko

Toto

Toto

Toto

Toto

Toto

Toto

Ndra

Tot

Toto

Inja iran

Tote

Neta

De

Toto

Nr5.

Dra

Mondra

'Nte

Puthuk thnk

Kakke

Dar-ah

Guto

Orah

Rara

Dalia

Dugu

Daha

Peha

Lala

Raha

Raha

Halianatea

Yan

Sislor

Iamhnangew

Laia -

Laia

Lalai

Laia

Lalah

Lalah

Laia

Laia

Lawa

Lahim

Lalai

Lasin

Lax-ah

Larah

Lamas

Lemoh

Lahali

Jeds.

Ra
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS

English To LIVE. DIE. KNOW. Hun. 8212. PLACE.

1. Marquesas Polmc Mate Ite Hakaono Tiohl Tu‘u

2. Tahiti Ora Pohe Ite Fa'aro'o Ite Tu'u

3. Hawaii '01:: Make Ike Lohe Maka Kau iho

4. Rarotonga Ola Mate Kite Akalongo Alum! Tuk

5. Manahiki Ola Mate Itea Ian ona Tltifilro Tuku

(5. Samoa Ola Oti Iloa, Fa'a. ongo v93! Tu’u

7. Niné Moul Mate Iloa Fanongonongo Kllute Tuku

8. Fakaafo Ola Mate Iloa Fakalongo V881 Tuku

9. Tonga. Moul Mate noi Fanongo Valmi Tylsn

10. Ban 8a bula Mate Kile Ron otha Baltha Vma

11. Rotuma Maurl Akin Ini-atama. T1181 1138 1939156 N35}!!-

12. New Zealand Ola Mate Kite Whakarongo Txtlro Wlpu

13. Aneiteum Umah Mas Ato AtahaUeng Almoj At:

14. Niua Mom-i Mate Iroa. Fakolongona. Slgamra Range

15. Tanna Ramru Emlla Arukuan Ringo At: Amhn

16. Eromanga. Nomurip Mamas Mangkili Manng Maageai Nuru

17. Vaté Manx-i Mate Tags Borongo Kamnlsia Tokoto

ls. Vaté Embl Emat Ilepi Kunmngp Kulepa Ketu

19. Nengone Cho wamma Tango Ulé Taedengl U16 Ana

20. Lifu Mel Metslzlpé Oneinl Drengevu Uang Amétzhn

21. New Caledonia Omolu Ame Toire Ulavi Ngame

2'2. Ebon Mur Emith Iella Bong Loe Lama:

23. Moreton Bay Tikki Boang Binang Pidne Nganlca Tagum

24. Malayan Ber-idup Miti Tau Dangar Lint Temp

25. Javanese

26. Boubon

27. Balayer

28.Menado .. .

29. Bolanghitano . .. .

30. San uir

81.Sali b0 ..

82. Sululslands

33. Cajeli

34.Maa

35. Massamtty

86.Amb1aw . ..

37.1‘idore . ..

38. Ganl . . . .

89. Galela

40.Liang

41.Morella

42.Batumem'h .. . .

43.Larlko

44.8apama

45.Awaiya . ..

46.Calmarian

47.Telnti

48.Ahtiago&Tobo

49.Ahtiago

51. Walla!

52.Matabello

58.Teor

54.Mysot

55. Myaot

68. Pt.Moresby .... ....

59. Madagascar ....



FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN Dumas—Continued.

THINK.

Metao

Mana'o

Manao

Ma'ara

Maharahara

Manatu

Manamanatu

Manatu

Manatu

Nanuma

Aalmi

Hua

Aktaktal

Nokomentua

Rere terarhi

Mintaru

Mantua

Mamaken

Uan

Mekun

Ngé

Lemuge

Wlnanganna

Kira 8: mengira

out.

Go.

Ile'e

Haere

Hele

Aere

Hano 6: haere

Alu

Fano

Alu

Alu

Lako

La'o

Haere

Apan

Fano

Ewan

Mampa

Teroro

Fan

Hu

Trothe

Vére

Elok

Yanna

Pergi ll; pai

Lunyo

Llpano

Lampa

Mako

Korunn

Dako

Ma puretch

Laka

Oweho

Iko

Wiko

Buo_h

T

-0

01' w

0!

Awai

Ol

Iboer

Lao-Paiera

Mandeha

APPENDIX.

Conn.

Amai

Haere mal

Hele mai

Tae

Haere mai

Sau

Han

Sau

Hau

Lako mai

Leum

Haere mai

Apam

Fano mai

Efe

Mampelom

Fano mai

Mai

Huelo

Trohome

Chave

Ethok

Ba. '0

Ba :13

Mareln

Maive

Maika

P8

Dnmahl

Maranih

Mai

Omai

Ikomal

Gumahi

Buoma

Inokere

Mai

Nehino

Uimai

Oimai

Omai

Mal

Mal

Alowei

Mal

Mai

fi‘lfia a r

Mal pa

Mai

Gomari

IYet min

ogma

Bomnn

Paitueo

Rioma

Avy

Sn‘.

Noho

Noho

Noho

No’o

Noho

Nofo

Nofo

Nofo

Nofo

Tiko

Noh

Noho

Ateuc

Nofo

Aukuré

Itiasip

Nofo

Patok

Meneng

Lapathu

Tro

Chetchet

Andowaeh

Dudnk

MAKE.

Pepena

Hamani

Hana

Angaanga

Fan

Fai

Eke

fi‘“ h-gao l

Thakava

Re

Hangs.

9:80apen

0

Numpi

Tetoki

Frin

Popol

Kucha

Ngauéue

Kumune mune

Gaehngao

Karla
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Gwa.

§aiel _

opon

Haawi

Oatu

Kave

Foa'l

Foaki

Foald

Foakl

Solia

Naf

IAIIO-atlll

“P8

Tufua

Xiahi

ampnn

Avatu g

Kefan

Kauon

Homan

Veka

Lethok

Anowa

Bri & kasih

out



 

58. Pt. lgoreaby

a...
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS

English Damn. Ear. Fun. Ban-ma. Lanna. Wm.

l. M neaaa Inn Kai Meta’n .. .. Ata 8a Kata Ene

2. Tahi i Inn Amn Mata’n Hnti to aho Ata Ta'i _

3. Hawaii Inn Al Makan Hann Akaaka U a Ue

4. Rarotonga Inn Kal Matakn A'o Kata Aue

5. Manahiki Inn Kai Matakn Manava Kata Tangi

6. Samoa Inn ’Ai Fete Manava ’Ata'ata Tangi

7. Nine Inn Kai Mamkntaku Minava Kata Tangi

8. Fakaato Inn Kai Matakn Manava Kata Tangl

9. Tonga Inn Kai Manamhe Manava Kata kata Tangi

10. Ban Ngnnn Kana Rem Thengn Drendre Tangi

11. Rotnma onn Ate Fea Hnakgfi Kaha On

12. New Zealand Inn Kai Matakn We a Kata Tangi

18. Aneiteum Umwing Hang lmlitaing Adeflaiin 11w Taing .

14. Nina Innmia Kaina Matakn Ma uaaki Nokata Nokomgl

15. Tanna Nnmi Ni Meheker Ma ng Max-his Pien .

16. Emmanga Nemawneki Nenini Nimtilungl Umnalingasah'l‘nfl’o Nansen

17. Vate Tennn Kai Matakn Nomnna Taka Tetangl

18. vms Amin Fain Matak Mar Mur Tang

19. Nengone Klia Kaka Pareu Nono Hunma Man

20. um 1th Chen Whon Wanono Ckima Teith

21. New Caledonia Knn Kl Mni Moere Gaire Tare

22. Ebon Bark Mnngar Imechnk Menono Thing Chung

28. Momma Bay Danan Taumanna Kalliamara Wiar Kindei Dnngana

24. Malayan Minnm Makan Taknt Nafae Tertawa&galak 'l‘ang'is

25.Javaneee

26. Bouton

27.8alayer ..

28.Menado ..

29.30 hitano .

31. Bali b0 . ..

32. SnluIalands . . .. . .

83. cajeli . .. .

34.Mayapo .. . .. .

36. Amblaw .. .

87.1‘idore

89.Galeia

41. More . . . .. .

42. Batnmerah . . . .. . ..

48. Laxiko . . . . . .. .

45.AWaiya . . . . .

48. Caimarian . . .. . .. . . . .

47. Telnti . .. . .. .. .

4&Ahtiago&'1‘obo . .. . .

49. Ahtiago . . . .. ..

51.Wahai . ..

52. Matabello . .. .

53. Teor . . ..

54.Myeot . .

allot .

. n

57. Dore . .

59. Madagascar

a...
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FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN Drawers—Continued.

Au

0 an

0 wan

Au

Ko an

0 Au

Au

0 Au

KO an

Koi an

Ngou

Hau

Ainyak

Avau

Ian

I avu

Avnn

Kenn

Inu

Eni

’Ngc')

Onga

Alta

Aku

Tnon.

0e

0e

0 0e

Koe

K0 0e

0 0e

Koe

0e

KO koe

KO iko

Ai

Koe

Aiek

Akoe

I ik

Kiik

Akoe

An

Nn

E0
’Ngfi

Inla' '

Kan

a

s
e
a
.
.
.
-

a

n
o
n
c
o
-

c
o
o
-
e
n
a
c
t
.

WE (exclusive of

party addressed).

Melon

Malon

Makou

Malon

Melon

Melon

Mantolu

Malou

Maulolu

Koi keimami

Amis

Wa (inclusive).

Tabou

Talon

Kakon

Talon

Talon

Talon

Tantoln

Talon

Tanbolu

Koi keutla

Is

Talon

Akaila

Akilea

Ketaha

Kos

Talon

Komam

EU

Ease

Ke

Kli

Nhaillba

Kits.

37I

Ya.

Onlou

Onlou

Onkon

Kolou

Oitou

Onlou

Mntoln

Onlou

Moutolu

Koi kelnnni

Ous

Konton

"aua

A onlon

Kilnialia

Kiminduru

Konlon

Akam

Buhnii

Nupunie
’N86

Koe-kwe-uk

Nnba

Kan
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English

1. Marquesas

2. Tahiti

3. Hawaii

4. Rarotonga

5. Manahiki

6. Samoa

7. Nine

3. gakaat’o

. on

10. Banga

11. Rotnma

12. New Zealand

13. Aneiteum

14. Nina

15. Tanna

16. Eromanga.

17. Vaté

18. Vaté

19. Nengone

20. Lifu

TEEY.

Aton

Baton

Lakou

Lalou

Lalon

Lalou

Lautolu

Latou

Nautolu

Ko ira

Iris

Ratou

Ara

Akirea

Ilaha

Iroa

Iqalou

gar

Bull

Angst

21. New Caledonia ’Ngé

22. Ebon

23. Morelon Bay

24. Malayan

25. Javanese

26. Benton

27. Salayer

28. Menado

29. Bolanghitano

30. Ban '1‘

31. Sali b0

32. Suln Islands

33. CaJeli

34. Mayapo

35. Massaratty

36. Amblaw

87. Tidore

38. Gani

39. Galela

40. Lian

41. More is

42. Batnmerah

43. Lariko

44. Saparua

45. Awaiya

46. Caimarian

47. Teluti

Ir~rej—re-ren

Nganna

Orang

48. Ahtiago a Tobo I :1

49. Ahtiago

50. Gah

51. Wahai

52. Matabello

53. Teor

54. Mysot

55. Mysot

56. Baiu

57. Dorey

58. Pt. Moresby

59. Madagascar

APPENDIX.

 

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS 12

WE Two

(exclusive).

Mans

Maua

Mann

Mans

Mans

Maua

Maua

Koi keirau

Mana

Aijnmran

Akimaua

KamJ-au

Kain in duru

Mana

Komam

Ehn

Eaho

Elaine

Kemero

Allin

WE Two

(inclusive).

Taua

Taua

Tana

Taua

Taua

Taua

Tau

Koi kendrau

Tana

Aka'u'an

Ketaua

Karan

Kos in duru

Tana

Akit

Etheu

Niho

Ekfi

Kiiero

Allin

I...

YOU Two.

Kona

Orua

Ourna

Onlua

Mna

Onlua

Kimona

Koi kemundran

Korna . ‘

Aiiaurau

Korua

Kimiran

Kim in dnru

Korua

Akamrakanru

’Mengo

Nipo

Ungfi.

Kwero

Innngei

WETnaEE

THEY Two‘ (exclusive).

Aua

Koi ireilou

Aijnm

Kitatou

Iran Kamrahar

Iror in duru Kam lesei

Rana . . . .

Ngar . . . .

Bushengon

Nindro

Una

Irro

Ngintia



APPENDIX.

FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN DIALEC'rs.—Co;ztz'rzuea’.

WE THREE

(inclusive).

Koi Kendatou

00-.

Akaitaii

Aipekitaton

Ketahar

Kos tesel

You THREE.

Koi icemnndrou

Aiiantaii

Aipe konlou

Kimirahar

Kimi tesel

THEY THREE.

Koi iiiéu

Ahtéis' '

Aipe kralou

Irahar

ONE.

Tahi

Tahi

Kahi

Ta'i

Tahi

Tasi

Talia

Tasi

Taha

Ndua

Ta

Tahi

Ethi

Tasi

Riti

Sal

Tasi

Sikei

8a

Chas

Ta

Iuwun

Kalim

Buatu dz satu

gs

aangu

Sedri

Esa

Soboto

Kusa

Sembaow

Hia

Silei

Urnsiun

Nosiuno

Sabi

Remoi

Lepso

Moi

373

THREE.

Ton

Toru

Akolo

Torn

Torn

Tolu

Tolu

Toln

Tolu

Tolu

Thol

Torn

Eseik

Torn

Kahar

Disil

Torn

Tun

Tini

Konité

Beth

ghilu

uppur

Tings.

Talu

Taruano

Tello

Tateru

Toro

Tellon

Tetalu

Gatil

Tello

Tello

Tello

Rem .

“81

law1181

Tero

Telo

Teina

Toro

Torn

Toelu

Tello

Toi

Tol

Entol

T010

T010

Tolu

Tel

T01

T01

'1‘an

Kior

Tai

Telo



English

1. Marquesas

2. Tahiti

3. Hawaii

4. Rarolonga

5. Manahiki

6. Samoa

7. Nine

3. gakaafo

. onga

10. Ban

ll. Rotuma

12. New Zealand

13. Aneiteum

14. Nina

15. Tauna

16. Eromnga

17. Vaté

18. Vaté

19. Nengone

20. Lifn

21. New Caledonia

22. Ebon

23. Morelon'Bay

24. Malayan

25. Javanese

26. Benton

2?. Salayer

28. Menado

29. Bolanghitano

30. San it

81. Bali b0

32. Suiu Islands

33. Cajeii

34. Mayapo

35. Massaratty

86. Amblaw

7. Tidore

88. Gani

39. Galela

40. Lian

41. More is

42. Batnmerah

43. Lariko

44. Saparua

45. Awaiya

46. Caimarian

47. Teinti

48. Ahtiago 6: Tobo

49. Ahtiago

50. Gah

51. Wahai

52. Matabello

53. Teor

54. Mysot

55. Mysot

56. Bain

57. Dorey

58. Pt. Moresby

59. Madagascar

APPENDIX.

 

ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO WORDS n

Faun. FIVE.

Fa Ima

Ha Rilna

Aim Alima

A Rims.

Fa Lima

Fa Lima

Fa Lima

Fa Lima

Fa Nima

Va Lima

Hal: Linm

Wha Rims

Manollwan Nikman

Fa Rima

Kefa Krirnm

Divat Siklim

Fa Rims.

Pat Lim

Ech Sedongo

Ekete Taipi

Ben Takné

Emer Laileln

MillingkallaMoanin

Ampat Lima

Papat Lima

Patann Linlann

Ampat Lima

Pa Rims.

Opalo Rima

Kopa Lima

Apatah Delima

Gariha Lima

Ha Lima

Pa Lima

Pa Lima

Faii Lima

Raha Rnntoila

Lepi‘oht Leplim

Iha Maloiia

Ham Rima

Hats Lima

Ata Lima

Aha Rims

Hail. Rima

Aata Lima

Aa Lima

Fai Lima

Fet Lima

Enhata Enlima

Faat Lim

Ati Nima

Fata Rima

Faht Lima

Fnt Lim

Fnt Lim

Ampat Lima

Fisk Rim

Hani Ima

Efstra Dinry

Six.

Ono

Ono

Eono

Ono

Ono

Ono

Ono

Ono

Ono

Ono

On

Ono [ethi

Nikman cled et

Ono

Kriram riti

Misikai

Ono

Latis

Sedongo ne sa

Changemen

Nota

Chiichinn

Anam

Nanam

Namano

Unam

Num

Onomo

Kanum

Annuh

Rora

Lepwonan

Butanga

Nena

Nena

Nena

Noo

Nooh

Nome

Nome

Noi

Nnm

Ennoi

Wonen

Lomi

Onam

Nem

Onum

Onum

Nam

Onem

Tanlaloi

Enina

SEVEN. EIGHT. NINE.

Fitn Van Iva

Hitn Varu Iva

Ahikn Analn Aiwa

Itn Valu Ina

Hitu Varu Iva

Fitn Vain Iva

Fitn Vain Iva

Fitn Valn Iva

Fitu Vain Hiva

Vitu Wain Thiwa

Hith Vol Siar

Whitn [ero Warn [et eseik Iwa [manohwa

Nikrnan cied et Nikman cled Nikman cled el

Fitn [etc. Varu Iva

Krirum karu, . . . . . . . .

Siklim narn Siklim disil Siklim mindivs

Vitu Varu Siva

Lam [rewe Latnl [tini Lefnt

Sedongo ne Sedongo ne Sedongo ne eel:

Lnengemen Konin emen Ekengemen

Nobo Nobe Noben

Cbilchime Twalithnk Twalmejnwon

Tujnh Salapan Ssmbilan

Pitu Wolu Bangs

Pituano Velnano Sioann

'I‘njoh Kama Kass

Pitu Walrn Sio

Pitn Waro Sio

Kapitu Wain Kasiow

Pitn Warn Sioh

Gapitn Gatahua Gatasia

Hito Walo Biwa

Pito Etrna Eshia

I’ito 'I‘rua Chis

Pitn Wain Siwa

Tumodi Tnkan ' Sio

Lepflt Lepwa Lepsiu

Tumidingi Itnpangi Sio

Itn Warn Sia

Itn Warn Siwa

Itna Wain’a Siwa

Itn Warn Biwa

Hitu Warn Siwa

Witn Wain Biwa

Itn Wain Siwa

Fitn Wafn Siwa

Fit Wa Siwa

Enhit Enwol Ensiwa

Fiti Aln Sia

Itn Aln Sis

Fitu Ailn Bia

Fit Wal Siwer

Fit Wal Si

Tit Wal Sin

Tuioh Dolapan Sambilan

Fiek . . . . Sieuw

Hitn stlahani Ya

Filo Valo Sivy



APPENDIX.

FIFTY-NINE POLYNESIAN Dianna—Continued.

TEN.

Onohu’n

Ahuru

Umi

Nganln

Laungahulu

Sefulu

Hongofuiu

fiefuluml

on n

Tini83

San hnl

N nru

Nikman lep ikman Nikman ero nu re-

Tanga fnru e lnaTanga fnru

Narolim

Nofnrn

Ralim

Rue tnbenin

Luepi

Tnkue

Inngon

Sa- ulnh

Pu ah

Sapuloh

Sapnloh

Mapulroh

Mopurn

Kapnroh

Mapuroh

Poha

Boto

P010

P010

Bnro

Nigimoi

Yagimso

Megié

Husa

Husa

Husa

Husa

Husani

Hutusa

Tinein

Hutu

Vuta

Fotnsa

Ocha

Husa

80w

Huts

Lafn

Yah

Sapuloh

Samfoer

Kuauta

Folo

TWENTY.

Ena onohn’u

Ta ’an

Iwakalna

Elna nganlu

Takan

Luafnln

Us hongomln

Luaqu

Luomln

Ruasanavuln

A HUNDRED.

An

Ran

Uminmi

Lan

Lima takan

Selan

Te an

Selan

Te an

Duanandran

Talan

Rna [dnon Ran

duru

mini-11"

88. re ngom

Tanis' "

Dua-pnlnh

Bong puiuh

Ruapnio

Ruampuloh

Duampnloh

Duaporoh

Poha gahn

Botlua

Poms

Porua

Boroina

Ne melophe

Yo aln

Menohallo

Hutnrna

Huturua

Hotnlua

Hntorua

Hntnrua

Hntnlua

Hutulna

Hutulna

Vut lua

Fotu lua

Oloru

Hntna

Teranrua

Oturna

Lui‘n 1n

Luaani °

Roafolo

Ta mano

Narolim narolim

Tiflisgei

Sedongo re ngom

Taknanié

Iituke

Ratus

Atus

Bantu

Sabilangan

Mahasu

Gosoto

Mahasu

Ma rasu

Ota

Botha

Utun

Utun

Uruni

Ratnmoi

Utenoo

Ratumoi

Hutnna

Hatun

Hutnnsa

Hutnn

Utnni

Utnni

Hutunere

Hutun ~

Utin

Hntnisa

Lutcho

Utnu

liatna

Rasa

Uton

Datns

Sinai; - .

Zato

A THOUSAND.

Mano

Mano

Mano

Ua lan

Al‘e

Al‘e

Afe

Afe

Undoin

Afe

Mano

TEN THOUSAND.

Manéii'rii

Mano

Mano

Mano. . ‘

Mano

Salaizsa

375

A HUNDRED

Tnonsan.

Rehfi' ° ‘

'nu....

Kiln. ' ' '

Sa-pllllill laksa



The PREVAILING GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE of these

POLYNESIAN DIALECTS shows :—

The adjective following the substantive.

Number indicated by a change in the article.

The possessive pronoun preceding the noun.‘

The nominative following the verb.

Time indicated by a preceding particle.

The passive formed by a suffix.

r
i
s
e
s
-
"
e
w
l
o
r

Intensity and continuity of action indicated by a prefix and

reduplication.

8. Causation effected by a prefix, as in the Hebrew hiphil.

9. Reciprocity of action indicated by a prefix and suffix, and Often

a rednplication of the word as well.

In the PAPUAN class Of the Polynesian dialects the article is often

a nasal prefix. In some cases the adjective precedes the substantive,

and the nominative goes before the verb. Gender and causation are

indicated by prefixes; and in designating parts Of the body, and rela-

tions, such as a brother, the final syllable is generally a. pronominal

suffix, such as my, thy, his, etc.



INDEX.

AANA, division of Upolu, 247;|Aopo, where Pili lived, 256.

king of, 247.

Accoucheur god, 24, 68, 74.

Ado ted children, 83.

Adu t and advanced ears, 88, I36.

Adultery punished y sending to

sea, 28! ; loss of eyes or nose,

I79; extra work, 34!; private

revenge, 91, I78, 343; stran-

ghng. 343-

Advance troops, 194.

Adzes, Stone Age, 158

Ae travelled on the

turtle, no.

Aged buried alive, 335.

Agriculture the business of Atua,

.234; gods of. 47.

Aitu, or god, r7.

Aitu langi, god of heaven, 23.

Albino occasionally seen, 328.

Aleipata on Upolu, 235.

Alii o Fiti, chief or god of Fiji, 7o.

Alii tu, god who stands, 24.

A10, who was inside the fish, 246.

.back of a

Apelesa, name of a god, 67 ; kind

to travellers, 68.

Apia, or Apitia, 242.

Apolima from Papatea, 223 ; origin

of the name, 228, 230.

April, month of, 47, 205.

Armlet ornaments, 3n.

Arorae, or Hard Island, 294.

Articles of manufacture, 167.

A50 mua, name of a god, 69.

Ata, child of Lano. 4.

Ationgie, 4.

Ato, the saviour of his people, 265.

Atolls, no earthquakes there, 304.

Atua, eastern division of Upolu,

234.

Atualoa, long god, or centipede, 69.

August, month of, 207. ~

Aula, of the house of Lafai, 255.

Aulialia made men of earth models,

300.

Aumi, red liver, a god, 69.

’Ava,'or kava, drink, 1 I3, 315.

Aloimasina, child of the moon, a Aveiletala, an accoucheur god, 24.

god, 67.

Altar {or ofi'erings, 76, 28!.

Amoa, east of Safotulafai, 255.

Amusements, x24, 329.

Ana, child of Pili, 4, 234.

Anganga, or soul, 8.

Angstors, spirits of, worshipped,

3 .

Aneiteum, New Hebrides, 325.

Ants and small coral, 8.

Avenger of blood, 65.

BALDNESS, a punishment from the

god, 76, x45-

Bamboo pillar, 156.

Bananas, a battle of the, 2x6.

Banian tree. battle of the, 213.

Bank, the clan is the, 160, 175.

Basket, a sign of a god, 32; manu-

facture of, I70.
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Bat, incarnation of a god, 21, 57;

origin of its wings, 216.

Bathers, an example to, 121.

Bathing in water of life, 259.

Battle of cuttle-fish gods, 31; and

small fishes, 301; ofSamoan and

Tongan gods, 32; great exhorta-

tion before going to, 305.

Battles in Cosmogony, 6, 212.

Beds and bedding, 156.

Betrothed at birth, 340.

Bird and fish incarnations, 17.

Birds and fish battle, 214; flight

of, ominous, 21; their chirps in-

terpreted, 38.

Birth ofa child, its god then known,

17. 78; in public. 340. 347;

customs at, 78; illegitimate, a

disgrace, 304.

Black faces a sign of mourning, 308.

Black water for obtaining courage,

34l-

Bleeding, local in diseases, 14!.

Blinds of the house shut when

worshipping, 60.

Blood, offering of, 57, 61; which

flowed from a tree, 63 ; ofserpent

made the stars, 300; saved if

stained with, 274.

Bloody-wave, 109.

Bodies, Siamese, back to back,

56; new ones in hades, 259; of

the slain, good ones cooked,

344 ; saved from cannibalism,

237.

Bones exhumed, 42, 345 ; collected

in the house of a chief, 333.

Bougainville’s expedition, 2.

Bowditch Island, 267.

Bowl, a wooden one representing

a god, 53-, .
Box of offerings suspended in the

temple, 285.

Boxing and fencing, 126.

Boy Tapirinoko in the moon, 292.

Breasts of a heroine covered, 39.

Bridge, a rope one across a valley,

237.

Brogher takes his brother’s widow,

9 .

IrVDEX.

Brothers changed into stones, 45.

Bufl'oons, court jesters, etc. , 125.

Building of temple, 29.

Burial, 146, 277, 300, 342, 348.

Burning ornamental marks on the

body, 310; rubbish to cause

disease, 321, 342 ; the foot as a

last remedy, 323.

Bumings for the dead, 149.

Bury, to, alive the aged and insane,

335°

Burying alive in infanticide, 286;

the dead inside the house, 281;

all the body except the head.

342; customs attending, 144 ;

infant with the dead mother,

328; in a standing posture, 235 ;

in a sitting posture, 336.

Butterfly god, 76.

CANNIBALISM, 108, 334, 338, 344,

350; at Tonga, 236 ; of god

Maniloa, 237; checked, 24o ;

of Tapuitea, 260; of gods, 48,

73; at Tana, 313; at New Cale-

donia, 344; in eating bodies of

thieves, 47, 300.

Canoe, building, 162, 343; built

in the heavens, 12; and party

brought the god Tangaloa, 53;

sent to sea in, as a punishment,

286.

Carpenters, house and canoe, 157,

270.

Carriers in frigate bird, 282.

Caterpillars servants of the god

Sa, 47-

Cause of disease told by the god,

272.

Caves, the dead deposited in, 328 ;

where the spiritualists met, 346.

Centipede incarnation, 47, 69.

Ceylon tooth, 41.

Chamber of imagery, 101.

Chastity, 91.

Chattering of the rail bird ominous,

6 .

Child, a, stolen to make a king,

247; festival over the birth of a,

81 ; only one allowed in a family,
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286; dead body of a, waits for an

adult, 300; betrothed at birth,

34o ; of the moon, 67.

Children of dust, 3; belonged to

the gods, 18, 79; adopted, 83;

their employments, 84 ; their

songs, 84; buried alive, 286;

betrothed when young, 29o ; only

two allowed in a family, 284;

frightened by Sina, 74.

Choige of two things given to A0po,

25 .

Cinnet or cordage, 170.

Circumcision, 81, 317, 326, 341.

Clam shell laver ofpurification, 294.

Clasp and undo, a game, 126.

Cleanliness, 121.

Clock, astronomical, 319.

Cloth, native, 119.

Clothes to cover the god, 62.

Clothing, 118, 342, 348.

Cloud or shade ominous, 27.

Clouds, 4.

Club exercise and bloodshed at

worship, 20.

Clubs, 171, 339.

Cockle shell incarnation, 41.

Cocoa-nut leaflets on trees, mean-

ing of, 39.

Cocoa-nuts, origin of, 243.

Colouring matter and varnish, 1 19.

Combs and ornaments, 171.

Commissariat in battle,

attend to, 344.

Communism, 160.

Concert of spirits at night, 346.

Concubinage, 96.

Confessions before death, 188.

Confinement in the sea, 292.

Conjuror, Vaapuu and others, 241.

Constellations, 319.

Cooking, 112, 341 ; of good bodies

of the slain, 344.

Coral islets, Dr. Dana’s theory, 303.

Cosmical genealogy, etc., 3.

Cosmogony in Samoa, 3; battles,

6, 212.

Courageous by cutting umbilicus

on a stone, 341 ; priest looking

into black water, 341.

women
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Court bufl'oons, 125.

Courtship, 92, 295.

Coward, a petrified one, 45.

Crab incarnation of a god, 72.

Crab, rat, and snipe excursion, 218.

Cray-fishes evolved from an infant,

77-

Creepers fought with the trees, 7.

Crops, prayer for good, 49; good

if skull erected, 342.

Cross-stick taboo, 186.

Cruelty, climbing head downwards,

39-

Cup of the god in his temple, 19.

Cure, no pay if no, 339.

Currency, 120, 175.

Cursing to go to hades, 36; in the

name of Nafanua, 4o; much

dreaded, 30, 184.

Curtains or tents, 1 55.

Cutting or burning ornaments on

body, 310.

Cuttle-fish fight with the fire, 6;

origin of, 7; incarnation of a

god, 28, 72.

DANA, DR., his theory of coral

islets, 303.

Dancing, 20, 124, 349.

Darkness universal, in the begin-

ning, 297.

Daughter of Mountain, 3.

Daylight, 4.

Day, the first day god was before

mortals, 69.

Days sacred to the gods, 20.

De Peyster’s Island, 284.

Dead, spirits of, hover about the

living, 282; things deposited

with, 284, 335; buried inside

the house, 281, 284; wrapped

in mats, etc., 326; cast into the

sea, 306, 326; child waits for

the body of an aged person, 300 ;

dressing of the, 323, 342; de-

posited in caves, 328; anointing

with juices, 348 ; buried in a

sitting posture, 336.

Death, restoration from, 143;

name for sudden, 266; of an
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incarnation, 61; caused by in-

ternal incarnation, 72 ; following

the curse of the god, 36; if

absent from family prayer, 51;

a sign of approaching, 53, 69,

72; to those who killed butter-

flies, 76; and burial, 144;

taboo, 187; cause of, 272, 348;

the punishment of witchcraft,

342; by being crushed at the

horizon, 294; penalty of steal-

mg. 29°: 343-

December, month of, 208.

Deities in Samoa, number of, 77.

Deluge, story of a, 11.

Destruction as at Papatea, 223;

of a village by god Moso, 266;

name ofa war god, 25.

Development downwards, a man

to a pig, 111.

Devil’s dozen, 33, 50, 62.

Dew of life, 4.

Dialects, 312, 314, 354.

Disappearance of things by the

god. 74-

Disease, cause of, told by the god,

68; making god from Fiji, 41 ;

variety of, 135, 329 ; god in the

water-spout, 285; makers, 320,

342; from intercourse with ves.

sels, 306, 322.

Dispersion, place of, after visiting

the heavens, 249.

Diviners tied up in the sun, 240.

Divisions of Atua, 234 ; Aana,

247; of . troops, 194 ; Savaii,

252.

Divorce, 97.

Doctors, 59, 61, 68, 73, 276; no

pay to, if no cure, 339.

Doctor’s bill, 73.

Dog, god came in a, and ate of-

ferings, 25; incarnation of a

god, 25, 49.

Double, everything, sacred to Sia-

mese god, 56.

Dowry at marriage, 15, 92, 350;

returned in the event of death,

350.

Dreams accounted for, 277.

INDEX.

DreSS on gala days, 121.

Drifted travelling party, 331..

Drill, a native one, 168.

Drink offerings, 51, 115 ; rancid

oil as penance, 72.

Drinking-cup of the god, 19 ;

ceremony at marriage on Mana-

hiki, 276.

Drowning in infanticide, 286, 292.

Drum, the native one, 125.

Duelists, two petrified ones, 45.

Duels, to prevent a general quarrel,

45-

Dumb spirits, 259.

Dust, perceivable, etc., 3.

Dying confessions, 188.

Dysentery, epidemic of, 1842, 328.

Dyspeptics, a cure for, 47.

EAR bored wide to hold scented

leaves, 286.

Earl of Roden, extract from, 269.

Ear-rings of tortoise-shell, 310.

Earth in the beginning, 3; made

by Tangaloa, 7 ; models became

alive, 267, 300; and serpent

married, man the progeny, 28S.

Earthenware manufactured by wo-

men, 341.

Earthquake god, story of, 211 ;

not known in some islets, 304.

Eating baskets, etc., as well as the

food, 249 ; an incarnation fol-

lowed by death, 72, etc.

Eclipse, an, sign of death, or a

ship, 284 ; of the moon, its being

beaten, 373 ; of the sun, its being

beaten, 299; an, the god eating

the sun or moon, 288 ; the death

of the sun or moon, 289.

Eel, story of Sina and her sea one,

243; the, an incarnation, 32, 50,

58, 70, 72, 76; carried about as

a king, 64; a sign of death, 66.

Efat, New Hebrides, 331.

Ellice Island, or Funafuti, 281.

Elo, king of Pulotu, 223.

E10 ements, 95.

Em alming, 148.

Employments of children, 84, 341.
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Ends of leaves sacred to a god, 70.

Enemy, his jaws hung up in chief’s

house, 333.

Entertainment to strangers, the

god helped, 33.

Entrance to hades, 257.

Epidemic in 1842, 328.

Erect, when men began to walk

so, 330.

Eromanga, New Hebrides, 328.

Ethnological notes from other

islands, 267.

Evening meal, prayer at the, 38,

5!, 7S: "5'

Evolution, man from mussels, 8;

man from the porcupine fish,

281 ; man from the fishes, 296;

man from maggots, 7, 8; pigs

from human heads, 111; cray-

fishes from an infant, 77.

Expanse of sea, the wife of Lu, 12.

Eye of Tangaloa terrible, 43.

Eyes, the god who ate, 74.

FAAIFOASO, Downfall - of- Canni-

balism, 240.

Faamalu, or Shade, a god, 26.

Faaola or Life-giver, a war god, 27.

Faasaleleanga of Savaii, 252.

Faatoafe, S. side of Savaii, 262.

Fabulous fights, 213, 217.

Face exposed above ground after

burial, 235 ; painted on Tana,

308; painted in going to battle,

192; painted red after death,

323.

Fata, entrance to hades, 257.

Fakaofo, or Bowditch Island, 267.

Falealili, district on Upolu, 238.

Falealupo, W. end of Savaii, 16,

257.

Faleasi’u, House of the god Siu,

248.

Faleata, or House-of-Ata, 241.

Falelsatai and Faleaseela from Fiji,

24 .

Falling of the heavens, 198.

Family prayer, death if absent, 51 ;

exchange of property, 93; wor-

ship, 51.
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Famine, god prayed to in, 74.

Fangaloa, or long bay, 237.

Fangana of Mitc ell group, 280.

Fanonga, a war god, 25; destruc-

tion, name of a god, 25.

Fans, 170.

Fao, who swam from Tonga to

Niué, 304.

Fari from Pulotu, 222.

Fasitoouta and Fasitootai, 248.

Fasting of priests in rainemaking,

345'

Fata, heroic son of Malietoa Savea,

253.

Faté, New Hebrides, 331.

Father of the family, the priest, 18.

Fatupuaa ma 1e fee, residence of

gods, 72.

Fear of the gods, 184; of spirits

of the dead, etc., 282.

Feasting when Mercury is seen,

284; a time of worshipping the

gods, 18.

Feather, sacred, name ofa god, 48.

February, month of, 205.

Fe’e, or cuttle-fish, name of a god,

28; made by Tangaloa, 7.

Feepo, child of Sina i lau tolo, 4.

Fencing and boxing, 126.

Fermented bread-fruit, 107.

Feuku’s son died for his people,

274.

Fight over the temple building, 29.

Fiji, king of, married a Samoan

lady, 225 ; Tuiolautala, 228;

sons of, Manono and Apolima,

230; long-tooth disease-maker

came from, 41; settlers from,

256 ; mats, native cloth, etc.,

from, 12?.

Fijian chie , Lili, 238.

Fines in food, 178.

Finger-nail relics, 338.

Fire and water, marriage of, 6;

fought with the cuttle-fish, 6;

offering of, to the gods, 75, 116 :

origin of, 209, 270, 285, 297;

not allowed at night, 269 ; sig-

nals, 291.

First-fruits to the gods, 319.
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Fish, the one which swallowed a

man. 245. 331. 337; body of

Pulotu king, ends in a, 259;

offerings to the god, 26; move-

ments of, an omen, 27; incarna-

tions ofgods, 285 ; eyes of, sacred

to Sina, 74; woman changed

into a, 103; books of pearl and

tortoise shell, 168 ; battle of,

301; the porcupine, man sprung

from, 281 ; meeting of, to raise

the heavens, 285; men evolved

from, 296; pools at Peru, 298.

Fisherman's god, 52.

Fishing matches, 127; nets, 167 ;

restrictions, 349.

Fiti apaau, or Winged Fiji, 12.

Fiti aumua, Fiji the foremost, 224.

Fitiuta of Manu’a, 224.

Flew, a man who, 287, 301.

Flight, a sham, 241 ; of birds, an

omen, 21, 26, 54.

Flood, a, 11.

Flute blown by the nostrils, 305.

Fly-flapper, to, or to kill, 13.

Foelangi, the first man at Nanu-

manga, 288.

Foeticide, 280, 292.

Foilape, name of a god, 281.

Folaha, name of a god, 291.

Fonge, a rain-making god, 24.

Fonolape, a stone god, 280.

Food divided by Lufilufi, 235 ; not

cooked of old, 209; offerings to

the god, 68; offerings eaten by

the priest, 288; of the Samoans,

105, 107; at New Caledonia,

341; kinds of, forbidden, 1 12, 330.

Foot, burning the, in disease, 323.

Foreign god predicted, 24; vessels,

first notions of, 271.

Forfeits, 126.

Fotulafai, son of Lafai, 252.

Fowl and turtle, story of, 217.

Fowls, preserve ones of Lu, 11;

incarnation of gods, 51.

Fragrance in the beginning fol-

lowed nothing, 3.

Fragrant flowers ofi'ered to the god,

V 36.

INDEX.

Francis Island, 299.

Freeloveites, 290.

Friends of the yam, 225.

Frigate bird, a carrier, 282.

Fruit near graves not eaten, 330.

Fuailangi, name of a god, 32, 226.

Funafuti, or Ellice Island, 281.

Funeral feast, for the good of the

soul, 292.

Future state, 16.

GA’E FEFE, Breathless fear, a god,

32.

Games and sports, 126; in the

heavens, 249.

Genealogy, cosmical, 3.

Giants, a race of, 136,

Girls strangled at Manahiki, 275.

God, the thunder one caught and

punished, 34; a foreign one

predicted, 72; Moso a man by

day, a god at night, 37; aman’s,

settled at birth, 17, 78; a centi-

pede one, 47; who existed be-

fore mortals, 69; cannibal one,

47 ; replying, but no body, 55;

one seen only by strangers, 63;

one who walked on the sea, 52 ;

saluted by the family, 73; the

one who raised rocks to protect,

66; who detected thieves, 30,

etc. ; as a dog, etc., ate ofl'ere

ings, 68; one who was good,

44, 70, 75; branches to keep

him warm, 62; one who was

man or woman at pleasure, 73;

tlge one who had three mouths,

7 .

Goddess Nafanua led in battle, 39;

Taema, 55; of lower regions,

270; idols of, do not stand, 296.

Gods, a meeting of, 8; battle be-

tween them and Lautala, 229;

a sea god, 52; seen in incarna-

tions, 17, 76; war or village,

18, 23; assisted in entertaining

strangers, 63 ; household, 18,

66; changed into stones, 31; in

human form, 33, 73 ; twin gods,

44; shut up in the temple, 53;
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brought a man from Tonga in a Heavens, Cloudless, 4; made by

night, 110; prayers and offeri s

to, 75; had food first, peop e

afterwards, 20, etc. ; in Samoa

about, 77, 120.

Good and bad souls, fate of, 292.

Government and laws, 172, 291,

3°51 315: 343-‘

Grass fought With the stones, 7.

Graves, how formed, 147; customs

at,-in New Guinea, 348 ; rayers

at, 151 ; in the sides of t e pit,

324 ; known by a depression,

330; of chiefs, pigs taken to,

336; things deposited in, 284,

335: 343-

Groves, sacred, 19, 6 .

Grudges, how settled annually, 59.

Guessing sports, 129.

HADES ofthe Samoans, 257; under

where the body buried, 286;

there each goes to his own

friends, 286; of the Aneiteumese,

326; Eromangans, 330; Loeha

in the west, 339; of Niué, 306.

Hair, how dressed, 122 ; cut short

in mourning, 289; united at

the marriage ceremony, 296;

done up in six hundred tresses,

308.

Hands, riest lays his, on the sick,

49; o a cooked body, the priest’s

portion, 344.

Haranguing before battle, 194.

Hatchets, Stone and Shell Age, 158,

343; from a vessel followed by

disease, 329.

Head which fell from the heavens,

5; manipulated to shape, in in-

fancy, 80 ; taken up three days

after burial, 289; exposed above

the ground, 342; opened to let

out the pain, 339; chopped off

in battle, 192.

Headache, cure for, 339.

Heads, human, changed into pigs,

111.

Healths, toasts, etc., 334.

Hearing, trained to, 341.

Tangaloa, 7; Lu’s search there

for thieves, 13; the tenth or

place of rest, 13; swinging, a

proverb, 14; visitors to, 199;

games in the, 249; Losi’s visit

to the, 105; gods which fell

from, 23; and heavenly bodies,

198; the, pushed up, 198; in-

tercourse with, 199; spirits go

to, 288, 301; and coral rocks

united, 283 ; separated from rocks

by vapour, 283; raising of the,

198, 285, 293, 297; and earth

married, progeny, man, 292;

Naleau came through a hole in

the, 297.

Heroes, 192.

Hergm’s long neck accounted for,

3 O

Hide-and-seek, 129.

Hieroglyphic taboo system, 34.

Hills, the, heaps of slain, 204.

Hoaxed, how the spiritualists, 346.

Hooping-cough, 139.

Horns in the head .of Tapuitea

26o.

Hospitality, 114, 171.

House blinds down when wor-

ship ing, 60.

House old gods, 18, 51, 67, 73,

301: 334; ,

Houses, origin of, etc., 152.

Huanaki, who swam to Niué, 304.

Hucésson’s Island, or Nanumanga,

2 .

Human victims offered to the sun,

201.

Humphrey’s Island, 275.

Hurd Island, or Arorae, 294.

Husband and wife keep apart, 349;

how chosen, 295.

Hut of fisherman’s god, 52.

I’AULUALO, a Samoan Jonah, 246.

Idol, stone one at Fakaofo, 268.

Ila and her husband Tutu, 223.

Illegitimate childrena disgrace, 304.

Ill treatment called spitting on

the heavens, 222.
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Imagery, chamber of, 101.

Imprecations, 30, 36, 40; hiero-

glyphic, 185. '

Incarnations of the gods, 17, 21;

in the body causing death, 72;

eat the offerings, 25.

infancy and childhood, 78.

Infant, one changed into cray-

fishes, 77 ; buried with dead

mother, 328; girls betrothed at

birth, 340 ; taken to the temple,

290.

Infanticide ordered by law, 284;

by burying alive, 286, 333; by

drowning, 286, 292; in cases of

illegitimacy, 304; did not pre-

vail in Samoa, 79.

Infantile diseases, 135.

Influenza, 138.

Insane, the, buried alive, 335.

Insanity, 137.

Inspiration, sign of, 283 ; known

by a whistle of the priest, 295.

Intoxicating kava, 315 ; fermented

juice of cocoa-nut pod, 297.

Invisible, god who was, to his own

people, 33.

Island, an, which sailed from Fiji,

229.

Islands from a man’s basket of

sand, 281.

Itu o fafine, or side of women on

Savaii, 262.

Itu 0 tane, or side of men on

Savaii, 255.

Itu Taoa, side of Taoa on Savaii,

2 5. '

Iulasutalo, name of a god, 70.

Iva, a district on Savaii, 254.

JANUARY, the month of, 204.

Jaws of an enemy preserved, 333.

Jonah, a Samoan one, 246 ; a Vaté

one, 337 ; an Eromangan one,

331-

June, month of, 206.

July, month of, 206.

KANGAROO left by Captain Cook

at Tana, 307.

INDEX.

Kava, or intoxicating draught, 3 1 5 ;

offered to the gods, 115.

Kidnapping for the oven, 109, 338.

Killing, name for, 13. ‘

King, a child stolen to make one,

247; of the fishes, 302; priest

as well, 304; killed in a case of

famine, 304 ; represented by a

tree, 65.

Kingfisher bird incarnation, 48, 54.

Kissing, or rather smelling, a stone

god. 45o

Knives, wooden, edged With sharks’

teeth, 297.

Knots on a cord, etc., as memo-

randa, 302.

Koitapu, tricks of their priests, 348.

Kulérs, principal god of Vaitupu,

2 .

Kuvakuku, a New Guinea god,

349-

LA Paaousa’s expedition, 196.

Laalaa, name of a god, 34.

Laamaomao, name of a god, 35.

Lady doctor, a, 68.

Lafai, origin of his name, 252.

Lago6on, the Vaiee one, origin of,

24 .

Laki raised the heavens, 297.

Laloata, where Sina lived, 242.

Lalolangi, under the heavens, 7.

Landowners, 176.

Langi, from Pulotu, 222.

Lanutoo, or lake of Too, 241.

Lapi colonised Nanumanga, 288.

Lata of Fiji and his canoe, 264.

Laukiti, whose eye is the sun, 291.

Laulaati, name of a god, 338.

Laulii. village of, 242.

Lautala’s war party from Fiji, 229;

an island from Fi'i, 229.

Lavasii beat Tangal'oa the plucky,

250.

Laver of purification, 294.

Laws, 173, I78.

Lealgtele, or great road on Savaii,

25 .

Le’ale’a, club made from, 253.

Leaping-stone of the spirits, 257.
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Leaves, clothed with, in consulting

the god, 54; of the ti, a banner

of a god, 60, etc.; reddish or

seared, sacred to a god, 70;

girdles made of, 90, 11 .

Lefanga, 249.

Lefao not present at division of

lands, 235.

Legts'lature, 177.

Lenga, a lady from Fiji, 264.

Leosia, the watcher of hades, 258.

Lepa or boundary wall, 235.

Leprosy, 137.

Leulumoenga, capital ofAana, 247.

Life and death accounted for, 8;

long and short, accounted for, 9;

water of, 259.

Lifu of the Loyalty Islands, 337.

Lighthouse at Tana, the volcano a,

307.

Lightning, a messenger of the god

Tangaloa, 232 ; a god seen in

the, 59; omens in, 59.

Liki, heavens raised by, 293.

Lili, a chief of Fiji, 238.

Limulimuta, a sea-weed god, 71.

Lipi, or sudden death, 36.

Liquors, 113, 316.

Lizard an incarnation, 44, 47, 72.

Loeha, a Loyalty Island hades, 339.

London Missionary Society, 3.

Long 011 the pillow, or sudden

death, 266; tooth, the, 41.

Longevity, 136.

Look, poison in a, 23.

Losi’s visit to the heavens, 105.

Lots cast by spinning the cocoa-

nut, 128; to decide the soul's

destiny, 294.

Love songs, 98.

Loyalty Islands, 337.

Lu, the grandson of Tangaloa, 11 ;

his pursuit of thieves to the

heavens, 13.

Luat'), entrance to hades, 258.

Lufilufi, capital of Atua, 235.

Luminous sparks, spirits appear as,

259.

MAATEA, or Papatea, 223.
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Mafuie, orearthquake god, 209,270.

Maggots became men, 7, 8.

Malae totoa, the tenth heaven, a

place of rest, 13.

Malata, mountain on which Lu’s

vessel rested, 12.

Malie, the capital of the Tuama-

sanga, 239.

Malietoa the first, and others, 5;

summoning the diviners, 240.

Man evolved from the porcupine

fish, 281 ; evolved from the

mussels, 8; evolved from the

maggots, 7, 8 ; evolved from the

fishes, 296; his origin, 7, 8, 2803

his soul, 281 ; in the moon, 273;

who sowed sand on the ocean,

281 ; formed from vapour, 283;

sweat of, became a woman, 283;

the god Tevae seen as a, 285;

one who flew, 287, 301 ; born of

the ser cut and the earth, 288;

made rom earth models, 300;

and woman sprung from the ti

plant, 304.

Manahiki, or Humphrey’s Island,

275.

Mane, a paradise in the west, 294.

Maniloa, the cannibal god, 237.

Manono, origin of the name, 228 ;

andApolima, sons ofFiji king, 228.

Manslayer, a refuge for, 65.

Manu, a lady who saved from can-

nibalism, 236.

Manu’a, islands of, 223.

Manufacture, articles of, 167.

Manufili, the carpenter in the

heavens, 12.

Mao and Uli, names of gods, 35.

March, month of, 205.

Marine deity, 26.

Marking by knots, 302.

Marriage customs, 92, 276, 296,

341 ; of heaven and earth, 292.

Mars, 202.

Massacre of M. de Langle, 196.

Massacres of white men, 197, 327.

Matautu on Savaii, 256.

Matofanua, child ofAta and Sina, 4.

Mats of fine texture, 120.

2C
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Matuu, or heron god, 35.

Maui of Savage Island, 211, 306;

of Manahiki, 278.

Mauke sprung from a stone, 280.

Maumau, name of a god, 291.

May, month of, 20, 29, 41, 44, 53,

206.

Meals, 115, 342.

Mediation to repress strife, 180.

Medicine. 139. 329. 339-

Meetings, public, 181.

Memoranda, etc. , made by knots

on a cord, etc., 302.

Men to cast their skins like shell-

fish, 9; tatooed, 88; only ate

offerings to Tangaloa, 53; six,

helped the sun and moon up and

down, 292; changed into trees,

219 ; originated in stones, 299;

once creeped like pigs, 330; from

the stone of Laulaati, 338 ; gods

appeared as, 33, 73.

Mercury, feasting when seen, 287.

Messsages sent by the frigate bird,

2 2.

Messengers of the god, Tangaloa,

232.

Meteorological table, 353.

Meteors, 202.

Migrations illustrated, 331.

Milky way, the, 202.

Miraculous, the, specimens of,

75.

Mirror, a tub of water, 123.

Mitchell group, 280.

Moa, or centre of the earth, 10;

king of Manu’a, 224; the fowl,

change of name, 224 ; of Fiji,

came to seek a husband, 255.

Moloti, a stone god, 280.

Month, eve fifth, a concert of

spirits, 342

Months of the year, 204.

Moon, the, 6, 67, 203, 273 ; Sale-

vao became one, 50; a repre-

sentativeof Tangaloa, 53 ; prayed

to, 60, 67; a woman in, 203 ; a

boy called Terete there, 284; a

boy called Tapirinoko there,

292; first made, then the sun,

INDEX.

280 ; the waning, a gradual

death, 289 ; a new one in answer

to prayer, 289 ; the eye of Lau-

kiti, 291 ; the eye of Laki, 297 ;

the eye of Pakauneku, 300.

Morning star accounted for. 262.

Mortality, 135.

Mortals, the god who was before,

Moso, the god who swam from

Tutuila, 266 ; a noted god in

various places, 36 ; was among

men by day, 37.

Motherand livinginfantburied, 328.

Motu, the, of New Guinea, 347.

Moumousia, the god who killed

thieves, 283.

Mountain residence of the god

Laalaa, 34 ; a, raised by a

woman, 117.

Mountains in the beginning, 3;

marriage of, 3; daughter of, 3.

Mourning, covering in time of,

281 ; hair cut short during, 289;

by going away to the bush, 288;

face painted black in, 308.

Mouth, the, bandaged to keep out

the gods, 68.

Mouths, a god who had three, 76.

Mua and Talu, children of dust, 3.

Muliangalafai, child of Lafai, 253.

Mullet, incarnation of a god, 38, 61.

75, 76-

Mumps, 139.

Murder punished by drifting to

sea, 281.

Murderer given 11 to private re-

venge, 178 ; re uge for, 65.

Music and dancing, 12 .

Mussels became men, .

NAFANUA, a goddess, 38.

Nahak burned to cause disease, 32 1.

Naituveta, child of Afulilo, 4.

Naleauand Laki raised theheavens,

297, 299-

Naleu separated heavens and earth,

297.

Name of god given to a child, 79 ;

one man, one name, 81.
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Names of the islands, 1, 10, 13; Nukulaelae, orMitchell group, 280.

abbreviated 260, 264; change Numerals, change of, 215.

of, 224.

Nanstémanga, or Hudson’s Island,

. 2 .

Nanumea, or St. Augustine’s Island,

291.

Nave, a god represented by a stone,

40.

Navigators. so called by Bougain.

ville, 166.

Neck of Fari trodden upon, or

w6ar, 222 ; of heron, why long,

3 ~ '

Needles, netting, 168.

Net, a fishing one, 167 ; by which

a lady was caught, 232 ; Pili

came from heavens in a, 233.

Netherland Island, 300.

New Caledonia, 340.

New Guinea, 347.

New Hebrides, 307.

New moon god, 67.

Ngaelu, from which Lu came, 12.

Nifo 103, long tooth god, 41.

Night, Moso was a god at, 37;

attacks in war, 195.

Nikunau, Gilbert group, 296.

Niué, or Savage Island, 304.

Niutao, or Speiden Island, 287.

Noai made Tamana, 294.

Nobu, an Eromangan god, 330.

Nonia, a village god, 40.

None, who came from Fiji, 229.

Nonoa, or bound, a place of dumb

spirits, 259.

North, south, east, and west, 6.

Nose, a cockle grew on it, 40;

flattened in infancy, 80; our -

canoe noses blemishes, 80; sep-

tum of, pierced, 310 ; bitten off

for adultery, 179.

Notes, ethnological, etc. , from other

islands, 267.

Nothing first, then fragrance, 3.

November, month of, 208.

Nudity at New Caledonia, 342.

Nui, or Netherland Island, 300.

Nuk8ufetau, 01 De Peyster’s Island,

2 4«

Nursing, 79.

Nuutele, origin of name, 227.

OATHS, 19, 184. -

October, month of, 208.

Octopus, or cuttle fish, worshipped,

28, 72: 75.

Odds and evens, fixing destiny, 294.

Offering to the gods, 20, 49, 76,

78; of blood, 21, 26, 57; of

kava, 115, 315 ; of food laid

before skulls, 289; hung up

outside the house, 68; of fire,

75, 116; of tobacco smoke to

skulls, 295; of human victims

to the sun, 201 ; of mats, 40;

of pearl-shell, 289; eaten by the

priest, 288; of scented leaves,

36; to Tangaloa eaten by men

only. 53.

Ofu, Manu’a group, 226.

Oil, rancid, drank as a punish-

ment, 72; poured on idols, 295;

rubbing with, a cure from the

gods, 272.

Old man who pretended to see

the god, 37.

Old womanwho scalded thegod, 41.

Olosenga, island of, at Manu a, 225 ;

floated from Taft, etc., 225.

Omens in the flight of birds, 21,

24, 48, 64; in the position of

the shell in the temple, 23 ; in a

waterspout, 285 ; in the move-

ments of a fish, 29; in cloud and

shade, 27; in stuttering by a

priest, 28; in position of a

basket, 32; in posrtion of a rain-

bow, 35, 43 ; in position of

whale’s teeth, 35; in a lizard,

44, 47; in direction of the fall

of stones, 46; in an owl, 21, 24,

60; in dogs, 49; in a bat, 21,

51; in thunder, 54; in lightning,

59 ; in stones, 46, 54; in trum-

pet shell blast, 54; in the weight

of shark’s teeth, 55; in colour

of the rail bird, 61 ; in chatter-
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ing of the rail bird, 65 ; in the

centipede, ; in a land crab,

2.

Onoatoa or Francis island, 299.

Orator’s staff, 181.

Oratory, 234, 316.

Origin of cocoa-nuts, 243; of pigs,

111 ; of the planet Venus, 26o.

Orion, 202.

Oven, 1 ing down in, as a penance,

58; ot stone ones, 112; puri-

fication of, 59.

Owl, the incarnation of a god, 21,

47, 60; and serpent fight, 214.

PADDLES for canoes, 164.

Pai and Vau made islands from

sand, 287.

Pain, the head opened to let it out,

339-

Painted faces on Tana, 308, 323;

in war, 192.

Pakasia, or lower regions, 334.

Pakauneku’s eye formed the sun,

3w.

Pakeva, kingof the large fishes, 302.

Palzguli, capital of, S. side of Savaii,

2 3.

Palolo, or marine worm, 206.

Pandean pipe, 312.

Pandora, H.M.S., 3.

Papatea in the east, 222; battle at,

223.

Papatu, etc., rocks, 6.

Paper, mulberry, 119.

Parliament meetings 181.

Pati and Algi; 235. ’

Pau, Lu came from, 12.

Pava the war god, 42.

Peace-offering for indignity to a

god, 72, etc.

Pearl-shell fish-hooks, 168; ofl'er-

ings to gods, 289.

Penalties, 178.

Penance to avoid punishment, 72.

Peru of the Gilbert Islands, 297.

Pessomancy at Tamana, 294.

Pestilence, god prayed to in, 74.

Photography in water, 101. .

Phylacteries of teeth, finger nails,

etc., 342.

Pigeon, incarnation of Moso, etc.,

37, 51, 64, 69; catching sport,

25, 127.

Pigs evolved out of human heads,

111 ; to be eaten instead of

human flesh, 240; killed to go

with a dead chief, 336; once

walked like men, 330.

Pili, 4, 232; children of, 4; his

last will, 234.

Pili ma 1e maa, lizard and stone

god. 44-

Pillars, stone, of heathen temples,

299; of human bodies, 260.

Pillow of bamboo, 156.

Pitching games, 129.

Planets, 302.

Plant and not steal, 263.

Plantations destroyed at death,

306.

Platform of stone on which the

god sat, 296.

Pleiades, 202.

Plucky Tangaloa, 250.

Poison in a look, 23.

Poisonous mixture, 244; influence

radiated from a chief, 23.

Political divisions of Upolu, 232;

divisions of Savaii, 252.

Polu and Vaii, or Vaiki, 231.

Polu-leuligana, who killed the

cannibal god, 238, 240.

Polygamy. 96. 3x7. 339. 341. 347-

Polynesran dialects, 354.

Pool with scenes on the surface,

101.

Pools for preserving fish, 298.

Poor, none in Samoa, 160.

Population kept down by infanti.

cide, 284.

Porcupine fish, man originated in

a, 281.

Position ofshell in temple watched,

23 ; whale’s teeth watched, 35.

Port marten: search for disease, 145.

Petrified, a coward became so, Prayer to the gods, 26, 75, 319;

45 ; duelists, 45. at the grave of a father, etc., 151 ;
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on an eclipse, 273; brought the

new moons, 289; for eyes, ears,

feet, etc. , in going to battle,

345 ; sign of answer to, 53 ;

absent from, followed by death,

51 ; at the birth of a child, 78 ;

at the evening meal, 116 ; at

marriage ceremony, 276.

Prediction of the arrival of a foreign

god, 24.

Pregnancy by looking at the sun,

200

Priestess of god, 68.

Priests punished, 240; the head

of the family, 18; of the gods,

20; beaten if a bad response

given, 59 ; rain-making class of,

345 ; if red and flushed, inspired,

283; whistled when inspired,

295; represented by his staff,

327 ; tricks of, at New Guinea,

248; claimed the hands in can-

nibalism, 344.

Prickly sea-urchin in the body a

curse, 51.

Private revenge, 91.

Property, communistic interest in

160; of the 0d paraded about

the village, 2 5.

Proverbial language, 220.

Pua, a tree residence of a god, 72.

Pulotu, Elo the king of, 222 ; the

hades of Samoa, 16, 258 ; Upolu

the capital of, 227 ; from which

Lu came, 11; Saveasiuleo the

king of, 259; goddess Nafanua

came from, 38.

Punishment, 178 ; by a cockle shell

on the body, 40; for stealing,

restore double, 281 ; by strangu-

lation, 295 ; by sending to sea in

a canoe, 281 ; by sending to sea

on a heap of cocoa-nuts, 337;

of death to a wizard, 342 ; adul-

tery by death, 178, 343; adul.

tery by extra work, 341 ; in a

hades of darkness, 301.

Purification at the marriage cere-

mony, 276; before going to

battle, 64 ; the sea a laver of,

389

276 ; after a death in the family,

145 ; a clam shell laver of, 294.

QUARRELS settled by a duel, 45 ;

god of, 59; god of, separating

the arties, 291; settled at

temp e building, 29.

RACES, canoe, etc., 133.

Rail bird an incarnation, 52, 65.

Rain, or Ua, from Pulotu, 222;

messenger from Tangaloa, 232;

making god, 25, 45; making,

priests, 345 ; caused by the stars

stoning the sun, 331.

Rainbow, representation of a god,

21, 35-

Raising the heavens, 198, 285, etc.

Rancid oil drank as penance, 38.

Rat, a god incarnate as a, 25 ;

once had wings, 216; snipe and

crab journey, 218 ; hieroglyphic

taboo, 187.

Rec;3or flushed, a sign ofinspiration,

2 3.

Reefs, 2.

Refuge, place of, manslayers, 65.

Rejoxcin s at birth of a child, 81.

Relics o the dead, 338.

Religion of Samoa, 16, 77.

Religious Nanumangans, 288.

Remedies in disease, 323.

Renewed vigour from water of life,

259- . .
Reptile incarnations, 17.

Restoration from death, 143.

Rest, the tenth heaven a place of,

13.

Revenge, 196 ; for adultery, 91,

178, 343; handed to posterity,

326; private, allowed, 90, 178.

Rhyming, games at, 130.

Rib and earth model became a

woman, 268.

Riddle sports, 129.

Right - arm - of - Atua, the king’s

guard, 236.

River on the way to hades, 258.

Rocgt, one, the god of a village,

2 5.
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Rocks original, 3, 6 ; fought with

fire, 6; built up by the god

Vave, 66 ; and heavens united,

283; and heavens separated by

vapour, etc., 283.

Roggewein’s expedition, 2.

Rotch Island, or Tamana, 293.

SA and Vaila, 223.

Sa, name of a god, 46.

Saato, a rain-making god, 25.

Sabresedged with sharks’ teeth, 297.

Sacrifices, human, 201.

Safata, from Sa and Fata, 245.

Safotu, or Samoa in sight, 253;

capital of Itu Taoa on Savaii,

253: 255-

Safotulafai, capital of Faasalele- '

anga: 253» 25+

Sa fulu sa, name of a g

Safune on Savaii, 256.

Salafai, a name of Savaii, 252.

Salani, or coral pebbles, 238.

Saleaula, 255.

Salenga, S. W. side of Savaii, 264.

Salesgtele, the sweat of Falealili,

23 .

Salevao, name of a god, 10, 49;

and his travelling party, 257.

Salt water drank, 339, 341.

Saluafata, origin of the name, 236.

Sama, a cannibal god, 48.

Samani, a family god, 72.

Samatau, origin of the name, 248.

Samoa, position of, 1; population

of, 3; cosmogony of, 3; origin

of the name, 10, 13; Tongans

in, 253; descendants of, in the

Gilbert group, 297.

Sanga, 4 ; child of Pili, 232.

Sangana, sacred to oratory, 234;

capital of the Tuamasanga, 234.

Sapapalii, chief residence of Malie.

toa, 254.

Sataua, from Taua of Fiji, 264.

Satia, a family god, 73.

Sa’uma of Apolima, from Fiji, 228.

Savaii, from a stone, 7 ; mountains

of, 1; origin of the name, 223,

230 ; divisions of, 252.

0d, 48.

IIVDEX.

Savage Island, or Niué, 304 ; story

about fire, 211.

Savea, child of Tau vai upolu, 4 ;

the first Malietoa, 5.

Saveasiuleo, king of hades, 38,

259

Saved, a village of the, from canni-

balism, 237; if smeared with

blood, 274.

Saviour, Ato noted as one, 265.

Scarcity of food, 107.

Scented leaves carried in the ears,

286; leaf and flower offerings,

71.

Sea, origin of, 6, 12; a laver of

purification, 276; shut up, 6;

none at one time, 12; a god who

walked on the, 52; serpent raised

the heavens, 299 ; weed repre-

sented a god, 71; pike, hiero-

gly hic taboo, 185; shore temple

of herman’s god, 52.

Séance of spiritualists, 346.

Seared leaf sacred to a god, 70.

Seat, long-legged one of Space, 5.

Second sight, 132.

Selfishness, or friends of the yarn,

225.

Senga, chief of Ofu, 226.

Sengi vave, snatch quickly, a god,

73o

Separation of Siamese, 56.

Sepo malosi, or Sepo the strong, a

god, 51.

September, month of, 207.

Serpent pushed up the heavens,

292, 300; blood of, formed the

stars, 300 ; and earth united, man

the progeny, 288; owl fought,

214.

Shadow, notice of, in cosmogony, 4.

Sham cooking the body, in pen-

ance, 69, 72; fights, 20, 133.

Shampooing, 14o.

Shark taboo, 186.

Sharks’ teeth, a bundle of, image

of war god, 55.

Shell-fish, origin of, 12; men cast

their skins like, 9.

Shells in temples of the gods, 19,
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23, 26, 54; the cockle, incarna-

tions, 41 ; to decorate canoes,

165 ; hatchets made of, 158.

Ships, early notions of, 271.

Shooting star, 21.

Shopkeepers, a lesson to, 296.

Siamese gods, 56.

Sick, treatment of, 59, 69, 141, 329;

taken to priest of Salevao, 49.

Side of the pit, body buried in,

324.

Signals by fire, 291.

Sili vaai, far-seeing, a god, 48.

Sina and her eel, 243 ; le ana, sent

for by Tangaloa, 232 ; ’ai mata,

the e e-eater, 74 ; and

her c amber of imagery, 101 ;

the land of light, 306.

Sitting back to back forbidden, 56;

naked in the sun, 179.

Siu toso, child of Pai, 4; feai,

child of Uliaumi, 4; le lau mato,

child of Polaitu, 4 ; or end,

name of a god, 74; leo, or echo,

a village god, 52.

Skeleton used in rain-making, 345.

Skull, representative of a god, 74 ;

worshipped, 288, 301 ; cleaned

by the teeth of the children, 288;

offerings of food laid before, 288;

tobacco smoke puffed into mouth

of, 295; hung up in the house,

300; set up in plantation for a

crop, 342.

Slain, how disposed of, 193, 344.

Sleep accounted for, 8.

Sli s, 312.

Sme ling or kissing the stone god,

45o

Soesai, name of a doctor god, 74.

Solosolo, origin of the name, 236.

Son ofl Feuku who died for the

peo e, 274.

Songs? 84, 98, 102.

Soul of man, 8, 16; carried about

in a leaf, 142 ; notions about, at

Tokelau, 273; gods tried to keep

it on earth, 283; went to heaven,

288, 301 ; good and bad, fate of,

292; destiny of, settled by lot,

391

294 ; if evil, crushed out of ex-

istence, 294 ; roamed the land,

299.

Space, 5 ; child of the queen of the

earth, 5.

Spears, 171; representation of a

god, 61 ; throwin game, 126.

Speech of the sea ee of Sina, 243;

everything spoke of old, 212.

Speiden Island, 287.

Spinning the cocoa-nut in lots, 1 28.

Spirits, fear of, 258, 282; go to

the westward, 257; bathed in

the water of life, 259; revisit the

earth, 281 ; of the unburied

caught, 150; of the evil wander

through space, 273 ; hovered

over the living, 282; of Ero-

mangans g0 eastward, 330.

Spiriéualists, and concert of spirits,

34 -

Spitting on Langi ill usage, 222.

Sport of pigeon-catching, 25, 127.

Spfinkling with cocoa-nut water,

4°: 44-

Squint, a curse of the gods, 61 , 75.

Staff, orator’s, 181; of the god

taken to sickness, 327.

Stammering, forfeits, in a game,

131.

Stars going for a light, or meteors,

202; the eyes of the departed,

302; a star god, 48; stone the

sun to get rain, 331; drops of

blood, 300.

St. Augustine Island, 291.

Stealing, restore double, in, 281;

punished by death at sea, etc.,

286, 297.

Stinging ray fish, incarnation of

Moso and Tonga, 38, 75.

Stocks, or short Pillars of wood,

529.

Stone, first man from a, 280.

Stonehenge, a Samoan one, 31;

antiquarian problem, 299.

Stones in the beginning, 3, 6, 12;

rain-making gods, 25, 45 ; gods

changed into, 31 ; representa-

tives of gods, 24, 44, 268, 289,
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291, 327; platform on which

the god sat, 296; hatchets of,

158, 343; Mauke sprang from,

280 ; pillars of heathen temples,

298; changed into men, 299;

round balls of, used in battle,

305; one from which man and

woman came, 338; umbilicus

cut on one, 341 ; representing a

goddess, 296.

Story of Sina and her eel, 243;

origin of the planet Venus, 260;

of Siati and wife, 102; Ae and

Tinilau, 1 10; Salatoand Tutunga,

119; conjurors, 241; the fowl

and the turtle, 217; of the rat,

snipe, and crab, 218 ; Ti‘iti‘i and

Talanga, 209; man who flew,

287, 301; of battle of fishes,

214 ; Nonu’s visit to Tonga, 50;

Toaand Pale, or Heroand Helper,

219.

Strangers, the god who was seen

by, 63; ate part of sacred offer-

ings, 68, 288 ; introduced to the

gods, 291; hospitality to, 114,

171; not punished, 29o; enter-

tainment of, by village god, 68.

Strangulation, punishment at Aro-

rae, 295; of widows, 324, 326.

Stut8tering in prayer a bad omen,

2 .

Suicide, 305.

Suku, his doings at Manahiki, 279.

Sun, origin of, 6; the, caught,

200; death of the, 289; devoured

human sacrifices, 201 ; made be-

cause moon not sufficient, 280;

the eye of Laukiti, etc., 292,

297; the eye of Pakuneku, 300;

stoned by the stars in drought,

331 ; helped up and down,

292.

Superstitions fear, 183.

Supu, god at Vate, 334.

Surgery, 141, 339.

Swearing, 184.

Sweat of Falealili, 239; woman

made of, 283.

Swift of foot heroes, 192.

INDEX.

Swimming on the back forbidden,

27; from Fiji, 248; from Tonga

to Niué, 304.

Swinging of the heavens, a proverb,

24.

Swords fifteen feet long edged with

sharks’ teeth, 297.

TAAFANUA, or walk the land god,

52.

Taape, the dispersion place, 251.

Taboo, hieroglyphic, 185.

Taema, name of a god, 54; and

Titi, twin and Siamese gods, 56.

Taeotagaloawent to rescue his sister

at Fiji, 225.

Tails of New Guinea natives, not

true, 350.

Taiséumalie, tide rising, a goddess,

5 . .

Talanga, story of, 209.

Tamana, or Rotch Island, 293.

Tana of the New Hebrides, 307.

Tangaloa, the originator of men, 4,

7, 5‘2 ; of the heavens, 4; of the

eig th heaven, 52 ; messengers

of, sent for a lady, 232; his visit

to the earth, 53 ; his people un-

kind to visitors, 105 ; the eight-

livered one, 250.

Tanumamanono, the slain of Man-

ono, 242.

Taoa, chief of Fijian descent, 255.

Tapaai, beckoning, name of a god,

54-

Tapakea, king of the small fishes,

302.

Tapirinoko, a boy in the moon, 292.

Tapuaau, who swam from Fiji, 248.

Tapuariki, god of Arorae, etc.,

2941 295: 299-

Tapuitea, or the planet Venus, 260.

Tapunea, or lot for soul’s destiny,

294-

Taro from the heavens, 105; leaf

in which Pava went to Fiji, 43.

Tatooers, goddesses from Fiji, 55.

Tatgging, 88, 286, 329; ofwomen,

2 .

Tali, island of, 224.
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Taua, or war, origin of the word,

222; from Fiji, hence Sataua,

264.

Taumanupepe, or butterfly god, 76.

Tears forming a lake, 241.

Teeth, whale 5, representing a god,

35; shark, representing a god,

55 ; of an old woman, a charm,

342- '

Telahi, first woman at Nanumanga,

288, 291.

Temples of the gods, 19, 52, 289.

Tents or curtains, 1 55.

Tepapa, first man made by Aulia.

lia, 301.

Terete, a boy in the moon, 284.

Tetata, first woman made by Aulia-

lia, 301.

Tevae, a god seen as a man, 285.

Theatricals, 132.

Thief, the god Moso was one by

day, 37; the god who detected

a, 30, 36, 39; god Moumousia

killed them, 285 ; body of, eaten

on Onoatoa, 300; a cannibal

god ate the, 47 ; sent to sea on

a heap of cocoa-nuts, 337 ; pun.

ished by a god, 27, 76.

Three several messengers had to go

for a god, 71.

Throwing the spear, game of, 126.

Thunder and storm messengers of

Tangaloa, 232 ; taboo, 187 ; a

god, 34; supposed effect of, 34 ;

omens, 53 ; sign of answered

Prayer: 53-

Ti plant, man and woman sprang

from, 304.

Tia, hades of Nukufetau, 286.

Tic-doloureux taboo, 187.

Ti‘iti‘i, story of, 209.

Tili tili, the swift, a god, 59.

Timekeepers, 201, 203.

Titiusi, bright leaf girdle god, 60.

Titles, 175.

Tea and Tapairu peopled Mana-

hiki, 279.

Tobaccosmoke, first thoughtsabout,

271 ; offered to the gods, 295.

Toiva, son of the king of Fiji, 260.

Tokelau group, 267.

Tolufale, child of Pili, 4, 234.

Tonga, voyage to, on a turtle, 110;

god Vave came from, 1 10. .

Tongans, cannibalism of, 305; in

Samoa, 253.

Tongo, or Mangrove, a god, 61;

name of turmeric god, 74.

Too, lake of, 241.

Tooth, the long, god, 41.

Torchlight processions, 4o.

Tortoise-shell fishohooks, 169; ear-

ring, 310.

Tracey Island, 283.

Travelling forbidden on worship

days, 51; parties provided for,

114, 171.

Treatment of the sick, 59, 69, 141,

329.

Tree reaching from Samoa to Peru,

293 ; the banian, sacred, 318 ;

watcher at entrance to hades,

258; of god, a place of refuge,

65 ; tem le of the centipede god,

69; reac ing to the heavens, 199;

representative of a king, 65 ; the

Moso’oi, habitat of a god, 71.

Trees fought with the grass, 7 ;

men becoming, 219; gods re-

siding in, 71, 72 ; felled by burn-

ing, 343; battle of the, 213.

Tripping or stammering, game at,

131.

Troops, divisions of, 194.

Trumpet, shell, representative of a

80d: 19: 23-

Tu, to stand, name of a god, 61.

Tua, child of Pili, 4, 234.

Tuamasanga, division of Upolu,

239.

Tuafito, the saviour of his people,

2 5.

Tufi, to ick up, name of a god, 61.

Tuialii, ing of chiefs, a god, 75.

Tuifiti, king of Fiji, a god, 62.

Tuimalefanua, who beat Tangaloa,

250.

Tuiolautala, a king of Fiji, 228.

Tuipangota, king of criminals, a

gOd, 76'
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Tuna and Fatu, the eel and the

litter, 63.

Tuna, heroic son ofMalietoa Savea,

253.

Tupai the priest, 23; the deceit-

ul, 263.

Tupuivao vomited land, 229.

Turi, the snipe, daughter of Tanga-

loa, 7.

Turia, driven, name of a god, 62.

Turmeric sacred to the god Tonga,

7 .

Turiles, woman and child became,

108 ; journey on the back of one,

1 10; incarnation of gods, 38, 50,

67. 72-

Tutuila, mountains of, etc., 1 ;

origin of name, 223, 326; unkind

to Olosenga, 225.

Twilight, 4.

Twin gods, 44.

Tuéins supposed to be of one mind,

3.

U, '10 urge, origin of, 228.

U and Polu, hence Upolu, 227.

Ua, or rain, from Pulotu, 222.

Uea, Loyalty Islands, 337.

Ulavai, or crayfish god, 77.

Ulcer taboo, 186.

Umatmas, the hades of the Aneit-

eumese, 326.

Umbilicus of a boy cut on a club,

10, 79; of a boy cut on a stone,

4!.

Uriburied child kept till an adult

dies, 300; catching the spirit of

the, 150.

Unconditioned, the name of a god,

52.

Upolu, origin of the name, 223,

227 ; made by a stone from

heaven, 7; mountains of, 1 ; cap-

ital of Pulotu, 227 ; political

divisions of, 234.

VAAPUU, who saved the priests, 241.

Vaasiliifiti, grandchild of king of

Tonga 253.

Vaiee lagoon, made by a fish, 246.

INDEX.

Vaiki, or Vaii, and his wife Sa, 231.

Vaila and Sa, hence Savaii, 223.

Vaiola, or water of life, 259.

Vaitupu, or Tracey Island, 283.

Valevalenoa, or space, 5

Vapour, raised the heavens, 283;

man formed from, 283.

Vasefanua, the first man, 267.

Vate, 331.

Van and Pai made islands, 287.

Vavau, sister of Vaii, 231.

Vave, swift, name of a god, 64, 66.

Veiled women at Peru, 298.

Vengg, 202 ; origin of the planet,

2 . .

Veta, child of Sina the bald, 4.

Village gods, 18, 265 ; communities,

180, 343; of those saved from

cannibalism, 237.

Visits of spirits to this world, 281 ;

to the heavens, 105, 199, 249.

Voice of god, but nobody seen, 55.

Volcano on Tana, 307.

WAILING at death, 144, 277, 323.

Walker on the sea, a Tongan god,

52 ; a man was a, 281.

Walking-stick of the god, 327.

War gods, 23, 51.

War, origin of the name of, 222;

weapons edged with shark’s

teeth, 297; the business ofAana,

234; against the Tongans, 253 ;

prevented if the omen bad, 21,

24 ; customs in, 190; between

great and small fishes, 301.

Warriors led by a woman, 38.

wars: 189) 212: 3°51 3”: 3131 331’

34°-

Watc8her at the entrance to hades,

25 .

Watches, night, 201.

Water,6; and fire, marri eof,6;or

stones, choice of, 25 ; of life,

259 ; photography, 101 ; black

for obtaining courage, 341.

Waterspout, a sign of death, 285.

Wave offerings, 20.

Weather god, 25, 62.

Weedinga cureforthe dyspeptic, 47.
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Whale teeth gods from Fiji, 35;

which swallowed "an Eroman-

1 331-

Wiisnkers, the want of, a curse

from the god, 341.

Whistling in the night when in-

spired, 295.

White dog incarnation, 49; men,

spirits of the gods, 342 ; men,

why massacred, 342.

Widoéws, 98; strangling of, 324,

32 .

Wife, affection of a, 102.

Will of Pili, 234.

Window blinds down during wor-

ship, 60.

Winds, 4.

Wings made by a Nui man, 301.

Witchcraft punished with death,

342-

Woman or a man, a god who was

so, 73; changed into a fish, 103 ;

and child c anged to turtles,

108; choosing a husband, 295;

who formed a mountain, 117;

formed from an earthmodel, 267 ;

formed from the sweat of the

man, 283 ; veiled with a mat,“

THE
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298; her work at Tana, 317;

the first of the race then her son,

330; in New Guinea, 347;

attends to commissariat in battle,

344; only her arms and legs

eaten, 344.

Women, two, who made islands,

287.

Wooden bowl representative of a

gOd’ 36-

Words became obsolete, 224.

Worm and distant, their children, 6.

Worms, man’s origin in, 8.

Worship of the gods, 23, 51, etc.;

of skulls, 288, 301.

Wrestler’s god, 34.

Wrestling games, 126.

Writing, knotsa substitute for, 302.

YAM, friendly to, or selfish, 225;

searcher, his god, 25; a charm

for a crop of, 342; large in the

New Hebrides, 317.

Year, months of, 203, etc.

Yearly settlement of old grudges,

59-

ZOOLATRY of the Samoans, 22, 77.

END.

Printed 51! R. & R. CLARK, Edinéurgfr.
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the Ancient Buildings at Athens. By FRANCIS CRANMER PENROSE, Archt.,

' M.A., &c. Illustrated b numerous Engravings. £7 7:.

SPECIM ENS OF ANCI NT SCULPTURE ; Egyptian, Etruscan, Greek,

and.Roman. Selected from different Collections in Great Britain by the

iSociety of Dilettanti. Vol. II. 5:£5 .

AN'I'IQU TIES OF IONIA. Part IV. Folio, half~morocco. £3 13:. Gd.

DOLET.—ETIENNE DOLET: the Martyr of the Renaissance. A Biography

\Vitha Biographical Appendix, containing a Descriptive Catalogue of the Books

written, printed, or edited by Dolet. By RICHARD COPLEY CHRIs-riE, Lincoln

College. Oxford, Chancellor of the Diocese of Manchester. With Illustrations.

8vo. 18:.

DOYLE.-HISTORY OF AMERICA. By J. A. Dom. With Maps. 18mo-

4:. 6d. [Hz'rtori'cal Courre.

DRUMMOND OF HAWTHORNDEN :THE STORY OF HIS

LIFE AND WRITINGS. By Professor MASSON. With Portrait and Vignette

engraved by C. H. JEENs. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d.

DUFF.—Works by the Right Hon. M. E. GRANT Durr.

NOTES OF AN INDIAN JOURNEY. With Map. 8vo. 10:. Gd.

MISCELLANIES, POLITICAL AND LITERARY. 8vo. 10:. 6d.

EADIE.—LIFE OF JOHN EADIE. D.D., LL.D. By AMES BROWN, D.D.,

Author of “The Life of a Scottish Probationer." With ortrait. Second Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

ELLIOTT.—LIFE or HENRY VENN ELLIOTT, of Brighton. '13Y

JOSIAH BATEMAN, M.A. With Portrait, engraved by JEENs. Third and

Cheaper Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6:.

ELZE.—ESSAYS 0N SHAKESPEARE. By Dr. KARI. ELzE. Translated

with the Author's sanction by L. DORA SCHMITZ. 8vo. 12:. '

EMERSON.—THE COLLECTED WORKS or RALPH WALDO

EMERSON. (Uniform with the Eversley Edition of Charles Kingsley's

Novels.) Globe 8vo. Price 5:. each volume.

1. MISCELLANIES. With an In- 4. ENGLISH TRAITS: and REPRE-

ductory Essay by JOHN MORLEY. SENTATIVE MEN. [Read].

Unfitfiamh’m 5. CONDUCT OF LIFE: and so.

a. ESSAYS. [Rudy]. CIETY and SOLITUDE. [Read].

6. LETTERS; AND SOCIAL AIMS,

3. POEMS. [Read]. &c. [Read].
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ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS—Edited by JOHN Monm.

A Series of Short Books to tell people what is best worth lgnowiu as to the Life,

Character. and Works of some of the great English Writers. n Crown

price 2:. 64'. each. '

I. DR. JOHNSON. Ba‘LESLIE STEPHEN.

II. SIR WALTER SCO T. B R. H. Hvr‘rON.

III. GIBBON. B J. COTTBR ORISON.

IV. SHELLEY. y J. A. SYMONDS.

V. HUME. B Professor Huxuzv, P.R.S.

VI. GOLDSMI H. By WILLIAM BLAcx.

VII. DEFOE. By W. MINI-O. ~

VIII. BURNS. By Principal SHAIRP.

IX. SPENSER. By the Very Rev. the DEAN or Sr. PAUL'S.

X. 'I‘HACKERAY. By ANTHONY TROLLorn.

XI. BURKE. By JOHN MORLEY.

XII. MILTON. By MARK PA'r'I'ISON.

XIII. HAWTHORNE. B HENRY JAMES.

XIV. SOUTHEY. By Pro essor DOWDEN‘.

XV. BUNYAN. By J. A. Fnounn.

XVI. CHAUCER. By Professor A. W. WARD-

XVII. COWPER. By GOLDWIN SMITH.

XVIII. POPE. By LESLIE STEPHEN.

XIX. BYRON. By Professor NICHOL.

XX. LOCKE. B Professor FOWLER. .

XXI. \VORDSW RTH. By F. W. H. MYERS.

XXII. DRYDEN. By G. SAINTSBURY.

XXIII. LANDOR. B Professor SIDNEY COLVIN.

XXIV. DE QUINCE . By Professor MASSON.

XXV. CHARLES LAMB. By Rev. ALFRED AINGIIR.

XXVI. BENTLEY. By Professor R. C. JEBB.

XXVII. DICKENS. By Professor A. W. WARD.

XXVIII. GRAY. By EDMUND W. 60553.

XXIX. SWIFT. B LESLIE SrerHIIN.

XXX. STERNE. y H. D. TRAILL.

XXX]. MACAULAY. By J. COTTER MORISONo

XXXII. FIELDING. By AUSTIN DOBSON.

XXXIII. SHERIDAN. By Mrs. OLIPHAN‘I'.

XXXIV. ADDISON. By W. J. Counrnorz. [In (It Pm.

In Preflaration :—

ADAM SMITH. By LEONARD H. COURTNEY, M.P.

BERKELEY. By Professor HUXLEY.

SIR PHILIP SIDNEY. By J. A. SYMONDS.

01hr Volume: Iafiilmo.

ENGLISH POETS : SELECTIONS, with Critical Introductions by various

Writers, and a General Introduction by MATTHEW ARNOLD, Edited by T. H.

WAgy, M.hA., late Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford. 4 vols. Crown 8vo.

7:. . eac .

Vol. I. CHAUCER to DONNE.

Vol. II. BEN ONSON to DRVDEN.

Vol. III. ADDI ON to BLAKE.

Vol. IV. WORDSWORTH to ROSSETTI.

ETON COLLEGE, HISTORY OF. By H. C. MAxweu. LY'I‘B.

M.A. With numerous Illustrations by Professor DELAMO'I‘TE. Coloured Plates,

and a Steel Portrait of the Founderuengraved by C. H. JBBNS. New and

Cheaper Issue, with Corrections. Medium 8vo. C oth elegant. arr.

EUROPEAN HISTORY, Narrated in a Series of Historical Selections

from the best Authorities. Edited and arran ed by E. M. SWELL, and C. M.

YONGE. First Series, Crown 8vo. 6:.; Secon Series, 1088-1228, Crown 8vo. 6:.

Third Edition.
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FARADAY.—MICHAEL FARADAY. By J. H. GLADSTONE, Ph.D.,

F'R'S' New Edition. with Portrait en ved ans from a hoto h b

J. WATxiNs. Crown 8vo. 4:.647. m by] P 8“? y

PORTRAIT. Artist's Proof. 5:. .

FISON AND HOWITT.—KAMILAROI AND KURNAI GROUP.

Marriage and Relationship, and Marriage by Elopement, drawn chiefly from

the usage of the Australian Aborigines. Also THE KURNAI TRIBE, their

Customs in Peace and war. By LORIMER FISON, M.A., and A. W. Howr'r'r.

F.G.S., with.an Introduction lag LEWIS H. MORGAN, LL.D., Author of “ System

ofContanguinity,” “ Ancient ociety,"&c. Demy 8vo. rsr.

FORBE§.T-LIFE AND LETTERS OF AMES DAVID FORBES, P.R.S.,

late Principal of the United College in t e University of St. Andrews. By

J. C. SHAIRP, LL.D., Principal of the United Colle e in the University of St.

Andrews; P. G. TAI'I', M.A., Professor of Natural P ilosophy in the University

of Edinburgh; and A. ADAMS-REILLY, F.R.G.S. With Portraits, Map, and

Illustrations. 8vo. 16:. '

FRANCIS OF ASSISI. By Mrs. OLIPHANT. New Edition. Crown 8vo.

6r. (Biographical Series.)

FREEMAN.—Works by EDWARD A. FREEMAN, D.C.L., LL.D.:--

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Third Edition. 8vo. 10:.6d.

CONTENT-Si—I. “The Mythical and Romantic Elements in Early English

History ;" II. “The Continuity of English History; " III. “ The Relations between

the Crowns of England and Scotland ;" IV. “ St. Thomas of Canterbn and his

Biographers: " V. “The Reign of Edward the Third'” VI. “The Ho y Roman

Empire:” VII. “The Franks and the Gauls;" VIII. “ The‘ Early Sieges.of

Paris ;” IX. “Frederick the First. King of Italy:” X. “ The Emperor Frederick

the Second ;” XI. “Charles the Bold; ' XII. ‘ Presidential Government."

HISTCg‘IiUCAL ESSAYS. Second Series. Second Edition, Enlarged. 8vo.

tor. .

The princi al Essays are:—“Ancieiit Greece and Medieval Italy:” “Mr.

Gladstone's omer and the Homeric A es:” “The Historians of Athens: " “The

Athenian Democracy: ” “Alexander t it Great :” “ Greece during the Macedonian

Period: " “Mommsen’s History of Rome:” “Lucius Cornelius_Sulla:” “ The

Flavian Caesars."

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Third Series. 8vo. 12:.

CONTnNrs:—-“ First Impressions of Rome.” “The lllyrian Emperors and their

Land.” “ Augusta Treverorum.” “The Goths of Ravenna.” “Race and Lan-

guage." “The Byzantine Empire.” “ First Impressionspf Athens.” “ Mediaeval

and Modern Greece.” “The Southern Slaves.” “ Sicilian Cycles." “The Nor-

mans at Palermo."

COMPARATIVE POLITICS—Lectures at the Royal Institution. To which is

added the “ Unity of History," the Rede Lecture at Cambridge, 1872. 8vo. 14:

THE HISTORY AND CONQUESTS OF THE SARACENS. Six Lectures.

Third Edition, with New Preface. Crown 8vo. 3r. 6d.

HISTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL SKETCHES:- chiefly Italian.

With Illustrations by the Author. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6:1.

SUB ECT AND NEIGHBOUR LANDS OF VENICE. Being a Companion

Vo ume to “ Historical and Architectural Sketches." With Illustrations. Crown

8vo. ror. 6d.

ENGLISH TOWNS AND DISTRICTS. A Series of Addresses and Essays.

With Illustrations and Map. 8vo. 14:.

HISTORY OF FEDERALGOVERNMENT, from the Foundation ofthe Achaian

League on the Disruption of the United States. Vol I. General Introduction.

History of the Greek Federations. 8vo. arr.

OLD ENGLISH HISTORY. With Five Coloured Maps. New Edition.

Half-bound., Extra fcap. 8vo. 6:.

HISTORY OF THE CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF WELLS, as illustrating

theé'iiistory of the Cathedral Churches of the OldvFoundation. Crown 8vo.

3:. .
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FREEMAN—Continued.

GENERAL SKETCH OF EUROPEAN HISTORY. Being Vol. I. of a

Historical Course for Schools, edited b E. A. FREEMAN. New Edition. en.

larged With Maps, Chronological Table, ndex, &c. firm. 3:. 6d.

GALLOWAY.—Works by ROBERT L. GALIDWAV, Mining Engineer.

THE STEAM-ENGINE AND ITS INVENTORS: a Historical Sketch.

With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. tor. 64’.

AHISTORY OF COAL MINING IN GREAT BRITAIN. Crown 8vo. 7r. 6d.

GEIKIE.—GEOLOGICAL SKETCHES AT HOME AND ABROAD. By

ARCHIBALD GEIKIE. LL.D., _F.R.S.. Director General ofthe Geological Surveys

of the United Kingdom. With illustrations. 8vo. tor. 6d.

GARDNER.-—SAMOSAND SAMIAN COINS. By PERCYGARDNER, M.A.,

F.S.A. British Museum. Disnay Professor of Archaeology in the University of

Eambridggaand Hon. Foreign Secretary of the Numismatic Society. Demy

vo. 7r.

GEDDES.—THE PROBLEM OF THE HOMERIC POEMS. By W. D.

GEDDEs, LL.D., Professor of Greek in the University ofAberdeen. 8vo. 14:.

GLADSTONE.-—Worlts by the Right Hon. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.P. :—

JUVENTUS MUNDI. The Gods and Men of the Heroic Age. With Map.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth. ror. 6d.

HOMERIC SYNCHRONISM. An inquiry into the Time and Place of Homer.

Crown 8vo. 6:.

GOETHE AND MENDELSSOHN (1821—1831). Translated from

the German of Dr. KARI. MENDELsSOI-IN, Son of the Composer, b M. E. VON

Gust-IN. From the Private Diaries and Home Letters of Men elssohn, with

Poems and Letters of Goethe never before printed. Also with two New and

Original Portraits, Fae-Similes, and ApEendix of Twenty Letters hitherto

unpublished. Second Edition, enlarged. rown 8vo. 5:.

GOETHE.—LIFE OF GOETHE. By HEINRICH DUNTZER. Translated by

T. W. LYS'I‘ER, Assistant Librarian National Library of Ireland. With Illustra-

tions. Two vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

GOLDSMID.—TELEGRAPH AND TRAVEL. A Narrative of the For-

mation and Development of Tele phic Communication between England and

India, under the orders of Her It ajesty's Government, with incidental Notices

of the Countries traversed by the Lines. By Colonel SIR FREDERICK GOLDSMID.

C.B., K.C.S.I.. late Director of the Government Indo-European Telegraph.

With numerous Illustrations and Maps. 8vo. arr.

GORDON.—LAST LETTERS FROM EGYPT, to which ore added Letters

from the Cape. By LADY Dun GORDON. With a Memoir by her Daughter,

Mrs. Ross, and POrtrait engraved by JEBNS. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 9:.

GRAY (MRS.)-—FOURTEEN MONTHS IN CANTON. By Mrs. GRAY.

With Illustrations. CrOwn 8vo. 9:.

GREAT CHRISTIANS OF FRANCE : ST. LOUIS and

CALVIN. By M. GUIZO'I‘, Member of the Institute of France. Crown 8vo. 6:.

(Biographical Series.)

GREEN-—Worl:s by JOHN RICHARD GREEN, M.A., LL.D. :—

HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. Vol. I.-—Early England—

I-‘oreign Kings—The Charter—The Parliament. With 8 Coloured Maps. 8vo.

16:. Vol. II.—The Monarchy. r461—154o: The Restoration, 1540—1603. 8vo.

16:. Vol. III.—Puritan En land. 1603—1660: The Revolution. 1660—:688.

With 4 Maps. 8vo. I633 01. IV.—The Revolution. 1683—1760; Modern

England, 1760—1815. With Maps and Index. 8vo. 16:.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH PEOPLE. With Coloured

-ans. Genealogical Tables, and Chronological Annals. Crown 8vo. 8r.'6d.

Ninety-third Thousand.
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GREEN—Crmtinwed.

STRAY STUDIES FROM ENGLAND AND ITALY. Crown 8vo. 8:. 6d.

Containing: Lambeth and the Archbishops—The Florence of Dante—Venice and

Rome-Early Histor of Oxford—The District Visitor—Capri—Hotels in the

Clouds—Sketches In unshine, &c.

READINGS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. Selected and Edited by JOHN

RICHARD GREEN. In Three Parts. Fcap. 8vo. 1r. 6d. each. Part I.—From

Hengest to Cressy. Part. II.—From Cressy to Cromwell. Part 111.—From

Cromwell to Balalrlava.

THE MAKING OF ENGLAND. With Maps. Demy 8vo. 16:.

THE CONQUEST OF ENGLAND. With Maps. Demy 8vo. [Nearly ready.

GREEN (W. S.)-THE HIGH ALPS OFNEW ZEALAND. By WILLIAM
Srorswoon GREEN, M.A., Member of the English Alpine Club. With Maps.

Crown 8vo. [Nearly ready,

GUEST.-—-LEC'I‘URES ON THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By M. J.

GUEST. With Maps. Crown 8vo. 6r.

GUES'It-—ORIGINE_S CELTICAE (a Fragment) and other Contributions to

the HISIOIZ of_Britain. By EDWIN GUEST, LL.D.. D.C.L., F.R.S.. late

Master of onvtlle and Caius College, Cambridge. With Maps, Plans, and a

Portrait engraved on Steel by G. J. STODART. Two vols. Demy 8vo. 32:.

HAMERTON.-—Worlcs by P. G. HAHERTONi— ,

ETCHINGS AND ETCIIERS. Third Edition, revised, with Forty-eight new

Plates. Columbier 8vo.

THE INTELLECTUAL LIFE. With a Portrait of Leonardo da Vinci, etched

by LEOPOLD FLAMENG. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. tor. 6d.

THOUGHTS ABOUT ART. New Edition, revised, with an Introduction,

Crown 8vo. 8r. 6d.

HANDEL.—TI—IE LIFE OF GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL. B

W. S. ROCKS'I'RO, Author of “A History of Music for Young Students." Wit

an Introductory Notice by Sir GEORGE GROVE, D.C.L. With a Portrait.

Crown 8vo. ror. 6d.

HEINE.—A TRIP TO THE BROCKEN. By Hemmer: Home. Translated

by R. MCLINTOCK. Crown 8vo. 3r. 6d.

HELLENIC STUDIES-“JOURNAL 0F. 8:0. Parts I. and 11., con-

stituting Vol. I.- with Ito..Atlas of Illustrations. 0:. Vol. ,II., with 4to.

Atlas of Illustrations, 30s., or in Two Parts. 15:. each. 01. II1., Two Parts. with

4to Atlas of Illustrations, 15:. each. Vol. IV., Part I., with 4to Atlas of

Illustrations. 15:.

The Journal will be sold at a reduced price to Libraries wishing to subscribe, but

oflicrnl application must in each case be made to the Council. Information on this

int, and upon the conditions of Membership. may be obtained on ap lication to the

on. Secretary. Mr. George Macmillan, 29. Bedford Street, Coven: arden.

HILL.—THE RECORDER OF BIRMINGHAM. A Memoir of Matthew

Davenport-Hill, with Selections from his Correspondence. By his daughters

ROSAIIOND and FLORENCE DAVENPORT-HILL. With Portrait engraved by C.

H. Jeans. 8vo. 16s.

HILL—WHAT WE SAW IN AUSTRALIA. By ROSAHOND and FLORENCE

HILL. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d.

HODGSON.—MEMOIR OF REV. FRANCIS HODGSON. B.D., Scholar,

Poet, and Divine. By his son, the Rev. AMES T. HODGSON, M..A. Containing

numerous Letters from Lord Byron an others. With Portrait engraved by

lEENS. Two vols. Crown 8vo. 18:.

HOLE.—-A GENEALOGICAL STEMMA OF THE KINGS OF ENGLAND

AND FRANCE. By the Rev. C. HOLE, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

On Sheet, 1:. _

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL ‘DICTIONARY. Compiled and Arranged by

the Rev. CHARLES HOLE, M.A. Second Edition. 18mm 4:. 6d.
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HOOKER AND BALL.—MOROCCO AND THE GREAT ATLAS:

Journal of a Tour in. By Sir JOSEPH D. HOOKER, K.C._S.I., C.B., F.R.S.,

&c., and JOHN BALL. F.R.S. With an Ap endix. including a Sketch of the

geology of Morocco, by G. MAW, F.L.S., F. .8. With Illustrations and Map.

vo. 21:.

HOUS.E 0F LORDS.—FIFTY YEARS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

Reprinted from The Pall Mall Gazette. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

HOZIER (H. M.)——Works by CAPTAIN HENRY M. HOZIER, late Assistant

Military Secretary to Lord Napier of Magdala :—

THE SEVEN WEEKS' WAR; Its Antecedents and Incidents. New and

Chen er Edition. With New Preface, Maps, and Plans. 'Crown 8vo. 6:.

THE NVASIONS OF ENGLAND: a History of the Past, with Lessons for

the Future. Two Vols. 8vo. 28:.

HfiBNER.—A RAMBLE ROUND THE WORLD IN 1871. By M. Li:

BARON HUBNER, formerly Ambassador and Minister. Translated by LADY

HERBERT. New and Cheaper Edition. With numerous Illustrations. Crown

8vo. 6:.

HUGHES.—Worl¢s by THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C., Author of “Tom Brown’s

School Days."

MEMOIR OF A BROTHER. With Portrait of GEORGE HUGHES, after WATTS,

Engraved by JEENS. Sixth Edition. Crown Eve. 5:.

ALFRED THE GREAT. Crown 8vo. 6:.

MEMOIROFDANIEL MACMILLAN. With Portrait aftei Lown's DICKINSON,

Engraved by JEENs. Fifili Thousand. Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

RUGBY, TENNESSE. Being some aqcount of the Settlement founded on the

Cumberland Plateau by the Board of Aid to Land Ownership. With a report

on the Soils of the Plateau by the Hon. F. W. KILLEDREW, A.M., Ph.D.,

Commissioner for Agriculture for the State of Tenessee. Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

HUNT.—HISTORY OF ITALY. By_ the Rev. W. HUNT, M.A. Being the

Fourth Volume of the Historical Course for Schools. Edited by EDWARD A.

FREEMAN. D.C.L. New Edition, With Coloured Maps. 18mo. 3:. 6d.

HUTTON.-—ESSAYS THEOLOGICAL AND LITERARY. By R. H.

HUTTON, M.A. Cheaper issue. 2 vols. 8vo. 18:.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I. :—-The moral significance of Atheism—The Atheistic Ex.

planation of Religion—Science and Theismfi-Popular Pantheisrn—What is Revela-

tion I—Christian Evidences. Popular Critical—The Historical Problems of the

Fourth Gospel—The Incarnation and PnnCIples of EVIdence—M. Renan's “ Christ ”

—M. Renan's “St. Paul"—The Hard Church—Romanism, Protestantism, and

Anglicanism.

CONTENTS OI" VOL. II. :—-Goethe and his Influence-Wordsworth and his Genius

——Shelley's Poetical M sticism—Mr. Browning—The Poetry of the Old Testament

--Arthur Hugh Cloug —The Poetry of Matthew Arnold—'I‘ennyson—Nathaniel

Hawthorne.

INGLIS (JAMES) (" MAORI ”).-WorksbyJAHEsINGLIs(“Maori”);—

OUR AUSTRLIAN COUSINS. 8vo. 14:.

SPORT AND WORK ON THE NEPAUL FRONTIER: or, Twelve Years’

Sporting Reminiscences of an Indigo Planter. By “ MAORI." With Illustra-

tions. 8vo. 14:.

IONIA.—THE ANTIQUITIES 0F IONIA. see under Dilettanti Society's

Publications.

IRVING.—THE ANNALS OF OUR TIME. A Diurnal of Events, Social

and Political, Home and Foreign, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the

Peace of Versailles. By JOSEPH IRVING. New Edition, revised. 8vo. half-

bound. 18:.

ANNALS OF OUR TIME. Su plement. From Feb. 28, 1871, to March 16,

1874. 8vo. 4:. 6d. ANNALS F OUR TIME. Second Supplement. Frorn

March, 1874. to the Occupation of Cyprus. 8vo. 4r. 6d.
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JAMES .(Sil‘ W. M.).——THE BRITISH IN INDIA. By the late Right
Hon. Sir WiLuAM MiLiiOURNE JAMES, Lord Justice of Ap eal. Edited by
his Daughter, MARY J. SALis SCHWABE. Demy 8vo. 12:. .

JAMES.—FRENCH POETS AND NOVELISTS. B H

New Edition. Crown 8vo. 4:. 64!. y BMW JAMES, Jun.

CON'rttN'rs:——Alfred de Musset: Théophile Gautier: Baudelaire: Honoré de
Balzac: George band; The Two Amperes; Tiirgénieff, Ste.

JEBBt—MODERN GREECE. Two Lectures delivered before the Philo-
sophical Institution of Edinburgh. With papers on “ The Progress of Greece,"
and “'Bymn in_Greece." By R. C. ens. M.A., LL.D. Edm. Professor of
Creek in the University of Glasgow. rown Eve. 5:.

JOHNSON’S LIVES OF THE POETS.—The Six Chief Lives
—Milton.”D den. swift. Addison, Pope, Gray. With Macaulay’s “Life of

Johnson. 'ditcd, With Preface, by MATTHEW ARNOLD. Crown 8vo. 6:.

JONES—THE LIFE'S WORK IN IRELAND OF A LANDLORD WHO

'éI‘RIEaD To D0 HIS DUTY. By W. BENCE Jonas, of Lisselan. Crown

V0. 0

KANT.—THE LIFE OF IMMANUEL KANT. By . H. STUCKENDERG.

D.D., late Professor tn Wittenburz College, Ohio. With ortrait. 8vo. 14:.

KANT—MAX MI'J'LLER.—CRXTIQUE OF PURE REASON BY
IMMANUEL KANT. In commemoration of the Centenary of its first Publica-

tion. Translated into English by F. MAx MULLER. With an Historical

Introduction by Luowm Norms. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 32:.

KEARY.—ANNIE KEARY: a. Memoir. By ELIZA KEARY. WithaPortrait.

Third Thousand. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

KILLEN.—ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF IRELAND, from the

Earliest Date to the Present Time. By W. D. KILLEN. D.D., President of

Assembly's College, Belfast. and Professor of Ecclesiastical History. Two Vols.

8vo. 25:.

KINGSLEY (CHARLES).—Works b the Rev. CHARLES KINGSLEY,

M.A.. Rector of Eversley and Canon of estminster. (For other Works by

the same Author, :e: THEOLOGICAL and BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUES)

AT LAST: A CHRISTMAS in the WEST INDIES. With nearly Fifty

Illustrations. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:.

THE ROMAN AND THE TEUTON. ASeries of Lectures delivered before

the University of Cambridge. New and Cheaper Edition, With Preface by

Professor MAX MULLER. Crown 8vo. 6:.

PLAYS AND PURITANS. and other Historical Essays. With Portrait of Sir

WALTER RALi-zicn. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. .

In addition to the Essay mentioned in the title, this volume contains other two—

oEne l0nd“ Sir Walter Raleigh and his Time," and one on Froude's “ History of

ng an ."

HISTORICAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS. Crown 8vo. 6:.

SANITARY AND SOCIAL LECTURES AND ESSAYS. Crown 8vo. 6:.

SCIENTIFIC LECTURES AND ESSAYS. Crown 8vo- 6:

LITERARY AND GENERAL LECTURES. Crown 8vo. 6:.

KINGSLEY (HENRY).—-TALES OF OLD TRAVEL. Re-narrated'b

HENRY Kmasmv, F.R.G.S. With Eight Illustrations by HUARD. Fifi

Edition. Crown 8vo. 5:.

LANCE—CYPRUS: Its Histo , its Present Resources and Future Prospects.

B R. HAMILTON LANG, late .M. Consul for the Island of Cyprus. With Two

11 ustrations and Four Maps. 8vo. 14:.
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LAOCOON.—Translated from the Text of Lessin , with Preface and Notes by

the Right Hon. Sir ROBERT J. PHILLIMORE, D.C. . With Photographs. 8vo.

I 23-

LECTURES' QN ART-—Delivered in support of the Society for Protection

of Aneient Buildings. By REGD. STUART POOLE. Professor W. B. RICHMOND,

E. J. POYNTER, R.A., J. T. MICKLETHWAITE, and WILLIAM MORRIS. Crown

8vo. 4:. 6d.

LETHBRIDGEr—A SHORT MANUAL OF THE HISTORY OF

INDIA, thh an account '0! INDIA AS IT IS. The Soil, Climate. and Pro-

ductions: ttheople—thetr Races. Religions, Public Works. and Industries;

the Civil Services and System ofAdministration. B ROPER LETHBRIDCE, M.A.,

C.I.E., Press Commissioner with the Government 0 India, late Scholar of Exeter

College, &c. &C. With Maps. Crown live. 5:.

LIECHTENSTEINr—HOLLAND HOUSE. B Princess Mum LIECH-

TENsTEIN. With Five Steel Engravings by C. H. EENS. after paintings by

WATTs and other celebrated Artists, and numerous I ustrations drawn by Pro.

fessor P. H. DELAMOTTE, and enfiraved on Wood by . D. COOPER, W. PALMER.

and_ JEWITT 8: Co.. about 40 1 ustrations by the oodbury-type process, and

India Proof} of the Steel Engravings. Two vols. Medium 4to., half morocco

e egant. 4 . 4:.

LLOYD.—-THE AGE OF PERICLES. A History of the Arts and Politics of

Greece from the Persian to the Peloponnesian War. By W. WATKIss LLOYD.

Two Vols. 8vo. ats.

LOCH ETIVE AND THE SONS OFIIISNACI-L—With

Illustrations. 8vo. 14:.

LOFTIE.—-A RIDE IN EGYPT FROM SIOOT TO LUXOR,.IN 1879:

with Notes on the Present State and Ancient History of the Nile Valley. and

some account of the various ways of making the voyage out and home. By the

Rev. W. J. Lox-“n2. B.A. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. ms. 64.

LUBBOCK.-—Worl<s by Sir JOHN LUEIIOCK. Barb. M.P.. D.C.L., F.R.S.

ADDRESSES. POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL. fivo. 8:. 6d.

FIFTY YEARS OF SCIENCE. Being the address delivered at York to the

British Association, August, I881. 8m. 2:. 6d.

MACDONELL.—FRANCE SINCE THE FIRST EMPIRE. By JAMES

MACDONELL. Edited with Preface by his Wife. Crown 8vo. 6:.

MACARTHUR.—HISTORY OF SCOTLAND. By MARGARET MAC.

ARTHUR. Bcin the Third Volume of the Historical Course for Schools, Edited

by EDWARD A. REEMAN. D.C.L. Second Edition. 18:110. 2:.

MACMILLAN (REV. HUGH).—For other Works ‘by same Author,

re: THEOLOGICAL and SCIENTIFIC CATALOGUES.

HOLIDAYS ON HIGH. LANDS; or, Rambles and Incidents in search of

Alpine Plants. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Globe 8vo. 6:.

MACMILLAN (D ANIEL).—MEMOIR OF DANIEL MACMILLAN.

By THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C., Author of “Tom Brown's Schooldays," etc. With

Portrait engraved on Steel by C. H. Jews, from a. Painting by Lowzs

DICKlNSON. Fifth Thousand. Crovm 8vo. 4:. 6d.

MACREADY.—MACREADY'S REMINISCENCES AND SELECTIONS

FROM HIS DIARIES AND LETTERS. Edited b Sir F. POLLOCK, Bart.,

one of his Executors. With Four Portraits engrave by JEENs. New and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

MAHAFFY.—Works by the Rev. J. P. MAHAFFY, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Dublin :— o .NANDER F b

IAL LIFE IN GREECE FROM HOMER T ME . ourt

Sg‘fdition, revised and enlarged, with a new chapter on Greek Art. Crown 8vo.

9:.
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MAHAFFY—cmtmed.
RABIBLES ANOD STUDIES IN GREECE. with Illustrations. New and

calm?“ Edition. With Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d.

MARGARY.—THE OURNEY 0F AUGUSTUS RAYMOND MAR.

GARY FROM SHAN HAE TO BHAMO AND BACK TO MANWYNE.

From his Journals and Letters, with a brief Biographical Preface. a concluding

chapter by Sir RUTHERFORD ALCOCK, K.C.B., and a Steel Portrait engraved by

Jews, and Map. 8vo. tor. 6d.

MARTIN.—THE HISTORY OF LLOYD'S, AND OF MARINE IN-

SURANCE IN GREAT BRITAIN. WithanAppendix containing Statistics

relating to Marine Insurance. By FREDERICK MARTIN, Author of "The

Statesman’s Year Book." 8vo. qr.

MARTINEAU.—BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES, 18‘2-75. By mnem-

MARTINEAU. With Four Additional Sketches. and Autobiographical Sketch.

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. (Biographical Series.)

MASSON.(DAVID).—By DAVID MASSON, LLD., Professor of Rhetoric

and English Literature in the University of Edinburgh. For other Works by

same Author. re: PHiLosorHICAL and BELLES LETTREs CATALOGUE.

CHATTERTON: A Story of the Year 1770. Crown 8vo. 5:.

THE THREE DEVILS: Luther’s, Goethe's. and Milton's; and other Essays.

Crown 8vo. 5:.

WORDSWORTH, SHELLEY, AND-KEATS: and other Essays. Crown 8vo.

5:.

MATHEWS.—LIFE OF CHARLES J. MATHEWS, Chiefly Autobio-

phical. With Selections from his Correspondence and Speeches. Edited by

CHARLES DICKENS. Two Vols. 8vo. 25:.

MAURICE.—THE FRIENDSHIP OF BOOKS; AND OTHER LEC-

TURES. B the Rev. F. D. MAURICE. Edited with Preface, by TIIOMAs

HUGHES, Q. . Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

MAXWELL.—PROFESSOR CLERK MAXWELL. A LIFE OF. was a

Selection _from his Correspondence and Occasional Writings, and a Sketch of his

Contributions toficrence. By LEWIS CAMPBELL, M.A.. LL.D.. Professor of

Greek in the University of St. Andrews, and Professor WILLIAM GAR NETT,

M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, &c. With Three Portraits

engraved on Steel, Coloured Plates, Illustrations, &c. 8vo. 18:.

MAYOR (J. E. B.)—\Vorks edited by Jam: E. n. IlIAYOR. M.A., Kennedy

Professor of Latin at Cambridge :—

CAMBRIDGE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY. Part II. Auto-

biography of Matthew Robinson. Fcap. 8vo. 5:. 6d.

LIFE OF BISHOP BEDELL. By his SON. Fcap. 8vo. 3:. 6d.

MELBOURNE.—MEMOIRS OF THE RT. HON. WILLIAM, SECOND

VISCOUNT MELBOURNE. By W. M. TORRENS, M.P. With Pertrait

after Sir'I‘. Lawrence. Second Edition. Two Vols. 8vo. 32:.

MENDELSSOHN.—LETTERS AND RECOLLECTIONS. By FERDI-

NAND HILLER. Translated by M. E. VON GLEHN. With Portrait from a

Drawing by KARL MULLER, never before published. Second Edition. Crown

8vo. 7:.6a'.

MEREWETHER.—BY SEA AND BY LAND. Being a Trip throu h

E v t, India. Ceylon. Australia. New Zealand, and America—.All Round e

Wgoil’d. By HENRY ALWOR'I'H MEREWEI‘HER, one of Her Maiesty's Counsel.

Crown 8vo. 8:. 6d.

MICHELET.~;A SUMMARY OF MODERN HISTORY. Translated

from the French of M. MICHELET, and continued to the present time by M. C. M.

SIMPSON. Globe 8vo. 4:. 64'.
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MILLET.— EAN FRANCOIS MILLET: Peasant and Painter. Trans-

lated from t e French of ALFRED SENSIER. With numerous Illustrations

Globe 4to. 16:.

MILTON.—LIFEIOF JOHN MILTON. Narrated in connection with the

Political, EccleSIastical. and Literary Histo of his Time. By DAVID MASSON,

M.A..- LL.D., Professor of Rhetoric and nglish Literature in the University

of Edinburgh. With Portraits. Vol. I. 1608—163 . New and Revised Edition.

8vo. 21:. Vol. II. 1638—1643. 8vo. 16:. V0 . III: 16 -I649. 8vo. 18:.

Vols. IV. and V. 1649—1660. 32:. Vol. VI. 1660—1674. ith Portrait. 21:.

[Index Volume in :fiaratr’ou.

This work is not only 3 Biography, but also a continuous Political. eclesiastical,

and Literary History of England through Milton’s whole time.

MITFORD (A. B.)—TALES OF OLD JAPAN. By A. B. MITI'ORD,

Second Secretary to the British Legation in Japan. With uoévards of 30 Illus-

trations, drawn and cut on Wood by Japanese Artists. cw and Cheaper

Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:.

MONTEIRO.—ANGOLA AND THE RIVER CONGO. By JOACHm

MONTEiRo. With numerous Illustrations from Sketches taken on the spot, and

a Map. Two Vols. Crown 8vo. 21:.

MURRAY.-—-ROUND ABOUT FRANCE. By E. C. GRENYILLEZMURRAY.

Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

MUSIC.—DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS A.D. 1450—

1883). By Eminent Writers, English and Foreign. Edited by IR GEORGE

GROVE, D.C.L.. Director of the Royal College 0 Music. Three Vols. 8vo.

With Illustrations and Woodcuts. Parts I. to XIV.. :. 64'. each. Parts XV.

and XVI., 7:. Parts XVII. and XVIII., 7:. Vols. 1., I., and III. 8vo. 21:.

each.

Vol. I.—-A to Impromptu. Vol. II.—Improperia to Plain Song. Vol. III. Planché

to Sumer is Icumen In.

MYERS.—ESSAYS BY FREDERIC W. H. MYERS. 2 vols. I. Classical.

II. Modern. Crown 8vo. 4:. 641. each.

NAPIER.—MACVEY NAPIER'S SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE.

Edited by his Son, MACVEY NAPIER. 8vo. 14:.

NAPOLEON.-—THE HISTORY OF NAPOLEON I. By P. LANrREY.

l t' ith the sanction of the Author. Four Vols. 8vo. Vols. I. II-

Yu. each. Vol. IV. With Index. 6:.

NEWTON.—ESSAYS ON ART AND ARCHIEOLOGY. By CHARLES

THOMAs NEWTON. C.B., Ph.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Keeper of Greek and Roman

Antiquities at the British Museum, &c. 8vo. 12:. 6d.

CHOL.-—TABLES OF EUROPEAN LITERATURE AND HISTORY

NIA.D. 200-1126. By J. NICHOIgdLL.D., Professor of English Language and

' . l . to. 6:. .

TABILESROF A“ GIVEN LITERATURE AND HISTORY, n.C. rsoo—A.n.

soc. By the same Author. 4to. 4:. 6d.

NORDENSKIOLD'S ARCTIC VOYAGES, 1858-79.—-With

Ma and numerous Illustrations. 8vo. 16:. _ .

VOY GE OF THE VEGA. By ADOLr ERIK NORDENSKIOLD. Translated by

ALEXANDER LEsLiE. With numerous Illustrations, Maps, Ste. Popular and

Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:.

OLIPHANT (MRS.).——Worlis by Mrs. OLIPHANT. . ,

THE MAKERS OF FLORENCE: Dante, Giotto, Savonarola, and their City.

With numerous Illustrations from drawings by Professor DELAMOTTE. and

portrait of Savonarola, engraved by JEENS. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown

8vo. 10:. 6:!

L TERARY HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE END OF THE

TII‘IlgGl-I'II‘EENTH AND BEGINNING OF THE NINETEENTH CEN'

TURY. New ISSUe,withaPreface. 3vols. Demy 8vo. 21:.
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OLIPHANT.—THE DUKE AND THE SCHOLAR; and other Essays
By T. L. KINGTON OLIPHAN‘I‘. 8vo. 7:. 6d.

OTTE.—SCANDINAVIAN HISTORY. By E. C. OTTE. With Maps.

Extra fcap.8vo. 6:.

OWENS COLLEGE ESSAYS AND ADDRESSES—By PRO-

FESSORS AND LECTUReRs or OWENS COLLEGE. MANCHESTER. Published in

Commemoration of the Opening of the New College Buildings, October 7th,

1873. 8vo. 14:.

PALGRAVE (R. F. .D.)-—THE HOUSE OF COMMONS: Illustrations

of its History and Practice. By REGINALD F. D. PALGRAVE, Clerk Assistant

of the House of Commons. New and Revised Edition. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

PALGRAVE (SIR F.)—HISTORY OF NORMANDY AND OF

ENGLAND. By SLI‘ FRANCIS PALGRAVE. De uty Keeper of Her Ma’esty's

Public Records. Completing the History to t e Death of William ufus.

4 Vols. 8vo. 41. 4:.

PALGRAVE (W. G.)—A NARRATIVE OF A YEAR’S JOURNEY

THROUGH CENTRAL AND EASTERN ARABIA, x862—3. By WILLIAM

erronn PALGRAVE, late of the Eighth Regiment Bombay N.I. Sixth Edition.

gVith gaps, Plans, and Portrait of Author, engraved on steel by JEENS. Crown.

V0. .

ESSAlé'g ON EASTERN QUESTIONS. By W. GIrrORD PALCRAVE. 8vo.

103. c

DUTCH GUIANA. With Maps and Plans. 8vo. 9:.

PATTESON.—LIFE AND LETTERS OF JOHN COLERIDGE PAT—

TESON. D.D., Missionary Bisho of the Melanesian Islands. B CHARLOTTE

M. YONGE, Author of “The eir of Redclyfl‘e." With Igortraits after

RICHMOND and from Photograph, engraved by JEENs. With Map. Fifth

Edition. Two Vols. Crown 8vo. 12:.

 

PAULI.—PICTURES OF OLD ENGLAND. By Dr. REINHOLD PAULI.

Translated with the approval of the Author, by E. C. O'r'rE, Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6:.

PAYNE.—'A HISTORY OF EUROPEAN COLONIES. By E. . PAYNE.

M.A. With Maps. x8mo. 4:. 6:1. [Historical Courre orSc/toal:

PERSIAo—EASTERN PERSIA. An Account of the Journeys of the Persian

Boundary Commission. 1870-1-2.—Vol. I..The Geography, with Narratives by

Majors _ST. JOHN, LOVE'I‘T, and EUAN SMITH, and an Introduction by Major-

General,Sir FREDERIC GOLDSMID, C.B., K.C.S.I., British Commissioner and

Arbitrator. With Maps and lllustrations.—Vol. II. The Zoology and Geology.

By W. T. BLANDrORD, A.R.S.M., F R.S. With Coloured Illustrations. Two

Vols. 8vo. 42:.

PHEAR.—-THE ARYAN VILLAGE IN INDIA AND CEYLON. By Sir

JOHN B. PHEAR. Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

POOLE.~—A HISTORY OF THE HUGUENOTS OF THE DISPERSION

AT THE RECALL OF THE EDICT OF NANTES. By REGINALD

LANE POOLE. Crown 8vo. 6:.

PRICHARD.—THE ADMINISTRATION OF INDIA. From 18 9 to

1868. The First Ten Years of Administration under the Crown. By . T.

PRI"HARD, Barrister-at-Law. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. With Map. 21:.

REED (SIR CHAS.).-—SIR CHARLES REED. A Memoir by CHARLES

E. B. REED. M.A. Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

REMBRANDT.—THE ETCHED WORK OF REMBRANDT. A

MOGIJOGRAPH. By FRANCIS SEYMOUR HADEN. With three Plates. 8vo.

7:. .
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ROGERS (JAMES E. THOROLD).—-HISTORICAL CLEAN.
INGS:—A Series of Sketches. Montague, Walpole, Adam Smith, Cobbett.
By Prof. Rooms, M.P. Crown 8vo. .64. s as ' . W‘ '
Wilkes, and Home Tooke. Crown 8vo. “a... mu ems im’ Laud’

ROSSETTI.—DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI : a Record and a Study. By

WILLIAM SHARP. With an Illustration after Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Crown

8vo. 10:. 6d.

ROUTLEDGE.—CHAPTERS IN THE HISTORY OF POPULAR

PROGRESS IN ENGLAND, chiefly in Relation to the Freedom of the

Press and Trial by Jury, 1660—1820. With application to later years. By J.

ROUTLEDGE. 8vo. 16:.

RUMFORD.—COUNT RUMFORD'S COMPLETE WORKS, with

Memoir, and Nation of his Daughter. By GEORGE ELLIS. Five Vols. 8vo.

4!. 14:. 6d.

RUSSELL—an VIEWS ON IRELAND. OR IRISH LAND

GRIEVANCES AND REMEDIES. By CHARLES RUSSELL, Q.C., M.P.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 2r. 6d.

SCHILLER.-—THE LIFE OF SCHILLER. ByHaINRICH DUernR. Trans-

lated by PERCY E. PINKERTON. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d.

SEELEY.—-Works b J. R. SEELEY, M.A., Regius Professor of Modem History

in the University of ambridge, Fellow of Conville and Caius College, Fellow

of the Royal Historical Soc1ety, and Honorary Member of the Historical Society

of Massachusetts :— .

THEGEXPANSION OF ENGLAND. Two Courses of Lectures. Crown 8vo.

4:. .

LECTURES AND ESSAYS: 8vo. 10:. 6d.

CONTENTS z—Roman Imperialism: x. The Great Roman Revolution; 2. The

Proximate Cause of the Fall of the Roman Empire :. The Later Em ire.—Milton's

Political Opinions~Milton's Poet —Elementary Prmctples in Art— iberal Educa-

tion in Universities-English In Sc ools—The Church as a Teacherof Morality-The

Teaching of Politics: an Inaugural Lecture delivered at Cambridge.

SHELBURNE.—LIFE 0F WILLIAM. EARL OF SHELBURNE,

AFTERWARDS FIRST MARQUIS OF LANDSDOWNE. With Extracts

from his Papers and Correspondence. By Lord EDMOND Ft'rzuAvRICE. In

Three Vols. 8vo. Vol. I. 1737-1766, Ins. ; Vol. II. 1766-1776, 12:. ; Vol.

III. 1776—1805. 16:.

SIBSON.—COLLECTED WORKS OF FRANCIS SIBSON. M.D., Lond.,

Fellow of the R0 1 Society, Honora M.D. Trinity College, Dublin, and

D.C.L. Durham, ellow of the Royal liege of Ph iCians, &c. Edited by

WILLIAM M. 0RD, M.D. With Ilustrations. Four olumes. 8vo. 31. 3:.

SIME.—HISTORY OF_ GERMANY. By AMES Snug, M.A. 18mo. 3:.

Being Vol. V. of the Historical Course for chools. Edited by EDWARD A.

FREEMAN, D.C.L.

SMITH (GOLDWIN).—-THREE ENGLISH STATESMEN. A Course

of Lectures on the Political History of England. By GOLDth SMITH, M.A.,

D.C.L. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 5:.

SPINOZA.-—SPINOZA: a Study of. By JAMES MARTINEAU, LL.D., D.D.

Fellow of Manchester New College, London. With Portrait. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6:.

SQUIER.-—PERU: INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL AND EXPLORATION

IN THE LAND OF THE INCAS. By E. G. SQUIER, M.A., F.S.A.,

late U.S. Commissioner to Peru. With 300 Illustrations. Second Edition.

8vo. 21:.

ST. ANSELM.—By the Very'Rev. R. W. CHURCH, M.A.,Dean of St. Paul's.

New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. (Biographical Series.)

STATHAM.—BLACKS, BOERS, AND BRITISH: A Three~Comered

Problem. By F. R. STATHAM. Crown 8vo. 6:. 5
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STEVENSON.—H0USE ARCHITECTURE. By J. J. vamsou,

Fellow of the Royal Institution of British Architects. With numerous Illustra-

gfans.’ Royal 8vo. aVols. 18:. each. Vol. I. Architecture. Vol. II. House

nmng. -

STRANGFORD.—EGYPTIAN SHRINES AND SYRIAN SEPUL—

CHRES, including a Visit to Palmyra. By EMILY A. BEAUFORT (Viscountess

Strangford), Author of “The Eastern Shores of the Adriatic." New Edition.

Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

TAIT.—AN ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH HISTORY, based upon Green’s

“ Short History of the En lish People." By C. W. A. TAIT, M.A., Assistant

Master, Clifton College. rown 8vo. 3:. 6d.

TAIT.—CATHARINE AND CRAUFURD TAIT. WIFE AND SON OF

ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY: a

Memoir, Edited. at the request of the Archbishop, b the Rev. W. BENHAM.

B.D., Rector of St. Edmund-the-King and St. Nicho as Acons, One of the Six

Preachers of Canterbury Cathedral. With Two Portraits engraved by JEENS.

New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. (Biographical Series.)

Abridged Edition. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

TERESA.—THE LIFE OF ST. TERESA. By MARIA TRENCH. With

Ponrait engraved by JEENS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 8:. 6d.

THOMPSON.—A HANDBOOK TO THE PUBLIC PICTURE GAL-

LERIES OF EUROPE. \Vith a Brief Sketch- of the History of the various

Schools of painting. From the Thirteenth Century to the Eighteenth inclusive.

By KATE THOMPSON. Third Edition. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

THOMPSON.—-HISTORY OF ENGLAND. By EDITH THOMPSON.

Being Vol. II. of-the Historical Course for Schools, Edited by EDWARD A.

FSREEMAN,613.C.L. New Edition, reused and enlarged, with Coloured Maps.

I mo. 2:.' .

THROUGH THE RANKS TO A COMMISSION.—New

and Popular Edition. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.

TODHUNTER.—THE CONFLICT OF STUDIES: AND OTHER

ESSAYS ON SUBJECTS CONECTED WITH EDUCATION. B ISAAC

TODHUNTER, M.A., F.R.S., late Fellow and Principal Mathematical cturer

of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo. 10:. 6d.

TRENCH (ARCHBISHOP)-—For other Works by the same Author,

.3: THEOLOGICAL and BELLES LETTRES CATALOGUES, and page 27 of this

ata ogue.

GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS IN GERMANY, and other Lectures on the Thirty

Years’ War. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 4:.

PLUTARCH, HIS LIFE, HIS LIVES, AND HIS MORALS. Five Lec-

tures. Second Edition. enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 3:. 6d.

LECTURES 0N MEDIEVAL CHURCH HISTORY. Being the substance

of Lectures delivered in Queen’s College, London. Second Edition, revxsed.

8vo. r2:.

AN ESSAY ON THE LIFE AND GENIUS OF CALDERON. With

Translations from his “Life's a Dream” and “Great Theatre of the World.”

Second Edition, revised and improved. Fcap. 8vo. 5:.

TRENCH (MRS. R.).-—REMAINS OF THE LATE MRS. RICHARD

TRENCH. Being Selections from her Journals, Letters, and other. Papers.

Edited by ARCHBisuor TRENCH. New and Cheaper Issue, with Portrait. 8vo.

6:

TREVELYAN.-THE IRISH CRISIS. Being a Narrative of the Measures

for the Relief of the Distress caused by the Great Irish Famine of 1846-7. By

Sir CHARLES TREVELYAN, Bart., K.C.B. 8vo. 2:. 611. -
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TROLLOPE.—A HISTORY OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF

FLORENCE FROM THE EARLIEST INDEPENDENCE OF THE

COMMUNE TO THE FALL OF THE REPUBLIC IN 183:. By T.

ADOLPHUS TROLLorE. 4Vols. 8vo. Cloth, arr.

TURNER.—SAMOA. AHundred Years ago and long before, together with

Notes on the Cults and Customs of Twenty-three other Islands in the Pacific. By

GEORGE TURNER, LL.D.,vot: the London Missionary Society. With a Preface

by E. B. TYLOR, F.R.S. With Maps. Crown 8vo. [711:1 ready.

TYLOR.-—ANTHROPOLOGY: an Introduction to the Study of Man and

Civilisation. By E. B. TYLOR, D.C.L., F.R.S. With Illustrations. Crown

8vo. 7:. 6d.

UPPINGHAM BY THE SEA.—A NARRATIVE OF THE YEAR

AT BORTH. By J. H. S. Crown 8vo. 3:. 6d.

VICTOR EMMANUEL IL, FIRST KING OF ITALY.

By G. S. GODKIN. New Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. (Biographical Series.)

WALLACE.—THE MALAY ARCHIPELAGO: the Land of the Orang

Utah and the Bird of Paradise. By ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE. A Narra-

tive of Travel with Studies of Man and Nature. With Maps and numerous

Illustrations. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d.

WALLACE (D. M.)—EGYPT: and the Egyptian Question. By D. MAC-

KENZIE WALLACE, M.A., Author of “Russia: a Six Years' Residence,” Ste.

8vo. 14:.

“ WANDERER.”—-THE VOYAGE OF THE “WANDERER,” R.Y.s.

From the Journals and Letters of C. and S. LAMBERT_. Edited by GERALD

YOUNG. With numerous Illustrations, Coloured and Plain, after Drawings by

R. T. PRITCHETT and others; and a Map. Royal 8vo. 25:.

WARD.—A HISTORY OF ENGLISH DRAMATIC LITERATURE TO

THE DEATH OF QIIJJEEN ANNE. By A. W. WARD, M.A., Professor of

History and English 'terature in Owens College, Manchester. Two Vols.

8vo. 32:.

WARD (1.)-EXPERIENCES OF A DIPLOMATIST: Being recollec-

tions "of Germany founded on Diaries kept during the years r840—1870. By

1011thWARD, C.B., late H.M. Minister-Rendent to the Hanse Towns. 8vo.

Tor. .

WARD.-ENGLISH POETS. Selections. with Critical Introductions by

various writers. and a General Introduction by MATTHEW ARNOLD. Edited

by T. H. WARD, M.A. 4 vols. Crown 8vo. 7:. 64’. each.

Vol. I. CHAUCER to DONNE. -

Vol. II. BEN ONSON to DRYDEN.

Vol. III. ADDI ON to BLAKE.

Vol. IV. WORDSWORTH to ROSSETTI.

WATERTON (C.)—WANDERINGS IN SOUTH AMERICA. THE

NORTH-WEST OF THE UNITED STATES, AND THE ANTILLES

IN I812. 1816. I820, and r824. With Original Instructions for the perfect Preser-

vation of Birds, etc., for Cabinets of Natural History. By CHARLES WA'rERTON.

New Edition, edited with Biographical Introduction .and Explanato Index

by the Rev. J. G. WOOD. M.A. With zoo Illustrations. Cheaper dition.

Crown 8vo. 6:.

PEOPLE'S ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Demy 4to. Gd.

WATSON.—A VISIT To WAZAN, THE SACRED CITY OF MOROCCO.

By ROBERT SPENCE WATSON. With Illustrations. 8vo. .103. 64'.

WESLEY.-—JOHN WESLEY AND THE EVANGELICAL REACTION

of the Eighteenth Century. By JULIA WEDCwoon. Crown 8vo. 8:. 6d.
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WHEELER.—A SHORT HISTORY OF INDIA. AND OF THE

FRONTIER STATES OF AFGHANISTAN, NEPAUL, AND BURMA.

By.J. TAL-BOYS WHEELER, late Assistant-Secretary to the Government of

India, Foreign Department, and late Secretary to the Government of British

Burma. With Maps and Tables. Crown 8vo. 12:.

WHEWELL.—WILLIAM WHEWELL, D.D., late Master of Trinity

College, Cambridge. An account of his Writings. with Selections from his

Literary and Scientific correspondence. By I. Tomwm'nn, M.A., F.R.S.

Two Vols. 8vo. 25:.

WHITE.—THE NATURAL HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF SEL-

BORNE. By GILBERT Wm'rs. Edited. with Memoir and Notes, by FRANK

BUCKEAND, A Chapter on Antiquities by LORD SELBORNE. and numerous Il-

lustrations by P. H. DELAMOTTE. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:.

Alsoia Large Paper Edition, containing, in addition to the above. upwards of

Thirty Woodbu type Illustrations from Drawings by Prof. Dnumor'rn. Two

Vols. 4to. Ha morocco, elegant. 41. 4:.

WILLS—IN THE LAND OF THE LION AND THE SUN; or. Modern

Persia. Being Experiences of Life in Persia during a Residence of Fifteen

Years in various parts of that Conn , from 1866—1881. B15 C. J. WILLS, M.D.,

late one of the Medical Officers 0 H.M.‘s Telegraph epartment in Persia.

Demy 8vo. 14:.

WILSON.—A MEMOIR OF GEORGE WILSON. M.D., F.R.S.E., Regius

Professor of Technology in the University of Edinburgh. By his SISTER. New

Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:.

WILSON (DANIEL, LL.D.)—Worlts by DANIEL WILSON, LL.D.,

Professor of History and English Literature in University College. Toronto :—

PREHISTORIC ANNALS OF SCOTLAND. New Edition, with numerous

Illustrations. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 36:.

PREIIISTORIC MAN: Researches into the Origin of Civilization in the Old

and New World. New Edition, revised and enlarged throughout, with numerous

Illustrations and Two Coloured Plates. Two Vols. 8vo. 36:.

CHATTERTON: A Biographical Study. Crown 8vo. 6:. 6d.

YOE.-—THE BURMAN: His Life and Notions. By SHWAY Yon. Two Vols

Crown 8vo. 9:.

YONGE (CHARLOTTE M.)—Worlts by CHARLOTTE M. Yonce,

Author of the “ Heir ol' Redclyfl'e," &c. &c. :—

A PARALLEL HISTORY OF FRANCE AND ENGLAND: Consisting of

Outlines and Dates. Oblong 4to. 3r. 6d.

CAMEOS FROM ENGLISH HISTORY. From Rollo to Edward II. Extra

Fcap. 8vo. Third Edition. 5:.

SECOND Snares, THE WARS IN FRANCE. Extra foap. 8vo. Third

Edition. 5:.

men SERIES, THE WARS OF THE ROSES. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5:.

F0531‘)! SERIES. REFORMATION TIMES. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5:.

Ftrru SERIES, ENGLAND AND SPAIN. Extra fcap. 8vo. 5:.

ISTORY 0F FRANCE. M . 8mo. 3.647.

H aps x 3 [Hz'sfofical Couru/orSc/wolr.
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POLITICS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL ECONOMY,

LAW, AND KINDRED SUBJECTS.

ANGLO-SAXON LAW.-ESSAYS IN. Contents:Law Courts—Land

and _ Family Laws and Legal Procedure generally. With Select cases.

Medium 8vo. 18s.

ARNOLD.—THE ROMAN SYSTEM OF PROVINCIAL ADMINIS-

TRATION TO THE ACCESSION OF CONSTANTINE THE GREAT.

geingéhe Arnold Prize Essay for 1879. By W. '1‘. ARNOLD, B.A. Crown

vo. .

BERNARD.—-FOUR LECTURES 0N SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH

DIPLOMACY. By MoNrAGUE BERNARD, M. A., Chichele Professor of

International Law and Diplomacy, Oxford. 8vo. 9:.

BIGELOW.-—HISTORY OF PROCEDURE IN ENGLAND, FROM

THE NORMAN CONQUEST. The Norman Period, x066-Iao4. By

MELVILLE MADISON BIGELOW, Ph.D., Harvard University. 8vo. 16:.

BRIIICE’HT (JOHN, M.P.).—Worlts by the Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT,

SPEECHES ON QUESTIONS OF PUBLIC POLICY. Edited by Professor

THOROLD ROGERS, M.P. Author’s Popular Edition. Globe 8vo. 3s. 6d.

LIBRARY EDITION. Two Vols. 8vo. With Portrait. 25:.

PUBLIC ADDRESSES. Edited by J. THOROLD Rooms. M.P. 8vo. 14:.

BUCKNILL.—THE CARE OF THE INSANE, AND THEIR LEGAL

CONTROL. By J. C. BucxNiLL, M.D., F.R.S., late Lard Chancellor’s Visitor

of Lunatics. Crown 8vo. 3s. 6d.

CAIRNES. --Worlts by J. E. CAIRNEs, M.A., Emeritus Professor of Political

Economy in Universtty College, London:-

POLITICAL ESSAYS. 8vo. res-.647.

THE CHARACTER AND LOGICAL METHOD OF POLITICAL ECO-

NOMY. New Edition, enlarged. 8vo. 7:. 64’.

COBDEN (RICHARD).-SPEECHES ON QUESTIONS OF PUBLIC

POLICY. Bi: RICHARD ConDEN. Edited by the Right Hon John Bright,

M.P., and J. . Thorold Rogers, M.P. Popular Edition. 8vo. 3:. 6d.

COSSA.-—GUIDE TO THE STUDY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. By

Dr. LUIGI COSSA. Professor of Political. Economy in the Universit of Pava.

Translated from the Second Italian Edition. With a Preface by . STANLEY

JRVONs, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. 4:. 6d.

FAWCETT.—Worlts by Ri ht Hon. new“ Fchz'r'r. M.A., M.P.. E1123

Fellow of Trinity Hall, and rofessor of Political Economy in the UniverSity

of Cambridge:—

THE ECONOMIC POSITION OF THE BRITISH LABOURER. Extra

(cap. 8vo. 5:.

MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY“ Sixth Edition, revised, with a

Chapter on State Socialism and the Nationalisation of the Land, and an Index,

etc. Crown 8vo. 12:.

PAUPERISM: ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES. Crown Eve. 5:. 6d.

SPEEgdl‘IES ON SOME CURRENT POLITICAL QUESTIONS. 8m

10:.
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FAWCETT—Conlinued.

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION: and Inquiry into the Causes which have

retarded the general adoption of Free Trade since its introduction into England.

Fourth and C eaper Edition. Crown 8vo. 3:. 6d.

INDggN FINANCE. Three Essays, with Introduction and Appendix. 8vo

7:. .

ESSAYS ON POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SUBJECTS. By Right Hon.

HENRY FAWCETT. M.P., and MILLICENT GARRETT FAWCETT. 8vo. 10:. 6d.

FAWCETT (MRS.)—\Vorlts by MILLICEN-r GARRETT FAWCETN—

POLITICAL ECONOMY FOR BEGINNERS. \VITH QUESTIONS. New

Edition. 18mo. 2r. 6d.

TALES IN POLITICAL ECONOMY. Crown 8vo. 3:.

GOSCHEN.—REPORTS AND SPEECHES ON LOCAL TAXATION.

By GEORGE J. GOSCHEN. M.P. Royal 8vo. 5:.

GUIDE To THE UNPROTECTED, in Every Day Matters Relating

to Property and Income. Bya BANKER's DAUGHTER. Fifth Edition, Revised.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

HAMILTON.-MONEY AND VALUE: an Inquiry into the Means and

Ends oflEconomic Production. with an Appendix on the Depreciation of Silver

and Indian Currency. By ROWLAND HAMILTON. 8vo. 12:.

HARWOOD.—Works by GEORGE HARwooo. M.A.

DISESTABLISHMENT: a Defence of the Principle of a National Church.

8vo. 12:.

THE COMING DEMOCRACY. Crown 8vo. 6:.

HILL.—OUR COMMON LAND: and other Short Essays. By OCTAVIA

HILL. Extra fcap. 8vo. 3s. 64'.

CONTENTS z—Our Common Land. District Visiting. A more Excellent Way of

Charity. A Word on Good Citizenship. Open Spaces. Ell'ectual Charity. The

Future of our Commons.

HOLLAN13.—THE TREATY RELATIONS OF RUSSIA AND TURKEY

FROM r774 T0 185 . A Lecture delivered at Oxford, April x877. By T. E.

HOLLAND. D.C.L., ’rofessor of International Law and Diplomacy, Oxford.

Crown 8vo. as.

HOLMES—mm COMMON LAW. By 0. w. Homes, JR. 8vo. . 12:.

HUGHES (THOS.)—THE OLD CHURCH: WHAT SHALL WE DO

WITH IT? By THOMAS HUGHES, Q.C. Crown 8vo. 6s.

JEVONS.—Works by W. STANLEY EVONS, LL.D., M.A., F.R.S. (For other

Works by the same Author, .m DUCATIONAI. and PHILOSOPHICAL CATA'

LOGUES.):—

THE THEORY OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Second Edition, revised, with

new Preface and Appendices. 8vo. 10:. 6d.

PRIMER 0F POLITICAL ECONOMY. I8mo. 1:.

METHODS OF SOCIAL REFORM, and other Papers. Demy 8vo. tor. 6d.

LAVELEYE.——PRIMITIVE PROPERTY. .By Emte' he LAvnme.

Translated by G. R. L. MARRIOTT, LL.B., with an Introduction by T. E.

CLIrrE LESLIE. LL.B. 8vo. 12:.

LEADING CASES DONE INTO ENGLISH.—ByaniAPPRBNh

Tree or LINCOLN’S INN. Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 2:. 6d.
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LIGHTWOOD.-—THE NATURE OF POSITIVE LAW. By Jam: M.

LIGHTWOOD, M.A. of LinColn's Inn Barrister-at-Law F 110 {'1‘ ' 't H n

Cambridge. Dem}; 8vo. 12:.6d. ' I c wo rimy a ,

  

LUBBOCK.—ADDRESSES. POLITICAL AND EDUCATIONAL. By

Sir JOHN Lunaocx, Bart., M.P., &c., &c. 8vo. 8:. 6d.

MACDONELL.-THE LAND QUESTION. Wer SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND. By JOHN MACDONRL,

Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 10:. 6d.

MARSHALLuT-THE ECONOMICS OF INDUSTRY. By A. MARSHALL,

M.A., late Principal ofUniverstty College Bristol, and MARY PALEv MARSHALL,

late Lecturer at ewnham Hall, Cambridge. Extra fcap. 8vo. as. 64.

MONAHAN.—THE METHOD OF LAW: an Essa on the Statement and

érranggmentgf the Legal Standard of Conduct. By . H. MoNAHAN, Q.C.

rown vo. .

PATERSON.—Worlc_s byJAMES PATERsON, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, sometime

Commissioner for English and Irish Fisheries, &c.

THE LIBERTY OF THE SUB ECT AND THE LAWS OF ENGLAND

RELATING TO THE SECUR TY OF THE PERSON. Commentaries on.

Cheaper issue. Crown 8vo. 21:.

THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS. 0F SPEECH. AND OF PUBLIC WOR-

SHIP. Being Commentaries on the Liberty of the Subject and the Laws of

England. Crown 8vo. 12:.

PHEAR.-INTERNATIONAL TRADE, AND THE RELATION BE-

TWEEN EXPORTS AND IMPORTS. A Paper read before the Exmouth

Liberal Association, on July 22, 1881. By Sir JOHN B. PHRAR. Crown 8vo. 2:.6d.

PHILLIMOREJ—‘PRIvATE LAW AMONG THE ROMANS, from the

Pandects. By JOHN GEORGE PHILLIMORE, Q.C. 8vo. r65.

POLLOCK (F.).—ESSAYS IN JURISPRUDENCE AND ETHICS. By

FREDERICK POLLOCK. M.A., LL. D., Corpus Christi Professor of Jurisprudence

in the University of Oxford: late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 8vo.

10:. 6d.

PRACTICAL POLITICS.—ISSUED BYTHE NATIONALLIBERAL

FEDERATION. Complete in one volume. 8vo. -6:. Or :-

I. THE TENANT FARMER: Land Laws and Landlords. By JAMES HOWARD.

8vo. rs.

II. FOREIGN POLICY. By Right Hon. M. E. GRANT DUFF, M.P. 8vo. is.

III. FREEDOM OF LAND. By G. SHAW LEFEVRE, M.P. 8vo. 2:. 64'.

IV. BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY. By Sir DAVID WEDDEREURN, Bart.

M.P. Demy 8vo. rs.

RICHEY.—THE IRISH LAND LAWS. By ALEXANDER G. RICHEv. Q.C.,

LL.D.. Deputy Regius Professor of Feudal and English Law in the Universny

of Dublin. Crown 8vo. 3:. 6d.

SIDGWICK.—Works by HENRY SIDGWICK, M.A., Praelector in Moral and

Political PhiloSOphy in Trinity College, Cambridge, &c.:

THE PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. Demy 8vo. 16:.

THE METHODS OF ETHICS. Second Edition, revised throughout, with

important additions. Demy 8vo. r4r.
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STATESMAN’S YEAR BOOK, THE: A STATISTICAL AND

HISTORICAL ANNUAL OF THE STATES OF THE CIVILIZED

WORLD, FOR THE YEAR 1883. ’l'wentieth Annual Publication. Revised

after Official Returns. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d.

STEPHEN (C. E.)-—THE SERVICE OF THE POOR: Being an Inquiry
into the Renuns for and against the Establishment of Religious Sisterhood:

f‘o‘r égharitable Purposes. By CAROLINE EMILIA STEPHEN. Crown 8vo.

STEPHEN.—Works by Sir AMES FITZJAMES STEPHEN, K.C.S.I., D.C.L.

A Judge of the High Court of ustice, Queen's Bench Division.

A DIGEST OF THE LAW OF EVIDENCE. Fourth Edition, with new Preface.

Crown 8vo. 6:.

ABHISTCg-{Y OF THE CRIMINALLAW OF ENGLAND. Three Vols. Demy

vo. 4 .

A gIGEST OF THE CRIMINAL LAW. (Crimes and Punishments.) 8vo.

1 s.

A DIGEST OF THE LAW OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE IN INDICT—

ABLE OFFENCES. By Sir JAMES F. STEPHEN, K.C.S.I.,aJudge of the

High Court of Justice, Queens Bench Division, and HERBERT STEPHEN,

LL.M , of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law. 8vo. 12:. 6d.

STUBBS.—VILLAOE POLITICS. Addresses and Sermons on the Labour

Question. By C. W. S'ruans, M.A., Vicar of Granborough, Bucks. Extra

fcap. 8vo. 3:. 6d.

THORNTON.—Worlts by W. T. THORNTON, C.B., Secretary for Public

Works in the India Office :— '

A PLEA FOR PEASANT PROPRIETORS: With the Outlines of a Plan for

their Establishment in Ireland. New Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. 7:. 64’.

INDIAN PUBLIC WORKS AND COGNA'I‘E INDIAN TOPICS. With

Map of Indian Railways. Crown 8vo. 8:. 6d.

WALKER—works b r. A. WALKER, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Political

Economy and History, ale College :—

THE WAGES QUESTION. A Treatise on Wages and the Wages Class. 8vo.

14:.

MONEY. 8vo. 16:.

MONéEiY IN ITS RELATIONS TO TRADE AND INDUSTRY. Crown 8vo.

7:. .

POLITICAL ECONOMY. 8vo. tor. 6d.

WILSON.-—RECIPROCITY, BI-METALLISM, AND LANDs'l'ENURE

REFORM. By A. J. WILSON, Author of “The Resources of Modern

Countries." 8vo. 7:. 6d.
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WORKS CONNECTED WITH THE SCIENCE OR THE

HISTORY OF LANGUAGE.

ABBOTT.—-A SHAKESPERIAN GRAMMAR: An Attempt to illustrate

some of the Differences between Elizabethan and Modern English. By the

Rev. E. A. ABBOTT, D.D., Head Master of the City of London School. New

and Enlarged Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 6:. '

BREYMANN.—A FRENCH GRAMMAR BASED ON PHILOLOGICAL

PRINCIPLES. By HERMAN}: BREYMANN, Ph.D., Professor of Philology in

the University of Munich, late Lecturer on French Language and Literature in

Owens College, Manchester. Extra. fcap. 8vo. 4:. 6d.

ELLIS—PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE UANTITATIVE PRO-

NUNCIATION OF LATIN, FOR THE SE OF CLASSICAL

TEACHERS AND LINGUISTS. By A. J. Ems, B.A., F.R.S.. &c.

Extra fcap. 8vo. 4:. 6d.

FASNACHT.—Works by G. EUGENE FASNACHT. Author of “Macmillan’s

Progressive French Course,” Editor of “Macmillan’s Foreign School

Classics," &c.

THE ORGANIC METHOD OF STUDYING LANGUAGES. I. French.

' Crown 8vo. 3:. 6d.

A ngI-IETIC FRENCH GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS. Crown 8vo.

3r. .

FLEAY.—A SHAKESPEARE MANUAL. By the Rev. F. G. FLEAY,

M.A., Head Master of Skipton Grammar School. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

GOODWIN.—Worlts by W. W. Goonwa, Professor of Greek Literature in

Harvard University :—

SYNTAX OF THE GREEK MOODS AND TENSES. New Edition.

Crown 8vo. 6:.64.

A SCHOOL GREEK GRAMMAR. Crown 8vo. 3:. 64.

A GREEK GRAMMAR. Crown 8vo. 6:.

GREEK TESTAMENT.—THE NEW TESTAMENT IN THE

ORIGINAL GREEK. The Text revised b£B. F. Wns'rcor'r, D.D., Regnus

Professor of Divinity, and F. J. A. HORT, D. .. Hulsean Professor _of DIvaty,

Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambndge; late Fellmvs of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Two Vols. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d. '

Vol. I. Team—Vol. II. Introduction and Appendix.

THE REVISERS AND THE GREEKTEXT OF THE N
EWTESTAMENT.

By Two Members of the New Testament Company. 8vo. 2:. 6d.

ADLEY.— SSAYS PHILOLOGICAL AND CRITICAL. Selected from

H the Papers ofguns HADLEY, LL.D., Professor of Greek In Yale College. &c.

8vo. 16:.

HALES.—LONGER ENGLISH POEMS. With Notes. Philolo 'cal and

d I troduction on the Teaching of English. . Chic y for use

it? lhgzigfy’lggitednbyfi. W. HALES, Professor of English Literature at

King's College, London, &c. &C. Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

HELFENSTEIN (JAMES .—A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF

THE TEUTONIC LANGUA ES: Being-at the same ttme a Historical

Grammar of the English Language, and compnsnng Gothic, Anglo-Saxon, Earl

English Modern English, Icelandic (Old Norse), Danish, Swedish Hig

Geng Middle High German, Modern German, Old Saxon, Old Fnsran, and

Dutch. By JAMES Humans-mm, PhD. 8vo. 18:.
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MASSON (GUSTAVE).——A COMPENDIOUS DICTIONARY OF

THE FRENCH LANGUAGE (French-English and English-French). Ada ted

from the Dictionaries of Professor ALFRED ELWALL. Followed by a List 0 the

gn‘nlctpal Dzivei'éing Derivations, and preceded by Chronological and Historical

a ) es. y USTAVE MASSON. Assistant-Master and Librarian, Harrow

School. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo. 6:. '

MAYPR.—A BIBLIOGRAPHICAL CLUE TO LATIN LITERATURE-

Edited after Dr. E. HunNER. With large Additions by JOHN E. B. MAYOR.

M.A., Professor of Latin in the University of Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 10:. 6d-

MORRIS.—Works by the Rev. RICHARD MORRIS. LL.D., President of the

Philological Society, Editor of " Specimens of Early English,” &c., &c. :—

HISTORICAL OUTLINES OF ENGLISH ACCIDENCE, com rising

Chapters on the History and Development of the Language, and on Vord-

formation. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 6:.

ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN HISTORICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR,

containing Accidence and Wood-formation. Third Edition. 18mo. 2:. 6d.

OLIPHANT.—THE OLD AND MIDDLE ENGLISH. By T. L.

KINGTON OLIPHANT, M.A., of Balliol College. Oxford. A New Edition.

revised and greatly enlarged, if “The Sources of Standard English.” Extra

(cap. Bra. 9:.

PHILOLOGY.—THE OURNAL OF SACRED AND CLASSICAL

I’HILOLOGY. FourVo -. 8vo. 12:. 64’. each.

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. New Series. Edited by OHN E. B.

MAYOR, M.A., and W. ALDIs WRIGHT, M.A. 41'. 6d. (Half-year y.)

THE AMERICAN OURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. Edited 'by BASIL L.

GlLDERSLEEVE, Pro essor of Greek in the John Hopkins University. 8vo.

4:. 6d. (Quarterly.)

PHRYNICHUS.—THE NEW PHRYNICHUS. Being a Revised Text of

The Eclagrz of the Grammarian Pfirym'clms. With Introductions and Commen-

tary. By W. GUNION RUTHERFORD, M.A., of Balliol College, Head Master

of Westminster School. 8vo. 18:.

ROBY (H. J.)-—\Vorks by Hrmv JOHN ROBY, M.A., late Fellow of St.

John's College, Cambridge.

A GRAMMAR OF THE LATIN LANGUAGE. FROM PLAUTUS TO

SUETONIUS. In Two Parts. Second Edition. Part I. containingz—Book

I. Sounds. Book II. Inflexions. Book III. Word Formation. Appendices.

Crown 8vo. 8:. 6d. Part 11.—Syntax. PrepOSitions, &c. Crown 8vo. 10:. 64'.

A LATIN GRAMMAR FOR SCHOOLS. Crown 8vo. 5:.

SCHAFF.—THE GREEK TESTAMENT AND THE ENGLISH VER-

SION, A COMPANION TO. By PHILIP SCHAFP, D.D., President of the

American Committee of Revision. With Facsimile Illustrations of MSS. and

Standard Editions of the New Testament. Crown 8vo. 12:.

SCHMIDT.——THE RYTHMIC AND METRIC OF THE CLASSICAL

LANGUAGES. To which are added, the Lyric Parts of the "Medea" Of

Euripides and the “Antigone” of Sophocles: with Rhythmical Scheme and

Commentar '. By Dr. J. Ii. SCHMIDT. Translated from the German by J. W.

WHITE, D. . 8vo. roe. 6d.
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TAYLOR.—Works by the Rev. ISAAC TAYLOR, M.A. :—

ETRUSCAN RESEARCHES. With Woodcuts. 8vo. us.

WORDS AND PLACES; or, Etymological Illustrations of History, Ethnology

and Geography} By the Rev. ISAAC TAYLOR. Third Edition. revised and

compressed. ith Maps. Globe 8vo. 6:.

GREEKS AND GOTHS: a Study on the Runes. 8vo. or.

TRENCH.—Works by R. CHENEva TRENCH, D.D., Archbishop of Dublin.

(For other Works by the same Author, :2: THEOLOGICAL CATALOGUE.)

SYlNgNYMS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. Ninth Edition, enlarged. 8vo.

c at . 12:.

ON THE STUDY OF WORDS. Lectures Addressed (originally) to the Pupils

g} the giocesan Training School, Winchester. Eighteenth Edition, enlarged.

cap. vo. 5:.

ENGLISH PAST AND PRESENT. Eleventh Edition, revised and improved.

Fcap. 8vo. 5:.

A SELECT GLOSSARY OF ENGLISH WORDS USED FORMERLY IN

SENSES DIFFERENT FROM THEIR PRESENT. Fifth Edition,

enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 5:.

VINCENT AND DICKSON.-—A HANDBOOK TO MODERN

GREEK. By EDGAR VINCENT, M.A., and T. G. DICKSON. Second Edition

revised and enlarged. With an Appendix on the Relation of Modern Greek to

Classical Greek. By Professor R. C. Jane. Crown 8vo. 6:.

WHITNEY.—A COMPENDIOUS GERMAN GRAMMAR. By W. D.

WHITNEY, Professor of Sanskrit and Instructor in Modern Languages in Yale

College. Crown 8vo. 6:.

WHITNEY AND EDGREN.-—A COMPENDIOUS GERMAN

AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY, with Notation of Corres ondences and

Brief Etymologies. By Professor W. D. WHITNEY. assisted by . H. EDGREN.

Crown 8vo. 7:. 6d. '

. The GERMAN-ENGLISH Part may be had separately. Price 5:.

ZECHARIAH.—THE HEBREW STUDENT'S COMMENTARY. ON

HEBREW AND LXX. With Excursus on Several Grammatical Subjects.

By W. H. Lows, M.A., Hebrew Lecturer at Christ's College, Cambridge.

Demy 8vo. 10:. 6d.
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THE GOLDEN TREASURY SERIES.

UNIFORMLY printed in i8mo. with Vignette Titles by J. E. MILLAis, T. WOOLNER.

W. HOLMAN HUNT. SIR NOEL PATON, ARTHUR HUGHES, &c. Engraved on Steel

bquEENs. Bound in extra cloth. 4:. 61'. each volume. Also kept in morocco and

ca bindings.

“ Messrs. Macmillan have, in their Golden Treasury Series, especially provided

editions of standard works, volumes of selected poetry, and original compo-

sitions. which entitle this series to be called classical. Nothing can be better

than the literary execution, nothing more elegant than the material workman-

ship.”—BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW.

THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF THE BEST SONGS

AND LYRICAL POEMS IN THE ENGLISH LAN-

gUAGE. Selected and arranged, with Notes. by FRANCIS TURNER

ALGRAVB.

THE CHILDREN’S GARLAND FROM THE BEST

POETS. Selected and arranged by COVENTRY PATMORE.

THE BOOK OF PRAISE. From the best English Hymn \Vriters.

Selected and arranged by the Right Hon. the EARL or SELBORNE. A New

and Enlarged Edition.

THE FAIRY BOOK; the Best Popular Fa' Stories. Selected and ren-

dered anew by the Author of “JOHN HALIFAX,‘ ENTLEMAN.”

“A delightful selection, in a delightful external form ; full of the physical splen-

dour and vast Opulence of proper fairy tales.”-SPECTATOR.

THE BALLAD BOOK. A Selection of the Choicest British Ballads.

Edited by WILLIAM ALLINGHAM.

THE JEST BOOK. The Choicest Anecdotes and Sayings. Selected and

arranged by MARK LEMON.

“ The fullest and best jest book that has yet appeared.”-—SATURDAY REVIEW.

BACON’S ESSAYS AND COLOURS OF GOOD AND

EVIL. With Notes and Glossarial Index. By W. ALDIS WRIGHT, M.A.

“The beautiful little edition of Bacon's Essays, now before us, does credit to

the taste and scholarship of Mr. Aldis anht.”—SPECTATOR.

THE PILGRIM’S PROGRESS from this \Vorld to thatwhichis to

come. By JOHN BUNYAN.

“A beautiful and scholarly reprint."—SPECTATOR.

THE SUNDAY BOOK OF POETRY FOR THE

YOUNG- Selected and arranged by C. F. ALEXANDER.

" A well-selected volume of sacred poetry.”—SPECTATOR.

A BOOK OF GOLDEN DEEDS of All Times and All Countries.

Gathered and Narrated Anew. By the Author of “ THE HEIR or REDcLYrrE."

“. . . ‘o the oung for whom it is especially intended, as a most interesting

collection ofyllll'lllli’lg tales well told; and to their elders as a useful handbook

of reference. and a pleasant one to take up when their Wish is to while away

a Weary half-hour. We have seen no prettier gift-book for a long time. —

ATHENIEUM.

THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUSOE.

Edited, from the Original Edition, by J. W. CLARK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity

College, Cambridge.
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THE REPUBLIC OF PLATO. TRANSLATED INTO Excusrr. with~

Notes by J. LL. DAVIES, M.A., and D. J. VAUGHAN. M.A.

“ A dainty and cheap little cdition.”-EXAMINER.

THE SONG BOOK. Words and tunes from the best Poets and Musicians.

Selected and arranged by JOHN HULLAH, Professor of Vocal Music in King’s

College, London.

“A choice collection of the sterling songs of England, Scotland, and Ireland,

with the music of each prefixed to the words. How much true wholesome

pleasure such a book candifl'use, and will difl'use, we trust, through many

thousand families.”—ExAM1Nt-:R.

LA LYRE FRANQAISE. Selected and arranged, with Notes. by

Gus-rsz Mason, French Master in Harrow School.

“ We doubt whether even in France itself so interesting and complete a repertory

of the best French Lyncs could be found."-—Norns AND QUERIES.

TOM BROWN’S SCHOOL DAYS. By AN 0w Bor.

“ A perfect gem of a. book. The best and most healthy book about boys for

boys that ever was written."—Ir.t.usrnA1-zo TIMES.

A BOOK OF WORTHIES. Gathered from the Old Histories and written

anew by the Author of "THE Ham on Raocumrn."

“An admirable addition to an admirable series.”—Wasrmnsrzn vaxnw.

GUESSES AT TRUTH. By Two BROTHERS. New Edt‘lz'on.

THE CAVALIER AND HIS LADY. SelectionsfromtheWorltsof

the First Duke and Duchess of Newcastle. With an Introductory Essay by

EDWARD JENKINS, Author of “Ginx‘s Baby,” &c.

“ A charming little volume."-STANDARD.

SCOTCH SONG. A Selection of the Choicest Lyrics of Scotland Com-

piled and arranged, with brief Notes, by MARY CARLYLE AITKIN.

“ The book is one that should find a place in every library, we had almost said in

every pocket."—SPECTATOR.

DEUTSCHE LYRIK 2 The Golden Treasury, of the best German Lyrical

Poems. Selected and arranged, with Notes and iterary Introduction, by Dr.

Bucnuzm.

“A book which all lovers of German poetry will welcome."—Wnsrmusren

REVIEW.

HERRICK: Selections frOm the Lyrical Poems. Arranged, with Notes, by

F. T. PALanAvn.

“ For the first time the sweetest of English pastoral poets is placed within the

range of the great world of readers."——ACADEM\'.

POEMS OF PLACES. Edited by H. W. LONGFELLOW. England and

Wales. Two Vols.

" A very happy idea, thoroughly worked out by an editor who possesses every

qualification for the tas .”—SPECTATOR.

MATTHEW ARNOLD’S SELECTED POEMS.

(Also a Large Paper Edition. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.)

“ A volume which is a thing of beauty in itself.”—-PALL MALI. GAZETTE.
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THE STORY OF THE CHRISTIANS AND MOORS

IN SPAIN. B C. M. YoNc Author t’th «H. "

With Vignettch no.3... no... 3’ ° ° w of Redclytre.

CHARLES LAMB’S TALES FROM SHAKESPEARE.

Edited by the Rev. A. AINGER, M.A., Reader at the Temple.

POEMS OF WORDSWORTH. Chosen and Edited, with Preface
by MATTHEW ARNOLD. (Also a Large Paper Edition. Crown 8vo. 9r.)

“ A volume. every page of whichis weighted with the old I: f 't f .".

-—PALL MALL GAZETTE- g e m 0 poetry

SHAKESPEARE’S SONNETS. Edited by F. T. PALGRAVB.

POEMS FROM SHELLEY. Selected and arranged by STOPFORD

A. Bnooxn, M.A. (Also a Large Paper Edition. Crown 8vo. 12:. 6d.)

“ Full of power and true appreciation of Shelley."—SPECTA1‘OR.

ESSAYS OF JOSEPH ADDISON. cm... and Edited by JOHN
RICHARD GREEN, M.A., LL.D.:

“ This is a most welcome addition to a most excellent series."—-EXAMINER.

POETRY OF BYRON. Chosen and arranged by MATTHEW ARNOLD.

(Also a Large Paper Edition, Crown 8vo.) 9:.

"It is written in Mr. Arnold’s neatest vein, and in Mr. Arnold's most pellucid

manner.”—ATHENJEUM.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF WALTER

(SOAVAGE LANDOR.—-Arranged and Edited by Professor SIDNEY

I.va.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE’S RELIGIO MEDICI; Letter

L. a Friend, &c., and Christian Morals. Edited by W. A. GREENHILL, M.D.

“ Dr. Greenhill's annotations display care and research to a degree rare among

English editors. The bibliographical details furnished leave nothing to be

desxred.”-ATHEN4IUM.

THE SPEECHES AND TABLE-TALK OF THE

PROPHET MOHAMMAD.—Chosen and Translated, with an

Introduction and Notes, by STANLEY LANE-POOLE.

SELECTIONS FROM COWPER’S POEMS.—With an Intro-

duction by Mrs. OLIPHANT.

SELECTIONS FROM COWPER’S LETTERS.—Bythe Rev.

W. BENHAM, B.D., Editor of the “ Globe Edition " of Cowper's Poetical

Works. 18mo. [In (heiress.
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“It is undoubtedly the best of Sixpenny Illustrated Magnzines.”—Tfie

Alhemeum.

“ The new venture is avery excellent return for si ence. . . . There has never

been anything seen like it for the money.”—Tlre War .

“It is wonderfully cheap and it is good . . . . in all respects most excellent."—

St. yames': Gazette. . ,-

“ It marks an epoch in the history of periodicals. . . . It offers to the million a

combmation of the best in art and literature."—70umal of Education.

NOW PUBLISHING,

English Silustrateb (lbagasine.

Single Numbers, price Sixpence, by Post, Eightpence.

Yearly Subscription, post-free, 7s. 6d.

 

The price at which the ENGLISH ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE is issued justifies

the belief that it will appeal to a large and varied circle of readers, and an endeavour

will be made in the chotce and arrangement of its contents to satisfy the tastes of all

who are interested in Literature and Art.

The ENGLst ILLUSTRATED MAGAzINE is designed for the entertainment of

the home, and for the instruction and amusement of young and old, and it will be

conducted in the belief that every section of its readers, in whatever direction their

tastes and interests may tend, are prepared to demand and to appreciate the best that

can be offered to them.

The prominentoplace assigned to Illustration will demand thqexercise of special

care In the. reparation of the Engravings for the Magazine, and In this department

no pains m l be spared to secure satisfactory results.

The following, among others, are Contributors to the

current Volume :— '

WRITERS. ARTISTS.

GRANT ALLEN. HARRY FURNIss.

BERNARD H. BECKER. C. NAPIER HEMY.

WILLIAM BLAcx-t. figfigET-lfi'fa

.J. C_oMYNs CARR. A. Mono,“ “3‘

AUSTIN DOBSON. ' . W. NORTH.

ARchsALD GEIRIE, F.R.S. . R. O'BRIEN.

A. J- amiss??-
Professor HUXLEY, P.R.S. L. ALMA 'TADEMA.

RICHARD JEFFERIES. CHARLES \VHYIIRER.

F. W. MAI'I'LAND.

FREDERch POLLOCK. ENGRA VERS-

J. H. SHORTIIOUSE. D. COOPER.

R. L. STEVENSON. Y. & _I. CHESHIRE.

A. C. SWINBURNE. g“%’$RUENEs"‘G'

Tun AUTIIOR or “JOIIN HALIFAX, R: PATERSON.
GENTLEMAN.” w. QUICK.

CIIARLOTTE M. Yoncn. QUARTLIIY JARYER.
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Now Publishing, in Crown 8vo. Price 3:. 64'. rack.

min Englile China.

A SERIES OF SHORT BOOKS ON HIS RIGHTS AND

RESPONSIBILITI ES.

EDITED BY HENRY CRAIK, M.A.

This series is intended to meet the demand for accessible information on the Ordi-

nary condxuons, and the current terms, of our political life. Ignorance of these no

only takes from the study of history the interest which comes from a contact with

ractxcalpoltttcs, but, stIll worse, It ynfits men for their place as intelligent citizens

he senes thI deal with the dual; of the machinery whereby our Constitution

works, and the broad lines upon which it has been constructed.

The/2211010131: Volume: are ready:—

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT. I .

of St. John's College, Oxford. By H D Tan“! D-CL. late Fellow

THE ELECTORATE AND THE LEGISLATURE

By SPENCER WALPOLE, Author of “ The History of England from I8I5." .

THE NATIONAL BUDGET; THE NATIONAL DEBT.

TAXES AND RATES. By A. J. WILSON. ’

THE POOR LAW. By Rev. T. w. Fowuz, M.A.

THE STATE AND ITS RELATION To TRADE. By 31.-r,

H. FARRER, Bart.

THE STATE IN RELATION To LABOUR. By w. 5mm

JEVONS, LL.D., F.R.S.

THE STATE AND THE CHURCH. BytheHon.A. ARTHUR

ELLIOT, M.P.

FOREIGN RELATIONS. By SPENCER WALPOLE, Author of “The

History of England from 18:5."

LOCAL GOVERNMENT. By M. D. CHALMERS, M.A.

THE LAND LAWS. By FREDERICK POLLOCK. M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge, Corpus Christi Professor of Junsprudence in the

University of Oxford.

COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES.-—I. INDIA. By J. S.

COTTON, M.A., late Fellow onueen's College, Oxford. II. THE COLON I ES.

By E. J. PAYNE, M.A., Fellow of University College, Oxford.

1;: Preparation :—

THE STATE AND EDUCATION. By HENRY CRAIK, M.A.

[In the press.

JUSTICE AND POLICE. By Professor FREDERICK POLLOCK, late

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Ste.

__________
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